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SUMMARY

Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) originated in the field of Physics. The technique is

non-parametric by nature and inter alia finds application in atmospheric sciences,

signal processing and recently in financial markets. The technique can handle a very

broad class of time series that can contain combinations of complex periodicities,

polynomial or exponential trend. Forecasting techniques are reviewed in this study,

and a new coordinate free joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasting formulation is

derived. The study also considers model selection in SSA, from which it become

apparent that forward validation results in more stable model selection.

The roots of SSA are outlined and distributional assumptions of signal senes are

considered ab initio. Pitfalls that arise in the multivariate statistical theory are

identified.

Different approaches of recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting are then reviewed.

The forecasting approaches are all supplied in algorithmic form to ensure effortless

adaptation to computer programs. Theoretical considerations, underlying the

forecasting algorithms, are also considered. A new coordinate free joint-horizon k-

period-ahead forecasting formulation is derived and also adapted for the multi-

channel SSA case.

Different model selection techniques are then considered. The use of scree-diagrams,

phase space portraits, percentage variation explained by eigenvectors, cross and

forward validation are considered in detail. The non-parametric nature of SSA

essentially results in the use of non-parametric model selection techniques.

Finally, the study also considers a commercial software package that is available and

compares it with Fortran code, which was developed as part of the study.
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OPSOMMING

Singulier spektraalanalise (SSA) het sy oorsprong in die Fisika. Die tegniek is nie-

parametries van aard en vind toepassing in velde soos atmosferiese wetenskappe,

seinprossesering en onlangs in finansiële markte. Die tegniek kan 'n wye

verskeidenheid tydreekse hanteer wat kombinasies van komplekse periodisiteite,

polinomiese- en eksponensiële tendense insluit. Vooruitskattingstegnieke word ook in

hierdie studie beskou, en 'n nuwe koërdinaatvrye gesamentlike horison k-periode-

vooruitskattingformulering word afgelei. Die studie beskou ook model seleksie in

SSA, waaruit duidelik blyk dat voorwaartse validasie meer stabiele model seleksie tot

gevolg het.

Die agtergrond van SSA word ab initio geskets en verdelingsaannames van seinreekse

beskou. Probleemgevalle wat voorkom in die meervoudige statistiese teorie word

duidelik geïdentifiseer.

Verskeie tegnieke van herhalende toepassing van een-periode-vooruitskatting word

daarna beskou. Die benaderings tot vooruitskatting word in algororitmiese formaat

verskaf wat die aanpassing na rekenaarprogrammering vergemaklik. Teoretiese

vraagstukke, onderliggend aan die vooruitskattings-algortimes, word ook beskou. 'n

Nuwe koërdinaatvrye gesamentlike horison k-periode-vooruitskattingsformulering

word afgelei en aangepas vir die multikanaal SSA geval.

Verskillende model seleksie tegnieke is ook beskou. Die gebruik van "scree"-

diagramme, fase ruimte diagramme, persentasie variasie verklaar deur eievektore,

kruis- en voorwaartse validasie word ook aangespreek. Die nie-parametriese aard van

SSA noop die gebruik van nie-parametriese model seleksie tegnieke.

Die studie vergelyk laastens 'n kommersiële sagtewarepakket met die Fortran

bronkode wat as deel van hierdie studie ontwikkel is.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

1.1 Introduction

Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is a well-known technique in the fields of physics,

geophysics and atmospheric sciences. The technique is, however, less known to the

statistical community. It is nearly sixteen years old although foundations thereof can be

traced back earlier to the field of physics (Takens, 1981). The main paper that laid the

foundations for SSA is due to Broomhead and King (1986).

SSA is a non-parametric approach to time series modelling. The technique encapsulates

both the strengths of multiple regression analysis and Fourier analysis, albeit in a non-

parametric context.

SSA essentially unfolds an observed time series into the column vectors of a Hankel

structured matrix, termed the trajectory matrix. In the case of noise-free signals, the

column vectors of the trajectory matrix lie on a single r-flat (r-dimensional subspace).

Singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to find the orthonormal base vectors of

the linear subspace parallel to this r -flat. This is also where the technique derives its name

from, viz. singular spectrum analysis.

Series that are governed by linear recurrent formulae (LRF) can be handled by the

technique and, inter alia, include combinations of polynomials, exponentials and

sinusoidal functions. This insight is due to the groundbreaking article of Buchstaber (1994)

and work that followed (Golyandina et al., 2001). The technique can therefore be used to

model an extremely wide spectrum of time series patterns that mainly involve trend and

cyclical behaviour. The strength of the technique lies in its ability to handle multiple

cyclical patterns, and also complex cyclical patterns that increase over time.

Chapter 1Introduction and Notation
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The unfolding of an observed time senes into a trajectory matrix places the SSA

methodology into a multivariate framework. In this framework, the statistical distribution

theory becomes extremely complex and (mostly) analytically intractable. In this research

we were thus inclined towards computer intensive methods. Theoretical results were

obtained where possible and numerically intensive approaches were used where this was

not possible. The latter was especially true in the case of model selection and inferential

procedures that were considered.

Time series forecasting, using SSA, has received attention in the form of recurrent one-

period-ahead forecasting (Danilov, 1997; Venter, 1998; Golyandina et al., 2001) and

vector forecasting (Golyandina et al., 2001). Other methods of forecasting (Zhang et al.,

1993) in SSA exist and predate the advances due to Danilov (1997). These techniques,

however, lacked mathematical rigour and are outdated. The major advance in SSA due to

Buchstaber (1994) laid foundations for forecasting in SSA. This thesis makes contributions

to forecasting and model selection in SSA.

1.2 Thesis contributions

This thesis contains a number of contributions in singular spectrum analysis (SSA). A

general formula is derived that can be used to construct joint-horizon k -period-ahead

forecasts (see Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 3). Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting is a

special case of the proposed formulation, which is also extended to handle forecasting in

the case of multi-channel SSA (see Section 3.6 of Chapter 3). Note that recurrent one-

period-ahead forecasting algorithms were available previously (Danilov, 1997; Venter,

1998; Golyandina et al., 2001). A proof is also provided showing the equivalence of the

coordinate-free forecasting approach due to Venter (1998) and the recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasting approach due to Golyandina et al. (2001) (see Section 3.2.5 of Chapter

3).

Model selection is also considered. This has been identified (Venter, 1998; Zhang et al.,

1993) as a topic in SSA requiring consideration. This study proposes two approaches

towards forward validation model selection in this regard (see Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 in

Chapter 1 Introduction and Notation
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Chapter 4). Both approaches utilise the proposed joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting

algorithm, combined with a bias-variance trade-off measure and a signal reconstruction

method not previously used in SSA. This signal reconstruction method is an adaptation of

the approach due to Cadzow (1988) and is discussed in Section 2.8.3 of Chapter 2, where

further areas of research in this regard are also identified. A small-scale Monte Carlo

simulation study and a number of examples are used to show the effectiveness of the

proposed methods (see Section 4.6 of Chapter 4).

In Chapter 4, Section 4.5, outlier identification in SSA is considered, using the FAST-

MCD program ofRousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999).

Attention is also, briefly, given to inference in SSA. Algorithms based on the bootstrap are

proposed for construction of confidence intervals for signal series and prediction intervals

for forecasts (see Section 5.2 of Chapter 5).

As a final contribution, FORTRAN software was developed to perform signal

reconstruction, cross- and forward validation model selection and forecasting (recurrent

and joint-horizon). This software has also been successfully implemented into other

languages such as Visual Basic (VB6), Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and

EVIEWS. The FORTRAN code is included as an appendix to the thesis. Due to space

restrictions the software for carrying out bootstrap inferences is, however, not included. It

is available upon request from the author.

1.3 Thesis layout

Chapter 2 traces back the roots of SSA and outlines the developments in this lively area of

research. The technique has recently received a thorough mathematical treatment in

Golyandina et al. (2001) and opened new possibilities for application in fields such as

economics, marketing and finance. Functions that can be handled by SSA are also

elaborated upon in Chapter 2.

Chapter 1 Introduction and Notation
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Chapter 3 is devoted to forecasting in SSA. All the major advances in SSA forecasting are

reviewed and algorithmic approaches supplied. A formula is proposed and derived to

handle joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting. Recurrent forecasting turns out to be a

special case of the formulation.

Chapter 4 addresses issues relating to model selection in SSA. Cross validation and

forward model validation are considered. A small scale Monte Carlo simulation was also

performed as part of the study. Outlier identification and robust model selection procedures

are also considered in the Chapter.

Chapter 5, briefly, addresses inferential issues in SSA forecasting. Algorithms that apply

the bootstrap are proposed for the construction of confidence intervals for the signal series

as well as prediction intervals for forecasts.

Chapter 6 briefly elaborates on new software that perform SSA. Functionality of the

CaterpillarSSA version 3.00 (Standard F Edition) software package, as developed by

Golyandina et al. (2001), is compared with the author's FORTRAN (SHONGO.F)

program, which accompanies this thesis as an appendix.

Chapter 7 contains the conclusions and some proposed areas for further research.

1.4 Notation

This section introduces the notation used throughout the thesis.

Vectors and matrices containing sample information are denoted using bold face letters.

Bold face Greek letters are reserved for population vectors and matrices. The dirriension of

a vector and matrix is supplied below such an element, where it is deemed to be necessary.

An n x p matrix will therefore be denoted by,

x
nxp

and an n x 1 vector will be denoted by,

x.
nxl

Chapter 1Introduction and Notation
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The (i, jt element of a matrix will be denoted by the notation x .. Tables 1.1 to 1.5,',)

below, can be consulted for notation that will be used throughout this thesis.

Table 1.1 Table of general notation.

GENERAL

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER

N Length of an observed time series

T Window length, dimension of vectors used, 2,3,4,5

number ofrow vectors in a trajectory matrix

k Number of periods forecast ahead 4,5

I Transpose of a matrix or vector 2,3,4

r Number of orthonormal base vectors that span the 2,3,4,5

parallel linear subspace .er

x, X Centred vector or matrix (by subtraction of mean) 2,3,4

£r Parallel linear subspace spanned by r 2,3,4

orthonormal vectors

n Number of column vectors in a trajectory matrix

such that n = N - T + 1

2,3,4,5

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

Euclidean space of dimension T

Linear subspace orthogonal to £r

Chapter 1Introduction and Notation
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Table 1.2 Table ofmathematical operators.

MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER

X Centring of matrix, i.e. X = X - xl' 2,3,4

x Centred column vector, i.e. Xi = Xi - x 2,3,4z

I I Absolute value 2,3

(x, y), x'y The inner product of two vectors 2,3

L(x,y) The angle between two vectors 2,3

cosL(x,y) The cosine of the angle between two vectors 2,3

IIXII=Hx
Length of a vector (12 - norm) 2,3

span( v I' •.. , v.) Linear space spanned by the vectors vI'···' Vr 2,3

H Hankelization operator 2,3

SVD Singular Value Decomposition 2,3,4

Chapter i introduction and Notation
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Table 1.3 Table of matrix notation.

7

MATRICES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER

:E
(TXT>

Population covariance matrix 2,4

(Txn>
X Trajectory matrix of observed time series (Hankel 2, 3, 4

X Centred trajectory matrix of observed time series 2,3,4
(Txn>

structured)

(Txn>
E Trajectory matrix of noise series (Hankel 2,3,4

xx'
(TXT>

structured)

Scatter matrix 2,3,4

(Txr>
V Matrix that contains orthonormal base vectors of 2,3,4

P.c
r

(TXT>

P.c-!:
r

(TXT>

the linear subspace 'cr in its columns

Projection matrix of the linear subspace 'cr

Projection matrix of the linear subspace ,e;

The TXT identity matrix

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

Chapter 1Introduction and Notation
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Table 1.4 Table of vector notation.

8

VECTORS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER

ij lit column vector of the centred trajectory matrix 2,3,4
(Txl)

v j lit orthonormal base vector of the linear subspace 2, 3, 4
(Txl)

Il.
(TxI)

X
(r'xl)

1
(nxl)

i(O,T)
J

e
J

(TXI)

Vector of means (based on columns of X), also 2, 3, 4

the shift vector to r -flat H,

Population location vector

lit column vector of the trajectory matrix X

Vector of ones, i.e. [1 1 . . . 1r

Vector ij with zero placed in the 7tlt position

r column vector of the t x t identity matrix

2,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

2,3,4

Chapter 1Introduction and Notation
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Table 1.5 Table a/time series notation.

TIME SERIES

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION CHAPTER

{f/ }:1 Deterministic time series (i) of length N 2,3,4,5

{ A }N Reconstructed signal series (i) of length N 2,3,4,5
f/ t=1

{xt }~1 Observed time series of length N 2,3,4,5

{et }~1 Residual series of length N 2,3,4,5

f(t) Continuous signal series at time t 2

{e; }:1 Bootstrap residual series of length N 5

{ A*}N Bootstrap reconstructed signal series 5
ft t=1

Chapter J Introduction and Notation
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Chapter 2

ELEMENTS OF SSA

2.1 Introduction

The roots of singular spectrum analysis (SSA) can be traced back to the field of physics

(Takens, 1981; Broomhead and King, 1986). Section 2.2 supplies an introduction tracing

back the roots of SSA. An historical overview of developments that lead to SSA is given in

this section. The section also elaborates on by-products such as the BDS (Brock et al.,

1996) statistic that came into existence due to related issues. SSA now finds application in

many other fields of which physics, geophysics, atmospheric and climatologic sciences and

meteorology are but a few to mention.

Components that make up SSA are thoroughly described, and the mathematical

foundations forged, in Section 2.3. Most of the nomenclature of SSA originates from the

field of physics, and it is thus imperative for this study to include that section. Statisticians,

or any other interested parties for that matter, can therefore familiarise themselves with the

terminology and basic theory contained in that section.

The ground-breaking article by Buchstaber (1994) gave mathematical insight and rigour to

the underlying mathematical functions that SSA can handle. Section 2.4 is devoted to

aspects that resulted from his paper.

The role of linear recurrent formulae (LRF) in the SSA context, was already illustrated in

the paper by Buchstaber (1994). A more recent treatment of the issue can be found in

Golyandina et al. (2001). Section 2.5 briefly takes note of developments in this regard.

Chapter 2 Elements of SSA
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Two additive noise models are introduced in Section 2.6. It is important to take note of

information contained in this section, as it influences the choice of robust statistical

techniques, which is discussed in Chapter 4. It is considered to be an important

contribution of this study, as it attempts to illustrate statistical aspects of SSA. The section

also underscores the "curse" that the multivariate nature of SSA places on the statistical

approach.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied as a dimension reduction technique in

SSA. Section 2.7 is devoted to the use of SVD in SSA. SVD is formally introduced and

adapted for use in the single-channel SSA scenario.

Section 2.8 discusses signal reconstruction. The section proposes the use of an algorithm,

which was proposed by Cadzow (1988) in the field of signal processing. Citation index

searches revealed that the Cadzow (1988) algorithm has never been used in SSA, prior to

this study.

Section 2.9 briefly introduces multi-channel SSA. The section extends ideas from single-

channel SSA to the multivariate time series context. The Cadzow (1988) algorithm is again

introduced in a signal reconstruction algorithm, which might be beneficial to the fields of

climatologic and atmospheric sciences.

Finally, conclusions are reached and recommendations made in Section 2.10.

Chapter 2 Elements ofSSA
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2.2 Roots of SSA

The study of dynamic systems is synonymous with the field of physics. Dynamic systems

are essentially modelled using differential equations. A convenient notation for a non-

autonomous (dependent on time) first-order differential equation is given by

i = f(x,t), (2.1)

where the single overhead dot denotes the first-order derivative of variable x with respect

to time ( t ) , i.e. ( dx / dt ) . A state of the system in (2.1) is given by

x( t) = [xl (t), X2 (t ) , ... ] .

The movement of a pendulum dangling from a string is, for example, modelled by the

second-order differential equation

(2.2)

where the double overhead dot signifies second-order derivative (d2x / dt2 ). In this

representation, x denotes the angle between the displacement of the pendulum's swing and

the vertical position of rest. It is therefore used to explain the swinging motion of a

pendulum. In the above equation, Wo denotes the natural frequency of the pendulum. This

system is non-linear, but does not display chaotic dynamical behaviour. Chaotic dynamics

refers to the phenomenon of a deterministic system that displays a chaotic, i.e. seemingly

"random", pattern. At least three differential equations are required in a system to display

chaotic behaviour. According to Vautard and Ghil (1989),

"The classical view, going back to Boltzmann, Gibbs and Einstein, that irregular

behaviour in nature results of necessity from the interaction of a large number of degrees

of freedom (d-o-j) has been shaken by mathematicians [IJ, meteorologists [2J and

physicists [3]. According to the new dispensation, as few as three d-o-f suffice, by

interacting nonlinearly, to create "deterministic chaos "."

Chapter 2 Elements ofSSA
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The Lorenz-model is certainly the most well known system of differential equations, and

involves three first-order differential equations,

x=a(y-x)

iJ = TX - Y - xz

i = -bz + xy.

(2.3)

Standard texts (Rasband, 1990) that deal with non-linear dynamics and chaos, usually

entertain the Lorenz-model. Differential equations present in dynamic systems, such as the

Lorenz-model, are solved using numerical routines. A fourth-order Runga-Kutta routine

can be used to solve the Lorenz-model, and the phase space portrait can then be

constructed. This would then produce a "time series of the dynamic system".

A system of differential equations, such as the Lorenz-model, is customarily used to

construct a so-called phase space portrait. The phase space portrait is a two-dimensional

plot of x (vertical axis) versus x (horizontal axis). The inventor of this plot was Henri

Poincaré (1854-1912), who can be considered as the father of chaos theory. He made

valuable contributions to two broad fields of mathematics, namely topology and qualitative

theory of differential equations (Bragg, 1998). The phase space diagram is often also called

a Poincaré section (Rasband, 1990).

It is clear from Rasband (1990), Broomhead and King (1986) and Gleick (1987) that phase

space portraits play a very important role in the analysis of differential equations.

According to Gleick (1987 ),

"Any state of the system at a moment frozen in time was represented as a point in phase

space; all the information about its position or velocity was contained in the coordinates of

the point. As the system changed in some way, the point would move to a new position in

phase space. As the system changed continuously, the point would trace a trajectory."

The study of phase space portraits aids the physicist in investigating chaotic behaviour of a

dynamic system. A dynamic system displaying chaotic behaviour has a so-called strange

Chapter 2 Elements of SSA
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attractor, which can be identified by using a phase space portrait. Hence, the presence of

chaos can be identified using such a diagram.

The phase space portrait can alternatively be constructed using a method called time

delays. This method is due to Packard et al. (1980) and Takens (1981). It essentially entails

the fact that one usually has an experimental set of data, rather than the actual set of linear

differential equations governing a dynamical system. The problem is therefore the reverse

of a theoretical setting. Faced with an experimental set of discretely sampled time series

data, what would the underlying set of linear differential equations be? If one could not

obtain these differential equations, could one at least divulge something of the system's

behaviour through study of phase space portraits? This problem setting paved the way

towards the idea of time delays. According to Elsner and Tsonis (1996, pp. 40-41)

"It is assumed that the variables in the evolution of the dynamical system satisfy a set of p

first-order differential equations, that is,

Xl = ~ (XI,X2,···,xp)

x2 = ~(XI,X2'···'Xp)

... Ruelle (1980) suggested that instead of a continuous variable and its derivative, a

discrete time series xt and its successive shifts by a lag parameter r should be enough to

describe the dynamics of the system. The shifting amounts to a first-order differencing of

the discrete time series. The first-order differencing of a time series is the analogous of

differentiation. Therefore, given an observed time series, one can consider lagged copies

of the series as additional variables of the system .

...by using lagged copies of a single time series we can define the coordinates of the phase

space that will approximate the dynamics of the system from which the time record was

sampled. The number of lags is called the embedding dimension. Because the above
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method uses lagged (or delayed) copies of segments of a time series, the procedure is

referred to as the method of delays.

For the purpose of SSA the method of delays is the procedure that takes a univariate time

record and makes it a multivariate set of observations."

The paper by Broornhead and King (1986) followed the work done by Packard et al.

(1980) and Takens (1981). In their paper they introduced the notion ofa trajectory matrix.

This matrix contains copies of the delayed time series segments in its column vectors. The

trajectory matrix would then have the following format

~ h fn

h f3 fn+!x=
(2.4)

fT fT+! fN

= [Xl X2 ." x, l·

According to Broomhead and King (1986) the entire observed time series is unfolded into

the column vectors of the trajectory matrix displayed in (2.4). The column vectors in this

matrix are therefore embedded in IRT where T is known as the embedding dimension, i.e

{xi E IR T ,i = 1,... ,n }. This concept was termed the "T - window". The main

contribution of their paper then concentrated on singular value decomposition (SVD) of the

trajectory matrix. More attention will be given to this in ensuing sections.

Finally, an interesting by-product of the methodology discussed so far, is a test statistic

called the BDS statistic (Brock et al. 1996; LeBaron, 1997). Statisticians were obviously

intrigued by the notion of a set of differential equations that exhibited chaotic outcomes.

This type of outcome, when viewed in a time series format, seemed random. The general

question was then posed as to whether random was truly random or whether a seemingly

random structure could be described by a dynamic system with chaotic outcome. If the

latter was the case, then predictability was a distant possibility. A way then had to be found
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to predict such a time series. This thesis will elaborate upon this notion in due course and

make contributions in the forecasting paradigm.

The BDS statistic already features in reputable software packages and seems to be widely

used. According to the EVIEWS 4 (Quantitative Micro Software, 2000) software package

manual,

"The BDS test is a portmanteau test for time based dependence in a series. It can be used

for testing against a variety of possible deviations from independence including linear

dependence, non-linear, or chaos."

The study of chaotic behaviour of differential equations did not confine itself to the field of

physics. It was not long before "Chaos" became standard nomenclature in fields that had

phenomena with similar "seemingly random" behaviour. Even professionals in capital

markets (Peters, 1991) joined the debate. It would seem that many fields had some form of

time series that exhibited random pattern. Since there was now a way of distinguishing

between random and chaos, unpredictability and predictability, many articles were

published under the "Chaos" banner.

This section was intended to shed some light on the roots that SSA can be traced back to.

The essential components of SSA will be considered now and the underlying mathematical

foundations be forged.

2.3 Components of SSA

2.3.1 The Trajectory Matrix

The first paper to deal with the notion of a trajectory matrix was published by Broomhead

and King (1986). The idea followed work done by Packard et al. (1980) and Takens

(1981), who introduced the method of time delays in studying qualitative properties of

dynamic systems. The definition of a trajectory matrix is formalised below.
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Definition 2.1 Trajectory Matrix

A Trajectory Matrix based on an observed time series {ft} ~l of length N, is a T x n

Hankel structured matrix X formed using the rule

Xij = ~+j-l (2.5)

for i = 1,... ,T and j = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1) . Thus

~ f2 f3 fn

f2 f3 f4 fn+l

X - f3 f4 f5 fn+2(TXn) (2.6)

fT fT+! fT+2 fN

= [Xl X2 X3 x., j.

It is clear from the definition of a trajectory matrix that the entire observed time series is

unfolded into the column vectors of this matrix. The dimension of the column vectors (T)

will be referred to as the window length. The window length is clearly the dimension of the

Euclidean space into which the time series is unfolded, and the choice thereof is restricted

to

2 ~ T ~ integer part of (N + 1)/2. (2.7)

The number of column vectors en» in the trajectory matrix is dependent on the number of

observations (N) in an observed time series, and is restricted by

N - (integer part of (N + 1)/2 ) + 1 ~ n ~ (N -1). (2.8)

The trajectory matrix has a very special structure. From perusal of (2.6) it should be

evident that the reverse diagonal elements of this matrix are all the same. This is an
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extremely important feature of the trajectory matrix, as this is the reason behind the

success of SSA. The type of structure matrix in (2.6) is termed a Hankel structured matrix.

In statistical terms the number of column vectors en» in the trajectory matrix represents

the sample size, in the current context. The number of row vectors (T) represents the

number of variables, in the current context. It is clear that the trajectory matrix places a

univariate time series into a multivariate framework.

In general multivariate statistical texts (Flury, 1997; Morrison, 1990) the reverse to the

above usually holds. The number of row vectors in a matrix usually denotes the sample

size, typically the number of entities studied. The number of column vectors usually

represents the number of variables, and is considered the number of measurements taken

per entity. It is important to note this slight deviation in notation before proceeding. It is

also important to recall that the row vectors of a typical matrix of multivariate

observations, say the n x p matrix Y, is usually assumed to be multivariate normally

distributed, i.e. that

(2.9)

for i = 1,... ,n . Attention will be given to the multivariate distribution of trajectory matrix

column vectors in a later section, where assumptions regarding noise distributions are

coupled to the SSA methodology.

Buchstaber (1994) noted that if a deterministic time series is unfolded into the column

vectors of a trajectory matrix, that all the column vectors of the trajectory matrix lie on a

single r -flat (H r ). He also proposed a general class of continuous functions, for which

this is true. This general class of functions will be considered in greater detail in due

course.

Turning back to the notion of an r -flat, Venter (1998) illustrated how the r -flat Hr could

be considered as a combination of a shift vector (b) and parallel linear subspace £r'
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where 'cr = span (VI' V2' ... , Vr)' The vectors V1, ... , Vr represent a base for the parallel

linear subspace 'cr.

Definition 2.2 r -flat

An r -flat iH; C ~T) with shift vector band parallel linear subspace 'cr, spanned by the

base vectors vI' V2' ... , Vr' is defined as

(2.10)

The vectors VI' V2' ... , Vr form a base for the parallel linear subspace and are therefore

linearly independent. It is also clear that a I-flat in ~,. is a line, that a 2 -flat in ~,. is a

plane and that a (T - 1) -flat is a hyperplane (see Fraleigh and Beauregard, 1987, p. 296).

In this study the base vectors vI' V2' ... , Vr will be obtained through singular value

decomposition (SVD). SVD yields mutually orthogonal and normalized vectors, such that

v~v j = 0 if i ~j

for i = 1,... , r and j = 1,... , r .

The fact that these vectors are mutually orthogonal, guarantees that they are linearly

independent, and therefore form a base for the parallel linear subspace.

The shift vector (b) of r -flate Hr is unique and needs to be calculated only once. When

r -flat H r is spanned by r base vectors, it is said to be of rank r . In such a case the

minimum window length is set at T 2:: r + 1 .

The trajectory matrix in (2.6) has a Hankel structure because of the way in which an

observed time series is unfolded into the column vectors. A Hankel structured matrix has
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identical reverse diagonal elements. It is also possible to change the unfolding rule and

obtain a Toeplitz structured matrix. This approach seems to be more widely used in the

field of signal processing (Cadzow, 1988). The Toeplitz form of the trajectory matrix is

given in (2.11),

fN-TH fN-T+2 fN-T+3 ft
fN-T+2 fN-T+3 fN-TH h

X = fN-T+3 fN-TH fN-TH f3 (2.11 )
Txn

fN fN-1 fN-2 fT

A few examples will now be used to illustrate the characteristics of the column vectors of

the trajectory matrix.

Example 2.1
In this example a series was generated as

Xt = ft + Et ' t = 1,... ,100, (2.12)

where

ft = 10 + 2t

Et ""' N (0, 102).
(2.13)

The series was unfolded into a trajectory matrix and the column vectors plotted (cf. Figure

2.1 below). The window length was set at T = 2 to visualize the example in two-

dimensional Euclidean space. The first pane in Figure 2.1 displays the white noise

contaminated series {xt} ~l and also the noise-free series {ft} ~l' The second pane

illustrates the two-dimensional plot of the column vectors of the trajectory matrix, formed

using both the white noise contaminated and noise-free series.
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time (t)
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fl
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Figure 2.1 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in ffi.2 (first-order polynomial

series).

Circles are used to display the column vectors of the white noise contaminated series. The

noise-free series was also unfolded into a trajectory matrix. The column vectors of the

series all fall on a single "plane" in the latter case, i.e. the line in this figure.

It is evident from this illustration that noise causes the column vectors of a trajectory

matrix not to lie on a single plane. This already hints towards the use of a method to

reconstruct a plane as close as possible to all the observed points.

Example2.2

This example illustrates the unfolding of a series generated from a sinusoidal function and

white noise, viz.

Xt = ft + Et , t = 1,... , 100 ,

where

ft = 150 sin (27rt / 12 + 100)

Et "-' N (0, 1002).
(2.14)
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Figure 2.2 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in JR2 (sinusoidal series).

The noise-free and white noise contaminated series are given in the first panel of Figure

2.2. The second panel again contains the plot of trajectory matrix column vectors. In this

case the window length was set at T = 2. The column vectors of the trajectory matrix

were therefore unfolded in two-dimensional Euclidean space (JR 2 ) .

It is clear from the second panel that a strange figure represents the trajectory matrix,

formed using the noise-free series. This shape has 12 sides and cannot be considered as a

plane in JR2• On closer inspection of the function that was simulated in (2.14), it is clear

that the period of this sinusoid is 12. This is also the number of sides of the shape in

Figure 2.2. This phenomenon will be investigated in examples that follow.

The window length was then set equal to T = 3 and resulted in Figure 2.3 below. From

this representation it follows that the noise-free series has column vectors lying on a single

plane in JR3. This fact will become clear in Section 2.4.2, when the base vectors for the

plane, on which the column vectors of the trajectory matrix lie, are derived.

It is an interesting notion of increasing the window length (T) until it becomes apparent

that the multivariate scatter of data "closely" surrounds an r-flat (or possibly any other

multivariate structure). Unfortunately this procedure can only be applied up to a window

length T = 3, since it is the highest dimension that can be physically graphed. If the
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multivariate scatter of data dissipates even more as the window length increases, the series

under consideration is most probably a white noise series. White noise is like a gas and

will explore any dimension it is placed in, in a uniform manner. The higher the dimension,

i.e. larger window length (T), the more a white noise series will explore the dimension. It

will not prefer to lump close to any r -flat (or any other multivariate structure). This is a

way of distinguishing between predictability and unpredictability of a series of

observations in the context of SSA.

400

300 400

200
h ~ ~

200
__

100
IV ' --

'" 0 _'
,

0 ~ ,,
..:- In

,,

,100
V ,200 _'

-200
-400

-300 -500 500

-4000 20 40 60 80 100 ft
time(t)

Figure 2.3 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in ]R3 (sinusoidal series with
period 12).

Example2.3

Itwas found, in the previous example, that the period of a sinusoidal gave rise to a plane in

]R3, with number of sides equalling the period. To illustrate this phenomenon for another

period, a series from the following model was generated

Xt = ft + Et , t = 1,... ,100,

where

ft = 150 sin (27ft / 6 + 100)

Et '" N (0, 1002).
(2.15)
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Figure 2.4 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in ]R 2 (sinusoidal series with
period 6).

The period of the simulated sinusoid is 6. This is coincidently also the number of sides of

the plane in ]R3, cf. Figure 2.5 below.
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200

100
.)400

..: 0 200
-100 0

-200 -200
-400-300 -400

-4000 20 40 60 80 100 t,
time(t)

400

400 -400 I",

Figure 2.5 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in ]R3 (sinusoidal series with
period 6).
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Example2.4
As a last example on the effect of a sinusoid's period, a series was generated from

Xt = ft + ét , t = 1,... ,100,

where

ft = 150 sin (27ft / 4 + 100)

ét '" N (O, 1002).
(2.16)

It is again clear from Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 that the period of a sinusoid gives rise to an

interesting plane in JR 3 • It is also clear that the plane on which the column vectors of a

sinusoid's trajectory matrix fall, is spanned by two vectors. These properties will receive

thorough mathematical attention in §2.6 below.

400 400
0

300 300
0

200 200 0

0 0
100 100

.J- o
..: 0 0

0 0
0

0 0
-100 -100 000 0

0 00 0
0 0 (!Joo COo-200 -200 0
00 0

-300 -300

-400 -400 0

0 20 40 60 80 100 AOO -200 0 200 400
time(t) ft

Figure 2.6 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in JR 2 (sinusoidal series with
period 4).
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Figure 2.7 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in JR 3 (sinusoidal series with
period 4).

Example 2.5
In the final example of this section, a series was generated from

Xt = ft + Et ' t = 1,... ,100,

where

ft = 500 + t + 0.lt2

Et rv N (0, 5002).
(2.17)

Figure 2.8 below displays the resulting simulated series.
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Figure 2.8 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in JR.2 (second-degree polynomial).

The left panel in Figure 2.8 above exhibits the noise-free and noise-contaminated signals.

The panel to its right contains the scatter of the trajectory matrix column vectors. It is not

too clear if a line in JR.2 or a plane in JR.3 best approximates the column vectors of the

noise-free signal. This issue will be studied in §2.4.3 below.
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Figure 2.9 Plot of column vectors of trajectory matrix in JR.3 (second-degree polynomial).

We now shift attention to the centred trajectory matrix in the next paragraph.
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2.3.2 The Centred Trajectory Matrix

It is customary in the multivariate statistical literature to centre a matrix of multivariate

observations, by subtracting the vector of means from each row vector, when calculating

the sample covariance matrix. The vector of means is calculated by summation over the

row vectors, which constitute the sample of observations. The vector of means has

dimension equalling the number of columns in the matrix of observations. This vector is

subtracted from each row vector, thereby centring each of the row vectors. Geometrically,

this operation results in a centring of the multivariate scatter of data at the origin.

In SSA, the number of columns represents sample size, and the number of row vectors

represents the number of variables. The vector of means is calculated over the column

vectors. Each column vector is then centred about the origin, by subtracting the vector of

means from each of them. In geometrical terms, the cloud of multivariate points is then

centred about the origin. No information is lost in this process. The variance and

covariance that exist between the variables, remain unchanged. This is a very important

feature of centring, and does not influence any analysis that is based on the centred matrix.

The centred trajectory matrix will now formally be defined.

Definition 2.3 Centred Trajectory Matrix

A Centred Trajectory Matrix is a T x n matrix defined by

x = X - xl' , (2.18)
(TXn)

where

x ...:.._!_Xl.
(TXI) n

(2.19)

The vector of means is denoted by x in equation (2.18) and vector I' is simply the

transpose of the unit vector, with dimension equal to the number of column vectors in

matrix X. The vector of means (x) will be used as the shift vector of r -flat Hr. Recall

that all the column vectors of a trajectory matrix fall on r -flat Hr, in the case of a time

series originating from the broad class proposed by Buchstaber (1994).
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The r -flatHr will therefore, from now on, be written in the form

(2.20)

where vectors vI' v2' ... , vr form a base for parallel linear subspace "cr and the vector of

means is defined as in (2.19).

Geometrically, r-flat H; will have the form,

H; =
'--v-'
r-flat

"cr-parallel
linear subspace

(2.21)Jf +y

shift vector

The examples considered in §2.3.1 will now be re-considered using the centring technique.

Example2.6
Figure 2.10 displays the effect of centring the trajectory matrix column vectors. The two

elliptical structures highlight the previous and current position of column vectors.

250.---~------------~--~ 250

200
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100

..J. 50

0
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-15920 40 60 80 100 - 00 -100 0 100 200 300
time (tl ft

Figure 2.10 Plot of Column Vectors of Centred TrajectoryMatrix in 1R.2•
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Example 2.7

The column vectors, formed from the simulated sinusoid senes, were centred in this

example.

It is evident from the right panel in Figure 2.11 below, that the scatter of points is centred

about the origin. The plane, on which the column vectors of the noise-free series reside,

has also centred itself about the origin.
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Figure 2.11 Plot of Column Vectors of Centred Trajectory Matrix in ]R3.

It is not necessary to repeat the centring procedure for all the sinusoid examples. The idea

remains the same.

Example 2.8

It is clear from Figure 2.12, below, that centring also had the same geometrical effect of a

shift and centring of scatter about the origin.
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Figure 2.12 Plot of Column Vectors of Centred Trajectory Matrix in ~3.

2.3.3 The Scatter Matrix

Definition 2.4 Scatter Matrix

A Scatter Matrix is a symmetric TXT matrix defined by either,

xx' = (X - xl')(X - xl')'
(TXT)

(2.22)

or

XX'.
(TXT)

(2.23)

The scatter matrix will be used in singular value decomposition (SVD). If the scatter

matrix is elementwise divided by (n - 1) then it is the usual multivariate sample

covariance matrix S = _1_ (X - xl') (X - xl')' . Subtracting the vector of means from
n-1

a matrix of multivariate observations is required to calculate the covariance matrix S.
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2.4 Functions with an Additive Property

In the article by Buchstaber (1994), he illustrated how the (i, j )th element of a trajectory

matrix can be linked to functions that have an "additive property". In his article he showed

how the trajectory matrix, formed from a time series {ft }~1' discretely sampled from a

continuous function f (t) with an additive property, has column vectors lying on a single

r -flat Hr.

A function that has an additive property is defined in Definition 2.5 below.

Definition 2.5 Functions with an Additive Property

A continuous function f (t) has an additive property if it can be written as a combination

of continuous functions 'Pk(t) and '¢k(s), where

m

f(t + s) = L:'Pk (t)'¢k (S).

k=O
(2.24)

The roles of tand s can be interchanged without loss of generality in (2.24).

Recall that the rule for constructing a trajectory matrix is given by,

(2.25)

for i = 1,... ,T and j = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1). Suppose that a time series was sampled,

starting at time t, at interval lengths of b.t from a continuous function f (.). If this

discretely sampled series is unfolded into a trajectory matrix, then the (i, j yh element of

the trajectory matrix is given by,

Xij = ~+j-l

= f(t + (i -I)b.t + (j -I)b.t).
(2.26)

for i = I, ...,T and j = I, ...,n(= N - T + 1).
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The above representation makes it possible to write down explicit expressions for the ih

column vector of a trajectory matrix.

When a function has an additive property, the Hankel structured trajectory matrix based on

a discretely sampled signal, from this function, will be of fixed rank. The additive property

of a function also makes it possible to analytically derive base vectors of the r -flat on

which the column vectors of the trajectory matrix lie. (see Buchstaber, 1994, p. 7;

Golyandina et al., 2001, pp. 239-240)

The following sub-sections will be devoted to exploring continuous functions that possess

an additive property

2.4.1 The Class of Power Functions

In this section attention will be given to the continuous function of the form

j(t) = at, (2.27)

where a > 0 is an arbitrary constant. This class of continuous functions includes the

exponential function as special case, since a = exp (L)= 2.7183 ... is simply a constant

value.

The class of functions in (2.27) possesses an additive property, since

j(t + s) = at+s

(2.28)

= j(t)f(s).

Theorem 1.1

If a discrete time series {ft }~l is sampled at intervals ~t starting at time t, from the

continuous class of power functions
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f(t)=at, a>O, (2.29)

then the T x n trajectory matrix (X), formed from such a series, has column vectors

belonging to an I-flat HI of rank 1. The following normalised vector spans the I-flatHI

VI = y Illyll (2.30)

where

(2.31 )

Proof.

Suppose that a time senes {ft }~l of length N was sampled from the continuous

function,

f(t)=at, a>O. (2.32)

Suppose that the sample interval was set at !It, and that the time series was sampled

starting at time t . The time series will then be of the form,

t = {at a(t+~t) a(t+2~t) a[t+(N-I)~tl}Jt , , , ... , • (2.33)

If the series in (2.33) is unfolded into the column vectors of a T x n trajectory matrix, then

the following matrix will result
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at a(t+ilt) a(t+2ilt)

a(t+ilt) a(t+2ilt) a(t+3ilt)

X - a(t+2ilt) a(t+Mt) a(tHilt)
<rxn)

a[t+(r-l)iltj a[t+Tilt j a[t+(r+l)iltj

(2.34)

a[t+(n-l)iltj

a[t+(n+1)iltj

a[t+(N-I)iltj

It is clear that the ih column vector in matrix (2.34), can be written as

a(t+ilt)

x . = a(j-l )ilt a( t+Mt)
J

(vxl )

a[t+(r-l)iltj

(2.35)

But !::l.t is a constant and so also is a. This implies that a(j-l)ilt is also just a constant.

Any column vector in the trajectory matrix is therefore a constant multiple of the vector,

y =
(nl)

a(t+ilt)

a(t+2ilt) (2.36)

a[t+(T-I)iltj

This implies that all the column vectors of matrix (2.34) are linearly dependent on the

single column vector in (2.36). The trajectory matrix is therefore of rank 1 and so also the

1- flat HI C JR r ,T ~ 2. The normalised vector that spans the 1- flat is therefore

vI = Y/ "y", with y as defined in (2.36). This concludes the proof. 0
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2.4.2 The Class of Sinusoidal Functions

Consider the class of (continuous) sinusoidal functions of the form

jet) = sin(wt + cp) (2.37)

where parameter w represents the frequency in radians and cp represents the phase angle.

The class of (continuous) sinusoidal functions also possesses an additive property, viz.

j(t + s) = sin(t + s)w + cp)

= j(t)COS(WS) + j( t + 2: )sin(wS).
(2.38)

The following theorem illustrates how the trajectory matrix, based on a discretely sampled

time series from (2.37), is of rank 2. The theorem also explicitly derives the two spanning

vectors of the 2 -flat H2' on which the trajectory matrix column vectors lie.

Theorem 2.2

If a time series {ft}:l is sampled at intervals 6. t starting at time t, from the continuous

class of sinusoidal functions

j (t) = sin (wt + cp ) ,

then the T x n trajectory matrix (X), formed from such a series, has column vectors

belonging to 2 -flat H2 of rank 2. The 2 -flat H2 is spanned by the normalised vectors

vI = Yl 1!!Yl!! and v2 = Y2 IIIY211, where

Yl = [cos ( cot ) COS ( tot + 6. tw )

Y2 = [sin ( tot ) sin ( tot + 6. tw )

cos [tot + (T - 1)6. tw 1r
sin [tot + (T - 1) 6. tw 1r . (2.39)
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Proof.

Suppose that a discrete time series of length N, was sampled from (2.37) at intervals llt

starting at time t, and is therefore of the form

ft = {f(t),j(t + llt), ... ,j(t + (N -1)llt)}

= {sin ( tot + cp ) , sin [w (t + II t ) + cp ], ... , sin [w (t + [N - l]ll t ) + ip ]} .

(2.40)

The following equation relates the (i, j )th element in the trajectory matrix directly to the

continuous function from which it was sampled,

Xij = ~+j-l

=f(t+(i+j-2)llt)

= f(t + (i -1)llt + (j -1)llt)
= sin([t + (i -1)llt + (j -1)llt]w + cp)

= sin (wt + (i - 1)wII t + (j - 1)wII t + cp)

(2.41)

B A

for i = 1,... ,T and j = 1,... ,n (= N - T + 1). The following standard trigonometric

result can then be invoked,

sin(A + B) = sin (A) cos (B) + cos (A) sin(B). (2.42)

Combining (2.41) and (2.42), results in

X ij = sin ( (j - 1)ti: II t + ip ) cos (wt + (i-I) wII t)

+ cos «(j- 1)wII t + cp ) sin ( tot + (i-I) wII t ) .
(2.43)

From (2.43) it is easy to find the ih column vector of the trajectory matrix
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x· =
J

{sin(j -l)L:V.6.t + <p)cos(L:Vt)

+ COS (j - 1) L:V.6.t + ip ) sin ( L:Vt ) }

{sin(j -l)L:V.6.t + <p)cos(L:Vt + L:V.6.t)

+ cos (j - 1) L:V.6.t + <p ) sin (L:Vt + L:V.6.t )}

{sin (j - 1) L:V.6.t + <p ) cos (L:Vt + (T - 1) L:V.6.t)

+ cos (j - 1) L:V.6.t + <p ) sin ( L:Vt + (T - 1) L:V.6.t )}

38

(2.44)

In (2.44) the following are constants: L:Vsince it is the frequency of the sinusoid, <p since

it is the phase angle of the sinusoid and the column vector index j. It is therefore clear that

sin (L:V(j - 1) L:V.6.t + <p) and cos (L:V(j - 1) L:V.6.t + <p) are both constant. The ih
column vector in the trajectory matrix will therefore be a linear combination of the vectors

Yl = [cos (L:Vt) cos ( L:Vt + .6.tL:V )

Y2 = [sin ( L:Vt ) sin ( L:Vt + .6.tL:V )

cos [L:Vt + (T - 1) .6.tL:V 1r
sin [wt + (T - 1).6. tL:V 1r . (2.45)

Since any column vector is a linear combination of these two linearly independent vectors,

the trajectory matrix is of rank 2 and so also the 2 -flat H2 c ]RT, T ~ 3 on which the

column vectors fall. The normalised vectors that span the 2 -flat is given by

VI = Yl/II Y 111 and v 2 = Y 2 / IIY 211, with Yl and Y 2 as defined in (2.45). This concludes

the proof. 0

2.4.3 The Class of Polynomial Functions

Consider the class of continuous polynomial functions of order m

m

J(t) = ~bktk
k=O

= bo + b/ + b2t2 + ...+ bmtm.

(2.46)
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The following theorem is used to show how a discretely sampled series from (2.46) has a

traj ectory matrix of rank: (m + 1) .

Theorem 2.3

If a time series {ft};:l is sampled at intervals Do t starting at time t, from the continuous

class of polynomials of order m

m

jet) = ~bktk,
k=O

(2.47)

then the T x n trajectory matrix (X), formed from such a series, has column vectors

belonging to the (m + Ij-flat Hm+! of rank (m + 1). The (m + Ij-flat Hm+! is spanned

by the normalised vectors VI = Yl Illylll, V2 = Y2 IIIY211, ... , V m-l-I = Ym-l-I Illy m+!lI,
where

Yl=[1 1 ... 1]'

tk-l Ct + Dot)k-l

Yk = (k-I)! (k-I)!
[t + (T - 1)Do t lk-l '
!""'___': __ ":""'_,_...::__ jar k = 2, ... ,m + l.

(k-I).

(2.48)

Proof.

Let the kth -order derivative of a continuous function j(t), with respect to t, be denoted

by

(2.49)

Using a Taylor series expansion, it follows that
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(2.50)

Suppose now that a series of length N was sampled from (2.46) at interval length !:1t

starting at time t . Suppose, therefore, that the series IS grven by

{ft }::I = {f (t ),J (t + !:1t ), ...,J (t + (N - 1)!:1 t )} .

Using the result in (2.50), it follows that the following equation relates the (i, j )th element

in the trajectory matrix directly to the continuous function from which it was sampled

Xij = ~+j-I

=+ + (i ~ l)~t + (j - ~)~t 1
= f r k) ( (j _ 1)!:1 t ) [t + (i ~,l ) !:1t ]k .

k=O k.

(2.51 )

The roles of tand s were interchanged in (2.50), without loss of generality, to arrive at

(2.51).

Using (2.51) it now follows that the ih column vector of the trajectory matrix is given by

x·=J

f I' k) ( (j - 1 ) !:1t ) ( t ~k

k=O k.

f I' k) ( (j _ 1)!:1 t ) (t + !:1t )k
k=O k! (2.52)

i: f< k) ( (j _ 1)!:1 t ) [t + (T -, 1 ) !:1t ]k

k=O k.

On closer inspection of (2.52), it follows that the constant term pm) «j -l)!:1t) IS

m

included in the sum .L.::r k) ( (j - 1)!:1 t ) ,where
k=O
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(2.53)

Hence, the ih column vector of the trajectory matrix can be written as

x· =
J

I:f<k) ( (j - 1)~ t ) (t ~k + pm) ( (j _ 1)~ t ) (t )~
k=O k. m.

I:f<k) (U -l)~t) (t + ~t)k + I''" (U -l)~t) (t + ~tr
k=O k. m.

I:f<k) ( (j - 1) ~ t ) [t + (T -, 1) ~ t t + t''" ((j _1) ~ t ) [t + (T - ,1) ~ t t
k=O k. m.

~ P)«j -l)~t) (~~'+ m!bm (~~

~ P) «j -l)~t) (t +k~t )' + m!bm (t +m~t)m

~P) «j _l)~t)[t + (7;! l)~t[k + m!bm [t + (7 :!l)~W

(2.54)

Let now

tk-1 (t + ~tl-l
Yk = (k-1)! (k-1)!

[t + (T -l)~tlk-ll',:_______.:_-------'----:-,~- for k = 2, ... , m + 1.
(k-1).

(2.55)

It is clear that the vectors in (2.55) are linearly independent, and that the ih column vector

of the trajectory matrix can be written as a linear combination of the vectors featuring in

(2.55), viz.
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m-1

Xj = Lf(k)((j-l)Ót)Yk+1 +m!bmYm+1'
k=O

(2.56)

The trajectory matrix IS therefore of rank (m + 1) and so also the (m + I)-flat

Hm+1 c lRT
, T :2: m + 2. The (m + 1) -flat Hm+1 is spanned by the normalised base

vectors VI = y1/11ylll,v2 = Y2/1IY211"",vm+1 = Ym+1/IIYm+111, with Yl'''''Ym+1 as

defined in (2.55). This concludes the proof. 0

2.4.4 A General Class of Functions

Buchstaber (1994, pp. 7-8) proposed the following general class of functions that possesses

an additive property

K

f (t) = LPk(t)exp( \t )sin( wkt + !.pk)
k=l

(2.57)

where Pk(t) are polynomials.

It is clear from (2.57) that the unfolding into a trajectory matrix can handle a rather broad

class of functions. The class of functions in (2.57) is able to handle a wide spectrum of

patterns that are generally found in time series, viz.

• Linear trend

• Quadratic trend

• Monthly seasonal period without trend (sinusoid with period 12)

• Combination of Linear trend and additive seasonal pattern (first-order polynomial

combined with a sinusoid)

• Combination of Linear trend and multiplicative seasonal pattern (first-order

polynomial combined with a sinusoid)

• etc.
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Series that also fall into the class defined in (2.57) involve the autocorrelation function

(ACF), formed using observed time series from the broad ARIMA class processes. It is

known that the class of autoregressive processes (AR(p)) has an ACF that exhibits patterns

that die down to zero as the lag-time increases, either as patterns including exponential

decay and/or damped sinusoidal patterns.

2.5 Linear Recurrent Formulae

A more recent (Golyandina et al., 2001) development in SSA uses the notion of linear

recurrent formulae (LRF). The definition of an LRF follows.

Definition 2.6 Linear Recurrent Formula (LRF)

A linear recurrent formula (LRF) is defined by

r

ft+r = L.::aift+r-i '
i=l

(2.58)

for t = 1,... ,N - r + 1 and ar :;;z:: O. In (2.58), r is known as the finite-difference

dimension of the series {ft} ~l' The broad class of continuous functions in (2.57),

proposed by Buchstaber (1994), satisfies the property in (2.58). It is therefore more general

to view SSA in the light of LRF, as it is clear from Golyandina et al. (2001) that SSA can

handle functions governed by LRF. The benefit of viewing SSA through the spectacle of

linear recurrent formulae is that coefficients (al, ... , ar) can be estimated in the process.

These coefficients usually possess certain characteristics, e.g. lying inside a unit circle.

Golyandina et al. (2001) can be consulted for this approach.

It is interesting to note that the class of power functions in §2.4.1 is, for example, governed

by the LRF

ft = aft_I' (2.59)
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According to Golyandina et al. (2001, p. 97) the function f(t) = cos (2.mut + lp) IS

governed by the LRF

ft = 2 cos (27rUJ)ft-I - ft-2' (2.60)

It is also important to note that a series {ft} ~I ' governed by an LRF of dimension r ~ 1,

has (j + r )th trajectory matrix column vector,

r

xj+r = 2::.:aiXj+r-i' j = 1,... ,<n - r i
i=I

(2.61)

which is clearly a linear combination of r column vectors of the trajectory matrix,

implying that the column dimension is at most r .

2.6 Noise Models and Statistical Attributes

In this section the addition of noise to a discretely sampled time series, from a function

with an additive property, defined in (2.24), will be considered. Two noise structures, viz.

white noise and first-order serially correlated noise, will be entertained. This study of noise

structures attempts to investigate statistical attributes of SSA. The section also lays the

foundation for Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that deal with model selection and inferential

Issues.

Observed time series, in general, contain noise. A "signal series" is usually hypothesised as

belonging to a certain class of functions or of probabilistic models, and inherent noise

hypothesised to originate from some statistical distribution. According to Shumway and

Stoffer (2000) p. 15,

"The problems of detecting a signal and then in estimating or extracting the waveform Xt

are of great interest in many areas of engineering and the physical and biological

sciences. In economics, the underlying signal may be trend or it may be a seasonal

component of a series."
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According to them noise can be "white or correlated over time". The first of these two

possibilities is thought to occur more frequently in engineering applications. The latter of

these two situations is expected to occur frequently in economic time series. Economic

time series tend to have a significant first-order correlation structure. This is intuitively

sound, as a time series value at time t should have a large amount of "information"

inherited from the observation at time t - 1.

The case of additive white noise will now be considered in detail.

2.6.1 The Additive White Noise Assumption

In this section it is assumed that an observed time series {xt} ~l originates from the

following model,

X, = ft + Ct , t = 1, ... ,N
signal noise

(2.62)

where {Ct} ~l is a white noise series with distributional assumption

iid ( 2 )
Ct '" NO, CJ , (2.63)

and {ft} ~l is a signal series from the broad class of functions in (2.57), as introduced by

Buchstaber (1994).

If {ft }~l was sampled from a polynomial of any order, then the model given by (2.62) is

actually a polynomial regression model (Bowerman and O'Connell, 1993). The form of

model in (2.62) is, in general, a time series regression model (Makridakis et al., 1998,

p.187). This, unfortunately, does not imply that the polynomial coefficients can be

estimated using maximum likelihood or ordinary least squares. SSA is a non-parametric

method, and it is assumed that no knowledge of the exact structural form of the functions

from which the signal series was sampled, is available. Under such an assumption, it is
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impossible to utilise the usual parameter estimation methods and a non-parametric method

is required.

It is clear from the assumptions that,

(2.64)

The time series literature states that there can be immense problems with, inter alia,

parameter estimation, when a time series is a realization from the following type of

stochastic process,

(2.65)

This situation makes estimation of the mean level (J.1t) ofa time series difficult, since only

a single realization (xt, t = 1,... ,N) per time dependent variable (Xt, t = 1,... ,N ) is

usually available. To overcome this problem, the concept of a stationary time series is

usually introduced (Harvey, 1993; Granger and Newbold, 1986). A weak second-order

stationary stochastic process is defined to have a time independent mean level (J.1) and

time independent variance a2• This "assumption" makes sensible estimation possible.

Finding the joint distribution of a stochastic process can still be a daunting task, even in the

case of weak second-order stationarity.

In the current context, the above reasoning cannot be resorted to. A single time series

realization is available, in the form of (xt, t = 1,... ,N ). As mentioned, each observation

( xt) originates from a variable (Xt) that is distributed as N ( J.1t' a2). It is clear that a

single realization for the mean level J.1t is available in the form of ft. This effectively

makes estimation of the mean level impossible, in the context of general statistical theory.

Unfolding an observed time series from (2.62) into the column vectors of a trajectory

matrix, places a univariate time series in a multivariate framework. The multivariate
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statistical distributional form is of great importance here. It immediately becomes clear

from such knowledge why robust multivariate techniques, based on M-estimators, do not

apply in the context of SSA. This will be further elaborated upon in Chapter 4, as it

influences the choice of robust multivariate statistical techniques, used during model

selection. This study also shows why many robust multivariate statistical techniques do not

find application in the context of a trajectory matrix.

To study the multivariate distributional properties of an unfolding of an observed time

series from the class model defined in (2.62), consider the following unfolding

x - F + E
<TXn) <TXn) <TXn)

Xl X2 Xn t. f2 fn El E2 En

X2 X3 Xn+l h f3 fn+l E2 E3 En+!
+ (2.66)

XT XT+! XN [; fT+I fN ET ET+! EN

[x, X2 ... x, 1 = [fl f2 ... fn 1+ [e:l e:2 ... e:n 1

where

X = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of observed time series values

F = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of signal series observations

E = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of noise observations.

The column vectors of trajectory matrix F fall on a single r -flat Hr. This is due to the

assumption that the column vectors represent an unfolding of the series {ft} ~l ' assumed

to originate from (2.57). The column vectors of trajectory matrix X do not fall on a single

r -flat, but represent a multivariate scatter around the r -flat Hr. This trajectory matrix is

based on the white noise-distorted series {Xt }~l' Trajectory matrix E contains the

stochastic component of the white-noise distorted series. The column vectors of this matrix
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are therefore stochastic. The distribution of a typical column vector ( e:j ) must therefore be

derived.

Consider the ik column vector in trajectory matrix E, where

e:. =
J

(nl)

(2.67)

It is clear from the assumptions that the column vectors of matrix E are identically

distributed according to a multivariate normal distribution, viz.

e:j rv NT (0, a2IT ).
(r xl )

(2.68)

The column vectors in the stochastic trajectory matrix E are, however, not independent.

The covariance between arbitrary column vectors e:k and e:l is given by,

~EkEI = Cov( e:k, e:;)
<TXT)

o 0
(lk-llxT-lk-11) (Ik-llxlk-ll)

o
(T-Ik-llxlk-ll)

(2.69)

where

k = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1); l = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1); Ik - il ~ T - 1.

It follows directly that the ik column vector of stochastic trajectory matrix X, IS

multivariate normally distributed, with
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x j rv NT ( fj, a2IT ).
(nl)

(2.70)

The column vectors are therefore not identically distributed and are also not independent.

This is an extremely important fact. The covariance between arbitrary column vectors Xk

and X, is of course the same as between ek and el and thus from (2.69) given by

(TXT) o 0
(lk-IlxT-!k-11) (Ik-Ilxlk-ll)

a21 0
T-Ik-ll (T-Ik-Ilxlk-ll)

(2.71)

where

k = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1) ; 1 = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1); Ik - 11 ~ T - 1.

The model with a serially correlated noise structure is considered in §2.6.2 below

2.6.2 The First-Order Serially Correlated Noise Assumption

In this section it is assumed that an observed time series {xt}:l originates from the

following model

Xt = ft + Et , t = 1, ... ,N , (2.72)

where the noise process is first-order serially correlated such that,

(2.73)

and
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iid ( 2 )Z, rv N 0, a . (2.74)

It is clear from (2.73) that the noise follows an AR(l)-process. It therefore has expectation

(2.75)

and covariance

(2.76)

From (2.72) and (2.73) it follows that

(2.77)

The random variables {Xt, t = 1,... ,N} are therefore not identically distributed and are

not independent. The covariance between X, and Xt+k is given by,

(2.78)

The unfolding of the model in (2.72) into a trajectory matrix is considered next, viz.

X=F+E

Xl X2 Xn A h fn él é2 én
X2 X3 Xn+! f2 f3 fn+! é2 é3 én+!

+ (2.79)

XT XT+! XN t; fT+! fN
éT éT+! éN

[Xl X2 ... x, 1 = [fl f2 ... fn 1 + [El E2 ... En 1
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where

x = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of observed time series values

F = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of signal series observations

E = Hankel structured trajectory matrix of noise observations.

A typical column vector of the stochastic matrix E will have the form

e:. =
J

(nl)

The expected value of the above column vector is given by

and the covariance matrix is given by

51

(2.80)

(2.81)
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:E = Cov( E:jl E:~)(TXT)

E( C;) E (CjCj+1 ) E( CjCj+T_I)

E (Cj+ICj ) E( C;+l) E (Cj+1Cj+T-I )

E (C IC) E (Cj+T_ICj+1 ) E (C;+T-I))+T- )

1 <Pt «'
(72 <Pt 1 «:

-
1- <pl

«: «: 1 (2.82)

Hence, the column vectors are multivariate normally distributed as follows

(2.83)

The column vectors in stochastic matrix E are, however, not independent. The covariance

between arbitrary column vectors E:k and E:l is given by

I:EkEI = Cov ( E:k
'

E:;)
(TXT)

E(CkCl) E (CkCt+l) E ( CkCl+T-l )

E (Ck+1Ct ) E (Ck+ICI+I) E (Ck+ICI+T-l)

E (Ck+T-ICl ) E (Ck+T-ICl+1 ) E (Ck+T-ICt+T-I )

<pik-II <pik-t-ll <pik-I-T+11

(72 <pik-t-ll <pik-II <pik-t-T+21
-
1- <pi

<pik-t-T+II <pik-t-T+21 <pik-II
(2.84)

Consider a typical column vector of matrix X
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x f EJ J J

Xj+1 .0+1 Ej+1
(2.85)Xj - +

(Tx1)

X 1 .0+T-1
Ej+T_1

J+T-

The expected value of the column vector is given by

(2.86)

and the covariance matrix is given by

:E = COV(X., X')
(TXT) J J

1

(2.87)

The column vector Xj is therefore multivariate normally distributed, with

(2.88)

The column vectors of the trajectory matrix are therefore not identically distributed and are

also not independent. The covariance between arbitrary column vectors Xk and X, is

given by
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:E = COV(Xk, XI')XkX1
<TXT)

4>ik-ll 'Ik-I-li 4>ik-l-T+11CP1

2 4>ik-l-11 4>ik-ll 4>i k-l-T+21 (2.89)
a

-
1- 4>~

4>ik-l-T+11 4>ik-l-T+21 4>ik-ll

where

k = 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1) ; 1= 1,... ,n(= N - T + 1); Ik - li ~ T - 1.

The above results are of crucial importance from a statistical point of view, and must be

kept in mind. Singular value decomposition will be considered in §2.7 below.

2.7 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in SSA

2.7.1 Basics and Definitions

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Gentle, 1998; Gill et al., 1991; Trefethen and Bau,

1997) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Joliffe, 1986; Scott, 1992) are well-

known dimension reduction techniques, and are considered in standard literature on

numeric algebra and multivariate statistical analysis. Principal component analysis is used

to represent a set of variables with a new, smaller, set of variables that are mutually

orthogonal. PCA uses SVD to obtain eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The

actual principal components are constructed using the eigenvectors obtained from SVD.

This section will explore the use of SVD as dimension reduction technique in the context

ofSSA.

A very thorough treatment on SVD can be found in Chapter 4 of Golyandina et al. (2001).

The particular Chapter is essential for understanding the usefulness of SVD in the SSA

context.
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It is also important to point out statistical issues when applying SVD as dimension

reduction technique. According to Jackson (1991, p. 365)

" ... the estimates of the characteristic vectors, themselves, are distribution-free although

inferential procedures associated with them are not. "

It is therefore clear that peA is a distribution-free technique. The same argument holds for

SVD as dimension reduction technique. This is an important consideration, as it was

pointed out in §2.6, cf. (2.70) and (2.88), that the multivariate distributional theory

underlying SSA is rather complex.

It was shown that the column vectors of the trajectory matrix were not independent and

identically distributed. Under the normality assumption, each of the column vectors has its

own multivariate normal distribution, each with its own vector of means (fj)' cf. (2.70)

and (2.88) in §2.6 above. To worsen matters, there exists only a single realization per

multivariate normal distribution in the form of a single column vector. Also, each column

vector in the trajectory matrix has (T - 1) elements in common, with the column vector

immediately to its left. This causes a rather peculiar correlation structure.

From the above argument it is clear that care should be used when applying statistical

techniques in the SSA context. Fortunately, SVD is a distribution-free technique and the

above arguments do not influence the use thereof.

A formal definition of SVD is now given.

Definition 1.7 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a Matrix

The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a T x n matrix X of rank r , is defined by

X = vA%u' (2.90)

or alternatively by
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r

X = '" f'5:v U',
(TXn) L...J" "j ) )

)=1

(2.91)

where

V - [v
(TXn - 1

v = [u U
(nxr) 1 2

M = diag(A,A, ...,JJ;)
(TXT)

(2.92)

V'V = 1
"

V'V = Ir.

V is the matrix of left singular (eigen-) vectors of matrix X, and V is the matrix of right

singular (eigen- ) vectors of matrix X and r ~ min ( T, n ) . Furthermore,

M = diag(A, A,·.·,JJ;) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements the singular

(eigen-) values of matrix X. It is convention to consider the eigenvalues in order of

magnitude, l.e. letting and

.J\+1 =.J\+2 =···=A=O.

The form in (2.91) is also known as the spectral decomposition of a matrix. This is also

where singular spectrum analysis (SSA) inherits its name. The first reference to baptize as

SSA the methodology of unfolding a matrix into a trajectory matrix and performing SVD,

dates back to the work by Vautard and Ghil (1989). The eigenvectors derived through the

use of SVD are sometimes also referred to as empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs).

Theorem 2.4 below relates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the T x n trajectory matrix

X to the TXT matrix XX' . The column vectors of the trajectory matrix X form an over

determined system, in the sense that there are more column vectors than the actual rank of

the matrix. This is the case for a noise-free signal series. The dimension of the column

vector space is of concern and a method must be applied to reduce the rank of this space.

This is the reason why the SVD of XX' is used.
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Theorem 2.4

Suppose that a T x n matrix X has SVD

X = VAAU', (2.93)

where

V - [v
(TXn - 1

AA = diag(J\,J>:;, ...,A)
cr xr»

(2.94)

The column vectors of matrix U are the eigenvectors of the row space of matrix X, and

the column vectors of matrix Vare the eigenvectors of the column space of matrix X,

and matrix AA is a diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues of matrix X.

Matrix XX' then has the SVD

XX' = VAV'. (2.95)

Proof.

It follows by direct multiplication from (2.93) and (2.94).0

The definitions of a projection matrix, Lp -norm, Frobenius matrix norm and a scree-

diagram are supplied below. These definitions will be required when dealing with

optimality of SVD in the presence of noise.
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Definition 2.8 Projection matrix

The projection matrix of r-flat Hp spanned by the orthonormal set of r base vectors

PH = vv',
r

<TXT>

(2.96)

where

v =[v
<TXT) 1

... Vr]'

Definition 2.9 Lp-norm

The Euclidean Lp -norm of a matrix is defined by

n T

IIXllp = p L:2:]xij lP ,
j=l i=l

(2.97)

where IXij I is the absolute value of the (i, j )th element of matrix X. The absolute value

actually measures distance, in the Euclidean sense, from the (i, j )th element of matrix X

to the origin.

Definition 2.10 Frobenius Matrix Norm

The Frobenius matrix norm of a T x n matrix X is defined by

n T

IIXIIF = L:L:IXij 1

2
= IIXlb·

j=l i=l
(2.98)

The Frobenius matrix norm of two T x n matrices X and Y, is the distance between the

two matrices and defined by
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1
n T 2 2

IIX - Yllp = I:I:(Xij - Yij)
j=li=l

1
n 2
"'(x-y,X-y)D J J J J
j=l

(2.99)

Definition 2.11 Scree-diagram

A scree-diagram is a graphical plot of the coordinate pairs {(i, \T-i+I»)1 i = 1,... , r }. It

is therefore a plot of ordered eigenvalues, derived through SVD, against their reverse

indices.

2.7.2 The effect of centring in SVD

Centring involves the process of subtracting the vector of means (x) from the trajectory

matrix (X) column vectors, thereby constructing the so-called centred trajectory matrix

(X). Geometrically, centring causes a multivariate scatter of points to be centred at the

origin. In Golyandina et al. (2001) the comment is made that "Centring is not a standard

procedure in SVD." The practice of centring is central to multivariate statistics, as it forms

part of the process of constructing a covariance matrix.

The trajectory matrix can be thought of as having the form

X = xl' + (X - xl')
= xl' + X (2.100)

= [x x ... xl + [Xl - X X2 - X ... X -xln ,

where
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x = _!_XI
(rxl) n
X = x - xl'

<rxn>

In = [1 1 ... lr.
(nxl)

The SVD of the trajectory matrix can therefore be written as

X=x+x
= [x ... x] + [Xl - X . . . x., - x] (2.101)

r-l

= AVoU~ + ~AViU~ ,
i=l

where Vp- .. , vr_I and u., ...,ur_1 are left- and right eigenvectors of X

Vo = x/llxll
Uo = In /..;n

(2.102)

and the eigenvalue Ao is given by

An = ..;nllxll· (2.103)

This is due to the fact that the matrix [x ... x] has n similar column vectors, i.e. the

vector of means x, and is consequently of rank 1.

2.7.3 The effect of noise in SVD

A signal series {ft }~l from the broad class of functions in (2.57) has a trajectory matrix

of finite rank r . The SVD of such a trajectory matrix will result in r non-zero eigenvalues

A ~.JY:; ~ ... ~ A > o. When additive noise is introduced to the mentioned signal

series, all eigenvalues derived through SVD will be non-zero.
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Suppose that an observed time series {Xt };':l is a noise-contaminated signal from the class

in (2.57), such that

Xt = ft + Ep t = 1,... ,N. (2.104)

The noise component in (2.104) is hypothesised to have distributional form

(2.105)

It is clear from (2.105) that no specific statistical distribution is assumed, only that the

variance (a2) of such a distribution be known and constant.

The unfolding of such a series into a trajectory matrix will result in the form

X=F+E
ft

+
(2.106)

where

F = Hankel structured matrix of the unfolded signal series

E = Hankel structured matrix of the unfolded stochastic series.

The noise, present in the trajectory matrix, will cause all eigenvalues to be non-zero. This

implies that a scree-diagram, constructed from the scatter matrix of a white noise distorted

signal series, will have a "noise-floor" which is fairly flat. Similar arguments can also be

found in Elsner and Tsonis (1996, pp. 70-71).
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Xt = ft + ét ' t = 1,... ,100, (2.107)

where

ft = 10 + 2t

ét '" N (0, 502)
(2.108)

was simulated for the purpose of this example. The series is therefore similar to that in

Example 2.1. The only difference is the noise-variance, which is higher for illustrative

purposes in this example. A trajectory matrix (T = 10) was formed based on the noise-

free signal, and SVD of the scatter matrix XX' then performed. The scree-diagram in

Figure 2.13 below was then constructed.
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(Jl
ID 8::lro
~
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60)
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2

050 100 0 5 10
time(t) index

250.---------~--------~

Figure 2.13 Scree-diagram of first-order polynomial signal series.

A trajectory matrix (T = 10) was then formed based on the white noise-contaminated

series, and SVD of the scatter matrix XX' then performed. The scree-diagram is exhibited
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in Figure 2.14 below. From perusal of these graphs it is clear that the noise-free signal has

a single non-zero eigenvalue, cf. Figure 2.13 above.

It is clear from perusal of Figure 2.14 below that all the eigenvalues are non-zero. The first

leading eigenvalue is dominant and is then followed by a fairly flat "noise floor".
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time (t)
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4

2

2 4 6
index

108

Figure 2.14 Scree-diagram of first-order polynomial white noise-contaminated series.

Example 2.10

This example will illustrate the effect of noise on the scree-diagram of a simulated

sinusoidal. A series was simulated from the following class model

Xt = ft + Ct ' t = 1,... ,100,

where

ft = 150 sin(27rt / 12 + 100) + Ct

Ct '" N (0, 1002).
(2.109)
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It is clear from perusal of Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 below that there are two dominating

leading eigenvalues.

It is once again clear that the white noise caused a relatively flat "noise-floor" in Figure

2.16 below.
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Figure 2.15 Scree-diagram of sinusoid signal series.
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Figure 2.16 Scree-diagram of sinusoid white noise-contaminated series.
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2.7.4 Optimality of SVD

The purpose of using SVD in the SSA context is to find a low-rank approximation of the

trajectory matrix (X). This issue is covered in-depth in Golyandina et al. (2001, Section

4.3). Arguments similar to those presented by these authors, can also be found in the

spectral analysis literature (Stoica and Moses, 1997, Appendix A).

Suppose that the trajectory matrix is of rank d ::;min (T, n). The problem statement in

SSA is to find a low-rank approximating matrix (Y) of rank r < d, for the trajectory

matrix (X). This is achieved by minimising the squared Frobenius matrix norm

min IIX - Y112,
YEA{

(2.110)

where Golyandina et al. (2001, p. 229) define .1\1(. to "be the set of matrices of the form"

r

Y = LPiq~,
i=l

(2.111)

where Pi E IRT (linearly independent) and qi E IRT are arbitrary.

According to Golyandina et al. (2001, Proposition 4.5) the optimal solution to (2.11 0) is

given by

r

Yo = LAviu~ E A{.,
i=l

(2.112)

where (A,Vi' Ui) are the leading eigentriples obtained through SVD of the trajectory

matrix. Note that the r leading eigenvectors v1, ... , Vr can be obtained from the SVD of

the scatter matrix XX' , and that Ui = (1/A) Vi
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One major drawback of the "optimal result" in (2.112), is that it is not structure preserving

by nature. Matrix Yo does not have a Hankel structure, the key reason why SSA works.

This problem seems to be receiving attention in the form of Structured Total Least Norm

optimisation. A method is presented by Park et al. (1999) to perform such a low-rank

approximation of a Hankel structured matrix, also involving use of SVD. It would,

however, seem that further research is still required on this topic.

Venter (1998) viewed the dimension reduction problem in SSA, as a problem of finding

the closest r -flat (H r = b + span (vI' ... , vr)) of dimension r to the column vectors of

the trajectory matrix (X). A minimum squared distances approach was followed. The

closest r-flat, of rank r, was shown to be of the form

(2.113)

where

(2.114)

The set of orthonormal base vectors v1, ... , Vr are obtained through SVD of the scatter

matrix XX' = (X - xl~ )( X - xl~ )' . Incorporating all these features, the closest rank r

matrix to the trajectory matrix is given by

Y=xl'+P (X-xl'),
span(v1,· .. .v, )

(2.115)

where Pspanh, ... ,vr) is the projection matrix of the parallel linear subspace spanned by the

r leading eigenvectors v1, ... , Vr.

The result in (2.115) is also well known in the theory of biplots and resides under the

heading "orthogonal projection with an offset", cf. Gower and Hand (1996, p. 254).
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Example 2.11

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the use of SVD in the context of SSA. In this

example a series was generated from

Xt = ft + Ct ' t = 1,...,100, (2.116)

where

ft = 10 + 2t

Ct '" N (0, 102).
(2.117)

The generated series from (2.116) was unfolded into the column vectors of a trajectory

matrix, using window length T = 2. The scatter plot in Figure 2.17 below exhibits the

column vectors of the trajectory matrix, based on the white noise-contaminated series. The

thick line represents the leading eigenvector vector, which was obtained through SVD of

scatter matrix XX'. No centring was used. The thin line represents the unfolding of the

noise-free signal into a trajectory matrix. It is clear that these lines are close, but not an

exact match. The greater the noise variance of an observed series, the greater this deviation

will be, since SVD is not expected to result in an exact fit situation.
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Figure 2.17 Leading eigenvector of a first-order polynomial series.
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Example 2.12

In this example the extraction of eigenvectors through SVD of a trajectory matrix will once

again be illustrated. A series was generated from

Xt = ft + Ct ' t = 1,... ,100, (2.118)

where

ft = 150 sin (21Tt / 12 + 100)

Ct '"'-J N(O, 1002).
(2.119)

The generated senes In (2.118) was unfolded into the column vectors of a trajectory

matrix. No centring was used and SVD of the scatter matrix (XX') was performed. The

leading eigenvectors are shown in Figure 2.18 below. It is clear that the thickest line

represents the eigenvector that directed itself in the direction of maximum variation, in

accordance with SVD theory. The second thickest line represents the second eigenvector,

which directed itself in the direction of second highest variation. Note that these two

eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal. The same argument holds for the last of the three

eigenvectors. It is clear that the eigenvectors can be considered as a rotation of the axial

system in JR 3 .
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Figure 2.18 Leading eigenvectors of a sinusoidal series.
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It was clear in §2.4.2 that the normalised eigenvectors of a trajectory matrix, based on a

sinusoidal, was of the form

where

VI = Yl/II Yl II
V2 = Y2/IIY211,

(2.120)

cos [tat + (T - 1).6. tw 1r
sin [tat + (T - 1).6. tw 1r .

Yl = [cos ( tat ) COS ( tot + .6.tw )

Y2 = [sin (cat ) sin (cot + .6.tw)

(2.121)

If a plot of the coordinate pairs {( Vil' Vi2 ) Ii = 1,... , T} is constructed, based on

eigenvectors in (2.120), one of the following patterns will emerge.
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Figure 2.19 Artificial phase portraits of noise-free sinusoids.
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The plot in Figure 2.19 above will be referred to as an artificial phase portrait. The panels

(left to right) contain the artificial phase portrait of sinusoids that have periodicities 12,8,6

and 4 respectively. The number of sides in each of the polygons in Figure 2.19, above,

coincides with the period of the sinusoid. The signals that were used to construct the

artificial phase portraits, did not contain noise. Figure 2.20 below exhibits the artificial

phase portraits of noise-contaminated sinusoids.
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Figure 2.20 Artificial phase portraits of noise contaminated sinusoids.

It is clear that the artificial phase portrait can be used to gauge whether a sinusoid pattern is

present in a time series. In an economic time series this would entail a seasonal pattern

with either monthly or quarterly seasonal variation. If any other cyclical pattern is present,

then the artificial phase portrait will also capture such a pattern.

The artificial phase portrait plot will be a valuable tool to aid in identifying cyclical

patterns. Vautard et al. (1992) illustrated that SSA cannot resolve a cycle that has period

longer than the window length (T) used.
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Example 1.13

The well-known airline time senes, senes G in Box and Jenkins (1970, p. 531), was

unfolded into a time delay matrix. A window length of T = 72 was used to unfold the

series. No centring of the trajectory matrix was used, and the scatter matrix XX' was

formed. The SVD of the scatter matrix yielded 72 eigenvectors. Figure 2.21, below,

exhibits a number of artificial phase space portraits, based on the eigenvectors.
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Figure 1.11 Artificial phase portraits of airline series.
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It is clear from perusal of Figure 2.21 above that the following pairings of eigenvectors and

associated sinusoid periodicities seems feasible, cf. Figure 2.19.

Table 1.1 Pairing of eigenvectors of airline series.

Eigenvector Pairing Sinusoid Period

{2,3} 12

{4,5} 6

{8,9} 4

{lO, lI} 3
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An interesting feature of the pairings in Table 2.1, above, is the percentage variation

explained by the eigenvectors in a pairing. In the pairing {2,3}, the eigenvectors have

respective percentage variation explained as 0.692% and 0.68%. The pairing {4,5}, have

eigenvectors with respective percentage variation explained as 0.182% and 0.180%. It

would therefore seem that adjacent leading eigenvectors that have fairly similar percentage

variation explained, should be considered as pairings. Adjacent eigenvalues, ordered in

magnitude, with fairly similar values (\ ~ AHI) can also be used for this purpose (Ghil

and Vautard, 1991).

Another series that is known to exhibit cyclical patterns is the Wolfer sunspot series.

Example 2.14

The well-known Wolfer sunspot series is considered in this example. The series used is of

length N = 176 and the window length set at T = 88.
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Figure 2.22 Artificial phase portraits of Wolfer sunspot series.
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It would seem that a few cyclical patterns can be deduced from perusal of Figure 2.22

above. Identification of possible cycles is left to the reader's imagination.

This example is the final of this section on SVD in SSA. The foundations that were laid

will now be utilised to consider signal reconstruction in the context of SSA.

2.8 Signal Reconstruction

Signal reconstruction has received little attention in the context of SSA (Golyandina et al.,

2001; Varadi et al., 1999; Vautard et al., 1992). The extraction of certain signal

components from a series, such as trend and cycles, are studied in greater detail in

Golyandina et al. (2001). In the latter case the reconstruction is considered under the topic

of separability properties of a function.

Signal reconstruction is central to the field of signal processing. This section will propose

the use of a method developed by Cadzow (1988) in the field of signal processing, as a

signal reconstruction method in the context of SSA. No reference to the signal

reconstruction method of Cadzow (1988) could be found in any of the work by Allen and

Smith (1996), Buchstaber (1994), Elsner and Tsonis (1996), Fowler and Kember (1998),

Golyandina et al. (2001), Palus and Novotná (1998), Plaut and Vautard (1994), Vautard

and Ghil (1991), Varadi et al. (1999) and Vautard et al. (1992). The method is also adapted

to handle the multi-channel SSA case in §2.9 below.

2.8.1 The Hankelization Operation

Before signal reconstruction can be investigated, certain important concepts must be

understood. The first concept is the Hankelization operation.

The Hankelization operation was first introduced by Buchstaber (1994), and is denoted by

1i. The operation is a method that produces a Hankel structured matrix from another

matrix, through a linear operation of reverse diagonal averaging. The Hankelization

operation is formally defined in Definition 2.12 below.
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Definition 2.12 Hankelization Operation

The Hankelization operation, performed on a T x n matrix Z, creates a Hankel structured

matrix Z. This matrix is element-wise created as follows,

z.
IJ

1 i+ j-1

i + j - 1 L:::: zl,i+ j-l
1=1

for 2:::; i + j :::;T - 1,

1 T

- '" z for T:::; i + j :::;n + 1,T L.J l,i+j-l
1=1

1 T

'" Z for n + 2 _< i + J' _< N,N - i - .+ 2 L....J l,i+j-l Jl
J 1=1+J-n

(2.122)

for i = 1, ... , T and j = 1, ... ,n . The notation Z = HZ will be used to denote the linear

operation defined in (2.122).

The Hankelization operation creates a matrix that has Hankel structure, such that the

Frobenius matrix norm [z - ZIIF is minimal. The proof can be found in Golyandina et al.

(2001, p. 266).

The following algorithm also performs Hankelization of a T x n matrix Z, and results in a

"signal series" {l}N
t r=I

1 8

for 1 :::;8 :::; T,-L::::z . 18 1,8-1+
i=l

Ïs=
1 T

TL:::: Zi,s-i+1 for T :::;8 :::; n, (2.123)
i=l

1 N-s+1

N -8+1 L:::: zi+s-n,n-i+1 for n:::; 8:::; N.
i=l
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2.8.2 The Approximate Series

Suppose now that an approximate series (a signal series) must be reconstructed from a

noise-contaminated series. Alternatively, that a certain component (trend or sinusoid) of a

noise-contaminated or noise-free series must be separated through are-constructive

approach. The approximate series must therefore have a trajectory matrix of fixed rank,

(say) r.

The approach is provided in the form of Algorithm 2.1 below.

Algorithm 2.1 Construction of an Approximate Series

(a) Unfold an observed series {xt };:1 into a trajectory matrix X.

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X = X - xl' .
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix, where XX' = VAV'.

(e) Select only r eigenvectors in the columns of matrix V.

(f) Form the projection matrix P.c = VV'.
r

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P.c,X .

(h) Perform the Hankelization operation Z = HZ using (2.122).

(i) Use (2.123) to form the reconstructed series {ft }:1.

The column vectors of the Hankel structured trajectory matrix of {ft }:1 will not reside

on a single r -flat. The linear Hankelization matrix operation, in step (h), is performed after

the projection. The projection, in step (g), ensures that column vectors of the resulting

matrix Z reside on a single r -flat. This was disturbed by the Hanekelization operation, to

maintain a Hankel structured matrix.

There is another undesired and unavoidable property that the Hankelization operation

possesses. The Achilles heel of this operation can be coined the "end-effects". It is clear

from (2.123) that reverse diagonal averaging is used to produce the approximate series. On

closer inspection of (2.123), it is clear that there are more observations that are averaged
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over in the middle section of a time series, and less towards the ends of the series. In the

case of the first and last observations, only a single element is averaged over.

It is the undesired property of column vectors that do not lie on a single r -flat that initiated

further research in this regard. The construction of a signal using an iterative property

mapping algorithm, proposed by Cadzow (1988), will be considered next.

2.8.3 Signal Reconstruction using Cadzow's Algorithm

As mentioned, this study is the first to propose the use of a method developed by Cadzow

(1988) in the context ofSSA.

Cadzow (1988) proposed a composite property-mapping algorithm that reconstructs a

signal series. The technique unfolds a noise-contaminated series into a Toeplitz structured

trajectory matrix (see p.20) or any other linear structured matrix. Hankel structured

matrices are also linear and briefly mentioned in the paper. Not many published research

articles could be found, using a citation index search, that reference Cadzow's proposal

(Hurt, 1991; Park et ai, 1999). To date, no proof has been put forward to explain why

Cadzow's algorithm actually converges, other than an intuitive reasoning in the paper. This

still remains an open issue and further research is required in this regard.

The application of Cadzow's algorithm is diagrammatically illustrated In Figure 2.23

below. According to Cadzow's paper the algorithm is used for,

" ... recovering a signal from a noise-contaminated distorted measurement made on

that signal. The measured signal can take on such distinctive forms as being

• a series of discrete-time signal observations

• set of autocorrelation lag estimates

• sampled two-dimensional image

• excitation-response observations made in a system identification application."
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Note that Cadzow's algorithm requires prior knowledge of the window length (T) and

number of eigenvectors cr » . In signal processing, engineers often have prior information

on the structure of the underlying signal. This might make it possible to supply values for

both T and r .

This thesis, however, will make the assumption that there is no a priori knowledge of T

and r, and that these quantities must be found using some form of model validation

technique. This issue will be addressed in Chapter 4.

Cadzow's composite property mapping algorithm will now be formulated and can be

followed by viewing Figure 2.23 below.

A , _

-> X =!! + P.c X ->
(Txn) r-

.J

Observed Centered Matrix
Scatter of
Matrix Eigenvectors

-> XX' -> V ->
<TXT) <TXt')

Projection
Matrix

Reconstructed
SignalTime Trajectory Trajectory

Series Matrix Matrix

{x t -> X -> X
t t=l (TXn) (TXn)

Series

return
to

Step I

Figure 2.23 Flow-diagram of Cadzow's iterative property mapping algorithm.

Algorithm 2.2 Construction of a Cadzow-signal:

(a) Unfold an observed series {xt };':1 into a trajectory matrix X.

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X = X - xl' .
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix, where XX' = VAV'.

(e) Select only r eigenvectors in the columns of matrix V.

(f) Form the projection matrix P~ = VV'.
r

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P.c,.X.

(h) Use (2.123) to form the reconstructed series {ft }:1.This inherently performs the

Hankelization operation and produces a single signal series. Test for convergence
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T T

by testing for L::: ,\ / L::: ,\ < e . Epsilon is a convergence criterion and is set
i=r+l i=l

arbitrarily. A value of é = 10-7 was used throughout this study. If the

convergence criterion is not met, the series obtained in step (h) is returned as new

"observed series" in step (a). The process is iterated until convergence.

Example 2.15

The effective use of Algorithm 2.2, above, is illustrated in this example. The airline series

is used, due to the fact that it contains both cyclical patterns as well as trend. The series

contains heteroskedasticity, and is customarily log-transformed. A log-transform will not

be made use of, to illustrate the power of the non-parametric nature of SSA.

A window length of T = 72 was set, and only the leading eigenvector used to construct

Figure 2.24 below.

600
550
500
450

gJ 400
·iii 350
'" 300

250;~~~~~~~~~::~~::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100 110 120 130 140

time (t)

1- series - Cadzow signal •

Figure 2.24 Reconstructed Cadzow-signal for airline series. (T = 72, r = 1)

It is clear that the leading eigenvector can be used to model trend in this particular series.

This is not generally the case. It is also the first time that the power of the non-parametric

nature of SSA is seen in this study.

In Figure 2.25, below, a window length T = 72 was used. The first 3 leading

eigenvectors were used in Algorithm 2.2. It is clear that these three eigenvectors explain a
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substantial amount of variation in the airline series. The exponential trend and increasing

amplitude of the sinusoid, evidently exhibits a close resemblance to the series.

600

500

:G 400
.;fi
(I') 300

200

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
time (t)

-Cadzow signal •1-series

Figure 2.25 Reconstructed Cadzow-signal for airline series. (T = 72, r = 3)

Finally, the window length was set at T = 72 and the 5 leading eigenvectors in Algorithm

2.2 employed. The result is Figure 2.26 below. It is clear that an additional harmonic is

introduced, due to the inclusion of the additional eigenvector pair {4, 5 }. This IS In

accordance with the results entertained in Example 2.13 on page 71, cf. Table 2.1.

600
550
500
450

~ 400
.~350
(I') 300
250
200
150
100~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
time (t)

1-series -Cadzow signel •

Figure 2.26 Reconstructed Cadzow-signal for airline series. (T = 72, r = 5)
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2.8.4 Other possible signal reconstruction methods

In the SSA context, a reconstructed signal series must be such that the column vectors of

its trajectory matrix reside on a single r -flat Hr.

This problem can also be dealt with on an optimisation level. An optimisation method that

strives to find a low rank Hankel approximation of a matrix, is proposed by Park et al.

(1999). It would seem that further research is still required in this regard. The proposed

method was therefore not pursued in this study.

If a future optimisation method, that produces a specified low rank approximation of a

Hankel structure matrix, is found, then the reconstructed signal can be found using

Algorithm 2.3 below.

Algorithm 2.3 Signal reconstruction using a low rank Hankel structured matrix.
(a) Unfold an observed time series into a Hankel structured matrix X.

(b) Specify the desired rank of the matrix to be (say) r, and perform a low rank

optimisation, in the form of matrix Z.

(c) Use (2.123) to produce the required signal series. The formulation in (2.123) will

simply perform reverse diagonal averaging, and not influence the result obtained in

step (b).

The signal reconstruction method, using the Cadzow (1988) algorithm, was found to be

superior to the approximate series method. The algorithm also seemed to be very robust in

the presence of outliers. This feature will be further explored in Chapter 4.

Section 2.9 below briefly extends the single-channel SSA ideas to the multi-channel SSA

situation. The section on signal reconstruction, using Cadzow (1988), might prove to be

beneficial since such a method has not been proposed to date.
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2.9 Multi-Channel SSA

A brief account of multi-channel SSA can be found in (Plaut and Vautard, 1994; Elsner

and Tsonis, 1996). This section will be devoted to the components that make up multi-

channel SSA. The theoretical setting makes multivariate time series analysis possible.

2.9.1 The Trajectory Matrix

Suppose that p time series of common length N is available. Denote the individual time

series as follows

{ f(k)}N _
Jt t=1' k - 1, ... ,p, (2.l24)

where ft(k) represents observation t of the kth series. Each of the time series is then

unfolded into a trajectory matrix, where

~(k) Pk) j~k)
2

j(k) j~k) J,(k)

Fk
2 nH (2.l25)-

(Txn>

j;k) e: j~k)
T+1

denotes the trajectory matrix of the kth series. The individual trajectory matrices are then

used to form a single trajectory matrix of the form
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.I?) h(1) .lP)
!t(2) h(2) .lP)

!tcp) Pp) .t~p)
2

X
(pTxn) (2.126).1;1) f(1) .t~l)

T+l

.lP) j<2) .t~2)
T+l

.t;p) fep) irTH

Fl ® el + F2 ® e2 + ... + Fp ® ep ,
<TXn) (pxl) <TXn) (pxl) <TXn) (pxl )

where e j is the ih column vector of the p x p identity matrix lp' The nature of the

unfolding in (2.126), dictates that each of the p series be of common length N. It also

forces the use of common window length T. Although the trajectory matrix featuring in

(2.126) seems rather complex, the following multi-channel SSA theory is analogous to that

of single channel SSA.

2.9.2 The Centred Trajectory Matrix

The centred trajectory matrix is obtained by subtracting the vector of means from each

column vector of the trajectory matrix in (2.126), viz.

- - IX = X - xln
(pTxn)

(2.127)

where

x = .!.XI
(pr xl ) n

In = [1 ... Ir·
(nx l)

(2.128)
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2.9.3 The Scatter Matrix

Depending on whether centring is applied to the trajectory matrix or not, the scatter matrix

will be given by

xx' =(X-xl')(X-xl')'
(pTXpT)

(2.129)

or

xx' .
(pTXpT)

(2.130)

2.9.4 SVD of the Scatter Matrix

The SVD of the scatter matrix in §2.9.3 is given by

xx' = YAY',
(pTXpT)

(2.131)

where

Y = [V"' v 1(pTXpT) 1 ~

A = diag( \, ... ,ApT)'

(2.132)

2.9.5 The Hankelization Operation

The Hankelization operation in (2.122), on page 73, can be extended to handle the multi-

channel SSA situation. Given a pr x pr matrix Z, a Hankel structured matrix can be

element-wise constructed using (2.133) below. The resulting Hankel structured matrix is

denoted by Z.
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-ek) _
Z -~J

1 i+j-l

'""" z( k)i + j - 1 f;;]_ (k-l)xHl,i+ j-l

1~ (k)
-:;:LJ z(k-l)XT+l,i+ j-l

1=1

1 ~ (k) f N
N _ i _j + 2 LJ z(k-l)XT+I,i+ j-l jor n + 2 ~ i + j ~ ,

l=~+J-n

for 2 ~ i + j ~ T - 1,

for T~i+j~n+l,(2.133)

If the Hankelization operation is applied in the context of a multi-channel trajectory matrix,

then reverse diagonal averaging in (2.133) assumes that the trajectory matrix actually has

the form

X = el ® Fl + e2 ® F2 + ... + ep ® Fp .

(pTxn) (pxl ) cr xn» (pxl ) (Txn> (pxl) cr xn»
(2.134)

This is not the case from perusal of (2.126) above. The row vectors of a multi-channel

trajectory matrix must therefore be interchanged to have the required form in (2.134). Only

then, can the Hankelization operation in (2.133) be applied.

2.9.6 Reconstruction of an Approximate Series

Reconstruction of an approximate series uses the same steps as Algorithm 2.1 above. The

required algorithm is supplied below.

Algorithm 2.4 Construction of an approximate series in multi-channel SSA.

(a) Unfold p observed time senes into individual trajectory matrices

{Fk' k = 1,... ,p} using (2.125). Form a single trajectory matrix X, using (2.126).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X = X - xl' .
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix, where XX' = VAV'.

(e) Select only r eigenvectors in the columns of matrix V .

(f) Form the projection matrix P.c = VV'.
r
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(g) Form the projected result X = xl' + P.c X.
r

(h) Interchange the column vectors of the projected result in (g) to have the required

form in (2.134). Construct the p approximate series, using the Hankelization

operation Z = HZ .

2.9.7 Reconstructing a Signal using Cadzow's Algorithm

Algorithm 2.5 below illustrates how signal series can be reconstructed in the multi-channel

scenario, by adapting the Cadzow (1988) algorithm for this purpose.

Algorithm 2.5 Construction of a Cadzow-signal in multi-channel SSA.

(a) Unfold p observed time senes into individual trajectory matrices

{Fk' k = 1,... ,p} using (2.125). Form a single trajectory matrix X, using (2.126).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X = X - xl' .
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix, where XX' = VAV'.

(e) Select only the r leading eigenvectors in the columns of matrix V.

(f) Form the projection matrix P.c = VV'.
r

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P.cX.
r

(h) Interchange the column vectors of the projected result in (g) to have the required

form in (2.134). Perform the Hankelization operation Z = HZ.

(i) Form the reconstructed series {ft }:l .This inherently performs the Hankelization

operation and produces the p signal series. Test for convergence by testing for

T T

L.::: -\ / L.::: ,\ < E. Epsilon is a convergence criteria and is set arbitrarily. A
i=r+l i=l

value of E = Ie - 7 was used throughout this study. If the convergence criteria is

not met, the p signal series obtained in step (i) are returned as new "observed

series" in step (a). The process is iterated until convergence.
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2.10 Conclusions and Recommendations

This Chapter considered the elements that make up SSA and traced back the roots of SSA

to the field of physics. SSA unfolds an observed time series into a trajectory matrix, which

has a Hankel structure. Section 2.3 outlined the theoretical considerations that govern the

trajectory matrix.

The broad class of functions that SSA can handle was considered in Section 2.4. A broad

class of functions that has an additive property was considered in that section. Insight into

this class of functions is due to the groundbreaking article of Buchstaber (1994). SSA can

essentially handle functions that are governed by a linear recurrent formula and includes

the broad class of functions that was proposed by Buchstaber (1994). Section 2.5, briefly,

introduced the notion of linear recurrent formula. Golyandina et al. (2001) can be

consulted for a more complete treatment of the latter viewpoint.

Section 2.6 considered SSA models that contain white noise and noise with a first-order

autoregressive structure. Multivariate distributional properties were also derived under the

latter assumptions. The derivations in this section are required in Chapter 4, where robust

forms of model selection procedures are considered in Section 4.4.6. Difficulties that arise

in many of the available statistical robustification procedures (PCA and SVD) are

considered in that section, and are explained with Section 2.6 as backdrop.

Singular value decomposition is a well-known dimension reduction technique that is used

in numerical linear algebraic- and in statistical applications. Section 2.7 was devoted to the

use of SVD in SSA.

Cadzow's (1988) iterative property mapping algorithm was used to construct a Cadzow-

signal in Section 2.8. The section dealt with signal reconstruction in SSA, in general. This

thesis is probably one of the first studies to use the Cadzow-signal series. Golyandina et al.

(2001) proposed the use of an approximate series, which is actually a signal series resulting

from a single iteration in the Cadzow-signal reconstruction algorithm. The section outlined

the need for signal reconstruction and also pointed out the Achilles heel of the currently

available signal reconstruction methods. This was termed the "end-effects" (cf. Section
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2.8.2). Itwas pointed out that further research is required in that regard. A method must be

developed that constructs a pre-specified, low-rank approximation of a Hankel structured

matrix. It was proposed that the STLN (Park et al., 1999) approach be considered in this

regard.

Section 2.9 considered multi-channel SSA. Formulae were provided that were used to

construct the trajectory matrix, shift vector, scatter matrix and perform SVD. The section

also provided algorithms that can be used to perform signal reconstruction in multi-channel

SSA. Available literature on multi-channel SSA is relatively sparse, which might be an

indication of relatively uncharted territory ...
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Chapter 3

FORECASTING IN SSA

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 introduced the basic underlying elements in SSA. The most important result in

Chapter 2 was the fact that SSA can handle functions, which are governed by LRF. A

broad class of functions (Buchstaber, 1994), for which this is true, was considered.

This Chapter considers forecasting in SSA and builds on the foundations that were laid in

Chapter 2. Various algorithmic approaches to forecasting, in SSA, are considered and

theoretical justifications provided. The first reference on forecasting in SSA dates back to

Zhang et al. (1993). The latter forecasting approach was iterative by nature. The technique

became outdated when the first algorithmic approach to recurrent one-period-ahead

forecasting was developed (Danilov, 1997). The latter advance is a direct result of the

groundbreaking article of Buchstaber (1994). Algorithm 3.1 in Section 3.2.1 is an

algorithmic approach based on Danilov's (1997) proposal, and can be used to produce one-

period-ahead forecasts. Recurrent application of the latter algorithm can be used to produce

k -period-ahead forecasts.

Venter (1998) proposed a different, coordinate-free, approach to recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasting. Algorithm 3.2 in Section 3.2.2 gives an algorithmic approach for the

latter method. Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting is also discussed in Golyandina et

al. (2001). Their proposal is contained in Algorithm 3.4 in Section 3.2.4. Their recurrent

one-period-ahead forecasting proposal uses the notion of linear recurrent formulae, which

leads to a different set of forecasting formulae. The basic underlying theory is, however,

the same for all the one-period-ahead forecasting algorithms considered in this chapter.

Section 3.2.5 provides a proof that the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm of
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Golyandina et al. (2001) and the coordinate-free forecasting algorithm of Venter (1998)

are equivalent.

This thesis identified the need for a forecasting algorithm that could produce joint-horizon

k -period-ahead forecasts directly, instead of using a one-period-ahead forecasting

algorithm recurrently. An alternative one-period-ahead formulation was developed and is

considered in Section 3.2.3. The proposed one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm is

generalized in Section 3.4.1 to produce joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts. Algorithm

3.10 is the main contribution of this Chapter. This algorithm can produce joint horizon k-

period-ahead forecasts directly. Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts can, as a special

case, also be produced by this algorithm. It should be clear that this algorithm is indeed

very general and the formulation can replace all the recurrent one-period-ahead

formulations due to Danilov (1994), Venter (1998) and Golyandina et al. (2001).

Section 3.2 mainly considers recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting, when noise-free

signal series are available. This assumption is relaxed in Section 3.3, when the algorithms

are adapted to handle noise-contaminated series. Section 3.3.1 adapts all the recurrent one-

period-ahead forecasting algorithms, to use an approximate series. The use of an

approximate series is a proposal due to Golyandina et al. (2001). Section 3.3.2 adapts all

the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithms, to use a reconstructed Cadzow-

signal series. A literature study revealed that the iterative property mapping algorithm of

Cadzow (1988) has never been used before in SSA.

Section 3.4 considers the construction of k -period-ahead forecasts. The main contribution

of this section is the joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm in the form of

Algorithm 3.10. The section also considers the k -period-ahead vector forecasting

approach of Golyandina et al. (2001), cf. Algorithm 3.11.

Section 3.5 relaxes the assumption of an observed noise-free signal, and considers k-

period-ahead forecasting in the presence of additive white noise.
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The proposed joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm (cf. Algorithm 3.10) is

adapted in Section 3.6, to produce forecasts in the multi-channel SSA case. This is also a

contribution to SSA forecasting, as no similar forecasting method was available at the time

of writing this thesis.

Issues relating to forecasting accuracy, in the SSA context, are dealt with in Section 3.7.

The verticality condition, separability of functions, "end-effects" of the Hankelization

operation, presence of outliers and the signal-to-noise ratio are considered in detail.

A number of examples are presented in Section 3.8 and the Chapter is concluded in Section

3.9.

3.2 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithms for noise-

free signals

This section introduces a number of algorithms that have been proposed to handle

recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting (Danilov, 1997; Venter 1998, Golyandina et al.,

2001).

In this Chapter, the assumption is made that an observed time series {ft };:1 is governed

by a linear recurrent formula (LRF). This assumption is thoroughly discussed in

Golyandina et al. (2001). Functions that are governed by LRF include the following broad

class

K

f(t) = ~Pk(t)exp(\t)sin( LVkt + 'Pk)'
k=l

(3.1)

This class was introduced by Buchstaber (1994), and thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2.

The underlying SSA theory remains the same irrespective of whether the class of functions

in (3.1) or the notion of an LRF is used. When the broad class of functions in (3.1) is

therefore mentioned it should be equivalently taken as considering any function governed

by an LRF and vice versa.
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The assumption of an observed noise-free series will be relaxed in Section 3.3, where

noise-contaminated series will be considered.

A recurrent one-period-ahead forecast is defined in Definition 3.1 below.

Definition 3.1 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecast.

A recurrent one-period-ahead forecast is defined by,

(3.2)

and is therefore a function of time series observations {ft} ~l and previous recurrent one-

period-ahead forecasts (IN+1'''',]N+k-l)' Forecasts are therefore recurrent in the sense

that two-period-ahead, or further ahead, forecasts are generated using previous forecasts.

Essentially, a recurrent one-period-ahead forecast entails a continuation of the senes

{ft }~l for a single period. When a number of recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts are

generated, the situation can be likened to the extrapolation of a signal as a piecewise

smooth curve.

Section 3.2.1 below is devoted to the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm,

which was proposed by Danilov (1997).

3.2.1 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm due to Danilov
(1997)

Following the paper by Buchstaber (1994), Danilov (1997) is the first reference to

introduce an algorithm for recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting. His proposal IS

considered in Algorithm 3.1 below. Note that this algorithm has been adapted from noise-

contaminated signals to handle a noise-free signal series, which is governed by an LRF.
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Algorithm 3.1 Danilov's recurrent on e-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a time series {ft};:l was sampled from the broad class of functions (3.1),

proposed by Buchstaber (1994). More generally, assume that an LRF governs the observed

senes.

A one-period-ahead forecast (iN +1) for the series, is a continuation of the series for a

single period of time. The forecast is generated using the following steps.

(a) Unfold the time series into a T x n trajectory matrix X.

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X.
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [vI . . . Vr l.
(f) The following system of linear equations is then solved with respect to hj

(3.3)

for j = 1,... , r , where vij is the (i, j )th element of matrix V .

(g) The one-period-ahead forecast is calculated using

(3.4)

where a solution of the linear equations in (3.3) is given by ~, ... ,h; .
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Proof of (3.4).

The column vectors (Xj' j = 1,... ,n) of the trajectory matrix X reside on a single r-flat

where x is the shift vector of the r-flat, and the vectors vp ...,Vr form a base for the

parallel linear subspace 'cr.

The column vectors (jC j' j = 1,... ,n) of the centred trajectory matrix X reside on the

parallel linear subspace 'cr. The ik column vector of the centred trajectory matrix can

therefore be written as a linear combination of the spanning vectors, i.e.

r

x . = "\'"t(j)v
J L....J! ! '

i=l

(3.6)

where {tij), ... ,t~j)lj = 1,... ,n} are constants. The spannmg vectors in (3.6) are

eigenvectors, which are obtained through SVD of the scatter matrix XX' .

The centred trajectory matrix has the form,
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x = X - xl'
<Txn>

ft - Xl h - Xl fn - Xl

h - X2 f3 - X2 fn+! - X2

[; - XT fT+! - XT fN -XT

~ h In
(3.7)

J2 A i:

JT JT+l IN

= [Xl X2 ... Xn j.

To obtain a one-period-ahead forecast, the centred trajectory matrix in (3.7) is expanded by

one column vector, cf. (3.8) below. This actually implies an expansion of the trajectory

matrix with a single column vector, to provide for observation fN +1' which will tum out to

be the one-period-ahead forecast. The centred trajectory matrix, expanded by a single

column vector, is given by

lt h In i:
x+

t, A t., In+2

Tx(n+!) (3.8)

JT JT+! IN IN+l

= [Xl X2 .,. Xn xn+lj,

where the one-period-ahead forecast appears in centred form as IN+! = iN+!- x:. In
this representation x: represents the 7th element belonging to the vector of means

s+ = _1_ X+ 1 +1' which takes the additional column vector into consideration. This
n + 1 n

implies that the expanded trajectory matrix, due to inclusion of the one-period-ahead

forecast in its column vectors, is denoted by X+ = [Xl X2 .,. x., xn+l]. Note that
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the lh element of the vector of means, viewed m terms of the original time senes

observations, is given by

1 n+j

x+ '" .t=n+lL....-t
l=J

1 N-1'+j+l

L: ft
t=j

(3.9)

N-T+2

The "centred one-period-ahead " forecast is obtained under the assumption that the column

vector, xn+1 in (3.8), also reside on the parallel linear subspace £1" This implies that the

mentioned column vector can also be written as a linear combination of the spannmg

vectors of parallel linear subspace £1" i.e. that

r

xn+l = L:tjn+l)vj,
j=1

(3.10)

where tt+l), ... ,t~n+l) are unknowns which must be solved. The first (N - n) equations

in (3.10) are given by,

f = t(n+l)v + t(n+l)v + + t(n+l)v
IN-1'+2 1 1,1 2 1,2 ... l' 1,1'

f- - t(n+l) t(n+l) t(n+l)
N-1'+3 - 1 V2,1 + 2 V2,2 + ...+ l' V2,1'

(3.11)

f- = t(n+l)V + t(n+l)V + + t(n+l)V
N 1 1'-1,1 2 1'-1,2'" l' 1'-1,1'

The above system of equations is, however, still in terms of the centred time senes

observations, i.e. iN-1'+2, ... , iN' To rectify the situation, the appropriate elements of the

vector of means are added, yielding the following system of equations,
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f - t(n+!) + t(n+!) + + t(n+I)
IN-r+2 = Xl + 1 VI,1 2 VI,2 ... r VI,r

f - + t(n+!) + t(n+!) + + t(n+!)
JN -r+3 = X2 1 V2,I 2 V2,2 ... r V2,r (3.12)

f - t(n+I) + t(n+I) + + t(n+I)IN = Xr_I + 1 Vr-l,1 '2 Vr-I,2 .,. r Vr-I,r

or alternatively,

N-r+2
f 1 ~ f t(n+I) t(n+I) + + t(n+!)
IN-+2= D Jt+I vll+2 VI2 ... r vIr

r N - T + 2 t=I ' , ,

N-r+3
f 1 ~ f t(n+!) + t(n+!) + + t(n+I)
JN - +3 = D Jt + 1 V2 1 2 V2 2 .. . r V2 r

r N - T + 2 t=2 ' , ,

N
~ t + t(n+!)v + t,(n+I)v + ...+ t~n+!)v .

N - T + 2 D t 1 r-l,I 2 r-l,2 r-l,r
t=r-I

1

(3.13)

The system of equations in (3.13) involves (T - 1) equations in r unknowns, I.e. the

values tin+!>, ... , t~n+!) . To adapt a more convenient notation, let

h - t(n+l) . - 1i - i ,z - , ... , r. (3.14)

Using the notation in (3.14), the system of equations in (3.13) becomes,

1 N-r+2 r

fN-r+2 = N _ T + 2 L: ft + L:hjvI,j
t=I )=1

1 N-r+3 r

N-T+2 ~ ft+L:hjv2,j
t=2 )=1 (3.15)
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which must be solved for ~, ... ,hr. Suppose that ~, ... ,h; is a solution. The one-period-

ahead forecast can then be written as,

NH
1 L * * *fN+l = J,t -s- h;» 1 +h2v 2 + ... +hrvTr·N - T + 2 "1 T, T, ,

t=T

(3.16)

Solving (3.16) for fN+l gives a one-period-ahead forecast; denote this by IN+l' This one-

period-ahead forecast is then given by,

(3.17)

This concludes the proof. 0

Remark 3.1

(a) The proof of Danilov's recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting method is provided

above, to highlight the difference with the approach that we will define in sections

that follow.

(b) It is clear that Algorithm 3.1 above assumes that both the window length (T) and

the number of eigenvectors to use er» are known. It must be re-iterated that the

algorithm above, was adapted to handle the extrapolation of noise-free signals.

When noise-free signals are considered, all column vectors of a trajectory matrix

reside on a single r -flat. SSA forecasting, in such a scenario, entails a non-

parametric extrapolation of the signal. In the case of noise-contaminated signals,

the situation is not as simple, and many other considerations need to be taken into

account. These issues will be elaborated upon in Section 3.3 below.
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3.2.2 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm due to Venter

(1998)

Venter (1998) introduced a more elegant formulation of a recurrent one-period-ahead

forecast, using a coordinate free approach. The approach generates recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasts, by applying a projection onto a parallel linear subspace and using a shift

back to the original r -flat. The approach is much more direct, and therefore does not

require the solving of a system of equations, as is the case in Danilov's approach. The

algorithm due to Venter (1998) is therefore well suited for packages such as MATLAB,

which prefer a vectorised approach to problem solving.

The approach due to Venter (1998) is supplied in the form of Algorithm 3.2 below.

Algorithm 3.2 Venter's recurrent on e-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a time series {ft };:1 was sampled from the broad class of functions in (3.1)

and that the series is therefore governed by an LRF of rank r .

The one-period-ahead forecast (IN +1) for the series, is also considered a continuation of

the series for a single period of time, in this algorithm. The forecast is generated using the

following steps.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T$n(=N-T+l).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = ..!:.. Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [Vl" . Vr l.
(f) Form the projection matrix PJ! = VV' of the parallel linear subspace 'cr.

r

(g) Construct the one-period-ahead forecast, using
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(3.18)

where

i(O,T) = (n + 1)th column vector of matrix X+ with zero in position T
n+! (3.19)
e; = Tth column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT .

Proof.

The column vectors of the trajectory matrix (X) resides on a single r-flat of the form,

X: x = ¢ + al v1 + a2v2 + ...+ ar Vr; ai E IR; v i
shift vector

(3.20)

The column vectors of the trajectory matrix are now expanded to include fN +1' which is

the one-period-ahead forecast. The expanded trajectory matrix now has the form,

A h fn c.
h fa fn+l fn+2x+

Tx(n+l) (3.21)

fT fT+l fN fN+!

= [Xl X2
... Xn xn+!]·

The one-period-ahead forecast is constructed under the assumption that the expanded

column vector, xn+l' also resides on the r -flat in (3.20). This implies that the expanded

centred time delay matrix column vector, xn+l' resides on the parallel linear subspace ..cr.

The column vector in+! is now partitioned as follows,
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In+l 0

X 1 = + 0n+ IN (3.22)(nl)

0 IN+l
-(D,r) + J= Xn+l N+ler

where the one-period-ahead forecast appears in centred form as IN+l = iN+! - XT> and

er is the Tth column vector of the TXT identity matrix Ir.

Let P.c;- now denote the projection matrix of the linear subspace orthogonal to the parallel

linear subspace 'cr, i.e. P "I = Ir - P.c .""r r

It then follows that

(3.23)

since xn+l E 'cr and ..c-; .L 'cr. Combining the partitioning in (3.22) with (3.23), yields

(3.24)
f- P - P -(D,r)
N +1 .c!: er - - .c!:Xn+l .

r r

Multiplying (3.24) throughout with the vector (p.c;-er )' , yields

(3.25)
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2
It is clear that the squared norm IIp.c;: e, II in (3.25) is a scalar and division of (3.25)

throughout therefore yields,

(3.26)

The proj eetion matrix P.c!: is symmetric and idempotent, hence
r

(3.27)

The fact that, P,e; = IT - p.£r ' is now applied to (3.27). This, with some simplification,

yields
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(3.28)

Finally, it follows that

(p i(O,T) e )_ .cr n+l' T

-II(IT - P.cr )eT 11
2

_ (P.c,X~O+~),eT)

- lieT - P.c, e; 11
2

(p i(O,T) e )_ .cr n+l' T

- 1 -IIPc, e; 11
2

.

(3.29)

This concludes the proof. 0

Remark3.2

(a) The proof given above is essentially that of Venter (1998).

(b) It is clear from (3.18) that erroneous forecasting will result when IIP.c, e, II ~ 1 .

This situation gives rise to a condition termed the verticality condition, cf.

Golyandina et al. (2001, p.95). A recurrent one-period-ahead forecast does not exist

when e; E H; or, alternatively, when e, E 'cr. This implies that the r -flat,

spanned by the column vectors of the trajectory matrix, may not be a vertical space.

It is therefore imperative that this condition be guarded against when producing

forecasts. Attention is given to this issue in Section 3.7 below.
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3.2.3 An alternative one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm

The algorithm that follows builds on the ideas outlined by Venter (1998) and is an

alternative recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm. The formulation that is

proposed can easily be adapted to handle joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting. The

formulation also uses a coordinate-free approach, and is therefore in vectorised form.

Algorithm 3.3 An alternative recurrent on e-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a time series {ft};':l was sampled from the broad class of functions in (3.1)

and that it is governed by an LRF of rank r.

A recurrent one-period-ahead forecast is constructed using the following steps.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:::;n(=N-T+1).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector JC = _!_ Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [Vl" . Vr j.
(f) Form the projection matrix P.c = VV' of the linear subspace 'cr.

r

(g) Form the projection matrix P.c!: = IT - P.c,. of the orthogonal linear subspace ~ .
t-

(h) Partition the projection matrix in (g) as follows

P.c;: = [p.c;: [ el

= P1 IP2 ,
TX(T-1) Tx1

(3.30)

where e j is the ih column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT'
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(i) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

f - x
IN T-l

(3.31)

where

PI = P.c7. [ el

P2 = P.c7.e, .

... e ]T-1 (3.32)

Proof.

The column vectors of the trajectory matrix (X) reside on a single r -flat of the form,

H = 1 X: x = ~ +a1v1 + ... +arvr;
shift vector E.c,>

«. E IR; Vi E IRT; T 2': r + 1)'
(3.33)

The column vectors of the trajectory matrix are now expanded to include iN +1' which is

the one-period-ahead forecast. The expanded trajectory matrix now has the form

h f2 fn fn+1

f2 f3 i., i.;
x+

Tx(n+!) (3.34)

fT fT+1 fN iN+!

= [Xl X2
.., Xn xn+!]·
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The one-period-ahead forecast is constructed under the assumption that the expanded

column vector, xn+1' also resides on the r -flat in (3.33), i.e. that xn+1 E Hr. This implies

that the expanded centred time delay matrix column vector, :in+1, resides on the parallel

linear subspace £r' i.e. that :in+! E £r'

Let P.c;: now denote the projection matrix of the linear subspace orthogonal to the parallel

linear subspace £r, i.e. P.c;:= IT - P.c, .

It then follows that

(3.35)

From this and (3.30) it follows that

(3.36)

It is clear that (3.36) can be written as

(3.37)

f -xIN-T+2 1

In (3.37) above, jN +1 denotes the one-period-ahead forecast, which must be determined.

The following few steps are then followed
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f -xN-T+2 1

(3.38)

f - xIN T-1

which yields the one-period-ahead forecast, and the proof is therefore concluded. 0

It is clear from the above proof that (3.37) is just a system of equations in vectorised form.

The system of equations is indirectly solved using a coordinate-free approach, i.e. via

projections. The approach therefore indirectly uses elements of the approaches proposed by

Danilov (1997) and Venter (1998). Algorithm 3.3 partitions the projection matrix P.c;'

where Algorithm 3.2 partitions the vector xn+1• This causes the formulation in Algorithm

3.3 to be more general in the sense that it can be extended to handle joint-horizon k-

period-ahead forecasts and can also be directly applied in the multi-channel SSA case.

Remark3.3

It is clear from (3.31) that a recurrent one-period-ahead forecast exists only if (P~P2) is of

full rank. This is equivalent to stating that eT ti. .£r where .£r = span ( v1 . . . vr). The

verticality condition must therefore also hold, for the recurrent one-period-ahead forecast

to exist.

3.2.4 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm due to Golyandina

et al. (2001)

Golyandina et al. (2001) also proposed a recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm

which they coined Basic SSA R-forecasting. Their approach builds on the notion ofLRFs.
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Their approach appears in the form of Algorithm 3.4 below. The algorithm has been

adapted for the noise-free case, since their original algorithm provides for a noise-

contaminated series.

Two algorithms are entertained below. Algorithm 3.4 does not make use of centring. The

trajectory matrix is therefore not centred, by subtracting the vector of means from each

column vector.

Algorithm 3.4 Basic SSA R-forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (1001) when no
centring is used.

Suppose that a time series {ft }:l' which is governed by an LRF of rank r , is observed.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:::;n(=N-T+l).

(b) The trajectory matrix is not centred and the resulting scatter matrix is XX' .

(c) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = YAY').

(d) Select r eigenvectors in matrix Y = [VI . . . Vr j.

(e) Form the vectors {vr = [el'" eT-lr Vjlj = 1,... ,r).
r 2

(f) Form the scalar 1./2 = L:: (e~v j) where e; is the last column vector of the TXT
)=1

identity matrix IT' and v j is the lh eigenvector derived in step (c).

(g) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

(3.39)

where
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(3.40)

Proof.

See Golyandina et al. (2001, pp. 243-248).

Remark 3.4

Golyandina et al. (2001, p.95) state that a recurrent one-period-ahead forecast exists only if

the verticality condition is met, i.e. that eT (j. span ( Vl··· Vr) .

It is clear from (3.39) that the one-period-ahead forecast is written in the form of an LRF.

There are a few additional benefits that arise when using this representation. The

coefficients in the LRF are of importance, since they must reside within a unit circle. It is

therefore possible to assess the quality of forecasts by assessing stability in terms of the

coefficients al' ... ' ar . Golyandina et al. (2001) can be consulted in this regard.

Algorithm 3.5 below uses centring of the trajectory matrix. This result is equivalent to the

algorithm due to Venter (1998) and a proof is provided in Section 3.2.5.

Algorithm 3.5 Basic SSA R-forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when centring is
used.

Suppose that an observed time series {ft} ~1 is governed by an LRF of rank r and

therefore from the broad class of functions in (3.l).

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:::;n(=N-T+l).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector JE = .!.Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD ofthe scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .
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(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . v ; j.

(f) Form the vectors {v j = [el ... e
T
_l r vjij = 1,... ,r ).

r 2

(g) Form the scalar v2 = 2:::: ( e~v j) where e; is the last column vector of the TXT
J=l

identity matrix IT' and v j is the ih eigenvector derived in step (c).

(h) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

IN+l = xT + al (fN - XT_l) + a2u.: - XT-2) + ...+ aT-l (fN-T+2 - Xl)' (3.41)

where

(3.42)

3.2.5 Equivalence of the algorithms of Venter (1998) and Golyandina et al.

(2001).

A proof of the equivalence of Algorithm 3.2 and Algorithm 3.5 above is given in this

section. From the proof it becomes evident that the coordinate-free approach and LRF

approach produce equivalent results. The algorithms in question use centring. A proof for

the case where no centring is used will be similar.

Proof.

{ }
N .Suppose that an observed time series ft t=l IS governed by an LRF and therefore from

the broad class in (3.1). The assumption is therefore made that the column vectors of the

trajectory matrix, formed using the series, reside on a single r -flat. The trajectory matrix

(X) and the scatter matrix XX' are formed. SVD of the scatter matrix is performed,

which results in matrix

(TY,.) = [vI ... v ; l· (3.43)
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This matrix has, as column vectors, the orthonormal base vectors of the parallel linear

subspace 'cr.

According to Golyandina et al. (2001) the one-period-ahead forecast is then given by

where

(3.45)

Invectorised form, the forecast in (3.44) is given by

(3.46)

Substituting (3.45) in (3.46), yields

where v j is a vector containing the first (T - 1) components of the eigenvector

(orthonormal base vector) vj' i.e.

(3.48)

for j = 1,... ,r . Furthermore, the scalar 1/2 in (3.47) is given by
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(3.49)

Substituting (3.48) and (3.49) into (3.47), yields

,
eT-I r v j [(fN-T+2 - Xl )

(3.50)

It is clear that the denominator in (3.50) is simply

(3.51)
= 1- e~vv'«,

where matrix Y is defined in (3.43).

If(3.51) is substituted into (3.50), then the one-period-ahead forecast becomes

r

L:(e~Vj)[ el

f~ j=l
N +1 = XT + ~----------"----------------

1- e~YY'eT

,
eT-I r vj [(fN-T+2 - xl)

(3.52)

With attention still affixed on the denominator, recall that the projection matrix of the

parallel linear subspace 'cr is given by P.c, = vv'. If this is introduced in (3.52), then it

results in
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,
eT_I r Vj [(fN-T+2 - Xl) ... (fN - XT-I) r

r

L: (e~v j ) [el= X
T
+~J~=~l ~~ ~ __

l-IIP£,eT 11

2

,
eT_1 r Vj [(fN-T+2 - Xl)

(3.53)

The last step in (3.53) made use of the fact that a projection matrix is idempotent. The

denominator in (3.53) now has the required form and attention is shifted to the numerator.

r

The part L: (e~v j ) [el
j=l

,
... e Il v· can be written as

T- .1

r

L: (e~v j ) [el
j=l

r

... eT-lr Vj = L:[el
j=l

(3.54)

The step in (3.54) makes use of the fact that (e~v j) is simply a scalar. The next step is

also clear

r

eT-lr L:VjV~ e;
j=l (3.55)

Combining (3.55) and the result in (3.53), yields
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(p eT)' [e ..._+ 'c,. I= XT
eT_I][ (fN-T+2 - Xl)

1-IIP,C,eT 11

2

It is clear in (3.56) that

(3.57)

f - XIN-T+2 I

Combining (3.57) and (3.56), yields

(3.58)

(p X(O,T) e )_ _ + 'c,. n+l' T

- XT 2 '
1-IIP,C,eT II

h -(O,T) - [f -were xn+1 - N -T+2 - xl ••. fN - XT_I Or· This concludes the proof. 0

3.3 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithms for noise-

contaminated signals

Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting of noise-free series was considered in Section 3.2

above. Forecasting in the noise-free scenario entails a continuation of the series under

consideration. The underlying assumption made in this section is that a noise-contaminated

signal series is under consideration, with structure
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- f(l) + f(2) t - 1 Nxt - Jt Jt' -, ... , , (3.59)

where {1t(l)}:1 is a noise-free signal series governed by an LRF and therefore from the

broad class of functions in (3.1). The series {1t(2) }:1 is assumed to be a noise series of

independent and identically distributed observations, originating from some unknown

distribution with zero expectation and constant variance. The column vectors of the

trajectory matrix, based on the signal series {It(l) }:1' reside on a single r-flat Hr. The

column vectors of the trajectory matrix, based on the noise-contaminated time series

{ xt } ~1' do not reside on the r -flat Hr. Instead, these column vectors represent a

multivariate scatter around the mentioned r -flat,

When noise is introduced into a signal series, which is governed by an LRF, then recurrent

forecasting will contain two sources of forecasting error. The first recurrent one-period-

ahead forecast is solely based on the time series, which involves noise. The second

recurrent one-period-ahead forecast is based on the noise-contaminated time series, and the

previous one-period-ahead forecast. Two sources of error can be identified in such a case.

One source is due to noise, and the second due to forecasting error. This process would

therefore have a cumulative effect and forecasts will degenerate at a cumulative rate, when

using recurrent forecasting.

Forecasting error is inevitable in the presence of noise. This is accepted as fact and cannot

be minimized other than using the "best possible model". If no knowledge regarding the

underlying signal series in (3.59) is available, a method must be found to identify the "best

possible model". This issue will be addressed in Chapter 4. In this section the assumption

is made that the best possible model is known. This translates into perfect knowledge with

regard to the window length (T) and number of eigenvectors er» to use in the SSA

scheme.
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As mentioned, noise also influences forecasts. Noise causes the column vectors of a

trajectory matrix, based on a noise-contaminated signal, not to reside on a single r -flat. It

is therefore a logical step to investigate methods that smooth out noise or somehow reduces

the influence thereof. This translates into reconstructing a signal series with certain desired

properties. The column vectors of the reconstructed signal series must reside on a single r-

flat.

Two approaches will be considered. The first approach uses an approximate series, which

is due to Golyandina et al. (2001). The second approach, which is a proposal of this study,

involves use of a reconstructed signal series, obtained using the Cadzow (1988) iterative

property mapping algorithm.

3.3.1 Algorithms using an approximate series

The Basic SSA R-forecasting algorithm, proposed by Golyandina et al. (2001), uses a

method that produces an approximate series. Their proposal is considered in this section.

Assume that the usual SSA scheme is performed. A trajectory matrix (X), scatter matrix

(XX'), SVD of the scatter (XX' = VAY') , matrix of eigenvectors

(Y = [VI ... Vr]) and projection matrix (P.c, = YY') are formed.

The following projected result is produced,

z = P.c,X. (3.60)

The column vectors of matrix Z in (3.60) all reside on a single r-flat £r' Note that this is

not the r -flat Hr. Recall that the column vectors of the trajectory matrix, based on the

noise-free signal, reside on the latter r -flat. It is therefore clear that forecasting error will

result from this discrepancy, which is due to noise. This fact is inevitable.

The column vectors in (3.60), however, do not have the required Hankel structure. The

Hankel structure ensures that reverse diagonal elements are unique. This in turn guarantees
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a unique folding back to an approximate series. It is therefore a logical step to average over

the reverse diagonals of matrix Z, using the Hankelization operation introduced in Chapter

2. Hence the following matrix is formed

Z = HZ. (3.61)

The matrix in (3.61) is then folded into the approximate series {ft };':1' In this notation

the tilde is not supposed to be over-head, so as not to confuse these observations with those

belonging to the centred trajectory matrix. When this approximate series is unfolded back

into a trajectory matrix, the matrix in (3.61) will result. The column vectors, however, will

not reside on a single r -flat. This is due to the Hankelization operation (H) used in (3.61)

The approximate series {It };':1 can then be applied to (3.39) in Algorithm 3.4 above.

Algorithm 3.6 below represents the original algorithm proposed by Golyandina et al.

(2001).

Algorithm 3.6 Basic SSA R-forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when no
centring is used.

Suppose that a noise-contaminated series {xt };':1 is considered, with form as described in

(3.59).

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:Sn(=N-T+l).

(b) The trajectory matrix is not centred and scatter matrix XX' is formed.

(c) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV').

(d) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [vI . . . vr j.
(e) Form the projection matrix P - = VV' of the r-flat H,,,

H,.

(f) Form the projected result Z = P - X.
H,.
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(g) Form the approximate series {ft }~l by applying the Hankelization operation to

the projected result in (f).

(h) Form the vectors {vy = [el ... eT-1 r vjij = 1,... , r } .

r 2
(i) Form the scalar v2 = L(e~v j) where e; is the last column vector of the TXT

)=1

identity matrix IT, and v j is the ï" eigenvector derived in step (c).

(j) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

(3.62)

where

(3.63)

No centring of the trajectory matrix is used in Algorithm 3.6 above. In the case of centring,

Algorithm 3.7 below can be used.

Algorithm 3.7 Basic SSA Rsforecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when centring is
used.

Suppose that a noise-contaminated series is considered, with form as described in (3.59).

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T::;n(=N-T+l).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = .!_Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
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(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . vr j.
(f) Form the projection matrix P. = VV' of the parallel linear subspace 'cr·a,

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P,ë,X.

(h) Form the approximate series {ft }~1 by applying the Hankelization operation to

the projected result in (g).

(i) Form the vectors ( vy = [el
r 2

(j) Form the scalar 1/2 = 2.:::: ( e~v j) where e, is the last column vector of the TXT

)=1

identity matrix IT, and v j is the ih eigenvector derived in step (c).

(k) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

where

(3.65)

Algorithm 3.8 below illustrates how the generalized algorithm for recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasting can be adapted to handle noise-contaminated series.

Algorithm 3.8 Generalized recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a time series {xt }~1 of the form defined in (3.59) is observed. A recurrent

one-period-ahead forecast is constructed using the following steps.
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(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:::;n(=N-T+l).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = ..!:.. Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . Vr l.
(f) Form the projection matrix P. = VV' of linear subspace .t,. .c,

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P. X .c,

(h) Form the approximate series {ft} ~:lby applying the Hankelization operation to

the projected result in (g).

(i) Form the projection matrix P.ë;:= IT - P.ë, of the orthogonal linear subspace ~ .

(j) Partition the projection matrix in (g) as follows

(3.66)

where e j is the i" column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT.

(k) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

(3.67)

f~ -x
N-T+2 1

where
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PI = P.ë; [el
P2 = P.ë; eT .

... e 1T-l (3.68)

Remark3.5

To construct an approximate series, use is made of the Hankelization operation. It was

mentioned in Chapter 2 that this operation has an undesired property, which was coined the

"end-effects". During Hankelization of a matrix, reverse diagonal averaging is performed,

cf. steps (g) and (h) in Algorithm 3.8 above. More elements exist for the time series

observations closer to the middle of a series during this procedure. Reverse diagonal

averaging takes place over a single element for each of the first and last observations of an

approximate time series, i.e. for ~~ and fN . It would seem that one is faced with a trade-

off in this regard. Without reconstruction of an approximate series, forecast errors result

due to noise. Forecast errors can now result due to the "end-effects", due to the fact that the

last (T - 1) approximate series values are used to generate a forecast. More attention will

be given to this issue in Section 3.7.

3.3.2 Algorithms using a reconstructed Cadzow-signal

The previous section considered the use of an approximate series during forecasting, as

proposed by Golyandina et al. (2001). This section proposes the use of a reconstructed

signal, using the composite mapping algorithm of Cadzow (1988), which was introduced in

Chapter 2. A reconstructed signal using this algorithm will be, for brevity, referred to as a

Cadzow-signal.

The mam reason for introducing a Cadzow-signal stems from one of the essential

requirements of SSA. Column vectors of a trajectory matrix must reside on a single r -flat.

The algorithm that Cadzow proposed is iterative by nature and yields a signal series, which

conforms to both requirements of SSA. The column vectors of the trajectory matrix,

formed using a Cadzow-signal, reside on a single r -flat. When column vectors of the

trajectory matrix do not reside on a single r -flat, forecasting error is introduced due to

noise.
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It is worth taking note of the fact that the approximate series in Section 3.3.1 is also a

Cadzow-signal, resulting from a single iteration. The process of projecting and

Hankelization, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, is performed until convergence is achieved.

This essentially results in a reconstructed Cadzow-signal. The flow diagram in Figure 3.1

below exhibits the process followed in reconstructing a Cadzow-signal.

return
to

Step I

Observed Centered
Time Trajectory Trajectory Scatter
Series Matrix Matrix Matrix Eigenvectors

N - - -,
{ Xt } _ ----> X ----> X ----> XX ---->

t-I (TX71) (TX1l) (TXT)

Matrix
of Projection

:\Iatrix

Reconstructed
Signa)
Series

v ----> p-.c.
(TXT>

(-;--X7')

Figure 3.1 Flow-diagram of Cadzow's iterative property mapping algorithm.

When convergence is achieved, the series {ft~} ~l' at the current iteration, is used as the

Cadzow-signal. Forecasting can then be performed, using Algorithm 3.9 below.

Algorithm 3.9 Generalized recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting using a Cadzow-
signal.

Suppose that a noise-contaminated series, as defined in (3.59), is observed.

(a) Reconstruct a Cadzow-signal {ft~}~ following the procedure outlined in Figure

3.1 above, using known values of the window length (T ) and number of

eigenvectors cr »,

(b) Use the reconstructed Cadzow -signal in (a) to form the traj ectory matrix (X) and

shift vector x = .!_Xl.
n

(c) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector.

(d) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(e) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .

(f) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI vr j.
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(g) Form the projection matrix Pt, = VV' of the linear subspace £,..

(h) Form the projection matrix P.ë;. = IT - Pt, of the orthogonal linear subspace .ë;: .

(i) Partition the projection matrix in (h) as follows

P.ë;.= [P.ë;.[el

= PI IP2 '
TX(T-I) r xl

(3.69)

where e j is the ih column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT'

(j) Calculate the one-period-ahead forecast using

(3.70)

where

PI = P.ë;.[el

P2 = P.ë;.e; .

... e 1T-I (3.71)

Remark3.6

The reconstructed Cadzow-signal series suffers from the same fate as the approximate

series, which was discussed in Remark 3.5 above. The "end-effects" that the Hankelization

operation causes, might be slightly more severe in the case of a reconstructed Cadzow-

signal. The reason stems from the fact that the Hankelization operation is applied as part of

an iterative algorithm. A possible way of overcoming the "end-effects" might be to pursue

a vastly different approach to signal reconstruction. It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that a

type of STLN (structured total least norms) approach, as proposed by Park et al. (1999),
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might be a viable alternative. This approach is aimed at producing a Hankel-structured

matrix with specified rank. The approach is iterative by nature and also uses SVD

throughout. The matter was not pursued in this study due to a few reasons. One major

reason being the fact that more research in the low-rank Hankel matrix approximation is

required. Applied in the SSA context, an arbitrary column vector in the trajectory matrix,

based on an observed noisy time series, is used to start the procedure. This in itself is a

highly debateable issue.

3.4 K-period-ahead forecasting algorithms for noise-free signals

This section introduces two methods for producing k-period-ahead forecasts directly. The

proposed method in Section 3.4.1 below is an extension of the generalized algorithm,

which was presented in Section 3.2.3.

3.4.1 Generalized joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

This algorithm extrapolates the signal series for a number of periods into the future. It can

be likened to a non-parametric method that produces a piecewise smooth curve.

Algorithm 3.10 Generalized joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a series {ft }:1' which is governed by an LRF, is observed.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

k+r < T::; n(= N-T+l).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = ..!_Xl.
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = YAY').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix Y = [Vl'" Vr] .
(f) Form the projection matrix P.c,.= YY' of the linear subspace £r'

(g) Form the projection matrix P.c;:= IT - P.c
r
of the orthogonal linear subspace £r'
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(h) Let k denote the number of forecasts that are required. Partition the projection

matrix in (g) as follows

(3.72)

where ej is the yth column vector of the 'T x 'T identity matrix IT' and k is the

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(i) Calculate the joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts using

f - XIN T-k

(3.73)

f -xIN-T+k+1 I

where

PI = P.c;: [el ... eT_k 1

P2 = P.c;: [eT-Hl ... e, 1
(3.74)

Remark3.7

When producing k -period-ahead forecasts using (3.73) the choice of window length must

satisfy the condition,

k + r < 'T :::; n( = N - 'T + 1). (3.75)
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Proof.

Suppose that an observed time series {ft}:l is governed by an LRF and therefore from

the broad class of functions in (3.1). Suppose that the trajectory matrix (X), centred

trajectory matrix (X), scatter matrix (XX') and SVD of the scatter matrix

(XX' = VAV') were formed. Suppose that r eigenvectors are used to form the matrix

V = [v'" vr]'
(TXn 1

(3.76)

Column vectors of the trajectory matrix (X) reside on a single r-flat Hp and column

vectors of the centred trajectory matrix (X), reside on a single parallel linear subspace

£r' The projection matrix of the latter subspace is given by

P_c = VV'.,. (3.77)

The projection matrix of the orthogonal parallel linear subspace £-;: is given by

(3.78)

The vector,

(3.79)

is formed under the assumption that it resides on r-flat Hp where IN+!, ... ,JN+k are the

k -period-ahead forecasts. If the vector in (3.79) resides on r -flat Hp then the centred

vector,

(fN - XT_k) (iN+! - xT-k+1) ... (iN+k - XT)]'

(3.80)
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will reside on parallel linear subspace 'cr.

It is then clear that,

Partition the projection matrix P.c:: such that
r

Combining (3.81) and (3.82) then yields

PI P2 XN+k = 0
TX(T-k) r xk

A

+ - XIN+l T-k+l + - XIN-T+k+l I

This gives the required result, viz.

fN -THH - Xl

- (p~P2rl (P~Pl)
f -xN T-k

and concludes the proof. 0
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(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)
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Remark 3.8

The joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts exist only if (P~P2) is non-singular. This is

the case when the window length satisfies the condition,

k+r<T:::;n(=N-T+1). (3.85)

3.4.2 Recurrent vector k-period-ahead forecasting due to Golyandina et al.
(2001)

Algorithm 3.11, below, is an algorithmic approach to k -period-ahead vector forecasting in

SSA, as proposed in Golyandina et al. (2001).

Algorithm 3.11 Vector forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when no centring is
used.

This algorithm is due to Golyandina et al. (2001, p.l 08) and has been modified to produce

forecasts for noise-free signals. The notation has also been adapted to suit the purposes of

this study.

Suppose that a noise-free signal series, which is governed by an LRF, is observed.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T:::;n(=N-T+1).

(b) The trajectory matrix is not centred and scatter matrix XX' is formed.

(c) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .

(d) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . V T j.

(e) Form the vectors IvY = [el'" eT-l]' Vjlj = 1,... ,r}.
T 2

(f) Form the scalar v2 = 2.:::: ( e~v j) where e, is the last column vector of the TXT
)=1

identity matrix IT' and v j is the lh eigenvector derived in step (c).

(g) Form the (T -1) x (T -1) matrix,
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... e ]' VV'[eT-I 1

(3.86)

(h) Form the TXT matrix,

p =
<TXT)

n[ e2 ... e; r
~ 2 [t(e~v j ) vy]' [e2

1 v j=I

(3.87)

(i) Form the following column vectors

for i = 1, ... ,n

for i = n + 1, ... , n + k .
(3.88)

(j) Perform reverse diagonal averaging over the column vectors in (3.88) to produce

the series ~, ... ,fN,]N+l"",]N+k' In this series IN+l'''',]N+k represent the k-

period-ahead forecasts.

Remark3.9

It is not difficult to show that a more convenient form of (3 .86) is

... e ]' P [eT-I e, 1

,
eT_I] +.:,_[ e_I e_T_-I....;]=----p-:-.c.;_'.e_T_e.....,~"..,P,_.c.;-,. .:....[e_I e_T_-~I]

(1 - v2)

(3.89)
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where

P.c = VV'.
r

(3.90)

Note that (3.87) can then be written as

, ,
el

eT_I] + [el

,
eT-I]

e2

P.c, [el
eT_I] P.c,eTe~P.c, [el ...

...
(1- v2)P - e' e'<TXT) T-I T

(3.91)

Note that the projected results, {PZi_11 i = n + 1,... ,n + k}, are constructed under the

assumption that {PZi-1 E H; Ii = n + 1,... ,n + k}.

Algorithm 3.12 Vector forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when centring is used.

Suppose that a noise-free signal series, which is governed by an LRF, is observed.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T::;n(=N-T+1).

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = ~Xl.
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VA V').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . Vr].

(f) Form the vectors {vy = [el'" eT-I r "s lj = 1,... ,r}.
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r 2
(g) Form the scalar 1/2 = L.:: (e~v j) where e, is the last column vector of the TXT

)=1

identity matrix IT' and v j is the lh eigenvector derived in step (c).

(h) Form the (T -1) x (T -1) matrix

... e l'VV'[e
T-1 1

(3.92)

(i) Form the TXT matrix

p =
<TXT)

rr[e2 ... eT r
1 2 [t(e~v) )vr l' [e21- 1/ j=1

(3.93)

(j) Form the following column vectors

for i = 1,... ,n

for i = n + 1, ... , n + k.
(3.94)

(k) Perform reverse diagonal averaging over the column vectors in (3.94) to produce

the series ft, ..·,fN,iN +1' .. ·,iN+k' In this series iN+1' .. ·,iN+k represent the k-

period-ahead forecasts.
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3.5 K-period-ahead forecasting algorithms for noise-

contaminated signals

The assumption of a noise-free signal, which is governed by an LRF, is relaxed in this

section. Two approaches can be followed, viz. using an approximate series or Cadzow-

signal series to produce forecasts.

3.5.1 Algorithms using an approximate series

The original algorithm due to Golyandina et al. (200 I, p.108) that uses vector forecasting

is supplied in the form of Algorithm 3.13 below. The algorithm uses projections to produce

column vectors that reside on a single r -flat it.. If the Hankelization operation is applied

to the resulting projected matrix, an approximate series will result. The column vectors of

the projected matrix result are used in ensuing forecasting. The first algorithm does not use

centring of the trajectory matrix.

Algorithm 3.13 Vector forecasting due to Golyandina et al. (2001) when no centring is
used.

Suppose that a noise-contaminated series {xt };':l is available.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r<T~n(=N-T+l).

(b) The trajectory matrix is not centred and scatter matrix XX' is formed.

(c) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV').

(d) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . Vr l.
(e) Form the projection matrix P. = VV' of r-flat tt,..

H,.

(f) Form the projected result X = P - X.
H,.

(g) Form the vectors [vr = [el'" eT-I r Vj ij = l, ...,r}.
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r 2

(h) Form the scalar v2 = I.:: (e~v j) where er is the last column vector of the TXT
J=l

identity matrix Ir' and v j is the yth eigenvector derived in step (c).

(i) Form the (T - 1) x (T - 1) matrix

... e ]' VV'[er-1 1

(3.95)

(j) Form the following column vectors

for i = 1,... ,n

for i = n + 1, ... , n + k.
(3.96)

(k) Perform reverse diagonal averaging over the column vectors in (3.96) to produce
....,.. ....

the series ~, ... ,fN,fN+l' ... ,fN+k. In this series fN+1, ,fN+k represent the k-

period-ahead forecasts.

Remark 3.10

The projected results {Pzi-11 i = n + 1,... ,n + k} are constructed under the assumption

that {PZi_1 E ItIi = n + 1,... ,n + k}. The projected results can be thought of as

resulting in the column vectors of the following matrix,
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Z = [PXn PZn+l PZn+2 PZn+k-1](rxk)

IN-r+2 fN-r+3 IN-r+4 IN-r+k+1

fN-r+3 fN-rH fN-r+5 fN-r+k+2
(3.97)

IN-1 IN IN+1 IN+k-2

fN fN+l IN+2 IN+k-l

IN+1 IN+2 IN+3 fN+k

The notation used in (3.97) is slightly misleading, as the reverse diagonal elements of this

matrix are not unique. This is due to noise in the series. The column vectors that result

from the projection reside on a single r -flat ii.. The Hankelization operation must

therefore be applied to these column vectors, or rather, the matrix Z in (3.97). This

operation will use reverse diagonal averaging and result in the series of forecasts
A A

fN +l"'" fN +k' The vector-forecasts will therefore also suffer the "end-effects" fate that the

Hankelization operation carries. It should also be clear that comparisons of forecasting

methods, on a theoretical basis, become extremely complex when dealing with noise.

Algorithm 3.13 and Algorithm 3.16 can be consulted for changes that must be made to

perform vector forecasting, when centring of the trajectory matrix is used.

Algorithm 3.14 below adapts the generalized k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm. The

algorithm makes use of an approximate series to produce forecasts.

Algorithm 3.14 Generalized joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasting algorithm.

Suppose that a noise-contaminated series, from the broad class as defined in (3.59), is

observed.

(a) Unfold the time senes into a T x n trajectory matrix X, where

r < T ::; n(= N - T + 1).
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(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X, using the shift vector x = ..!.Xl .
n

(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX' = VAV') .

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix V = [VI . . . vr l.
(f) Form the projection matrix P. = VV' of the linear subspace t,..c,

(g) Form the projected result Z = xl' + P. X ..cr

(h) Form the approximate series {ft~ }~I by applying the Hankelization operation to

the projected result in (g).

(i) Let k denote the number of forecasts that are required. Partition the projection

matrix in (f) as follows

= PI I P2 '
TX(T-k) r xk

(3.98)

where ej is the lh column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT' and k is the

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(j) Calculate the k -period-ahead forecast using

fN+! x f; -T+k+! - XlT-k+I

- (P~P2 rl
(P~PI) (3.99)

fN+k
XT f~ - XN T-k
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3.5.2 Algorithms that use a reconstructed Cadzow-signal.

Minor changes need to be applied to Algorithm 3.14 above to use a Cadzow-signal during

forecasting.

Algorithm 3.15

The first step of this algorithm is to reconstruct a Cadzow-signal. Steps (a) (using the

Cadzow-signal) to CD in Algorithm 3.14 above can then be followed.

This algorithm is the final of the forecasting algorithms considered in the case of single-

channel SSA. Section 3.6 will now introduce a forecasting algorithm that can be applied in

the multi-channel SSA context. The forecasting algorithm can be used to produce recurrent

one-period-ahead or k -period-ahead forecasts.

3.6 General k-period-ahead forecasting algorithm for multi-

channelSSA

The following algorithm is supplied without proof. The generalised k -period-ahead

forecasting algorithm is extended to apply to the multi-channel SSA case.

Algorithm 3.16 Algorithm for general k-period-ahead forecasts in multi-channel SSA.

Suppose that p time series of common length N are observed. Suppose that each of the

series is governed by an LRF.

Denote these time series by { {(l)}N { {(2)}N ... {{(p)}N where l(j) denotes the
Jt t=l' Jt t=l ' ,Jt t=l ' ~

ith element of time series j.

The following steps are followed to construct the forecasts.

(a) Unfold each of the time series into a T x n trajectory matrix,
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A(i) J
2
(i) J~i)

Pi) Jii) 1.( i)
F

2 n-l-I (3.100)-t
<rxn)

J?) r: J~i)
r+1

for i = 1,... ,p . Form the pr x n trajectory matrix,

A(l) pl) J~l)2
A(2) P2) JP)2

A(p) J
2
(p) J~p)

X
(prxn) (3.101)

Jjl) JO) J~l)
r+1

JP) j(2) J~2)
r+1

Jjp) j(p) J~p)
r+1

Fl ® el + F. ® e + ... + Fp ® ep2 2
<rxn) (pxl) <TXn) (px1 ) cr x n» (pxl)

using the individual trajectory matrices. Form the vector of means,

1
x = -Xln

(prxl) n
(3.102)

(b) Form the centred trajectory matrix X.
(c) Form the scatter matrix XX' .
(d) Perform SYD of the scatter matrix (XX' = YAY').

(e) Select r eigenvectors in matrix Y = [vI . . . V T j.
(f) Form the projection matrix P.ë = vv' oflinear subspace £,..

r

(g) Form the projection matrix P.ë;:= Ir - P.ë, of the orthogonal linear subspace £,..
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(h) Let k denote the number of forecasts that are required. Partition the projection

matrix in (g) as follows

P~ = [P~ {lp ® [el ... eT_k]} I P~ {lp ® [eT-k+l

(pTXpT)

= Pi I P2 •
pTX(pT-pk) pr xpk

(3.103)

where e j is the i" column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT' and k is the

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(i) Calculate the k -period-ahead forecast using

(3.104)

where

~(l )
fN+!

Pp)
N+l
~(l)
fN+2

fN+k ~(p) , (3.105)
(pkxl) fN+2

~(l )
fNH

J(p)
NH
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(pkxl)

XpT-pk+(k-l)p+!

XpT_pk+p

XpT_pk+p+!

and
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(3.106)

j(1)
N-T+k+! xl

rr:N-T+k+! Xp
j(1)

Xp+1N-T+k+2

fN (2) X2p
(3.107)

fN-T+k+2

f~l)
XpT-pk+!

f~p)
XpT_pk

Remark 3.11

It is clear from (3.104) that the forecasts exist only if ( P;P2) is non-singular.

This concludes the forecasting algorithms, which this study deals with. Section 3.7 will

now consider all aspects that influence successful forecasting in SSA.
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3.7 Aspects that influence forecasting in SSA

It is important to take note of all the aspects that can cause forecasting in SSA to fail. Some

of these aspects were briefly mentioned in this Chapter, when forecasting algorithms were

introduced. Thorough consideration is given in this section to all issues and other problems

that can affect successful forecasting in SSA.

3.7.1 Verticality condition

It was clear from the formulation due to Venter (1998), Algorithm 3.2 in Section 3.2, that

the spanning vectors of a linear subspace cannot include a vertical space. This implied that

(3.108)

where 'cr = span ( vI' ... , vr) , and the vectors V1,.·., Vr represent the eigenvectors which

are formed during SVD of the scatter matrix. The condition in (3.108) is termed the

verticality condition (Golyandina et al., 2001). The condition must be satisfied before any

of the forecasting algorithms, presented in this Chapter, can be applied.

Recall that the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting formulation due to Venter (1998)

was of the form

(p i(O,T) e )_ _ + .c,. n+l' T
- XT 2

1 -II Pc, eT II
(3.109)

It is clear from this that large forecasting errors will occur when

(3.110)

This demands a stronger condition than (3.108), viz. that IIP.c
r
eT II must not be close to

one. Let us now consider the latter in detail. (3.110) can be thought of as the angle between

the linear subspace 'cr and the vertical space, spanned by er' being close to zero. It is thus
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clear that the angle between each of the spanning vectors V1, ... , Vr and e; should not be

close to zero.

It is a standard result (Wickens, 1995) that the cosine of the angle between two, n-

dimensional vectors x and y, is given by

(3.111)

Suppose that the column vectors of matrix V contain the first r eigenvectors, obtained

through SVD of the trajectory matrix. The cosine of the angle between v j and

I

e, = [0 ... 0 1] is then given by,

(3.112)

= v .T,)

for j = 1,... ,r , where

Vij = (i, j )th element of matrix V

ei = ith element of e;

IIe, II = 1 (vector has unit length)

IIv j II = 1 (lh eigenvector has unit length).

If the angle between the ï" eigenvector (v j) and vertical space spanned by (e,.) must

not be close to zero, then this translates to the cosine of the angle not being too close to 1.
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Hence, for (3.110) not to hold, we require

V .« 1, j = 1, ... , r
T,)

(3.113)

where {vT,j lj = 1,... , r } are the (T, j )th elements of the matrix of eigenvectors (V).

Any software package that performs SSA forecasting must therefore display the verticality

check, presented in (3.113). If the cosine of the angle between spanning vectors of the

linear subspace, and vertical space, gets too close to 1, extreme caution should be used

before producing forecasts.

3.7.2 Separability

Another problem that can be encountered in SSA forecasting, is that of separability.

Golyandina et al. (2001) devote a substantial amount of effort to this topic. Separability

can be considered as the problem of extracting a signal from a noise-distorted series, which

has the form

- t(l) + t( 2) t - 1 Nxt - Jt Jt' -, ... , , (3.114)

where {i/1)}:1 is a noise-free signal series and {ft(2)}:1 a noise series.

Separability can, alternatively, be viewed as extracting a specific signal component (such

as trend or a cyclical pattern) from a signal with the form in (3.114). In this scenario,

{ft(1) }:l in (3.114) might be a signal series that contains trend or cyclical behaviour,

which must be separated from series {ft( 2)}:1' which might also be a signal series that

contains trend or a cyclical pattern. The reason for the latter type of extraction stems from

the situation where only a certain informative part of a time series, such as trend, must be

either reconstructed or forecast. Choice of the window length (T) is, according to

Golyandina et al. (2001), an important consideration that must be taken into account. If the
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window length is too small then separability of signals becomes difficult and erroneous

forecasting results.

The situation is illustrated by Example 3.1 below.

Example3.1

The following example serves as a counter example to Example 2.2, entertained in

Golyandina et al. (2001, p.l 05). Their example is used to illustrate the effect of window

length (T) on separability, as well as the effect on recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting.

The example uses the following time series

- l(l) + 1(2) ·t - 1 100xt - Jt Jt' -, ... , , (3.115)

where

ft(l) = 3(1.01)1-1

ft( 2) = sin (27f(t - 1) / 10 ) .
(3.116)

The series {ft(l) }:1 is governed by an LRF, which has a trajectory matrix of rank 1,

whilst the series {ft(2) }~~~ is governed by an LRF, which has a trajectory matrix of rank

2.

Window lengths of T = 15 and T = 50 were applied. The trajectory matrix was

constructed in each of the latter cases, using no centring and also using centring. Only the

leading eigenvector v1 was employed in each instance. The leading eigenvector is

supposed to represent the pattern described by series { ft( 1)}~~~, since the maximum

amount of variation in the series {xt }!~~is due to it. According to Golyandina et al.

(2001, p.105) the choice of T = 15 is too low to obtain a good separation of the series.

This will consequently produce erroneous forecasts.
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Ninety recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts were generated starting at time t = 101, i.e.

X01' ... ' X90· Three series were used to generate forecasts with: (i) the original series

{ xt } ~~~, (ii) the approximate series and (iii) reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. The

results are summarised in Tables 3.1 to 3.4 below. Two measures of forecasting errors

were calculated for the forecasts, viz.

190

MAPE = __!_ L 11t(1) -ft 1/ 1t(1) x 100%
90 t=101

190 2

MSE = 9
1
0 L (1t(1) -ft) ,
t=101

(3.117)

where

1t(1) = 3(1.01)t-1, t = 101, ... ,190. (3.118)

It is clear from Table 3.1 and Table 3.3 that a larger window length results in better

forecasting results. According to the MSE measure of forecasting error, there seems to be

far less bias, irrespective of whether the original or reconstructed series is used to forecast

with. A Cadzow-signal was also utilised in this example. It is clear that the Cadzow-signal

is rather robust, irrespective of the window length used. Furthermore, use of the Cadzow-

signal has outperformed all the series used to forecast with. The Cadzow-signal has the

lowest MSE throughout.

This example therefore shows that the use of a Cadzow-signal has definite advantages.

Even when the true underlying window length is not known, the Cadzow-signal will

produce better results.

It would therefore seem that use of a Cadzow-signal, can overcome the problem of

separability due to a bad choice of window length. The Cadzow-signal does not seem
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sensitive to the choice of window length, and will produce a signal with desired properties,

as already discussed.

Table 3.1 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results for a window length T = 15
when no centring is used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAPE t MSE
!

Original series 7.83% 1.68674

Approximate series 6.71% 1.20953

Cadzow-signal 5.05% 0.49932

Table 3.2 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results for a window length T = 15
when centring is used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy
;

Series used MAPE i MSEI
Original series 8.50% 2.01570

Approximate series 7.25% 1.45842

Cadzow-signal 5.19% 0.52362

Table 3.3 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results for a window length T = 50
when no centring is used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAPE 1 MSE
i

Original series 5.30% I 0.57995

Approximate series 5.16% 0.52566

Cadzow-signal 5.03% 0.49951
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Table 3.4 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results for a window length T = 50
when centring is used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAPE MSE

Original series 19.51% 11.94394

Approximate series 19.04% 11.60049

Cadzow-signal 5.24% 0.53617

3.7.3 End-effect of Hankelization operation

When faced with a noise-contaminated series, many considerations must be taken into

account. The column vectors of a trajectory matrix, formed using such a series, do not

reside on a single r-flat, Forecasting errors will result in such a situation because of noise.

If recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting is used to construct a number of forecasts,

cumulative errors will be built into the scheme. The errors will mainly be due to bias,

which is a direct result of noise. Each consecutive forecast that is produced by the recurrent

scheme, will inherit the forecasting error in the form of bias that accumulated to that point.

Golyandina et al. (2001) proposed the use of an approximate series {ft t:l' when faced

with the situation of an observed noise-contaminated series. The approximate series is

obtained through a projection of the original trajectory matrix onto an r -flat, followed by a

Hankelization operation. Suppose that the projected result was of the form

z = r , X
(TXn) H,.

Zll Z12 ZIn

Z21 Z22 Z2n (3.119)

ZTI ZT2 ZTn

The Hankelization operation is a linear operation. It essentially involves reverse diagonal

averaging of the matrix presented in (3.119). The operation is performed using
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1 s-"""z . 1S L.....J ~,s-~+
i=l

1 T';I:zi,s-i+1
i=l

1 N -s+1

N - s + 1 I: zi+s-n,n-i+1
~=1

for 1~ s ~ T,

for T ~ S ~ n, (3.120)

for n ~ s ~ N.

It is clear from (3.119) and (3.120) that fewer elements are averaged over during this

operation, when producing observations towards both ends of the approximate series

Ut }~1' This raises a valid point of concern in the forecasting paradigm. All the

forecasting algorithms entertained in this Chapter are dependent on the last (T - 1)

observations of the series used in the forecasting scheme. It is not possible to analytically

trace the forecasting error that will result due to the "end effects" problem.

Reconstruction of a Cadzow-signal series is iterative by nature. The procedure also uses

the Hankelization operation and therefore suffers from the same fate, as was the case of the

approximate series. The Cadzow-signal, however, might be slightly worse off because of

the "end-effects" being "magnified" due to the iterative scheme. The numeric nature of

both schemes, make it analytically impossible to determine errors that might arise from this

situation.

Both the above approaches, i.e. using an approximate series or a Cadzow-signal series, try

to resolve problems caused by noise. The SSA scheme requires a low-rank Hankel

structured trajectory matrix, with column vectors that reside on a single r-flat. Both the

mentioned series address this issue, but inherit the "end effects" from the Hankelization

operation. It is not envisaged that this problem will be overcome easily. The problem does

not seem to affect forecasts much, but is a theoretical glitch in the forecasting scheme that

must be pointed out.

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, a vastly different approach to the above solutions

might be required. An approximate series, formed using a reconstruction of a low-rank
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Hankel structured matrix, might provide a solution to this issue in future. The approach

was not pursued due to reasons mentioned at the end of Section 3.3.

3.7.4 Outliers

The last (T - 1) observations of a time series are used to produce a recurrent one-period-

ahead forecast. It is therefore clear that the presence of an outlier in this section of the

series will result in forecasting errors. If an outlier is present in any other position in the

series, it will cause bias in the forecasts. This is due to the well-documented fact that SVD

is sensitive to outliers.

Suppose that a single additive outlier is present in a time series, viz.

Xt = ft + a for some t E {1, ... ,N - T + I} (3.121)

where a represents the outlier. The SSA scheme produces a multivariate framework and

the single outlier will invite itself into T consecutive column vectors of the trajectory

matrix. Detection of such an outlier will be a difficult task in the presence of noise, because

of the inherent masking effect. These issues will be addressed in Chapter 4 when outlier

identification is considered.

It can be mentioned that it has been found, in this study, that a reconstructed Cadzow-

signal is extremely robust against the presence of outliers.

3.7.5 Signal-to-noise ratio

It is obvious that signal-to-noise ratio is important in the SSA scheme. If a signal series is

severely distorted by noise, then SVD of the trajectory matrix will suffer from it. The true

signal-to-noise ratio will, however, never be known in practise since the true underlying

signal is seldom, if ever, known.
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3.8 Examples

A few well-known time series are considered in this section for illustrative purposes. The

time series that are considered have patterns that fit within the framework that SSA can

handle. The window length (T) and number of eigenvectors cr s used in all the series are

arbitrary. Chapter 4 will address methods for making proper choices in this regard.

3.8.1 The Airline Passenger Time Series

The well-known international airline passenger series is considered in this example. The

series is well researched and appears in popular time series literature (Box and Jenkins,

1970; Bowerman and O'Connell, 1993; Harvey, 1993; Chatfield, 1994). A more recent

article (Farraway and Chatfield, 1998) used the series in a neural network setting. The

series consists of thousands of airline passengers that travelled monthly during the period

January 1949 to December 1960. The series is exhibited in Figure 3.2 below.

7oo~--

600 .

100

._~_. - .~----
lan-49 Jan-50 Jan-51 lan-52 lan-53 lan-54 lan-55 lan-56 lan-57 lan-58 lan-59

month

Figure 3.2 Monthly international airline passengers (in thousands).

From perusal of Figure 3.2, it is clear that this senes contains a trend and seasonal

variation. The series also contains heteroskedasticity, and is customarily log-transformed.
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The series was split into two parts for purposes of this example. The first section {XI } ~:21'
which constitutes monthly observations for 11 years, was used for model fit. The second

section {Xt} ~~~33' which represents a full year's monthly observations, was used for

testing forecasting accuracy.

Three measures of forecasting accuracy were calculated, viz.

1 144

MAD = - L IXt -Xtl
12 t=133
1 144

MAPE = - L IXt - Xtl/Xt x 100%
12 t=133
1 144 A 2

MSE = - L (Xt - Xt) .
12 t=133

(3.122)

Each of the above measures of forecasting accuracy is reported.

The training series, of length N = 132, dictated use of a window length T = 66. In all

the results that follow, the 5 leading eigenvectors were used. Tables 3.5 to 3.8 represent

results obtained through the use of recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting. A log-

transformation was also used, where indicated.

The results summarised in Tables 3.9 to 3.12, were obtained through use of the generalised

joint horizon k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm in Algorithm 3.14.

Different combinations were investigated, which employed the (i) original senes, (ii)

approximate and (iii) Cadzow-signal series. The vector forecasting results, which

accompany each of the latter tables, were obtained from using the CaterpillarS SA software

package.
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Table 3.5 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 66, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 22.28704 4.74% 729.00379

Approximate series 25.78241 5.42% 927.71653

Cadzow-signal 37.97684 7.91% 1825.62097

Table 3.6 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 66, centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are
used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy
i

Series used MAD MAPE I MSEI

Original series 16.71854 3.67% 425.97329

Approximate series 17.33036 3.80% 460.20553

Cadzow-signal 20.89714 4.38% 602.26714

Table 3.7 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation,
window length T = 66, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD ! MAPE i MSEI
I I
I II

Original series 40.86665 8.53% 2090.35399

Approximate series 49.18261 10.23% 3004.06294

Cadzow-signal 72.56101 15.12% 6079.26704
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Table 3.8 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation,
window length T = 66, centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are
used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 14.54298 3.25% 315.12409

Approximate series 14.53482 3.25% 317.21293

Cadzow -signal 17.58471 3.80% 417.48085

Table 3.9 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 66, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 21.16128 4.43% 656.59892

Approximate series 23.68480 4.92% 797.47906

Cadzow -signal 37.97985 7.91% 1825.89700

Vector forecasting 25.95172 5.55% 905.54783

Table 3.10 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 66, centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 14.65720 3.16% 344.40370

Approximate series 15.55250 3.34% 372.75884

Cadzow-signal 20.89899 4.38% 602.43619

Vector forecasting 16.15309 3.58% 413.36835
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Table 3.11 k-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window length
T = 66, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD
;

MAPE MSE
I

Original series 40.65621 8.45% 2071.94827

Approximate series 47.73652 9.89% 2839.83175

Cadzow-signal 72.57531 15.12% 6081.69027

Vector forecasting 56.04110 11.75% 3678.56618

Table 3.12 k-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window length
T = 66, centring of trajectory matrix and the 5 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSE
!

Original series 16.25101 3.46% 330.48020

Approximate series 16.00957 3.42% 309.77954

Cadzow-signal 17.58711 3.80% 417.60137

Vector forecasting 14.32862 3.21% 312.14818

A few interesting facts can be deduced from perusal of the above tables. It would seem that

centring of the trajectory matrix produces superior results, compared to that of no centring.

It is also evident that the use of a log-transformation produced better overall results, when

centring was used.

It is, however, too early to reach conclusions. The choice of window length and number of

eigenvectors used, were arbitrary. Comparisons will be more valid when model selection is

performed, prior to such comparisons.

It would also seem that forecasting results due to use of the original senes, at times,

produces better results. It should be pointed out that the use of the original series is not

entirely justified from a theoretical viewpoint. The original series contains noise and the

column vectors of its traj ectory matrix do not lie on a single r -flat.
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3.8.2 The Hotel Time Series

Another popular time series is the hotel time series. The series considered in this example

consists of monthly hotel room averages, occupied during the period January 1977 to

December 1991 (Bowermann and O'Connel, 1993; p.523). The series is exhibited in

Figure 3.3 below.

1200 .

400 .
Jan-77 Jan-7S Jan-79 Jan-SO Jan-SI Jan-S2 Jan-S3 Jan-54 Jan-SS Jan-86 Jan-S7 Jan-SS Jan-89

montll

Figure 3.3 A verage monthly hotel room occupancy.

This series contains trend and monthly cyclical pattern and no apparent heteroskedasticity.

A log-transform is therefore not required.

The series was split into two parts for purposes of this example. The first section {Xl } !~61'

which constitutes monthly observations for 13 years, was used for model fit. The second

section {Xl} !~8157'which represents a full year's monthly observations, was used for

testing forecasting accuracy.

Three measures of forecasting accuracy were calculated, viz.
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1 168 ~

MAD = 2" L:= IXt - xt I
1 t=157

1 168
MAPE = - L:= IXt - Xt 1/ Xt x 100%

12 t=157

1 168 " 2
MSE = 2" L:= (Xt - Xt) .

1 t=157

(3.123)

The training series, of length N = 156, dictated use of a window length T = 78. In all

the results that follow, the 12 leading eigenvectors were used. Tables 3.13 to 3.14

represent results obtained through the use of recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting.

The results summarised in Tables 3.15 to 3.16, were obtained through use of the

generalised k -period-ahead forecasting algorithms. Different combinations were

investigated, which employed the (i) original series, (ii) approximate and (iii) Cadzow-

signal series. Vector forecasting results also accompany each of the latter tables at the

bottom.

Table 3.13 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 78, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 19.46673 2.12% 564.12708

Approximate series 20.50461 2.21% 667.82065

Cadzow -signal 24.30687 2.62% 940.72044
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Table 3.14 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 78, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 19.13791 2.16% 473.97503

Approximate series 20.05947 2.24% 515.41662

Cadzow-signal 21.93075 2.43% 645.96879

Table 3.15 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 78, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 19.17448 2.10% 527.12377

Approximate series 20.27452 2.18% 648.63429

Cadzow -signal 24.30512 2.62% 940.61656

Vector forecasting 21.07364 2.27% 752.90371

Table 3.16 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 78, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 18.43912 2.05% 460.51402

Approximate series 20.29202 2.25% 531.91952

Cadzow -signal 21.93052 2.43% 645.98906

Vector forecasting 20.54366 2.31% 566.18518

From perusal of the above tables it is clear that forecasts generated using the Cadzow-

signal series does not always compare favourably with other methods.
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3.8.3 The Monthly Liquor Sales Time Series

The final example of this Chapter uses a series consisting of monthly U.S. liquor sales

(Diebold, 1998, p.222) over the period January 1967 to December 1994. The time series is

exhibited in Figure 3.4 below.

The series in Figure 3.4 exhibits trend and a cyclical movement. It is also clear that severe

heteroscedasticity is present and a log-transformation should be applied.

2400

::
::::I

'l5 1900

J
.5 1400
J
Il

400 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~ ~ ~ ro n n n M n M n n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

month

Figure 3.4 Monthly sales of liquor in the U.S. (thousands of SUS)

The series was split into two parts for purposes of this example. The first section {Xt} ::~ ,

which constitutes monthly observations for 27 years, was used for model fit. The second

. {}336 h· h c. hl .section xt t=325' W IC represents a lull year's mont y observations, was used for

testing forecasting accuracy.

The usual measures of forecasting accuracy were calculated, viz.
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326
MAD = 12 L Ixt - xt I

1 t=325
326

MAPE = _!_ L IXt - Xt 1/ Xt x 100%
12 t=325

326
1 " A 2MSE = - L.,; (Xt - Xt) .
12 t=325

(3.124)

The training series, of length N = 324, dictated use of a window length T = 162. In all

the results that follow, the 12 leading eigenvectors were used.

Tables 3.17 to 3.20 represent results obtained through the use of recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasting. Log-transformation was also used, where indicated.

The results summarised in Tables 3.21 to 3.24 were obtained through use of the

generalised k -period-ahead forecasting algorithms. Different combinations were

investigated, which employed the (i) original series, (ii) approximate and (iii) Cadzow-

signal series. Vector forecasting results also accompany each of the latter tables at the

bottom.

Table 3.17 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 162, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading
eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSE!

Original series 119.27405 6.79% 17743.51710

Approximate series 121.64792 6.86% 19728.41330

Cadzow-signal 84.65311 4.74% 9865.41805
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Table 3.18 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 162, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSEI
I

Original series 153.87767 8.78% 25665.87355

Approximate series 147.60059 8.30% 25150.75291

Cadzow-signal 240.91454 13.45% 66112.38809

Table 3.19 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when log-transformation,
window length T = 162, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading
eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSE

Original series 90.21436 5.29% 10382.85412

Approximate series 82.05337 4.82% 9209.59857

Cadzow -signal 41.77957 2.45% 3174.19253

Table 3.20 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when log-transformation,
window length T = 162, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 153.52578 8.93% 25912.91566

Approximate series 155.78495 9.00% 26909.14050

Cadzow -signal 76.37325 4.45% 8103.26077
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Table 3.21 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 162, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 135.42802 7.75% 21728.30074

Approximate series 136.43216 7.73% 22835.28211

Cadzow -signal 84.62808 4.74% 9859.04209

Vector forecasting 150.67337 8.60% 28106.72624

Table 3.22 k-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 162, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE I MSEI
I

Original series 157.52984 9.00% 26752.41578

Approximate series 160.12051 9.05% 28694.40856

Cadzow-signal 240.92157 13.45% 66115.40170

Vector forecasting 257.16370 14.64% 70109.41232

Table 3.23 k-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window length
T = 162, no centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE I MSEI

Original series 101.05843 5.94% 12680.83576

Approximate series 89.32872 5.26% 10545.99147

Cadzow-signal 41.78270 2.44% 3178.36610

Vector forecasting 116.84557 6.83% 16690.18882
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Table 3.24 k-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window length
T = 162, centring of trajectory matrix and the 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE I MSEI
I

Original series 157.29066 9.15% 27112.63526

Approximate series 165.00742 9.57% 29715.26160

Cadzow-signal 76.35666 4.45% 8099.64892

Vector forecasting 273.14895 15.66% 78087.74762

From perusal of the above tables it becomes evident that the forecasts generated using the

Cadzow-signal, when using a log-transformation, produced superior results to the other

methods.

3.9 Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter considered all the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting algorithms that are

available in SSA (Danilov, 1997; Venter, 1998, Golyandina et al., 2001). A new

alternative coordinate-free formulation to one-period-ahead forecasting was derived, and

generalized to produce joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts. This result also led to the

stabilization of model selection in Chapter 4, which follows. Algorithm 3.14 is the main

contribution of this Chapter. This algorithmic application of joint-horizon k -period-ahead

forecasting can also handle recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting, as a special case. The

approach is totally vectorised and would therefore suit deployment in packages such as

MATLAB.

The joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm was also extended to the multi-

channel SSA case. A literature study revealed that Algorithm 3.16 is probably one of the

first available forecasting algorithms in multi-channel SSA.

Another benefit of this Chapter, in general, is the coherent way in which algorithms are

provided. The algorithms would make it possible to incorporate SSA forecasting into

commercial software packages in the near future.
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Section 3.3 proposed two methods of dealing with noise-contaminated senes. The

reconstruction of an approximate series and the reconstruction of a Cadzow-signal series

were mainly considered. The latter technique is new to SSA and is an advance due to the

research of this thesis. Section 3.3.2 also recommended further research in the context of

signal reconstruction. It was recommended that the STLN (structured total least norms)

approach be investigated for signal reconstruction purposes. Possible pitfalls resulting due

to the use of such a technique were also outlined.

The reconstruction of a Cadzow-signal also provides additional benefits to analysis in

SSA. Outlier identification becomes possible and is discussed in Chapter 4.

Aspects that can have an influence on successful forecasting in SSA were also elaborated

upon in Section 3.7. Topics that were discussed included the verticality condition, "end-

effects" of the Hankelization operation, separability of functions, the presence of outliers

and the signal-to-noise ratio.

Section 3.8 concluded with a few convincing examples of the effectiveness of forecasting

in SSA. It was evident from the examples in this Chapter that the Cadzow-signal

reconstruction combined with the new joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting algorithm

did not always produce good forecasts. The reason for this is due to the "end-effects" that

is caused by the Hankelization operation during the Cadzow-signal reconstruction.

It is also recommended that a simulation study be used to compare the results of k -period-

ahead forecasts with the recurrent one-period-ahead methods and that of the joint-horizon

method. Such a study would have to identify a few time series models of interest and use

different noise models. Different lead-times for forecasts (k) should also be investigated

as part of such a study.
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Chapter 4

MODEL SELECTION IN SSA

4.1 Introduction

This Chapter contains the main results of this study. The entire Chapter is devoted to

model selection techniques that were investigated in the SSA context.

Section 4.2 contains a survey of the relevant literature and briefly introduces the need for

model selection in SSA, when forecasting is the end-goal.

There is mainly a choice of two "parameters" that has to be made in the SSA context. The

first choice encompasses the window length (T). Recall that the window length is simply

the Euclidean dimension (~T) into which the column vectors of the trajectory matrix are

unfolded. Section 4.3 is devoted to this topic.

The choice of window length is not by far as important as selecting the "correct" number

of eigenvectors to use. The number of eigenvectors represents structure in a time series. A

number of techniques are considered in Section 4.4. Techniques elaborated upon include

the use of a scree-diagram, cumulative percentage variation explained by eigenvectors,

artificial phase space portraits, cross- and forward validation. Two new forward validation

approaches are proposed to assist in model selection.

An algorithm, that can be used for the identification of a single additive time series outlier,

is proposed in Section 4.5.

A small scale Monte Carlo simulation study in Section 4.6 is used to show the

effectiveness of the main algorithm proposed by this study. Conclusions are reached and

recommendations are made in Section 4.8.
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4.2 Literature Survey

This study set as goal the development of a model selection technique, in the SSA

paradigm, that would automate model selection. The end-use of a model, selected using the

model selection technique, is to assist in producing adequate forecasts. There are many

reasons behind automation of selection procedures. Borrowing ideas from a time series

setting, the following self-explanatory statement due to Gómez and MaravalI (in Pefia et

al., 2001, p. 172) outlines two good reasons.

"There are many reasons why one should try to automate as much as possible the AR/MA

model identification stage, but they can be basically reduced to two. The first one is that

one should eliminate as much as possible all mundane and mechanical chores, which can

be performed by the computer... The second reason has to do with the objectivity of the

identification stage ... "

Itmust be made clear, ab initio, that a model selection technique must have the end-use, of

the procedure under consideration, in sight. This study set as goal the development of a

model selection technique, in the SSA paradigm, which would assist in producing adequate

forecasts. The majority of model identification procedures, up to date, concentrated on the

use of scree diagrams and artificial phase space portraits (Vautard and Ghil, 1989; Ghil and

Vautard, 1991; Vautard et al., 1992; Plaut and Vautard, 1994; Elsner and Tsonis, 1996;

Golyandina et al., 2001). The end-use of the latter techniques was not forecasting, but

analysis of time series structure. Golyandina et al. (2001) introduced a method which they

called "grouping". This method can also be placed in the paradigm of analysis of time

series structure, even though their work also advocates forecasting in the SSA paradigm.

An exhaustive citation index search in this study yielded a single article that identified the

need for model selection, in the SSA paradigm, with forecasting as end-use (Zhang et al.,

1993). This article pre-dates the advances due to Buchstaber (1994), Danilov (1997),

Venter (1998) and Golyandina et al. (2001). The iterative forecasting procedure proposed

by Zhang et al. (1993) became outdated with the formalization of the recurrent one-period-

ahead forecast due to Danilov (1997). The most recent advance, addressing model

selection with forecasting as end-use, is due to Venter (1998).
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This study therefore attempts to produce a sound model selection technique, by

incorporating recent advances in SSA-forecasting due to Buchstaber (1994), Danilov

(1997), Venter (1998) and Golyandina et al. (2001).

Statisticians use a principle termed parsimony when considering candidate models. The

idea of parsimony can be traced back to ideas formalised by Box and Jenkins (1970, p. 17),

where they state that

"It is important, in practice, that we employ the smallest possible number of parameters

for adequate representation. "

An excellent overview of parsimony can be found in Burnham and Anderson (1998, pp.

23-26). According to them

"Statisticians view the principle of parsimony as a bias versus variance tradeoff In

general, bias decreases and variance increases as the dimension of the model (KJ

increases ...Often, we may use the number of parameters in a model as a measure of the

degree of structure inferred from the data... Parsimonious models achieve a proper

tradeoff between bias and variance. "

The latter paragraph fits like a glove when considering model selection in the SSA

paradigm. The structure of a "model", in SSA, is obtained from the number of eigenvectors

incorporated in the model. There are no parameters in SSA since it encompasses non-

parametric modelling.

The two mam concerns in SSA are the selection of window length and number of

eigenvectors that explain structure in a model. Attention will be given to the choice of

these "parameters" in ensuing sections.
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4.3 Choosing the Window Length

An excellent account that deals with the choice of window length can be found in

Golyandina et al. (200 1, Section 1.6.2). That section gives a thorough treatment of the

choice of window length, when the extraction of certain components of a time series is of

importance.

The window length (T) essentially represents the dimension of the Euclidean space (IRT)

into which the column vectors of a trajectory matrix are embedded. The process of

embedding, essentially transforms a univariate time series into a multivariate framework.

In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that the choice of the window length is bounded by

2 ~ T ~ integer part of (N + 1) / 2. (4.1)

The reason for this is natural and due to the SVD of the trajectory matrix. The trajectory

matrix is essentially a Hankel structured matrix. This implies that there is symmetry

between left and right eigenvectors, which are extracted from this type of structured

matrix. Additional to the latter argument, is the fact that the rank of the trajectory matrix is

bounded by the upper bound featuring in (4.1).

When considering the choice of window length in the SSA context, it is invaluable to note

the following statement due to Ghil and Vautard (1991)

"The window width ... represents a compromise between significant information and

statistical confidence."

The latter statement implies that, in the absence of suitable knowledge of structure

prevalent in a time series, a large window length is preferable. If more knowledge

regarding prevailing structure in a time series is available, the choice of window length can

be adjusted accordingly. One example of such knowledge regards inherent periodicities in

a time series.
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If there is any form of periodicity in a time series, careful consideration has to be given to

the choice of window length. According to Vautard et al. (1992)

"SSA does not resolve periods longer than the window length."

This is an extremely important observation, i.e. that the choice of window length is

dictated by the periodicity present in an observed time series. Time series originating, for

example, from climatologic, geophysical and astrophysical applications tend to have low

frequency oscillations. It is not uncommon to find, for example, low frequency oscillations

in the order of 20 years in global surface temperatures.

Golyandina et al. (2001, p. 74) recommend that the window length be set equal to a

multiple of the periodicity present in a time series. This can, alternatively, be stated that the

ratio of window length over periodicity be equal to an integer. In the case of a 20-year

cyclical pattern, present in a time series of yearly data, a window length of

T E {20, 40, ... } ::; integer part of (N + 1) / 2 is therefore recommended.

If a time series exhibits a monthly seasonal variation, the choice of window length must

conform to

T E {12, 24, ... } ::; integer part of (N + 1)/2. (4.2)

It is, therefore, important to note that periodicity dictates a fixed window length. Other

forms of structure, on the other hand, might dictate a large window length. If a

combination of periodicity and trend is of importance, then both the latter arguments must

be taken into consideration.

If SSA is considered from the perspective of dynamical systems analysis, then other

procedures are used to select the window length. The choice of the window length is

commonly addressed under the heading of choice of a proper time delay (Takens, 1981;

Liebert and Schuster, 1989). Specialists in this field use an approach based on the so-called
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correlation integral. A brief summary of this approach can also be found in Section 1.2.1 in

Golyandina et al. (2001).

Golyandina et al. (2001) state that the separability of functions is affected by the choice of

window length. A counter example was supplied in Chapter 3 to illustrate how the

Cadzow-signal can be used to overcome this phenomenon.

It is clear that the choice of window length is less important than selecting the "correct"

number of eigenvectors in a SSA "model". The window length simply represents the

Euclidean dimension into which the trajectory matrix column vectors are embedded. The

choice of the number of eigenvectors is more crucial, since it is the number of eigenvectors

that determine structure in the SSA "model". This issue is thoroughly considered in the

following sections.

4.4 Choosing the Number of Eigenvectors

The previous section outlined the choice of a suitable window length. Aspects that deal

with the choice of a number of eigenvectors are more structural and therefore of greater

importance in SSA. This is especially the case when the end-use is forecasting.

4.4.1 Scree-diagrams

The use of a scree-diagram is a well-known dimension reduction technique in principal

component analysis (Jolliffe, 1986; Jackson, 1991; Krzanowski, 2000). A definition of the

scree-diagram is supplied in Definition 4.1 below.

Definition 4.1 Scree-diagram

A scree-diagram can be defined as a plot of ordered eigenvalues (-\ i») against the

reversed indices (i = 1,... ,T ) . Hence a scree-diagram is a plot of the coordinate-pairs,
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A scree-diagram is traditionally used to select the number of principal components (PCs).

During this process an elbow is identified in the scree-diagram. The number of

eigenvectors used, then equals the index value at which the elbow occurred.

PCA is usually performed under a white noise error structure assumption. It was argued in

Chapter 2 that the "noise-floor" in a scree diagram, resulting from white noise, is fairly

flat. This is the main reason why an elbow is searched for in the scree-diagram. This

reasoning can also be found in Golyandina et al. (2001, p. 66) where they state that

"Another useful insight is provided by checking breaks in the eigenvalue spectra. As a rule,

a pure noise series produces a slowly decreasing sequence of singular values. If such a

noise is added to a signal, described by a few eigentriples with large singular values, then

a break in the eigenvalue spectrum can distinguish signal eigentriples from the noise

ones."

It is clear that the search for an elbow in the scree-diagram is described in the previous

paragraph. This notion is also found in Krzanowski (2000, p. 68)

"If one argues that those dimensions corresponding to the flat portion of this graph

represent undifferentiable 'noise' components of the system, then one should logically

choose r as being at the foot of the initial steep decline. This leads to the popular held

belief that r should be chosen at the value i at which the 'elbow' of the scree diagram

occurs ..."

It is clear that a scree-diagram therefore results in the use of a certain number, say r , of

leading eigenvalues. This can be a dangerous choice in a heavily noise-distorted signal

series. In such a case the noise "structure" might have an eigenvalue present amongst the

top few ordered eigenvalues. Selection of the eigenvectors corresponding to the leading r

eigenvalues might then possibly result in the inclusion of an eigenvector, which is due to

noise "structure". This situation must be guarded against and therefore evaluation of the

scree-diagram alone, is not an advisable practice in SSA and is, at best, a very subjective

Issue.
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Example 4.1 Scree-diagram of the Airline Passenger Time Series

The airline passenger time series is considered in this example. The series exhibits both

trend and seasonal variation. The series is of length N = 144. The choice of window

length is therefore limited to

T E {12, 24, ... } ~ integer part of (N + 1)/2 = 72. (4.3)

For purposes of this example the window length was set equal to T = 72. Centring of the

trajectory matrix was used and SVD performed. Figure 4.1, below, exhibits the scree-

diagram.
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Figure 4.1 Scree-diagram of airline passenger time series. (T = 72 with centring used)

It would seem that an elbow is present at the index representing the 5 leading eigenvalues.

Clearly, this elbow-choice is a fairly subjective one, and room for difference of opinion is

possible.

Example 4.2 Scree-diagram of the Hotel Time Series

This second example considers the hotel series, which is of length N = 168. This series

also exhibits trend combined with monthly seasonal variation. The choice of window

length is therefore also bounded by

T E {12, 24, ... } ~ integer part of (N + 1)/2 = 84. (4.4)
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A window length of 7 = 84 was used and the resulting scree-diagram is exhibited in

Figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2 Scree-diagram of the hotel series. (7 = 84 with centring used)

The 12 leading eigenvalues seem to be a more clear-cut choice in this case.

Example 4.3 Scree-diagram of the Liquor Time Series

The final example uses the liquor series, which is of length N = 336. This series contains

some sort of polynomial trend and also monthly seasonal variation, bounding the choice of

window length similarly to the previous examples. The window length was set at 7 = 60,

not to over crowd the scree-diagram.
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Figure 4.3 Scree-diagram of the liquor series. (7 = 60 with centring used)

The leading eigenvalue seems to dominate in this series, judging by the eigenvalue spectra.

The choice of a number of eigenvectors is also not easy. A subjective choice of 13 leading

eigenvalues seems plausible.
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4.4.2 Cumulative Percentage Variation Explained

Another popular method for selecting a number of pes is the use of cumulative percentage

variation explained by leading eigenvectors (Jolliffe, 1986; Jackson, 1991; Krzanowski,

2000). It is well known fact that the total variation of the scatter matrix is given by the

trace of this matrix, and that it equals the sum of the eigenvalues, i.e. that

T

trace(XX') = L\i)'
i=l

(4.5)

Some authors propose that the r pes be used that have cumulative percentage variation

explained in the range

(4.6)

Eigenvectors are used in SSA and not pes. Hence, (4.6) can be used to select the r leading

eigenvectors that correspond to the leading eigenvalues (A(i») with cumulative percentage

variation as defined in (4.6). This study has, however, found this method ineffective due to

the subjectivity involved.

There is one possible scenario where the above method can fail, which was also prevalent

in the use of scree-diagrams. In the case of a heavily noise-dominated signal series, the

noise "structure" might cause a large eigenvalue to feature amongst the ordered

eigenvalues. Selecting a number of leading eigenvectors, based on cumulative percentage

variation explained, will then also succumb to the selection of an eigenvector, which is due

to noise "structure", rather than due to structure.

One possible solution of guarding against the above problem is using artificial phase space

portraits when selecting eigenvectors.
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4.4.3 Artificial Phase Space Portraits and Grouping

The use of artificial phase space portraits seems to be a very popular method for selecting

eigenvectors in SSA. It is also this graphical method that leads to the "grouping" method

proposed by Golyandina et al. (2001). According to Golyandina et al. (2001) the artificial

phase space portraits are used in identifying pairs of eigenvectors that describe oscillatory

behaviour in a time series. Slowly varying artificial phase space portraits, on the other

hand, are used to identify trend in a time series. A very thorough treatment of the

"grouping" method can be found in Section 1.6.1 of Golyandina et al. (2001).

It was proved in Chapter 2 that the r -flat on which the trajectory matrix column vectors

reside, based on a sinusoidal signal series, are spanned by the vectors

Yl = [cos ( tot ) cos ( tot + D. tt» )

Y2 = [sin (cot ) sin ( tat + D. teo )

cos [tot + (T - 1) D.t'W] r
sin [tot + (T - 1)D. tw] r '

(4.7)

where 'W is the frequency in radians and D. t the sampling interval. The artificial phase

space portrait is a plot of the eigenvector pairing given by

(4.8)

In the case of a sinusoidal signal, the artificial phase space portrait will result in one of the

figures exhibited in Figure 4.4 below.

o:~
0 -o~- .2 0 0.2

Figure 4.4 Artificial phase space portraits of sinusoids wit" different frequencies.
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Another interesting fact that arises from oscillatory patterns is that >'(k) ::::::>'(k+l)' i.e. that

consecutive eigenvalues are fairly similar (Ghil and Vautard, 1991). This is another way of

identifying oscillatory behaviour that can be identified through use of a scree-diagram or

artificial phase space portraits (percentage variation explained by consecutive eigenvalues).

Example 4.4 Artificial Phase Space Portraits of the Airline Passenger Time Series

This example illustrates the use of "grouping" eigenvectors in the case of the airline

passenger time series. The artificial phase space portrait of the airline passenger series is

exhibited in Figure 4.5 below. A window length of T = 72 was chosen, under the

assumption that no cyclical pattern with period higher that 72 is present in the series.

Recall that SSA cannot resolve cyclical patterns with periods higher than the window

length (cf. Section 4.3). Construction of the centred trajectory matrix, scatter matrix and

SVD of the scatter matrix were performed. The resulting eigenvectors were used in the

construction of the artificial phase space portraits.
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Figure 4.5 Paired phase space portraits of the airline time series.
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From perusal of the above plot, the eigenvector pairings {(2,3), (4,5), (8,9), (10,11),

(12,13)} seem plausible. All these parings have eigenvalues that have fairly similar

percentage variation explained. The time series does not seem to be severely noise

distorted, hence the 13 leading eigenvectors would possibly be a good choice. These

leading eigenvectors have cumulative percentage variation explained equal to 99.305% .
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The eigenvectors {l, 6, 7} explain trend in the series. To justify this observation, phase

space portraits of non-paired eigenvectors must be considered. Figure 4.6, below, can be

perused in this regard.
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Figure 4.6 Individual phase space portraits of the airline time series.

Slowly varying eigenvectors explain trend. According to Golyandina et al. (2001, p. 56),

"Thus, to extract a trend of a series, we have to collect all the elementary matrices related

to slowly varying singular vectors. "

In Figure 4.6, above, eigenvectors {I, 6, 7} conform to the description of slowly varying

eigenvectors. These eigenvectors therefore contain the trend of the time series. The

following "grouping" of eigenvectors is, according to the recommendations by Golyandina

et al. (2001), plausible

ltr~d ~
1, (2,3)

~ '--v----'
penod=12 perlod=6

cycle trend trend,_..._._ ,...., ,....,
, (4, 5) ,6, 7,

cycle,_..._._
(8,9) ,
'--v----'

pe'riod=4

cycle

(10,11),
period=3

cycle )

~~~:~:;.
(4.9)

The periods of the sinusoids that correspond to the first 4 paired groupings can easily be

deduced from the number of vertices in the polygons that each of these phase portraits

represent. Note that this observation was already made in Chapter 2 (cf. Section 2.7.5).
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It is not straightforward to deduce the period of the eigenvector pairing {12, 13}. A

periodogram can be used here.

The airline series was next split into two parts, viz. a training series {xt} ~:21and test series

{ xt } ~~~33' A window length of T = 60 was used. This choice of window length is an

integer multiple of the monthly seasonal period length of 12. Recurrent one-period-ahead

forecasts and 12 -period-ahead forecasts were generated over the test series. The results are

summarised in Tables 4.1 to 4.4 below.

Table 4.1 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 60, centring of the trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE I MSE

Original series 31.34393 6.47% 1386.88566

Approximate series 33.50970 6.88% 1565.02387

Cadzow-signal 35.25708 7.16% 1734.02227

Table 4.2 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-trail sform ation,
window length T = 60, centring of the trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors
are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSEI
!

Original series 29.46899 5.94% 1267.05261
Approximate series 32.09968 6.46% 1484.38595

Cadzow-signal 31.61045 6.40% l405.70788
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Table 4.3 12-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 60, centring of the trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy
;

Series used MAD MAPE : MSEI
I
!

Original series 34.63364 7.10% 1713.51262

Approximate series 37.72773 7.70% 1980.53734

Cadzow-signal 35.27855 7.17% 1736.20873

Vector forecasting 36.02855 7.43% 1738.49206

Table 4.4 12-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window
length T = 60, centring of the trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 30.84570 6.22% 1371.10356

Approximate series 34.70155 6.97% 1699.63154
Cadzow-signal 31.63199 6.40% 1407.22064
Vector forecasting 33.89824 6.85% 1547.39169

4.4.4 Cross Validation

Treatments that deal with Cross Validation (CV) as a model selection technique in a time

series setting, can be found in McQuarrie and Tsai (1999) and Diebold (1998). The

treatment is more thorough in the first reference. CV is a well researched variable selection

method in the multiple regression context (Burnham and Anderson, 1998; Davison and

Hinkley, 1999; Hjorth, 1999) and is also applied during smoothing and density estimation

(Venables and Ripley, 1999; Thisted, 2000, p. 357)

Consider the class of autoregressive models

(4.10)
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where

(4.11)

It is a well known fact that conditional least squares parameter estimates for the model in

(4.10) can be found using multiple regression analysis. The conditional least squares

parameter estimates are given by

<f> = (X'X rl X'y .
(pxl)

(4.12)

CV is a well-researched topic in the field of multiple regression analysis. Once an AR(p)-

model is placed in this framework, results pertaining to model selection in a multiple

regression setting can be invoked. This implies that CV can be used to select the order of

the AR(p )-model, using existing theory derived in a multiple regression setting.

A natural question that arises when considering model selection techniques is, how can CV

be adapted and applied in the SSA context? This section will do just that, adapt and apply

CV in the SSA context.

CV leaves out a single time series observation, xl' at a time and re-estimates it using the

remaining time series observations. This principle is termed the leave-one-out (LOO)

principle (Efron and Tibshirani, 1998, p. 240). If observation xl is omitted in the SSA

context, then it influences a number of reverse diagonals in the trajectory matrix. This is

due to the Hankel structure of this matrix. The LOO principle will result in a single

missing observation in a number of consecutive column vectors, in the trajectory matrix.

These column vectors must be ignored when the shift vector (x) and scatter matrix

(XX') are created. The column vectors that contain a missing observation, due to the

LOO principle, lie between and include columns jl to j2' where
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jl = max (1, 1 - T + 1)

j2 = min (l, n)
(4.13)

and

1 = index of the omitted time series observation, 1 ::; 1 ::; N

T = window length

n = total number of column vectors in trajectory matrix X.

The affected block of column vectors is illustrated in (4.14) below. The column vectors

appear between the dashed lines

X1,1 IX1,jl X1,j21 x1,n

X - I: : I (4.14)
<TXn)

xT,l Ix X I xT,nT')1 T')2

All the unaffected column vectors in (4.14) are used to construct the shift vector and scatter

matrix. The omitted observation is then estimated using a revised version of the one-

period-ahead formula. This results in new column vectors x jl ' ... , X j2' all of which are

residing on the same r -flat. These column vectors are replaced in the trajectory matrix in

(4.14). The Hankelization operation is applied to the resulting matrix, resulting in a single

time series. This time series is then smoothed using the Cadzow iterative property mapping

algorithm. The observation Xl in the latter Cadzow-signal then constitutes the "prediction"

of the left out observation xl. The squared prediction error is then calculated and

incorporated in a loss function, which will be used to select the best candidate model.

Algorithm 4.1, below, contains the necessary steps to follow when using CV in the context

ofSSA.
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Algorithm 4.1 Cross Validation Algorithm in the SSA context

(a) Load an observed time series {xt }~l and transform if necessary.

(b) Loop over the window length, i.e. over Tl ::s; T ::s; T2. (Note that both Tl and T2

must be greater than the largest period length in the time series and are chosen

arbitrarily. It is recommended that the choice of T2 be as large a possible, i.e.

T
2
s integer part of (N + 1)/2).)

(c) Construct the T x n traj ectory matrix X.

(d) Loop over the number of leading eigenvectors to use, i.e. over 1 ::s; r ::s; "1.

(e) Loop over the observation XI to leave out, i.e. over 1 ::s; 1 ::s; N.

(f) Calculate the indices of the column vectors in the trajectory matrix, created in step

(c), that contain the omitted observation. These will be column vectors

jl = max (1, 1 - T + 1) to j2 = min (l, n).

(g) Delete the column vectors jl to j2 in the trajectory matrix of step (c). Use the

remaining column vectors to construct the shift vector (x), centred trajectory

matrix (X) and scatter matrix (XX').

(h) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX') and form the matrix V = [VI

using the r leading eigenvectors based on the current loop in step (d).

(i) Construct an artificial ltlt observation XI in each of the column vectors where it was

. .. v 1r ,

omitted using

(p i(O,I-j+1) e . )
x(j) = x. + .cr· J ' 1-;+1

I 1-;+1 -II 112'1 P.crel-J+l

(4.15)

where

jl ::s; j ::s; j2

i)O,I-j+l) = ih column vector of X with zero in position (l- j + 1)

ei-jH = column vector (l- j + 1) of matrix IT .
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(j) Average over the reverse diagonals of the resulting trajectory matrix that contains

the reconstructed column vectors x., ...,x . . This operation is essentially the
Jl 12

Hankelization operation, and results in a single time series.

(k) Smooth the series in step (j) using the Cadzow-signal, using the window length and

number of leading eigenvectors in the current loop (cf. Algorithm 2.2 in Chapter 2).

(I) Use as prediction of Xl the zth element of the Cadzow-signal of step (k). Calculate

the squared prediction error (xl - Xl )2 .

(m)When the inner loop in step (e) has calculated squared prediction errors for all the

time series observations, calculate the mean square error and store this in a matrix

MSE as follows,

mse TI,1
mse TI,2 mseTI,rl

MSE (4.16)
(T2-TI+1)xrl

mse mse 2 mseT2,rlT2,1 T21

where

(4.17)

for i = T1' ... ,T2 and j = 1, ... ,r1•

(n) The program continues until the loop in steps (d) and (b) have been completed. The

MSE matrix in (4.16) will then be filled with mean squared error values. The

following bias-variance tradeoff measure is then calculated,
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1 T2

----- '"""mse .
T. - T + 1LJ I,J
2 1 I=T1

2

CV
J

mean(MSEf

I 1 T2 ) 2
mse . - mse .

I,J T. - T + 1L I,J
2 1 I=T1

(4.18)

var(l'vISE)

for j = 1,... , r1 .

The above CV approach is due to Venter (1998), but has been adapted in this study to

include a bias-variance tradeoff. Steps (m) and (n) have been introduced for this purpose.

The essentiality of a bias-variance tradeoff, during model selection, was elaborated upon in

Section 4.2. The bias variance tradeoff is prevalent in the above algorithm in the form of

(4.18).

The end-goal of model selection in the SSA paradigm is to select a "model", which

translates into selecting a number of leading eigenvectors (j E {1, ... , r1 }) in Algorithm

4.1. Recall that eigenvectors represent structure in the SSA context. In order to create a

"sample" of MSE values for each "candidate model", Algorithm 4.1 loops over the

window length in step (b). This creates an artificial "sample" of MSE values

{msei,j Ii = Tl"'" T2} for each "candidate model", i.e. j E {1, ... , r1}. Two things are of

importance when considering the MSE values during model selection. These values should

preferably be close to zero and not vary too much over the choice of window length

(T E { Tl' ... , T2 } ). Hence the mean squared error of the MSE is used in this regard, cf.

(4.18). This incorporates both bias and variance during the model selection.

Two examples are considered next for illustrative purposes, usmg the CV method

described above. This study did not find CV to be an effective model selection technique.

The use of the Cadzow-signal, during the CV method, is extremely expensive on CPU

time. Another drawback with the CV approach is that the observations are all given the
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same weight in this scheme. It should be clear that recent observations should carry more

weight, when using a model selection method with forecasting as end-goal. The models

that are selected, using the number of leading eigenvectors, also do not honour the pairings

that might be natural to the time series. This issue will be addressed at a later stage.

Example 4.5 Cross validation model selection in the case of the airline passenger time
series

The airline passenger time series was used for the purposes of this example. Recall that the

series is of length N = 144. The time series was log-transformed to deal with

heteroskedasticity. The series was split into two parts, i.e. a training set {xt} !~~and test

set {xt }!~~33.The test set was used to test the selected model's out-of-sample forecasting

accuracy.

Cross validation was performed over the training series, using Algorithm 4.1. The window

length loop was set to loop over 15 :::;T :::;66. The loop over the number of leading

eigenvectors was set to loop over 1 :::;r :::;13. The CV analysis used 5 hours and 34

minutes of CPU time on a personal computer fitted with an 800mHz processor. The CV

results are summarised in Table 4.5 below.

Figure 4.7, below, depicts the CV results. Forecasting over the test series, using the 13

leading eigenvectors, has already been dealt with in Example 4.4, and can be consulted for

the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of this choice of model.
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Table 4.5 Summary of cross validation model selection results for the airline passenger
time series.

Number of leading CVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (bias2 + variance) (bias) (variance)

13 6167.132 74.560 607.956
12 13409.769 113.991 415.855
11 14107.840 117.171 378.813
9 29612.065 171.552 181. 816
10 30640.011 174.188 298.470
7 37796.715 193.561 330.841
8 58706.356 241.783 247.276
5 58738.432 242.128 112.460
6 59518.340 243.835 62.863
4 284992.773 533.772 80.733
3 308177.051 555.118 20.871
2 2948419.885 1717.089 26.455
1 3056494.030 1748.282 5.802

Table 4.5, above, summarises the cross validation results. The first column consists of the

number of leading eigenvectors used in each "model". These results are ordered in an

ascending fashion, according to the measure CVr which was proposed in (4.18). The bias

and variance then follows and were calculated using

1 72

bias. = "'"'mse .
J T - T + 1Z:: t,)

2 1 t=7J

1 66
= 52Lmsei,j

t=15

(4.19)

and

1 7
2 [1 7

2
) 2variance. = Lmse . - L mse. .

J T2 - Tl . t,) T2 - Tl + 1. t,J
t=7J t=7J

1[66 [166 )2
= 51 L=«, - 52L=«,

t=15 t=15

(4.20)
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It is evident from perusal of Table 4.5, above, that bias decreased and that variance

increased as more leading eigenvectors were used. The single leading eigenvector has the

lowest variability, over the window length, but has the largest bias of all the models. This

eigenvector describes the trend in the airline time series. As the number of leading

eigenvectors was increased, the bias decreased rapidly and seems to tend towards a

saturation point. Care and judgement should be used in such case, as not to over

parameterise the model.

The best candidate model seems to be the one that contains 13 leading eigenvectors.
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Figure 4.7 Cross validation results of airline passenger time series.
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Example 4.6 Cross validation model selection for the hotel time series

The hotel time series was used for the purposes of this example. Recall that the series is of

length N = 168. The series was split into two parts, i.e. a training set {xt }!~~and test set

{ }
168

xt t=157·

Cross validation was performed over the training series, using Algorithm 4.1. The window

length loop was set to loop over 15 ~ T ~ 78. The loop over the leading eigenvectors was

set to loop over 1 ~ r ~ 13. The CV analysis used 8 hours and 18 minutes of CPU time

on a personal computer fitted with an 800mHz processor.

Table 4.6 Summary of cross validation model selection results of hotel time series.

Number of leading CVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (bias2 + variance) (bias) (variance)

11 159896.315 397.564 1839.148
12 166987.987 289.622 83107.285
10 183853.078 428.316 398.665
13 508552.995 342.096 391523.449
9 589797.842 767.787 301.117
8 663591.407 814.485 205.748
7 1641839.276 1271. 245 25775.218
6 3595748.773 1894.405 6978.488
5 3682572.794 1918.935 261.959
4 12561021.985 3544.073 569.741
3 13143121.115 3625.310 250.474
2 136493640.478 11650.679 755320.471
1 216034918.354 14293.344 11735236.109

A few interesting facts can be deduced from perusal of Table 4.6 above. As the number of

leading eigenvectors in a model was increased, bias generally decreased and little pattern

in the behaviour of the variance was noticed. This was also found in the case of the airline

passenger time series. The best candidate model has 11 leading eigenvectors.
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Figure 4.8 Cross validation results of the hotel time series.

4.4.5 Forward Validation

The eventual use of a candidate model influences the choice of model selection technique.

If forecasting is the end-goal, then forward validation is a better model selection technique

in the SSA paradigm. Forward validation captures the "structural dynamics" of a model

better than cross validation. CV treats each of the observations, left out during the

validation process, as equally important. In the context of forecasting it is prima facie that

the most recent observations in a time series are usually deemed to be more important. The

more recent the observation, the greater weight it should carry in construction of a forecast.

Forward validation falls in the broad class of computer intensive techniques. According to

Thisted (2000, pp. 227-228)
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"The term 'computer-intensive methods' was coined by Efron and Diaconis (1983) to refer

to sample-reuse methods such as the bootstrap, jackknife and cross-validation ... The term

now encompasses a wide range of methods, which, roughly speaking, relinquishes

standard assumptions of classical statistics such as normal error distributions or linearity

of response at the cost of massively increased computational effort. Many of the statistical

and computational ideas now associated with this term have been developed by Jerome

Friedman and his colleagues and students at the Stanford Accelerator Centre."

The algorithms that are proposed in this section are heavily reliant upon CPU speed. More

advanced problems can be handled as the capabilities of computer hardware increases in

leaps and bounds. Gordon Moore, a co-founder of Intel Corporation which is responsible

for the well-known Intel range of processors (Pentium), predicted that microprocessor

speed would double every eighteen months. This statement was already made in 1965 and

is today known as Moore's Law. At the time of writing this thesis, mM introduced the

world's fastest CPU running at 110 gigaHerz. CPUs that are available for personal

computers are already clocking 2 gigaHerz in the form of Intel's Pentium 4 processor

range.

Forward validation is, inter alia, used by the neural network (NN) community. In the NN

framework, decisions must be made with regards to the number of layers to be used in the

neural network architecture (Weigend et al., 1990; Kuan and Liu, 1995). The number of

layers is chosen based on the performance of the layers, which is indirectly measured

through some loss function. SSA and NN have this in common, that these techniques are

definitely non-parametric by nature.

FV splits an observed time series into three non-overlapping sets, termed the training-,

validation- and test sets (Weigend et al., 1990). The idea is exhibited in Figure 4.9 below.
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Figure 4.9 Forward validation time series.

Some authors (Diebold, 1998, pp. 117-118) state that FV splits an observed time series

only into two sets, viz. the training set and validation set. This study uses the notion due to

Weigend et al. (1990). It is a well-known fact that a fitted time series' in-sample and out-

of-sample measures of forecasting accuracy differ. The test set, proposed by Weigend et al.

(1990), will therefore be used to test a candidate model's out-of-sample performance.

We now propose a new FV method in Algorithm 4.2 below. This algorithm performs

rolling joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting with re-estimation during FV model

selection. It has been found that the algorithm produces stable results as k, the number of

periods being forecast ahead, increases. Venter (1998) proposed FV in the SSA context

using one-period-ahead forecasting and a different approach than the one presented in

Algorithm 4.2. His approach will not be dealt with in this study.

Algorithm 4.2 Forward validation using rolling k-period-ahead forecasting with re-
estimation

(a) Load an observed time series {xt }~l and transform if necessary.

(b) Set the number of periods to forecast ahead (k). Split the time series into a training

(c) Set the maximum number of leading eigenvectors Tmax and the maximum window

length TllIftX (s integer part of (Nl - k + 2) / 2). Loop over the window length (T),

where k + Tmax < T < Tmax•

(d) Loop over the number ofleading eigenvectors to use, where 1 ~ T ~ Tmax •

(e) Construct the Cadzow-signal series using the training set, the window length in the

loop at step (c) and the number of leading eigenvectors in the loop in step (d).
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(t) Unfold the Cadzow-signal senes into the column vectors of a

T x (Nl - k - T + 2) trajectory matrix. Construct the centred trajectory matrix X

and scatter matrix (XX').

(g) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX').

(h) Construct the matrix V = [VI Vr 1 ' using the r leading eigenvectors.

(i) Construct the projection matrix P.c, .

(j) Form the projection matrix P.c; = IT - P.c, .

(k) Partition the projection matrix in (j) as follows

... e li P [eT-k .c; T-k+l

(4.21)

where ej is the ih column vector of the TXT identity matrix lp and k is the

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(I) Calculate the joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts using

XN -k+2
1

x -xN1-k+1 T-k

XT-k+1

(4.22)

where

PI = P.c; [el eT_k 1

P2 = P.c; [eT-Hl ... eT 1
(4.23)

(m)If a transformation was applied to the series in step (a) then a back-transformation

must be used in this step. Calculate the mean squared prediction error
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Increase the training set length to

Nl = Nl + 1 and return to step (e). The process is continued until the whole

validation set has been forecast k -periods-ahead.

(n) Form elements of the following matrix

MSE
(Inmx -k-r;au,x +1 )XTilutX

mse
k+r;II"x+l,l msek+r;III1X +l,r;lIl1x

, (4.24)

msek+TIIHlx,2

msek+TlIlIlX +1,2

msek+r.lIl-\x,1Junx

where

mse .
I,)

1 ~+~ k _ 2
kN. L: L:(Xt-k+i - Xt-k+i )

2 t=N1 +11=1
(4.25)

for k + rmax ~ i ~7max (~ integer part of (Nl - k + 2) / 2) and 1 < j ~Tinax'

(0) Calculate the following measure

FV
)

1 Tllmx-------_-- L: mse
7max - rmnx - k + 1 -k I,)

1- +1jURX

2

mean(MSEf

1 Illlnx

+7 -7: -k L:
max max i=k+r;IIRX 1

1 Tm•x ) 2
mse . - L: tnse.:

I,) 7max - rmax - k + 1 -k+ I,)
1- 'iUH.X

var(MSE)

(4.26)

for 1 ~ j ~rmax'
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Remark4.1

(a) One-period-ahead forecasting during FV is a special case of the above algorithm.

One-period-ahead forecasting can be used during FV if a model is required that

produces one-period-ahead forecasts. It is, however, suggested that k > 6 be used

in step (b). Using a k -period-ahead forecast can be likened to fitting a discretely

sampled piecewise smooth curve of length k to a section of an observed time

series. During FV this is performed for the whole validation series of length N2 ' i.e.

N2 forecasts of k -periods ahead are generated.

(b) The training set in step (b) of Algorithm 4.2 is used to form a Cadzow-signal series.

This causes the algorithm to be expensive on CPU time. Two other alternatives

exist here. The original training series can be used or the approximate series, which

was introduced in Chapter 3. The approximate series is similar to the Cadzow-

signal series. To reconstruct this series, only a single iteration in the scheme is

used. Using the approximate series is not as expensive as the Cadzow-signal series

on CPU time. The Cadzow-signal is, however, to be preferred as it ensures that the

reconstructed signal series conforms to the two underlying assumptions of SSA.

Another benefit of using a reconstructed Cadzow-signal series is that this series is

robust against outliers that might possible be present in the training series.

(c) It is clear that the above algorithm uses re-estimation during the forward validation

process. When a new time series observation is added to the training set, the whole

SSA scheme is run through again to produce a k -period-ahead forecast. This

feature is termed rolling forecasting with re-estimation, and is becoming

increasingly popular in automated forecasting software (Ord and Lowe, 1996).

The effectiveness of the above algorithm will now be illustrated through a few examples.
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Example 4.7 Forward validation model selection in case of the airline series using 1-
period-ahead forecasting

Algorithm 4.2, above, was used in this example. A log-transformation was applied to the

airline time series. The number of periods being forecast ahead was set at k = 1. The

airline series was then split into three sets, i.e. training set {Xt }120 , validation set {Xt }132
t=1 t=121

and test set {Xt} :::3:1' The maximum number of leading eigenvectors used was set at

r:unx = 13. The FV analysis used 20 minutes of CPU (800mHz) time. The FV results are

summarized in Figure 4.10 and Table 4.7 below.
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Figure 4.10 Forward validation results of the airline series.
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Table 4.7 Forward validation results of the airline series when using I-period-ahead
forecasting.

Number of leading FVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (bias2 + variance) (bias) (variance)

13 38293.721 178.929 6278.114
11 88022.962 287.152 5566.954
7 184067.295 424.782 3627.391
9 252885.492 494.566 8290.196
5 313009.875 557.390 2325.738
12 374855.755 504.824 120008.498
10 749023.706 765.058 163710.450
3 1250342.108 1117.203 2199.339
4 1261416.271 1122.070 2375.192
6 1346344.615 1139.845 47098.722
8 1539815.934 1185.814 133659.997
1 19698060.392 4438.092 1404.106
2 20263855.550 4481.094 183655.599

The model that has the lowest FV measure, used 13 leading eigenvectors. This is

coincidentally the same choice that CV yielded. The analysis used only 20 minutes of CPU

(800mHz) time, which compares very favourable against the 5 hours and 34 minutes that

the CV approach used. Itmust also be mentioned that the window length looped over, was

13 ~ t: ~ 60 in the case of this example.

The following example performed the same FV model selection, as the present example,

but used 12 -period-ahead forecasting during FV.

Example 4.8 Forward validation model selection in the case of the airline series using
12 -period-ahead forecasting

The airline time series was again used for the purposes of this example. The series was log-

transformed. The number of periods being forecast ahead was set at k = 12. The airline

series was split into three sets, i.e. training set {xt }109 , validation set {xt }Ja2 and test set
1=1 t=121

{XJ:::33. The maximum number of leading eigenvectors used was set at r;UAX = 13. The
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window length looped over during FV was 24 :5 r :5 55. The FV analysis used 8 minutes

and 22 seconds of CPU (800mHz) time.

The FV results are summarised in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.8 below.

The analysis took less time than FV using 1-period-ahead forecasting. The reason is the

fact that the window length, which was looped over, contained fewer values. The choice of

the window length is dictated by the number of periods being forecast ahead. It is

interesting to note that the model selection results do not seem to differ too substantially.

The top two models are exactly the same and respectively used 13 and 11 leading

eigenvectors.
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Figure 4.11 Forward validation results of the airline series.

Table 4.1 to Table 4.4 on page 175 can be consulted for the out-of-sample forecasting

h { }144 •• Iaccuracy over tetest set xt t=I:1:I' of a model usmg wmdow ength t = 60 and 13 leading

eigenvectors.
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Table 4.8 Forward validation results for the airline series when using 12 -period-ahead
forecasting.

Number of leading FVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (blas" + variance) (bias) (variance)

13 177703.915 408.848 10547.230
11 274478.271 514.158 10119.815
9 407892.611 634.141 5757.214
7 845855.553 871.716 85967.108
5 971820.470 985.444 719.789
4 2512330.431 1584.425 1928.018
3 2546006.103 1595.227 1257.750
10 6659128.719 1923.274 2960146.587
12 10611023.660 2404.601 4828917 .232
8 16540876.003 4020.000 380478.383
6 18357639.829 4170.098 967924.900
1 21957424.538 4685.717 1476.106
2 260410450839111.000 2860810.920 252226211721137.000

Figure 4.12, below, exhibits the combined training and validation sets in a single series

{xt} ::: and the reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. The Cazow-signal senes was

reconstructed usmg a window length of t = 60, and made use of the 13 leading

eigenvectors.
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Figure 4.12 Airline series and reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. (r = 60, r = 13)
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Figure 4.13, below, exhibits the residual senes, which resulted from subtracting the

reconstructed Cadzow-signal series from the airline series. It is clear that the residual series

is stationary and does not seem to contain structure, in the form of periodicity or trend.
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Figure 4.13 Residual series of the airline series and Cadzow-signal. (T = 60, r = 13)
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Figure 4.14 Sample autocorrelation/unction (SACF) of residual series.
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The sample autocorrelation function (SACF) in Figure 4.14, above, was constructed using

the residual series, which is exhibited in Figure 4.13. The confidence bands in the SACF

represent 95% confidence for a null-hypothesis of white noise residuals. If trend was

present in the residual series, then the SACF would be dying down extremely slowly

towards zero. This is not the case. If any form of periodicity was left in the residual series,

then the SACF would also exhibit a cyclical variation. This is also not the case. It would

therefore seem that 13 leading eigenvectors have captured all the features in the series that

SSA can handle.

Example 4.9 Forward validation model selection in the case of the hotel series using 12-
period-ahead forecasting

The hotel series was used for the purposes of this example. The series was not transformed

and k = 12 -period-ahead forecasting was used during FV. Recall that this series is of

length N = 168. The series was split into three sets, i.e. training set {xJ:::, validation set

{ }156 d {}168 he maxi f leadi dxt t=145 an test set xt t=157' The maximum number 0 leadmg eigenvectors use was set

at r;nax = 13. The window length looped over during FV was 25 ~ T ~ 67. The FV

analysis used 13 minutes and 18 seconds of CPU (800mHz) time.

The FV results are summarised in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.15 below. The best candidate

model used 12 leading eigenvectors of this time series.
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Table 4.9 Forward validation results for the hotel series when 12 -period-ahead
forecasting is used.

Number of leading FVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (bias ' + variance) (bias) (variance)

12 593763.523 770.236 500.023
10 1052277.009 1025.469 690.134
11 1139698.043 1054.701 27304.844
8 1857306.026 1362.585 668.026
9 1860149.990 1363.479 1076.236
7 4173599.349 2042.712 925.744
6 9143518.906 3023.643 1100.758
5 9205395.157 3033.897 864.443
4 29610797.248 5441.470 1201.444
3 29924034.386 5470.210 834.854
13 1846297709.774 38972.945 327407257.301
2 5195618667637.230 519424.242 4925817124775.590
1 481184026493673.000 8145906.420 414828235082938.000
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Figure 4.15 Forward validation results of the hotel series.
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Figure 4.16, below, exhibits the first 156 observations of the hotel senes and the

reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. The series contains a monthly variation. This is also

the highest period length, i.e. 12, in this series. A window length of t = 72 and the 12

leading eigenvectors were therefore used when constructing the Cadzow-signal series.
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Figure 4.16 Hotel series and reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. (r = 72, r = 12)
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Figure 4.17 Residual series of the hotel series and Cadzow-signal: [r = 72, r = 12)
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The residual series, exhibited in Figure 4.17, above, evidently contains no residual trend or

cyclical variation. It would therefore seem that the FV model selection result, of 12

leading eigenvectors, captured all the features in the series that SSA can handle. The SACF

below supports this argument and also that the residual series supports a white noise

hypothesis.
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Figure 4.18 Sample autocorrelation function (SACF) of residual series.

To test the out-of-sample forecasting accuracy, a window length of T = 72 and the 12

leading eigenvectors were used. The results are summarized in Table 4.10 and Table 4.11.

Table 4.10 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation,
window length T = 72, centring of trajectory matrix and 12 leading eigenvectors are
used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 17.24120 1.94% 383.03945

Approximate series 19.66284 2.19% 485.36494
Cadzow -signal 21.92186 2.43% 644.89919
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Table 4.11 12 -period-ahead forecasting results when no transformation, window length
T = 72, centring of trajectory matrix and 12 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 17.68150 1.97% 402.02949

Approximate series 20.26817 2.25% 523.71941

Cadzow-signal 21.92085 2.43% 644.91053

Vector forecasting 19.51400 2.20% 500.91110

Example 4.10 Forward validation model selection in the case of the liquor series using
12 -period-ahead forecasting

The liquor series was used for the purposes of this example. The series was log-

transformed and k = 12 period-ahead-forecasting was used during FV. The series was split

into three sets, i.e. training set {xt} ;1::, validation set {xt} ;1~:laand test set {xt} ;1~~25'The
maximum number of leading eigenvectors used was set at r;uax = 13. The window length

looped over during FV was 25 ~ f ~ 80, even though the maximum window length could

be set at fmax = 151. The FV analysis used 3 hours, 34 minutes and 45 seconds of CPU

(800mHz) time.

The FV results are summarised in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.19 below.

According to the sorted FV results in Table 4.12, the best candidate model used 13 leading

eigenvectors.
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Table 4.12 Forward validation results for the liquor series when using 12 -period-ahead
forecasting.

Number of leading FVr Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

eigenvectors (r) (bias2 + variance) (bias) (variance)

13 112082802.251 10586.834 1742.823
12 299952900.166 17319.055 3218.083
10 372287158.872 19294.615 4991.194
11 459688287.529 21440.309 1444.366
8 610122285.488 24700.567 4274.174
9 747035122.050 27331.917 1418.441
7 1076907113.509 32816.243 1300.541
6 1316928603.831 36289.447 4633.251
5 1894602470.746 43527.016 1308.369
4 2511508704.906 50114.909 4557.198
3 3184445641.125 56430.882 1252.165
2 4329041413.948 65795.419 4252.812
1 5089905784.552 71343.567 1177.469
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Figure 4.19 Forward validation results of the liquor series.
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The first 324 observations of the liquor series and the reconstructed Cadzow-signal series

for this series are exhibited in Figure 4.20, below. A window length of T = 156 (multiple

of period length 12) and the 13 leading eigenvectors were used.
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Figure 4.20 Liquor series and reconstructed Cadzow-signal series. (T = 156, r = 13)
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Figure 4.21 Residual series of the liquor series and Cadzow-signal. (T = 156, r = 13)
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A few disturbing features can be deduced from perusal of Figure 4.21 above and Figure

4.22 below. The residual series does not represent the features of a white noise series.

There seems to be an autoregressive structure left in this residual series and is supported

from perusal of the SACF below. Another alarming feature is the sudden drop in the

residual of observation 130. It seems plausible that this observation is possibly an additive

outlier. This might lead to erroneous forecasting, due to the possible inclusion of such an

observation in the vector, used in the forecasting algorithms presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.22 Sample autocorrelation function (SA CF) of residual series.

To test out-of-sample forecasting accuracy, a window length of T = 156 and the 13

leading eigenvectors was used. The results are summarised in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14,

below.

Table 4.13 Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation,
window length T = 156, centring of trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors are
used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD I MAPE MSE
t

Original series 140.06990 8.12% 21034.36222

Approximate series 146.11794 8.40% 23233.58814

Cadzow-signal 74.39846 4.26% 7426.95094
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Table 4.14 12 -period-ahead forecasting results when a log-transformation, window
length T = 156, centring of trajectory matrix and 13 leading eigenvectors are used.

Measures of forecasting accuracy

Series used MAD MAPE MSE

Original series 147.23297 8.56% 23248.99787

Approximate series 157.33433 9.09% 26712.05208

Cadzow-signal 74.37813 4.26% 7424.17006

Vector forecasting 230.51525 13.14% 56441.11742

Remark4.2

Algorithm 4.2 uses a certain number of leading eigenvectors during the forward validation

model selection process. The selection of leading eigenvectors can possibly result in the

selection of a number of leading eigenvectors, erroneously excluding the second

eigenvector of an eigenvector pairing, which might jointly be used to explain periodic

variation in a time series. To overcome such a situation an alternative algorithm to the

above is also proposed in this study.

The following algorithm combines forward validation model selection with a bias variance

trade-off together with the "grouping" idea, which was introduced by Golyandina et al.

(2001). In this procedure, artificial phase space portraits are constructed and groupings of

eigenvectors are identified. This is done before the actual FV model selection stage. A

model selection technique of this nature can, unfortunately, succumb to subjectivity

brought in by the actual choice of pairings of eigenvectors. Instead of looping over the

number of leading eigenvectors, the new proposed algorithm loops over groups of

eigenvectors. With each loop in the algorithm the previous group of eigenvectors is

increased with a single group of eigenvectors. This causes a sequential effect in the loop

structure. The groups of eigenvectors, constructed in this algorithm, honour the importance

of eigenvectors in the sense of percentage variation explained by individual eigenvectors.

Itwill, for this reason, be seen that Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3 produces very similar

results.
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Algorithm 4.3 Sequential grouping forward validation with k-period-ahead forecasting

(a) Load an observed time series {xt };:l and transform if necessary.

(b) Set the number of periods to forecast ahead (k). Split the time series in (a) into a

(c) Construct an artificial phase space portrait based on eigenvectors obtained through

SVD of the centred trajectory matrix of the training set. Note that eigenvectors are

ordered according to their individual percentage variation explained in descending

order. Identify individual eigenvectors that are slowly varying and possibly explain

trend. Identify pairs of consecutive eigenvectors that possibly explain cyclical

patterns. Set up a grouping matrix C containing three columns as follows

C =
px3

Number of Eigenvectors in group Index 1 Index 2--. --.--.
Cll cl2 13, "

(4.27)

The first column contains the number of eigenvectors per group and will either be

1 for a single eigenvector that explains trend or 2 for a pair of eigenvectors that

explain a cyclical pattern. The second column will contain the index value of the

eigenvector that explains trend. The second and third column vectors will jointly

contain the index values of the pair of eigenvectors that explain a cyclical pattern.

The total number of eigenvector groupings is equal to p, which is equal to the

number of rows in the grouping matrix.

(d) Set Tmax equal to the total number of eigenvectors In matrix C, i.e. let

Lp
r = Cmax i=l ill

and loop over the window length ( T ) , where

k + Tmax ~ T ~ Tmax(~ integer part of (Nl - k + 2)/2).

(e) Start a loop that loops over the number of rows in matrix C, i.e. 1 ~ k ~ p. Then

set the number of eigenvectors to use equal to T = L:;1 Ci,1 .
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(t) Set up the index set 1= {c.,c "",Ck",Ck } containing the index values of the r
1,2 1,3 ,<.3

eigenvectors to use. Use this index set of eigenvectors and window length in step

(d) to construct a Cadzow-signal series.

(g) Unfold the Cadzow-signal senes into the column vectors of a

T x (Nl - k - T + 2) trajectory matrix. Construct the centred trajectory matrix X

and scatter matrix (XX').
(h) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix.

(i) Use the r eigenvectors in step (t) to construct the r column vectors of the matrix

V = [vl' V 1,3 ... V c
k
) v c

k
'3l. If ci,a has no value, i.e. no index referring to

an eigenvector since the group contains only a single eigenvector grouping, then it

is simply ignored when creating the latter matrix.

(j) Construct the projection matrix P.c = VV' .
r

(k) Form the projection matrix P.c-;:= IT - P.c, .

(1) Partition the projection matrix in (k) as follows

... e li P [eT-k .c-;: T-k+l

(4.28)

where ej is the i" column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT, and k is the

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(m)Calculate the k -period-ahead forecasts using

XN -k+21

x -xN1-k+l T-k

(4.29)

where
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PI = P.c; [el eT_k 1

P2 = P.c; [eT-k+l ... e, 1
(4.30)

(n) If a transformation was applied to the series in step (a) then a back-transformation

must be used in this step. Calculate the mean squared prediction error

1 k 2- '" (x - i: ) Increase the training set length tok L...".i=l Nj-k+i+l Nj-k+i+l'

Nl = Nl + 1 and return to step (t). The process is continued until the whole

validation set has been forecast k -periods-ahead.

(0) Form the following matrix

mse msek+r;lInx,2 mse
k+r;lIax,l k+r;II"X'p

mse msek+r;IUIX +1,2 msek+r;lInx +l,p
MSE

k+r;lIax+l,l
(4.31 )

(TIlIOIx-k-r;II"x +1 )xp

mseTIIIHx,l mseTIII",,2 mseTIlI"X'p

where

(4.32)

for k + Tmax ~ i ~Tmax and 1 ~ j ~ p. Repeat until loops (e) and (d) have

been completed.

(p) Calculate the following measure
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TUUtX

I: mse
Tmax - rmax - k + 1i-k+~ t,]

- IUtlX

2
1

mean(MSEf

1 TIIa.\X

+T -r. -k I:
max max i=k+1illax 1

1 T
IIIKX )2

mse . - I: mse,
t,] Tmax - rmax - k + 1i=k+r

Il1ax
I,J

var(l\ISE)

(4.33)

for 1 < j < p.

Remark4.3

(a) The above algorithm incorporates the idea of "grouping" eigenvectors, according to

certain structures that they possess (Golyandina et al., 2001), and also FV model

selection. It is felt that grouping is a relatively subjective issue and also causes a

model selection technique not to be automatic. The actual FV model selection

process is superseded by a visual inspection of artificial phase space portraits for

the purposes of "grouping" eigenvectors.

(b) The grouping of eigenvectors, used in step (c), is not arbitrary. The percentage

variation explained by eigenvectors, are taken into consideration when setting up

the grouping matrix C. The groups are formed using the features they possess in

the artificial phase space portrait (slowly varying or "star"-like patterns), which are

based on eigenvectors that were obtained through SVD, honouring the percentage

variation explained by each eigenvector. The pairings of eigenvectors, found in the

grouping matrix, are therefore sorted in accordance with the percentage variation

explained by the eigenvectors, and appear in descending order in the rows of this

matrix.

(c) The MSE matrix in step (n) contains p row vectors. Each of these rows represents

a candidate model, which sequentially contains more pairings of eigenvectors. The

first column vector corresponds to the eigenvector pairing {vCu' V CI.:I } , where CI,2 is

the index value of the first eigenvector to use. If Cl,:! has no index value, then it

should be clear that the pairing will simply be {veLl}' The second column vector
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corresponds to the eigenvector pairing {V"ll' V"IJ, {V "'2' VC2_,.} • The final candidate

model consists of the eigenvector pairing {V CU' VCl_,.} , {V "11' V"'_,.} , ... , {VC".l ' VC,,:I } .

(d) This algorithm is virtually the same as Algorithm 4.2 and only differs in the manner

in which eigenvectors are grouped and used in a sequential fashion to produce

candidate models.

Example 4.11 Sequential grouping forward validation in the case of the airline time
series
A log-transformation was applied to the airline passenger series. The number of periods

being forecast ahead was set at k = 12. The airline series was then split into three sets, i.e.

training set {Xt }lOn , validation set {Xt }1:l2 and test set {Xt }144 ..
t=1 t=121 t=I,13

Figure 4.23, below, exhibits the artificial phase space portraits that were constructed using

the log-transformed airline passenger time series. The graphs represents plots of paired

eigenvectors and are used to search for pairs of eigenvectors that explain periodic variation

in a time series. The pairs of eigenvectors {2,3} ,{4,5} ,{8,9} ,{10,11}and {12,13} seem to

fit within the framework introduced in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.23 Artificial phase space portrait of log-transformed airline series. (paired
eigenvectors)
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Figure 4.24, below, exhibits the artificial phase space portraits, which were constructed

using individual eigenvectors. This representation is used to search for eigenvectors, which

vary slowly. The eigenvectors {I}, {6}and {7}seem to conform to this description.
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Figure 4.24 Artificial phase space portrait of log-transformed airline series. (individual
eigenvectors)

The following groups of eigenvectors were therefore identified in using the artificial phase

space portraits,

jtr';!;d ~ ~
1, (2, 3) , (4, 5) ,

..___,,_..., '---v---'
perwd=12 penod=6

trend trend,.._, ,.._,
6, 7,

cycle,.._.._._,
(8,9) ,
'---v---'

period=4

cycle

(10,11 ),
period=3

cycle )

~~~~~:;.
(4.34)

The information in (4.34) was then used to set up the following grouping matrix,

1 1

2 2 3

2 4 5

1 6
C =

1
(4.35)

8x3 7

2 8 9

2 10 11

2 12 13
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The FV analysis used 3 minutes and 22 seconds of CPU (800mHz) time. The results are

summarised in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.25 below.

Table 4.15 FV results for airline series when using 12 -period-ahead forecasting.

Grouping of Eigenvectors FV model Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

(model) (bias2 + (bias) (variance)

variance)

(1), (2,3), (4,5), (6), (7), (8,9), (10,11), (12,13) 177703.915 408.848 10547.230
(1), (2,3), (4,5), (6), (7), (8,9), (l0,11) 274478.271 514.158 10119.815

(1), (2,3), (4,5), (6), (7), (8,9) 407892.611 634.141 5757.214
(1), (2,3), (4,5), (6), (7) 845855.553 871.716 85967.108

(1), (2,3), (4,5) 971820.470 985.444 719.789
(l), (2,3) 2546006.103 1595.227 1257.750

(1), (2,3), (4,5), (6) 18357639.829 4170.098 967924.900
(1) 21957424.538 4685.717 1476.106

6000 - -
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I
I
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1000 '

o .
24 29 34 39

window lenglh (lau)
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Figure 4.25 Sequential groupingforward validation results of the airline series.
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According to the FV results m Table 4.15, above, the top model has the eigenvector

pairings,

{I} ,{2, 3} ,{4,5} , {6}, {7} ,{8,9} , {ID,Il} ,{12, l3} . (4.36)

This "model" therefore uses the 13 leading eigenvectors. It is therefore clear that the FV

method, introduced in Algorithm 4.2, produced the same result as the one in this example.

If the results in Table 4.15 and Table 4.8 are compared, it follows that the top 5 models are

exactly the same, i.e. using the 13, 11, 9, 7 and 5 leading eigenvectors.

Example 4.12 Sequential grouping forward validation in the case of the hotel time series

The hotel series was used for the purposes of this example. The series was not transformed

and k = 12 period-ahead-forecasting was used during FV. The series was then split into

three sets, i.e. training set {xt} :~: ' validation set {Xt} :::4[, and test set {Xt} :::57 .

Figure 4.26 exhibits the artificial phase space portraits, which are all based on paired

eigenvectors.
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Figure 4.26 Artificial phase space portrait of the hotel series. (paired eigenvectors)
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The pairs of eigenvectors {I,2}, {4,5}, {6,7}, {9,lO} and {H,12} were identified as having

"star"-like shapes. The consecutive eigenvectors in these pairings also have percentage

variation explained which are fairly similar.

Figure 4.27, below, exhibits phase space portraits of the individual eigenvectors. The

eigenvectors {3}, {8} were identified as individual eigenvectors, amongst the leading

eigenvectors, that describe pattern.
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Figure 4.27 Artificial phase space portrait of the hotel series. (individual eigenvectors)

The following grouping of eigenvectors was then used during the FV procedure.

1
cycle

pe~12'

eycle cycle,........._, ,........._,
3, (4, 5) , (6, 7) ,

'-....-' '-....-'
period=6 period=4

(4.37)

The eigenvector pairings in (4.37) were used to set up the grouping matrix in (4.38), which

was used in the forward validation procedure,
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2 1 2

1 3

2 4 5

C = 2 6 7 (4.38)
7x3

1 8

2 9 10

2 11 12

The forward validation analysis used 5 minutes 9 seconds of CPU (800mHz) time. Results

of this analysis are exhibited in Table 4.16 and Figure 4.28 below.

The FV results in Table 4.16 can be compared to those summarised in Table 4.9 on page

198. The top two models in Table 4.16 respectively uses the 12 and 10 leading

eigenvectors. Some minor differences in the selected models are then encountered. It is,

however, very comforting that two examples thus far have shown that Algorithm 4.2 and

Algorithm 4.3 produce virtually the same results.

Table 4.16 FVresultsfor hotel series when using 12 -period-aheadforecasting.

Grouping of Eigenvectors FVmodel Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

(model) (bias2 + (bias) (variance)

variance)

11,2),13),14,5),16,7),18), 19,1O}, 111,12} 593763.523 770.236 500.023

Il,2}, 13}, 14,5}, 16,7}, IB}, 19,1O} 1052277.009 1025.469 690.134

Il,2}, 13}, 14,5}, 16,7}, IB} 1857306.026 1362.585 668.026

Il,2}, 13}, 14,5l. 16, 7} 4173599.349 2042.712 925.744

Il,2}, 13}, 14,5} 9205395.157 3033.897 864.443

Il,2}, 13} 29924034.386 5470.210 834.854

11,2 } 5195618667637.230 519424.242 4925817124775.590
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Figure 4.28 Sequential grouping forward validation results of the hotel series.

Example 4.13 Sequential groupingforward validation in the case of the liquor series
The liquor series was used for the purposes of this example. The series was log-

transformed and k = 12 period-ahead-forecasting was used during FV. The series was split

into three sets, i.e. training set {x
t
}301 , validation set {xt }:J24, and test set {xt }~l:lfi., .
t=1 t=.I!.I t=.I2<>

The artificial phase space portrait of the log-transformed series is exhibited in Figure 4.29,

below. The pairs of eigenvectors {2,3},{4,5},{6,7},{8,9} and {IO,ll} were identified in

this graphical representation.

The artificial phase space portraits in Figure 4.30 were used to identify slowly varying

eigenvectors and individual eigenvectors that describe pattern. Eigenvectors {I}, {I2} and

{I3} were identified in this regard.
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Figure 4.29 Artificial phase space portrait of the liquor series. (paired eigenvectors)
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Figure 4.30 Artificial phase space portrait of the liquor series. (individual eigenvectors)
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After visual inspection of the artificial phase space portraits, the following pairings of

eigenvectors were identified

1
trend cycle cycle cycle cycle,.., ......--"---.. ......--"---.. ......--"---.. ......--"---..
1, (2, 3) , (4, 5) , (6, 7) , (8, 9) ,( 10,11), 12,---.,._... ---.,._... ---.,._... ---.,._...

period=6 period=4 period=] period=3 period=12

cycle

(4.39)

The pairings of eigenvectors in (4.39) were used to set up the grouping matrix in (4.40)

1 1

2 2 3

2 4 5

2 6 7
C =

2 8 9
(4.40)

8x3

2 10 11

1 12

1 13

The FV analysis used 2 hours, 46 minutes and 35 seconds of CPU (800mHz) time. Results

of this analysis are summarised in Table 4.17 and Figure 4.31 below.

Table 4.17 FV results for liquor series when using 12 -period-ahead forecasting.

Grouping of Eigenvectors FVmodel Mean(MSE) Var(MSE)

(model) (bias2 + (bias) (variance)

variance)

{I), {2, 3), {4, 5), {6, 7), {S, 9), {ID, 11), {12), {13) 10586.834 3037431.496 115118490.924
{I), {2, 3), {4, 5), {6, 7), {S, 9), {ID, 11), {12) 17319.055 10356061.182 310305743.265

{I), {2,3), {4,5), {6,7), {S,9), {lO,11} 21440.309 2086193.121 461773036.284
{I), {2,3}, {4,5), {6,7), {S,9} 27331. 917 2011976.228 749045679.837

{I), {2, 3}, {4, 5}, {6, 7) 32816.243 1691407.975 1078597220.943
{I), {2,3}, {4,5) 43527.016 1711830.163 1896312992.540

{I) , {2, 3) 56430.882 1567916.402 3186012305.362
{I } 7l343.567 1386432.637 5091291039.720
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Figure 4.31 Sequential grouping forward validation results of the liquor series.

When comparing the ordinary FV results in Table 4.12 on page 202 and the sequential

grouping FV results in Table 4.17 a few reassuring conclusions are yet again made. The

top two models are again the same, respectively using the 13 and 12 leading eigenvectors.

It is comforting to conclude that Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3 produce similar results.

Algorithm 4.2 is fully automated and "user-bias" is not possible, as was the case with

Algorithm 4.3.

The following section will consider robust forward validation procedures.
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4.4.6 Robust Forward Validation

The forward validation procedure, used in this thesis, splits an observed time series into

three non-overlapping sets. Forecasting and model selection in SSA can be influenced by

the possible presence of outliers in the training- or validation set. This section proposes

methods for guarding against, and outlines difficulties that can arise due to, both the latter

situations.

We first consider robustification of FV when an outlier( -s) is present in the training set.

The training set is used to construct a trajectory matrix (X), shift vector (x ) and scatter

matrix (XX'). It is a well-documented fact that the classical sample mean vector (x) and

sample variance-covariance matrix S = XX' / n are sensitive to the presence of outliers

(Huber 1981, p. 199). These measures are therefore not resistant to outliers that might

possibly be lurking in the original trajectory matrix X. To complicate matters even further,

is the fact that the trajectory matrix has a Hankel matrix structure. If a single outlier is

present in the training series, then this will result in an outlier being present in a number of

consecutive column vectors of the trajectory matrix.

SSA uses SVD of the scatter matrix XX'. The eigenvectors are therefore also sensitive to

the presence of outliers through this dependence. A good illustrative example (in JR.2) of

the effect of a single outlier on the classical sample mean and consequent alignment of

principal components can be found in Locantore et al. (1999, pp. 11-19).

A number of procedures exist in the multivariate statistical literature that address the issue

of robust PCA (Devlin et ai., 1981; Jackson, 1991, pp. 365-371; Maronna and Yohai,

1998, pp. 589-596; Marden, 1999; Croux and Haesbroeck, 2000; Kamiya and Eguchi,

2001) and resistant SVD (Yong-Seok and Myung-Hoe, 1996). Many of these techniques

employ variations of the Mahalanobis distance measure. However, these are unfortunately

not directly applicable to our situation. This is due to the fact that our "observations", viz.

column vectors of the trajectory matrix, are not identically distributed (see e.g. Chapter 2),

which is assumed in the definition of Mahalanobis distance.
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In the case of SSA, alternative outlier detection! robustification procedures thus need to be

considered. It seems that the most effective way is to deal with the outlier(s) in the data,

prior to the SVD process. This is what we currently recommend. Section 4.5 considers

outlier identification in the training set.

Outliers present in the validation series could also influence FV results. The influence of

such outliers is passed onto the measure of in-sample forecasting accuracy. Venter (1998)

has already made a suggestion to deal with this situation. His suggestion has been

incorporated into Algorithm 4.2 to form Algorithm 4.4 below.

Algorithm 4.4 Forward validation using k-period-ahead forecasting and guarding
against a single outlier

(a) Load an observed time series {xt };:l and transform if necessary.

(b) Set the number of periods to forecast ahead (k). Split the time series into a training

(c) Set the maximum number of leading eigenvectors rmax and the maximum window

length 'max (~ integer part of (Nl - k + 2) / 2) . Loop over the window length (T),

where k + rmax :::; T :::;Tmax.

(d) Loop over the number of leading eigenvectors to use, where 1:::;r :::;rmax and

rmax is the maximum number ofleading eigenvectors to use during FV.

(e) Construct the Cadzow-signal series using the training set, the window length in the

loop at step (c) and the number of leading eigenvectors in the loop in step (d).

(f) Unfold the Cadzow-signal senes into the column vectors of a

T x (Nl - k - T + 2) trajectory matrix. Construct the centred trajectory matrix X

and scatter matrix (XX').

(g) Perform SVD of the scatter matrix (XX').

(h) Construct the matrix V = [v 1 vr 1 ' using the r leading eigenvectors.

(i) Construct the projection matrix P.c, .
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(j) Form the projection matrix P.c;: = IT - P.c, .

(k) Partition the projection matrix in (j) as follows

PI P2
TX(T-k) r xk:

(4.41)

where e· is the yth column vector of the TXT identity matrix IT, and k is the
J

number of periods being forecast ahead.

(I) Calculate the k -period-ahead forecasts using

(4.42)

where

PI = P.c;: [el eT_k 1

P2 = P.c;: [eT-Hl ... e, 1

(m)If a transformation was applied to the series in step (a) then a back-transformation

must be used in this step. Calculate and order the k forecast errors from small to

large and drop the largest forecast error. Calculate the mean squared prediction

1 k-I ( A)2 . .
error k -1Li=I x(N1-k+i+1) - x(N1-k+i+I) . Increase the trammg set length to

Nl = Nl + 1 and return to step (e). The process is continued until the whole

validation set has been forecast k -periods-ahead.
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(n) Form elements of the following matrix

mse',IIHx,1 mserlllRX,rmax

, (4.43)MSE
(TlUflX -k-rlUflX +1)X"iURX

msek+rlllllx,1

msek+Tillnx +1,1

1nsek+TiIlHX ,2

msek+TiIlRx +1,2

msek+TiIlHX ,TiIl"X

msek+TiIl"X +l,TiIlHx

where

mse
1,)

(4.44)

for k + rmax :S i :S Tmax(:S integer part of (Nl - k + 2)/2) and 1 :S j :S rmax·

(0) Calculate the following measure

1 TuU\x-------_--I: mse
Tmax - rmax - k + 1 -k+ 1,)

t- "ilUtX

2

FV
)

mean(MSEf

1 TulIlx

+T -7: -k I:
max max i=k+'iUHX

mse .. _ [ 1 ~ mse.) 2
1,) Tmax - r:max - k + 1 LJ 1,)

i=k+1ilU,X
var(MSE)

(4.45)

Remark4.4
Robustification in this proposal consists of dropping the largest prediction error. One can,

alternatively, drop (say) 5% of the largest prediction errors, to guard against the presence

of more than one outlier. Although this is straightforward to implement, we found that

dropping the largest error suffices for our purposes.
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4.5 Outlier Identification in SSA

The following section will be used to propose a method for identifying a single additive

outlier in an observed time series, in the context of SSA. It is assumed throughout this

section that the column vectors of the trajectory matrix are multivariate normally

distributed. Cadzow's (1988) composite property mapping algorithm is employed to

smooth out noise from an observed series, yielding a reconstructed signal series that

conforms to the SSA assumptions. A residual series is then formed by subtracting the

Cadzow-signal series from the observed time series. The residual series is then unfolded

into a trajectory matrix. This places the identification of an outlier into a multivariate

context. Itwas shown in Chapter 2, under a normal assumption, that a column vector of the

residual trajectory matrix has a multivariate normal distribution of the form

e. - NT (0, L).
J

(4.46)

The column vectors of the residual trajectory matrix are therefore identically distributed.

This makes outlier identification using the Mahalanobis distance possible. According to

Kosinski (1999, p. 146)

"Multivariate outliers can be identified as points with large Mahalanobis distances based

on robust estimates of population scatter and location."

It is also important to take note of the fact that an outlier in a time series translates to a

number of outliers in the SSA context. This is because the Hankel structure of the residual

trajectory matrix will cause a single outlier to be present in a number of consecutive

column vectors. If an outlier is, for example, present at observation Xl' then it will be

present in column vectors e. , ... ,e. , where
Jl J2

jl = max (1, l - T + 1)

j2 = min(l,n).
(4.47)
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Hence, a single outlier will translate to anomalies in the Mahalanobis distances of column

vectors e. , ... ,e . This is how a single outlier will be searched for.
J, 1,

The study of multivariate outliers dates back to work done by Wilks (1963). It is well

documented that the Mahalanobis distance measure fails to detect outliers due to the

masking effect (Becker and Gather, 1999; Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren, 1990). This

effect occurs when the Mahalanobis distance measure uses the classical sample mean

vector (x) and sample covariance matrix (8). Outliers influence both the latter measures

and by doing so mask their activities. The result is that the Mahalanobis distance measure

is affected and an outlier may pass a test undetected.

Various other methods have also been devised to detect multivariate outliers. According to

Becker and Gather (1999)

"Various concepts for outlier identification in multivariate samples exist in the literature.

Among them are methods of heuristic nature (e.g. Atkinson and Mulira 1993; Bacon-Shone

and Fung 1987; Barnett and Lewis 1994, p. 307; Bhandary 1992) and those of a

consecutive testing type (Barnett and Lewis 1994, chap. 7.3; Caroni and Prescott 1992;

Hara 1988; Hawkins 1980, chap. 9; Wilks 1963)."

In this section we make use of a fairly recent method proposed by Rousseeuw and Van

Driessen (1999). The method can be classified as an S -estimator, as it attempts to find a

certain subset of multivariate observations that minimizes the determinant of the

covariance matrix. The technique is extremely computationally efficient and can handle

many multivariate observations with ease. This is a situation that can definitely occur in

SSA.

Algorithm 4.5 Outlier Identification in SSA by using FAST-MeD

(a) Load an observed time series {xt }~1 and transform if necessary.

(b) Reconstruct the Cadzow-signal series for the series in step (a) using a window

length Tand r eigenvectors.
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(c) Subtract the Cadzow-signal (back transformed) from the series in (a) to form the

residual series {et}:1 .
(d) Unfold the residual series into the "X n (= N - " + 1) residual trajectory matrix

E.

(e) Use the FAST-MCD routine of Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999) to calculate

robust measures of location (e') and spread (S'), based on the matrix in (d).

(f) The robust measures of location (e') and spread (S'), in step (e), are then used to

calculate the Mahalanobis distance for each column vector, viz.

• ~( • )' .-1 ( • )di = ei - e S ei - e (4.48)

for i = 1,... ,n (= N - t + 1).

(g) Define a cut-off point as JX~;I-a • Column vectors of the residual trajectory matrix,

in step (d), with Mahalanobis distances «) much larger than the cut-off are

identified as containing an outlier.

(h) If column vector e. is identified in step (g), then the position of the outlier is given
Jl

by

l = jl +" -1. (4.49)

To verify the outlier's position, note that the index of the last column vector to

contain an outlier, and therefore a large Mahalanabis distance «), must be

i, = min(l,n).

Remark 4.5

(a) The reconstruction of a Cadzow-signal series assumes that the number of leading

eigenvectors to use, are known. If this is not the case, an artificial phase space

portrait can be constructed for the purpose of identifying structure.

(b) The Cadzow-signal series has been found in this study to be very robust against

outliers. The reconstruction of this series is iterative by nature and the effect of
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outliers is down weighted in this scheme due to the Hankelization operation that is

used. There should, therefore, not be great concern that structure will be

compromised in this regard.

(c) Section 2.6.1 in Chapter 2 can be consulted for distributional assumptions

regarding the residual trajectory matrix.

Example 4.14 Identifying a single outlier in the case of the airline series

A single additive outlier was placed in the airline series at observation xm = 606 . The true

observation was X
12
:
1
= 406. The airline series was then log-transformed. A window length

of T = 36 and the 13 leading eigenvectors were used to reconstruct the Cadzow-signal

series. The Cadzow-signal was then back transformed and subtracted from the airline

series containing the outlier, forming a residual series. The residual series was then used to

construct the T x n residual trajectory matrix E. The residual trajectory matrix had 109

column vectors and was then supplied to the FAST -MCD routine of Rousseeuw and Van

Driessen (1999) for outlier identification. The results are summarised in Table 4.18 below.

Table 4.18 Outlier identification using FAST-MeD.

Column Classical Robust Column Classical Robust

Vector Mahalanobis Mahalanobis Vector Mahalanobis Mahalanobis

(j) Distance Distance (j) Distance Distance

85 5.15286 6.421830 98 9.76616 38.80945
86 5.22036 9.806900 99 9.80033 38.56285
87 5.12127 10.61205 100 9.8088 44.61752
88 9.46309 37.91700 101 9.80679 48.88773
89 9.49954 38.18633 102 9.80936 49.79763
90 9.50145 37.49795 103 9.80823 45.83956
91 9.46009 35.66818 104 9.80928 46.03890
92 9.4643 32.63775 105 9.84555 45.51619
93 9.50761 36.16598 106 9.86962 46.35750
94 9.51000 39.71524 107 9.89691 47.24311
95 9.54531 36.73054 108 9.8812 43.76550
96 9.55073 34.99734 109 9.91135 45.20758
97 9.53579 33.03999
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The FAST-MCD program also returned the square root of the chi-square critical value, viz.

2
X36:0.!J75 = 7.38. (4.50)

This was used as cut-off value in the FAST-MCD routine. The column vectors in the

residual trajectory matrix that had Mahalanobis distances greater than this value, were not

used in creating the robust measures of location and spread. The latter were then used to

calculate the robust Mahalanobis distance measure. According to Rousseeuw and Van

Driessen (1999), column vectors with robust Mahalanobis distance measures that are

"substantially larger than the cut-off should be considered outliers".

From perusal of Table 4.18, above, it is clear that the column vectors starting at index 88

and ending at 109 have robust Mahalanobis distances that are substantially larger than the

cut-off value in (4.50). Step (h) in Algorithm 4.5 states that the position of an outlier is

calculated by identifying the first column vector with large robust Mahalanobis distance as

follows

l = 88 + 36 -1 = 123.

This implies that an outlier is present at position t = 123. The outlier is, however, present

in a number of consecutive column vectors. The last column vector to contain the outlier is

determined by

j2 = min(l,n) = min(123,109) = 109.

It is clear from the results that the last column vector with large robust Mahalanobis

distance is indeed column vector 109 .
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Remark4.6

(a) Once an outlier is identified there exists a number of ways that one can deal with

the situation. One possible way is to leave the observation out and to replace it with

the linearly interpolated result of the observations on either side of it.

(b) It is also important to note that the method, proposed in this section, can only deal

with a single additive outlier. If two or more outliers are present in a time series,

then a number of complications can arise. The most serious one being when outliers

are very close together in the time series it might be impossible to identify them,

using the column vectors with large Mahalanobis distances. The exact location of

the outliers might be impossible to determine as there will be multiple outliers in

consecutive column vectors.

The above concludes the identification of an outlier in the SSA context. We will now shift

our attention to Monte Carlo simulations. The following section will therefore illustrate the

effectiveness of the forward validation routine, proposed in Algorithm 4.2, through the use

of a small scale Monte Carlo simulation study.

4.6 Monte Carlo Simulations

A small scale Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted as part of this study. A few

noise-contaminated series were simulated using a signal from the broad class of functions

proposed by Buchstaber (1994), viz.

K

j(t) = L:pk(t)exp(\t )sin( !Vkt + <Pk)
k=l

(4.51)

where Pk(t) are polynomials.

It is evident from (4.51) that a rather unmanageable number of Monte Carlo simulations

can result from this class of functions. It is natural that concern about the vastness of such

an exercise can be raised in that one will be forced to a sparse factorial design.
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We confined ourselves to three models, viz. a linear trend model, a model with cyclical

variation and a model with linear trend and cyclical variation.

The out-of-sample forecasting accuracy performances of FV selected SSA models were

compared with results obtained from the Forecast Pro XE (Version 3) software package.

Batch mode operation with expert selection was used in this package. In this mode the

Forecast Pro XE package searches for the optimum model from a broad class of alternative

models, which includes exponential smoothing models (simple, Holt, Winters) and the

broad class of Box-Jenkins models. According to the Forecast Pro XE user's manual

"The expert system uses a production rule logic that depends upon the statistical

properties of data. If the system needs to decide between Box-Jenkins and exponential

smoothing, it makes its selection via out-of-sample comparison of accuracy (rolling

simulation). "

The package is quoted in leading forecasting journals as being one of the best in its class

and has won many forecasting competitions.

Example 4.15 Monte Carlo simulations for a linear trend model

In this example 100 Monte Carlo repetitions, {X~l)}:~:,... , {X~](K)} :~: were simulated from

the following model

x = {lO + 2t + Ct

t 10 + 2t

for t = 1, , 90

for t = 91, ,100,
(4.52)

where
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It is clear that the model in (4.52) constitutes an additive model with linear trend and white

noise in the first 90 observations. All the Monte Carlo repetitions, i.e. time series of length

N = 100, consisted of a noise contaminated signal {Xt} ::1 and noise-free signal {Xt} ::1 .

Each Monte Carlo series {xt} ::~ was split into three sets, a training set {Xt} ::1 ' validation
set {Xt} ::81 and test set {Xt} ::1 . The forward validation algorithm, proposed in Algorithm

4.2, was used in all the cases to perform model selection. The number of periods to

forecast ahead was set at k = 10. The maximum window length to use was set at

l'JIInx = 36. The maximum number of leading eigenvectors used during FV was set at

~unx = 6.

The simulated model in (4.52) is a rank 1 model. This implies that the leading eigenvector

should describe the model adequately in the case of a noise-contaminated series.

The forward validation model selection results are summarised in Table 4.19 below. The

table contains the number of leading eigenvectors in a model and the number of Monte

Carlo repetitions (series) that were placed into each of these categories during FV.

Table 4.19 Model selection results of the Monte Carlo simulations.

Leading Eigenvectors (r) Number of Models

1 68
2 16
3 7

4 2

5 4

6 3

100
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It is clear from the above table that the majority of models (68% ) were correctly classified.

Two leading eigenvectors can also describe a linear trend and should also be taken as

correct in the above case. This would yield a "correct classification rate" equal to 84% .

The models selected using FV were then used to test out-of-sample accuracy. Out-of-

{ }
IDO

sample accuracy was calculated over the noise-free test set xt t=91 for each Monte Carlo

repetition. Rolling recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting was used for this purpose.

Centring of the trajectory matrix was used and the original time series was used to perform

forecasting. Forecast Pro was also used to produce out-of-sample forecasts for the test set.

The hold-out-sample was therefore set equal to the last 10 observations of each Monte

Carlo repetition. The batch forecasting option of the Forecast Pro XE software package

was used with expert model selection. The mean of the MAD, MSE and MAPE measures

of forecasting accuracy were calculated for the SSA and Forecast Pro XE results as follows

MAD= 1 ~~IX(i)_i(i)1
(100) (10) tt ~ t t

1 100 100 2
MSE = II(x(i) _i(i»)

(100)(10) i=1 t=!)] t t

1 100 HlO
MAPE = IIlx(i) _i(i)l/x(i) xl00%.

(100) (10) ;=1 t=!)] t t t

(4.53)

Table 4.20 Out-of-sample measures offorecasting accuracy for Monte Carlo results.

Measure / Method SSA (FV selected model) Forecast Pro XE

MAD 0.5763 1.0653

~MSE 0.7482 2.6352

MAPE (%) 0.2880 0.5264
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It is clear from Table 4.20, above, that SSA outperformed the results obtained from the

Forecast Pro XE package.

Example 4.16 Monte Carlo simulations for a cyclical model

In this example 100 Monte Carlo repetitions, {X~l)}::, ... , {X~lIK»}::~ were simulated from

the following model

X = {Sin (27rt / 12 + 10) + £t

t sin (27rt / 12 + 10)

for t = 1, ,90

for t=91, ,100,
(4.54)

where

It is clear that the model in (4.54) constitutes a model with cyclical variation with period

12 and additive white noise in the first 90 observations. All the Monte Carlo repetitions,

{ Xt } !t)=Ol andi.e. time series of length N = 100, consisted of a noise contaminated signal

. fr . I{ }lOOnoise- ee SIgna x, t=!ll.

Each Monte Carlo series {Xt}:: was split into three sets, a training set {Xt} ~:1' validation
set {Xt} ~:81and test set {xt} :~!:1. The forward validation algorithm, proposed in Algorithm

4.2, was used in all the cases. The number of periods to forecast ahead was set at k = 10 .

The maximum window length to use was set at 'Illax = 36. The maximum number of

leading eigenvectors used during FV was set at r;lIfiX = 6 .

The simulated model in (4.54) is a rank 2 model. This implies that the two leading

eigenvectors should describe the model adequately in the case of a noise-contaminated

senes.
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The forward validation model selection results are summarised in Table 4.21 below. The

table contains the number of leading eigenvectors in a model and the number of Monte

Carlo repetitions (series) that were placed into each of these categories during FV.

Table 4.21 Model selection results of the Monte Carlo simulations.

Leading Eigenvectors (r) Number of Models

1 0

2 77
3 5

4 9

5 4

6 5

100

It is clear from the above table that the majority of models (77% ) were correctly classified.

The models selected using FV were then used to test out-of-sample accuracy. Out-of-

sample accuracy was calculated over the noise-free test set {Xt} :::1 for each Monte Carlo

repetition. Rolling recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting was used for this purpose.

Centring of the trajectory matrix was used and the original time series was used to perform

forecasting. Forecast Pro was also used to produce out-of-sample forecast for the test set.

The hold-out-sample was therefore set equal to the last 10 observations of each Monte

Carlo repetition. The batch forecasting option of the Forecast Pro XE software package

was used with expert model selection. The mean of the MAD, MSE and MAPE measures

of forecasting accuracy were calculated for the SSA and Forecast Pro XE results as follows

1 100 H~)

MAD = ""Ix(i) - x(i)1
(100)(10) -tt ~ t t

1 100 100 2
MSE = II(x(i) _xii»)

(100)(10) i;1 t;!)J t t

1 100 lUO
MAPE = IIlx(i) _x(i)l/x(i) x100%.

(100) (10) i;1 t;!)J t t t

(4.55)
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Table 4.22 Out-of-sample measures of forecasting accuracy for Monte Carlo results.

Measure / Method SSA (FV selected model) Forecast Pro XE

--
MAD 1.1274 1.2697

~MSE 1.4426 1.6226

MAPE (%) 36.6740 42.6330

It is clear from Table 4.22, above, that SSA slightly outperformed the results obtained from

the Forecast Pro XE package. Note that the large MAPE figures in Table 4.22 are due to

the scale of the noise variance relative to the signal series, which oscillates between the

values -1 and 1.

Example 4.17 Monte Carlo simulations for a model with linear trend and cyclical
variation

In this example 100 Monte Carlo repetitions, {x?) }I~ , ... , {x~!OO)}I~)were simulated from
t-I t-I

the following model

x = {(50 + 2t) + sin (21ft / 12 + 55) + 6t

t (50 + 2t) + sin (21ft / 12 + 55)

for t = 1, , 90

for t = 91, ,100,
(4.56)

where

It is clear that the model in (4.56) constitutes a linear trend model with cyclical variation

with period 12 and additive white noise in the first 90 observations. All the Monte Carlo

repetitions, i.e. time series of length N = 100, consisted of a noise contaminated signal

{ }
!lO • ti . I { }IOOxt t=1 and noise- ree srgna xt t=!ll·
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Each Monte Carlo series {X,} :~~ was split into three sets, a training set {Xt} ~:1' validation
set {Xt r:1l1 and test set {Xt} :::1 . The forward validation algorithm, proposed in Algorithm

4.2, was used in all the cases. The number of periods to forecast ahead was set at k = 10.

The maximum window length to use was set at 'mRx = 36. The maximum number of

leading eigenvectors used during FV was set at r;UIIX = 6 .

The simulated model in (4.56) is a rank 3 model. This implies that the three leading

eigenvectors should describe the model adequately in the case of a noise-contaminated

senes.

The forward validation model selection results are summarised in Table 4.23 below. The

table contains the number of leading eigenvectors in a model and the number of Monte

Carlo repetitions (series) that were placed into each of these categories during FV.

Table 4.23 Model selection results of the Monte Carlo simulations.

Leading Eigenvectors (r) Number of Models

1 0

2 0

3 73
4 9

5 16

6 2

100

It is clear from the above table that the majority of models (73%) were correctly

classified. It is interesting to note that 16% of the models were classified as models using

r = 5 leading eigenvectors. The model in (4.56) would usually require only r = 3 leading

eigenvectors. It is clear that the model selection used an extra sinusoidal when using r = 5

leading eigenvectors. Recall that a sinusoidal requires an additional 2 leading

eigenvectors. An explanation for this situation could be viewed as an additional harmonic

that was introduced to model the simulated series. The model selection result of r = 5 is
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therefore not entirely parsimonious but is also not an excessive over parameterisation of a

simulated series, given the non-parametric nature of SSA.

The models selected using FV were then the used to test out-of-sample accuracy. Out-of-

{ }

11M)

sample accuracy was calculated over the noise-free test set XI I=!)J for each Monte Carlo

repetition. Rolling recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting was used for this purpose.

Centring of the trajectory matrix was used and the original time series was used to perform

forecasting. Forecast Pro was also used to produce out-of-sample forecast for the test set.

The hold-out-sample was therefore set equal to the last 10 observations of each Monte

Carlo repetition. The batch forecasting option of the Forecast Pro XE software package

was used with expert model selection. The mean of the MAD, MSE and MAPE measures

of forecasting accuracy were calculated for the SSA and Forecast Pro XE results as follows

1 100 100

MAD = "" Ix(i) - x(i)1
(100) (10) tt~ I t

1 100 100 2

MSE = II(x(i) - x(i»)
(100)(10) i=l I=!)J t I

1 100 IIlO

MAPE = I Ilx!i) - x~i)l/X!i) x 100%.
(100) (10) i=l 1=91

(4.57)

Table 4.24 Out-ol-sample measures of forecasting accuracy for Monte Carlo results.

Measure I Method SSA (FV selected model) Forecast Pro XE

--
MAD 5.8155 9.7662

~MSE 7.3204 12.9172

MAPE (%) 2.5282 4.2909

It is clear from Table 4.24, above, that SSA outperformed the results obtained from the

Forecast Pro XE package.
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4.7 Other Examples

This example performed forward validation and applied Algorithm 4.2 to 3003 time

series. The time series formed part of the M3-IJF competition. This competition applied

various time series forecasting methods to the time series and the results were published in

The International Journal of Forecasting. Makridakis et al. (1982) can be consulted for a

similar forecasting competition in which 1001 time series were used.

The time series, used in this example, can be downloaded from the following internet

website www.maths.monash.edu.aul-hyndmanlforecasting/ , which is maintained by Prof

Rob Hyndman.

These time series varied in length from as short as 14 observations to a maximum length

of 126 observations. Each time series was split into three non-overlapping parts during

FV, viz. a training series a validation series and test series.

The length of each series was set as follows

N = {min (integer part of (0.1 x N), 12)
I 3

if integer part of (0.1 x N) > 3

if integer part of (0.1 x N) s 3

N =N
2 I

(4.58)

where

N = length of time series

NI = length of training series

N
2
= length of validation series

N
3
= length of test series.
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To set the maximum number of leading eigenvectors, the following window length was

used

'mfix = min (integer part of (Nl + 1) / 2, 70). (4.59)

The maximum number of leading eigenvectors to use was then set at

{
min (""fiX - 7,

~lIflX = .
mln (',"nx - 2,

13) if 'max - 7 > 0

13) if 'mnx - 7 s 0
(4.60)

The number of periods to forecast ahead was then set as follows

k = {min(NI - 'Imax-1, 12) if
if

Nl - 'max ~ 6

Nl - '1l1l1X < 6
(4.61)

The maximum window length eventually used, was set at

'mnx = integer part of (Nl - k + 2) / 2. (4.62)

Each forward validation selected model was used to generate rolling one-period-ahead

forecasts over the test series. The whole process used 7 days of processor time (800mHz).

Table 4.25 reports the models that were selected. Table 4.26 reports the out-of-sample

MAPE measure of forecasting accuracy. These results are cumulative figures and ordered

in ascending order in multiples of 100 models.

A few interesting facts can be deduced from perusal of Table 4.25, below. The majority of

FV selected models used only one leading eigenvector, in the case of series of length less

than 100 observations. These series are very short and forward validation model selection

was only able to use rolling one-period-ahead forecasting for many of them. It is

recommended that series with length of at least 100 observations be used during
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application of the FV algorithms proposed in this study. It is also recommended that k ~ 6

period-ahead- forecasting be used during forward validation model selection.

It was mentioned in the previous paragraph that the majority (1949 of 3003) of FV

selected models used only the leading eigenvector. Models of this nature can be considered

as trend models that exhibit a linear or exponential trend. The second and third most

popular model choices were the two (297 of 3003) and three (259 of 3003) leading

eigenvectors. It is clear that these model selection choices resulted from series of length

100 observations and longer.

Judging by the results reported in Table 4.26, below, the out-of-sample forecasting

performance is reasonable. The top 1000, 2000 and 3000 models respectively had out-of-

sample MAPE figures of 1.92%, 4.47% and 12.91%. It would seem that a large number

of "adequate" models produced good results. Models that produced inadequate results

performed dismally to produce an overall MAPE figure of 14.05% for the entire ensemble

of time series. This can only be ascribed to the fact that there are time series present which

do not have structure that the SSA technique can handle.
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Table 4.25 Forward validation results of 3003 time series.
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Table 4.25 (continued) Forward validation results of 3003 time series.
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Table 4.25 (continued) Forward validation results of 3003 time series.
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Table 4.26 Forward validation results of 3003 time series.
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4.8 Conclusions and Recommendations

An in-depth study of model selection in SSA was conducted in this chapter.

Selection of the window length (r) was considered in Section 4.3. It was recommended in

that section that the window length be set equal to an integer multiple of the highest

periodicity, present in a time series. The choice of the window length is also dictated by the

number of periods being forecast ahead, when using the joint-horizon k -period-ahead

forecasting algorithm, proposed in Chapter 3.

Section 4.4 considered the selection of a number of leading eigenvectors. Use of a scree-

diagram, the cumulative percentage variation explained by leading eigenvectors, visual

inspection of artificial phase space portraits, cross- and forward validation model selection

were considered in the section. The use of phase space portraits is an extremely valuable

visual method for identifying patterns (periodicity and trend) that are present in a time

series. Phase space portraits of paired eigenvectors can be used to identify periodic

behaviour as well as the period length (integer valued). When individual eigenvectors are

plotted, trend components in a series can be identified, by identifying slowly varying

eigenvectors.

This thesis made contributions towards computer intensive approaches to model selection

in SSA. Algorithm 4.1 performs cross validation model selection and is a suggestion due to

Venter (1998). Venter's (1998) original suggestion was adapted in this thesis to include a

bias/variance tradeoff. Cross validation, however, was found to be CPU expensive and not

really stable enough as model selection procedure in SSA.

Two powerful forward validation (FV) model selection procedures were proposed in

Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3 of Section 4.4.5. Both these algorithms apply the joint-

horizon k -period-ahead formulation, Cadzow-signal reconstruction and incorporate a

bias/variance trade-off. This resulted in the stabilisation of model selection. Both

algorithms made considerable savings in CPU time possible and produce very similar

model selection results. Algorithm 4.2 is favoured above Algorithm 4.3 as it does not

require pre-inspection of phase space portraits, and is therefore closer to a fully automated
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model selection procedure. Another contribution of this thesis in the form of FORTRAN

source code (SHONGO.F), is included in the appendix. This program can be used to

perform forecasting and model selection (CV or FV).

The algorithms, mentioned in the previous paragraph, use forward validation. This

necessitates the splitting of a time series into three non-overlapping series. The lengths of

the training-, validation- and test sets are chosen arbitrarily. In the case of monthly data, it

is recommended that the training series length be set as long as possible and that the length

of the validation series be set equal to a full year's observations. It is also recommended

that at least k > 6 -period-ahead forecasting be used during the FV validation process. A

time series with a quarterly periodic variation can be treated similarly. For time series that

do not contain periodic variation, it is also recommended that the training set length be as

long as possible and that at least k > 6 -period-ahead forecasting be employed. The test set

can be used to test out-of-sample forecasting accuracy of the selected model and therefore

serves as an extra measure of model adequacy.

This study also found that Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 produce more stable model selection

results for series of length 100 and longer. The use of these algorithms for series that

contain less than 60 observations is not recommended. For short series, visual inspection

of the artificial phase space portraits is recommended.

It is prima facie that a structural change in a time series can influence model selection

results, irrespective of the technique used. Chapter 3 of Golyandina et al. (2001) can be

consulted for procedures that identify structural changes.

Section 4.4.6 considered methods for robustifying the forward validation model selection

process. That section also outlined the complex nature of SVD robustification in the

presence of outliers in the training series. It was recommended that outliers be identified

and "corrected" before model selection. Algorithm 4.5 in Section 4.5 proposed an

algorithmic approach to the identification of a single outlier.
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A small scale Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was performed in Section 4.6. It was evident

that the vastness of the broad class of functions that SSA can handle, can force a very

sparse factorial design. It was, nevertheless, evident from the MC results that Algorithm

4.2 produced stable model selection results.
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Chapter 5

INFERENCE IN SSA FORECASTING

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter briefly outlines inferential procedures that mainly find application in the SSA

forecasting paradigm. The Chapter does not attempt to present an exhaustive study of

inferential procedures. Only inferential procedures that are useful within the central theme

of this thesis will therefore be considered.

Thus far, very little mention has been made about inferential procedures that can be

applied in the SSA context, and especially in the forecasting paradigm. Chapter 2

highlighted two different model assumptions, viz. white noise and serially correlated noise

models. It was evident from these assumptions that the construction of a joint distribution

for an SSA model is analytically intractable. This places severe restrictions on the type of

inferential procedures that are available in SSA. Fortunately, methods such as the bootstrap

exist, and can be used when such circumstances are encountered.

Section 5.2 is devoted to the use of bootstrap methods to produce confidence limits for

signal series. The section also addresses the important theme of producing prediction

intervals (PI's) for forecasts, under an additive model assumption. Golyandina et al. (2001)

also provide brief coverage in their work on bootstrap methods for producing confidence

intervals. Their approach, however, differs from the approach proposed in Section 5.2.2.

Conclusions are reached and recommendations are made in Section 5.3.
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5.2 Confidence and Prediction Intervals

This section considers the use of bootstrap methods for the construction of confidence

intervals for signal series and prediction intervals (PI's) for forecasts, under an additive

model assumption. Section 2.4 in Golyandina et al. (2001) is also devoted to confidence

intervals. A classical treatment of bootstrap methods can be found in Efron and Tibshirani

(1998).

It is important to point out the difference between confidence- and prediction intervals,

before we proceed. The difference is clearly outlined in the paper by Chatfield (1993, p.

121), viz.

" ... "confidence interval" is usually applied to estimates of (fixed but unknown)

parameters. In contrast, a prediction interval (PI) is an estimate of an (unknown) future

value that can be regarded as a random variable at the time the forecast is made."

Golyandina et al. (2001) considers bootstrap methods to produce confidence intervals for

future values of reconstructed signal series. We will consider the construction of prediction

intervals for future values that we are producing forecasts for, under an additive model

assumption. This is done in Section 5.2.2. According to a literature search this topic has

not been dealt with in SSA. First, we will consider the construction of confidence intervals

for the signal series.

5.2.1 Confidence intervals for the signal series

The following section considers the construction of confidence intervals for a signal series.

It is assumed that the following model structure is under consideration

Xt =~ +Et' t=l, ... ,N, (5.1)

where {~}:1is a signal series from the broad class defined by Buchstaber (1994) and

therefore governed by an LRF. Furthermore, the noise series is uncorrelated and conforms

to the assumption
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(5.2)

The true underlying signal series and noise distribution are not known in practice. In such

circumstances one can resort to the use of bootstrap methods to construct confidence

intervals for the signal series. This is now given as Algorithm 5.1 below.

Algorithm 5.1 Bootstrap confidence interval for a signal series.

(a) Load and transform an observed time series (if necessary).

(b) Assuming that the window length ( r ) and number of leading eigenvectors (r) to

use are known, a reconstructed signal series {~}:1is formed. This can be done by

either an approximate series of Golyandina et al. (2001) or by a Cadzow-signal

series (cf. Section 2.8.3 in Chapter 2).

(c) A residual series is formed by subtracting ~ in step (b) from the observed time

series in step (a), i.e. forming

et = xt - ~ , t = 1, ... ,N . (5.3)

(d) The mean of the residual series in (5.3) is subtracted, resulting in

et = et - e , t = 1, ... ,N. (5.4)

(e) A bootstrap loop of B iterations is started.

(t) Bootstrap time series are formed by sampling with replacement from the centred

residual series in (5.4), i.e. forming

'(i) _ A '(i) _ . ._xt - ~ + et ,t -1, ...,N, '/,- 1,...,B. (5.5)
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(g) The same type of reconstructed signal (approximate or Cadzow) as in step (b) is

produced using the bootstrap time series in step (f). Suppose that these series are

denoted by

{
A*(i.)}N . _f. , Z - 1,... ,B.
I. t~l

(5.6)

The algorithm returns to step (e) until all the bootstrap series in (5.6) have been

reconstructed. The bootstrapped series are back-transformed, if a transformation

was applied in step (a).

(h) Suppose that (1 - a) represents the required level of confidence. The individual

upper confidence limits at each of the signal series' points, are then given by

{
A*}(I-a/2) { A* }(l-a/2)
~ IJ , ... , fN IJ (5.7)

{
A* }(l-a /2)

where I, IJ is the 100(1- a /2)% percentile of the bootstrap series

{l },t E {1, ... ,N} .

Similarly, the lower confidence limits are given by

{
A* }(a /2) { A* }(a /2)
~ , ... , f.,

IJ " IJ
(5.8)

{
A* }(a /2)

where ~ IJ is the 100 (a /2) % percentile of the bootstrap series

{l },t E {I, ... ,N} .

Remark 5.1

(a) More sophisticated methods for constructing bootstrap prediction intervals, than

simply using quantiles, are available (see Efron and Tibshirani, 1998). The present

method sufficed for our needs.
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(b) Golyandina et al. (2001) proposes the use of the approximate series during the

construction of bootstrap confidence intervals for the signal series. It is proposed

that their method be compared, as part of an empirical investigation, with the use of

the Cadzow-signal series.

5.2.2 Prediction intervals for forecasts

According to Pefia et al. (2001, p. 111)

"A usual way to express the uncertainty in our forecast is to compute a prediction

confidence interval, that is, an interval that will contain the future value we are

fi ti "orecas mg ....

A general overview of prediction intervals (PI's) can be found in Chatfield (1993). The

latter article deals with general procedures for constructing PI's, which also include

bootstrap methods. A general form for an (approximate) 100 (1 - a) % prediction interval

for a k -period-ahead forecast made at time n , is given by

X" (k) ± za/2~var[en (k)] (5.9)

where en (k) = Xn+k - X" (k) is the error of the forecast and Za /2 is the usual 100 (a /2) %

point from a standard normal distribution. Here it is assumed that normality holds

approximately.

The purpose of this section is to propose a method for constructing PI's for forecasts that

are generated in SSA. The following additive model assumption is made

Xt = ~ + e, , t = 1,... ,N, (5.10)
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where

i.::!. (0 2)6t ., a . (5.11 )

Stine (1985) proposed a bootstrap technique for constructing prediction intervals for

regression predictions. The proposed technique features in texts on bootstrap methodology

(Shao and Tu, 1995, p. 305; Davison and Hinkley, 1999, pp. 285-286). We will apply

Stine's (1985) method to our situation in Algorithm 5.2 below. Before doing this we first

describe Stine's method.

According to Stine (1985), the following methodology can be followed to produce

bootstrap PI's for regression predictions. Suppose that the linear model

Y = XP+E (5.12)

is under consideration. The least squares parameter estimates are given in vectorised form

by

~ = (X'xt X'Y . (5.13)

Using the parameter estimates in (5.13), the residuals for the regression can be calculated

as follows

e = y - X~. (5.14)

Let the theoretical regression forecast be given by

(5.15)
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and the error therefore be given by

(5.16)

The regression forecast, in the case of sampled data, is given by

(5.17)

According to Stine (1985, p. 1027) the bootstrap prediction error in the latter case is given

by

(5.18)

where the asterisk is used to signify bootstrap re-sampling. The distribution of (5.l8) can

be denoted by C' (.; f). A 100 (1 - a)% bootstrap PI for the prediction in (5.l 7) is then

given by

(5.l9)

where C*-I (a /2; f) and C,-I (1- a /2; f) respectively denote the 100(a /2)% and

100 (1 - a /2) % percentage points of the empirical distribution featuring in (5.18).

The bootstrap replicates, featuring in (5.18), are obtained using the following

(5.20)

where c; represents bootstraps from the residuals featuring in (5.l4). Bootstraps for the

least squares parameter estimates

P' = (X'xt x'v' (5.21)
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are obtained by re-estimating the least squares parameter estimates each time a bootstrap

sample was created using

y' = X'p + s", (5.22)

where E' = (e;,...,c:)' represent bootstrap replications from the residuals featuring in

(5.14) and p was calculated in (5.13).

The above procedure actually uses a bootstrap within a bootstrap approach. This is not too

clear from Stine's (1985) article. The bootstrap within bootstrap approach is clearer from

the following algorithm in Davison and Hinkley (1999, pp. 285-286). Note that their

notation was changed to match the notation used in this thesis.

"Algorithm 6.4 (Prediction in linear regression)

For r = 1, ... ,R,

J. simulate responses y; according to y; = xë + E·"
2. obtain least squares estimates P:' = (X IXt X Iy~.: then

3.for m = 1,... ,M

(a) sample C;,rn from el - e, ...,en - e, and

(bj compute prediction error t5~11= x~P;- (x~p+ C;,rn)'

... More useful would be a (1 - 2a) prediction interval for Yl' for which we need the a

and (1 - a) quantiles aa and al_a' say, of prediction error t5. Then the prediction

interval would have limits
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The exact, but unknown, quantiles are estimated by empirical quantiles of the pooled O·S ,

whose ordered values we denote by O· :S ... :s O· . The bootstrap prediction limits are
(I) (RM)

A o' A o'
Yf - (RA/+I)(I-a»)' Yf - (RM+I)a)'

here u 'A"were Y f = x fP .

PI's for the SSA forecasts are considered next and an analogy is established. Suppose that

an observed time series {Xt}:! from the model in (5.10) is available and let {~}:Idenote
a reconstructed signal series. The analogy between this and the regression model is that the

latter is equivalent to calculating the least squares parameter estimates in the regression

model. This represents "truth" and also constitutes the major assumption underlying the

bootstrap methodology, i.e. that the model is the correct one.

The residual series is then formed as follows

e = x - 1. , t = 1, ... ,N.
t t t

(5.23)

A k -period-ahead forecast is generated, using one of the forecasting techniques described

in Chapter 3, and is denoted by IN+k• Re-sampling with replacement takes place from the

centred residual series in (5.23) to form the bootstrap time series

x; = L + < ' t = 1, ... ,N. (5.24)

The bootstrap time senes 10 (5.24) are used to construct bootstrap k -period-ahead

forecasts J;+k (using the same forecasting method to construct I
N
+k). The bootstrap

forecast error is denoted by

D' =X· _fA'
Nwk. N+k N+k'

(5.25)
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where
• A •

X =+ +£ .
N+k IN+k N+k

(5.26)

The bootstraps, featuring in (5.26), are constructed by re-sampling from the centred

residuals in (5.23). It is clear that the original k -period-ahead forecast fN+k is added to

each re-sampled residual and this step is actually a bootstrap within a bootstrap.

Let C· (.; N + k) denote the (bootstrap) distribution of the forecast error featuring in

(5.25). A 100(1- a)% bootstrap PI for the "unknown" future observation XN+k is then

given by

(5.27)

where C'-
l (a / 2; N + k) and c: (1 - a / 2; N + k) are quantiles of C· .

This proposal is given in Algorithm 5.2, below.

Algorithm 5.2 Bootstrap prediction intervals (PI's) for forecasts.

(a) Load and transform an observed time series (if necessary).

(b) Assuming that the window length (r) and number of leading eigenvectors (r) to

use are known, a reconstructed signal series {~}:1is formed. This can be done by

either reconstructing an approximate series of Golyandina et al. (2001) or by

reconstructing a Cadzow-signal series (cf. Section 2.8.3 in Chapter 2).

(c) The k -period-ahead forecast t.; is constructed using one of the forecasting

techniques described in Chapter 3.

(d) A residual series is formed by subtracting the signal series in step (b) from the

observed time series in step (a), i.e. forming

et = xt - ~ , t = 1, ... ,N . (5.28)
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(e) The mean of the residual series in (5.3) is subtracted, resulting in

et = et - ë , t = 1,,,., N. (5.29)

(f) A bootstrap loop of Bl iterations is started.

(g) Bootstrap time series are formed by sampling with replacement from the centred

residual series in (5.29), and forming

X·(i) - f.A + C·(i) t - 1 N·'; - 1 Bt - tt' - ,,,., ,. - ,,,., l ' (5.30)

(h) The same type of signal, i.e. (i) approximate or (ii) Cadzow-signal, as in step (b) is

reconstructed using the bootstrap time series in step (g). Suppose that these

bootstrap signal series are denoted by

{
A.(il}N . _
~ H' Z - 1, ... ,Bl. (5.31)

The same forecasting algorithm, as was used in step (c), is used to produce the

forecasts

(5.32)

(i) Another bootstrap loop of B
2
is started. This loop is inside the previous bootstrap

loop.

(j) The following bootstraps of the k -period-ahead forecasts are formed

'(J) - f .(.j). - 1 Bx N +k - JN +k + e ,J - , ... , 2' (5.33)

where e'(J) is re-sampled from (5.29).
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(k) The bootstraps of the forecast error are then formed as follows

D'(;j) - '(J) JA'(i.) . - 1 B'· - 1 B
N+k -XN+k- N+k' z- ,,,., l' J- ,,,., 2' (5.34)

(I) Suppose that (1 - a) represents the required level of confidence. The

100 (1 - a) % prediction interval is then formed as follows

(5.35)

{ • }(a /2) {' r:/2) . . .where DN+k and DN+k are empirical percentiles of the ordered
/J, /J2 /J, /Jl

Remark 5.2

(a) It is important to note that the above algorithm produces bootstrap prediction

intervals under the assumption that the underlying model is of the form as denoted

in (5.10). This implies that the noise component is assumed to be independent and

identically distributed. The bootstrap replicates make use of this attribute when

sampling with replacement from the centred residual series. If the noise component

has (eg.) an autoregressive structure, changes must be made to incorporate such a

structural assumption.

(b) The bootstrap method also assumes that the correct model has been fitted to the

observed series. No structure should be left in the resulting residual series.

Two examples, using Algorithm 5.2, are supplied below to illustrate the use of bootstrap

PI's for forecasts.
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Example 5.1 Bootstrap PI's for the airline series.

The airline series was used for the purposes of this example. Recall that the series

consisted of 12 years of monthly data. The first 11 years (Jan-1949 to Dec-1959) were used

to reconstruct a Cadzow-signal series. The time series was log-transformed, prior to the

signal reconstruction. A window length of T = 60 and the leading r = 13 eigenvectors

were used to form the Cadzow-signal.

Algorithm 5.2 was used to produce 95% and 99% PI's for the forecasts, over the last

twelve months (Jan-1960 to Dec-1960). Note that recurrent forecasts were generated. The

observed series, recurrent forecasts, lower- and upper prediction limits are summarised in

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, below. Note that Bl = B
2
= 200 bootstrap repetitions were used.

Table 5.1 95% bootstrap PI's for the airline series forecasts.

Date Series Recurrent Forecasts Lower 95% limit Upper 95% limit

Jan-1960 417 420.852 376.532 435.297

Feb-1960 391 383.736 358.135 405.880

Mar-1960 419 450.084 426.486 478.658

Apr-1960 461 462.617 429.090 487.529

May-1960 472 483.882 462.357 524.309

Jun-1960 535 588.844 576.542 657.296

Jul-1960 622 672.477 650.675 728.947

Aug-1960 606 666.281 633.088 710.512

Sep-1960 508 561.081 516.470 586.724

Oct-1960 461 492.262 453.764 521.056

Nov-1960 390 431.263 417.274 476.387

Dec-1960 432 465.941 439.719 494.449
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Table 5.2 99% bootstrap PI's for the airline series forecasts.

Date Series Recurrent Forecasts Lower 99% limit Upper 99% limit

Jan-1960 417 420.852 409.011 473.893

Feb-1960 391 383.736 354.453 424.294

Mar-1960 419 450.084 396.607 474.728

Apr-1960 461 462.617 417.223 499.486

May-1960 472 483.882 432.400 506.597

Jun-1960 535 588.844 557.244 638.637

Jul-1960 622 672.477 612.611 733.398

Aug-1960 606 666.281 595.574 712.886

Sep-1960 508 561.081 501.291 600.096

Oct-1960 461 492.262 432.341 517.555

Nov-1960 390 431.263 393.994 460.738

Dec-1960 432 465.941 425.624 498.654

Airline series and 95% bootstrap PI's
(recurrent forecasts)
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Figure 5.1 Airline series and 95% bootstrap PI's.
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Airline series and 99"10bootstrap PI's
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Figure 5.2 Airline series and 99% bootstrap PI's.

It is clear from perusal of Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 that the bootstrap PI's are relatively

narrow. The 99% PI's seems to bound the observed series better than the 95% PI's. It is

also clear that sometimes the prediction intervals do not include the observed values.

Example 5.2 Bootstrap PI's for the hotel series.

The hotel series was used for the purposes of this example. Recall that the series consisted

of 14 years of monthly data. The first 13 years (Jan-1977 to Dec-1989) were used to

reconstruct a Cadzow-signal series. The time series was not transformed, prior to the signal

reconstruction. A window length of t = 72 and the leading r = 12 eigenvectors were used

to form the Cadzow-signal.

Algorithm 5.2 was used to produce 95% and 99% bootstrap PI's for the recurrent forecasts,

over the last twelve months (Jan-1990 to Dee-l 990). The observed series, forecasts, lower-

and upper prediction limits are summarised in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, below.
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The original series and 95% bootstrap PI's are graphically depicted in Figure 5.3, below.

The PI's again seem to be on the narrow side and the coverage is not too good. Figure 5.4

depicts the 99% bootstrap PI's and the original series.

Table 5.3 95% bootstrap PI'sfor the hotel seriesforecasts.

Date Series Recurrent Forecasts Lower 95% limit Upper 95% limit

Jan-90 811 779.115 745.048 793.836

Feb-90 732 729.058 704.624 753.429

Mar-90 745 722.143 689.844 736.950

Apr-90 844 812.873 801.630 846.414

May-90 833 826.075 820.831 863.425

Jun-90 935 949.142 920.972 968.894

Jul-90 1110 1136.059 1108.699 1157.117

Aug-90 1124 1174.971 1156.379 1205.124

Sep-90 868 897.082 897.443 946.272

Oct-90 860 881.942 853.367 903.047

Nov-90 762 754.758 752.222 805.666

Dec-90 877 859.074 838.924 888.674

Table 5.4 99% bootstrap PI's for the hotel series forecasts.

Date Series Recurrent Forecasts Lower 99% limit Upper 99% limit

Jan-90 811 779.115 735.655 809.174

Feb-90 732 729.058 702.823 769.248

Mar-90 745 722.143 670.515 743.983

Apr-90 844 812.873 777.588 857.812

May-90 833 826.075 789.720 869.947

Jun-90 935 949.142 934.930 1001.674

Jul-90 1110 1136.059 1104.220 1184.409

Aug-90 1124 1174.971 1147.713 1228.004

Sep-90 868 897.082 871.000 944.485

Oct-90 860 881.942 832.002 912.160

Nov-90 762 754.758 731.850 805.368

Dec-90 877 859.074 816.862 890.330
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Figure 5.3 Hotel series and 95% bootstrap PI's.
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5.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

This Chapter briefly considered inferential bootstrap procedures that find application in

SSA forecasting.

Section 5.2 proposed an algorithm for the construction of confidence intervals for signal

series and prediction intervals (PI's) for forecasts. The algorithm that was proposed for

constructing PI's differs from the approach in Golyandina et al. (2001). Their work can be

consulted in this regard. The use of bootstrap PI's make crucial assumptions, as is the case

in Algorithm 5.2. It should be ensured that the assumptions of a model with additive

independent and identically distributed noise structure hold, before employing algorithms

proposed in this section. A correlogram, based on the residual series, can be inspected to

ascertain that correlation or residual structure is not present in the residual series, which is

bootstrapped from. If first-order serial correlation exists in the residuals, then the bootstrap

must make use of this additional information and structural bootstrapping routines must be

applied. The latter type of situation will be investigated in a future research project.

It was clear from the examples in this chapter that the proposed method for producing PI's

did not seem to produce adequate intervals. The coverage performance of the intervals

seemed to be inadequate. It is therefore recommended that a Monte Carlo simulation study

be performed to investigate the coverage performance of PI's when using Algorithm 5.2,

and that other possible methods also be investigated. In such a MC study, signal series

from the broad class of functions proposed by Buchstaber (1994) would be considered.

Different noise models and variances should be used. The effect on the coverage of PI's

should be investigated when using different combinations of reconstructed signal series

(approximate vs. Cadzow-signal) and forecasting methods (recurrent, vector and joint-

horizon).
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Chapter 6

SSA SOFTWARE

6.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to report briefly on available software packages that perform

singular spectrum analysis. The Chapter is not intended to produce an exhaustive

elaboration on software packages, but rather to highlight features that are available.

Section 6.2 reports on the CaterpillarSSA version 3.00 software package. The software

package was developed at St Petersburg University (Russia). An internet website address is

provided where a trial version of the package can be downloaded. The main features of the

package are also listed in the particular section.

Section 6.3 reports on a FORTRAN program, called SHONGO.F, which was developed as

part of this study. Source code of this program is also included and can be found in the

Appendix of this thesis. The main features of the program are listed in the section.

Differences between SHONGO.F and the CaterpillarSSA software package are also listed

in this section. SHONGO.F only uses algorithms that were developed as part of this

research study. The reason for including SHONGO.F and this Chapter is to highlight

features that this thesis has contributed to SSA. The new model selection features add

value in the sense of automatic model selection that can possibly be incorporated in future

commercial software packages.

6.2 CaterpillarSSA Version 3.00 Software Package

This software package was developed and is distributed by the GistaT Group (St

Petersburg University, Russia). The group consists of Prof. Nina Golyandina, Prof.

Vladimir Nekrutkin and Dr. Kirill Braulov. An internet website at which the software
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package and related literature can be found IS available at address

http://www.gistatgroup.comlcat/ .

The site allows downloading of the software for a 30-day trial period. The Caterpillar-SSA

Version 3.00 has different editions as exhibited in Table 6.1 below.

Table 6.1 Available editions of CaterpillarSSA Version 3.00 software.

Edition Module(s)

Standard Edition 1

Standard F Edition 1,2

Standard M Edition 1,4

Standard MF Edition 1,2,4

Professional Edition 1,2,3

Professional M Edition 1,2,3,4

The functionality of each of the four modules in the CaterpillarSSA Version 3.00 software

package is listed below, and is an excerpt of a help file. The current status, i.e. released

version- or beta software, of the modules are reported in brackets.

Module 1. Analysis of one-dimensional time series (release)

• Decomposition of one-dimensional time senes into eigentriples (eigenvalues,

eigenvectors and principal components)

• Convenient graphical visualization of results for identification of the eigentriples

corresponding to trend, periodicities, noise

• Grouping of eigentriples that leads to expansion of the time series into additive

components

• Reconstruction of time series components (trend, oscillations, periodicities, noise)

by choice of eigentriples

• Residual analysis
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Module 2. Forecast of one-dimensional time series (release)

• Approximation (local) of time series by finite-rank series

• Forecast by vector and recurrent methods

• Analyzing the linear recurrent formula used for the recurrent forecast method

• Confidence intervals by empirical and bootstrap methods

• Testing the forecast results on validation period

Module 3. Change-point detection for one-dimensional time series (beta)

• Change-point detection by comparing the 'Caterpillar-SSA' structures of the base

and test time series intervals

• Construction of heterogeneity matrix and detection functions

• Analyzing the found structural changes by moving root and modulus functions

Module 4. Processing multidimensional time series (beta)

• Simultaneous decomposition of several one-dimensional time series into common

eigentriples (eigenvalues, eigenvectors and principal components)

• Convenient graphical visualization of results for identification of the eigentriples

corresponding to common trend, periodicities and noise

• Grouping of eigentriples that leads to expansion of all the time series into additive

components simultaneously

• Reconstruction of common time senes components (trend, oscillations,

periodicities, noise) by choice of eigentriples

• Approximation (local) of time series by finite-rank series

• Multivariate forecast by vector and recurrent methods

• Testing the forecast results on validation period
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6.3 SHONGO.F FORTRAN Program

The FORTRAN source code of the program SHONGO.F is included in the Appendix of

this thesis. This program uses only the algorithms derived as part of this study or

formulations due to Venter (1998). A copy of the program can be obtained by contacting

the author at e-mail addressjdk2(a).akad.sun.ac.za.

The program does not have the same GUl (graphic user interface) as that which the

CaterpillarSSA Version 3.00 software has. The program, however, has many additional

features.

The SHONGO.F program can, inter alia, perform the following:

• Reconstruct an approximate series or a Cadzow-signal series

• Generate recurrent forecasts using the original series/ approximate series/ Cadzow-

signal series

• Generate rolling recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts usmg the original series/

approximate series/ Cadzow-signal series

• Generate joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasts usmg the original series/

approximate series/ Cadzow-signal series

• Perform cross validation (CV) model selection

• Perform forward validation (FV) model selection usmg the original series/

approximate series/ Cadzow-signal series

• Perform sequential grouping forward validation model selection using the original

series/ approximate series/ Cadzow-signal series

• Perform batch mode forward validation model selection

Table 6.2, below, compares mathematical functionality of the programs. This study does

not compare functionality such as database management, decomposition of time series and

producing of graphical plots.
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Table 6.2 Comparison of mathematical functionality of programs.

Functionality CaterpillarSSA SHONGO.F

Version 3.00 Program

Software

Allow choice between centring! no centring of y y

the trajectory matrix

Allow double centring of trajectory matrix Y N

Allow grouping of eigenvectors y y

Construct an approximate series y y

Construct Cadzow-signal series y

Produce in-sample recurrent forecasts y y

Produce out-of-sample recurrent forecasts y y

Produce in-sample k-period-ahead forecasts y y

(vector forecasting) (joint-horizon)

Produce out-of-sample k-period-ahead forecasts y y

(vector forecasting) (joint-horizon)

Produce out-of-sample measures of forecasting N MAD,MAPE,

accuracy SSE, MSE

Perform CV model selection N Y

Perform FV model selection N Y

Perform sequential grouping FV model selection N Y

Perform batch mode FV model selection N Y

Produce confidence and prediction intervals y N
(bootstrap, empirical)
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6.3.1 Sample output of forward validation model selection

This section illustrates the use of SHONGO.F. The section displays a screen dump of

values that the user typically has to supply when performing sequential grouping forward

validation model selection.

Option 3 was selected to perform sequential grouping forward validation model selection.

The airline passenger series is used in this example. A natural logarithmic transformation

was requested. The time series was split into three non-overlapping series, i.e. a training

series {XI }120 , validation series {XI }1:l2 and test series {XI }14~ .• The Cadzow-signal option
1=1 . 1=121 I=l.l.l

was selected. This option reconstructs a Cadzow-signal during forward validation and

forecasts are produced using this signal series. Note that 12 -period-ahead forecasts were

requested in this example, during FV. A maximum window length of 'lllnx = 55 was also

requested. The following grouping matrix, used during the FV process, was supplied

# ei!1f!ll.tJ~d01·!" Index 1 huiex 2

1 1
...

2 2 3

2 4 5

C 1 6=
Xx:l

1 7

2 8 9

2 10 11

2 12 13

The maximum number of eigenvectors, used during the FV process, was therefore 13 and

the minimum window length to loop over was set at '"'''' = k + T = 25 .

A screen dump of user supplied values and resulting output generated by SHONGO.F

follows below.
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Screen dump of supplied values

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

---------------- OPTIONS --------------------------
Select an option from:-
1. Reconstruct a Signal Series using SSA
2. Forecast using SSA
3. Forward Validation Model Selection
4. Cross Validation Model Selection

------------- Forward Validation ------------------
Type of FV
1. Normal
2. Sequential Grouping Forward Validation
3. Batch Forward Validation

2

This program performs Forward Validation.
The program uses Sequential Grouping FV
Rolling k-period-ahead forecasts are used.
The technique uses centring of trajectory matrix

--- Transformation --------------------------------
Transformation to use 0=None,1=SQRT,2=LN
2
Time Series Filename
c:\phd\series\air.dat
Your TS is of length N= 144

---- Training Set ---------------------------------
Train set length N1<= 144:
120

----- Valid3tion Set ------------------------------
Validation set length N2<= 24
12 .

User series O=Original, l=Approx, 2=Cadzow:
2
k-period-ahead forecasts
12
Window Length (maximum) <=: 55
55
---- Sequential Grouping Information for FV -------
Number of groups to use
8

Number of Eigenvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
1
Number of Eigenvectors in group 2
2
Index value of eigenvector
2
Index value of eigenvector
3
Number of Eigenvectors in group 3
2
Index value of eigenvector
4
Index value of eigenvector 2
5
Number of Eigenvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
6
Number of Eigenvectors in group 5
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Index value of eigenvector 1
7
Number of Eigenvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
8
Number of Eigenvectors in group
2
Index value of eigenvector
10
Index value of eigenvector 2
11
Number of Eigenvectors in group
2
Index value of eigenvector
12
Index value of eigenvector 2
13

Screen dump of output in file

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

Sequential Grouping Forward Validation Results

----------- Date of Analysis
Date analysis started
Time analysis started
Running subroutine

and Program Used
[ 16: 4 :2002 )
[ 11:35:52 )
[ FVG2 )

----------- User supplied values ------------------------------------
Transformation applied to series : NLOG
Series used : [ Cadzow-signal
Window length Itau) :[ 12<~tau<~ 55)
Time Series length IN) :[144)
Train series :[ 1. .. 120) [ 120J
Validation series :[ 121. .. 132) [ 12J
k-step-ahead forecasts (k): [ 12J
----------- Time Series Files ---------------------------------------
File: c:\phd\series\air.dat
----------- Results -------------------------------------------------
Forward validation results are in :
C: \FV1. TXT

Grouping of Eigenvectors supplied -----------------------
Eigenvectors Index 1 Index 2

1
Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

2
2
1
1
2

4
6
7

8
10
12

3
5

11
13

-------- Sequential Groupings used during FV ------------------------
Model Eigenvectors Used I"model")

1 ( [ 1J)
2 ( [ 1J[ 2, 3) )
3 { [ 1J[ 2, 3J[ 4, 5J}

[ [ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6J}
5 ( [ 1J[ 2, 3J[ 4, 5J [ 6J [ 7J)
6 ( [ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5) [ 6J [ 7J[ 8, 9J)
7 ( [ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6J [ 7: [ a, 9J [ 10, llJ)
8 ( [ 1J[ 2, 3) [ 4, 5J [ 6J [ 7 J[ 8, 9J [ 10, ilJ[ 12, DJ)
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fV results sorted by mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
Model mean(MSE) var(MSE)
8 408.847996767227 10547.2301743299
7 514.158006594273 10119.8151692982
6 634.141464665660 5757.21365856814
5 871.715805161024 85967.1083101164
3 985.444407878076 719.789477425133
2 1595.22674028130 1257.75010287102

4170.09771215624 967924.899660944
4685.71749379418 1476.10599728255

mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
177703.914634905
274478.270914295
407892.610866877
845855.55ó277648
971820.470495597
25460J6.10301136
18357639.8285917
21957424.5376461

fV results sorted by var(MSE)
Model mean(MSE)
3 985.444407878076
2 1595.22674028130

4685.71749379418
6 634.141464665660
7 514.158006594273
8 408.847996767227
5 871.715805161024

4170.09771215624

var (MSE)
719.789477425133
1257.75010287102
1476.10599728255
5757.21365856814
10119.8151692982
10547.2301743299
85967.1083101164
967924.899660944

mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
971820.470495597
2546006.10301136
21957424.5376461
407892.610866877
274478.270914295
177703.914634905
845853.553277648
18357639.8285917

Date analysis ended
Time analysis ended

: [ 16: 4:2002
: [ 11:40:51

6.3.2 Sample output of forecasting

This section illustrates values that are usually required as input when producing forecasts

with the SHONGO.F program.

The airline senes was used in this example. A natural logarithmic transformation was

applied to the time series. The program automatically back-transforms the series and

forecasts, before calculating in-sample measures of forecasting accuracy. The length of the

time series is 144 observations and the in-sample forecasts were set to start at time index

t = 133. The number of forecasts to generate was set at 12. Centring of the trajectory

matrix was requested. The window length was set at T = 60, which is an integer multiple

of the monthly seasonal periodicity in the time series. The leading r = 13 eigenvectors

were used to generate forecasts with. The Cadzow-signal series option was requested. This

option resulted in the reconstruction of a Cadzow-signal series prior to the actual

forecasting routine being called. The joint-horizon routine was then used to produce the in-

sample forecasts with.

The screen dump of the information entered on-screen is supplied below. Below this screen

dump, output generated by SHONGO.F can be found.
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Screen dump

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algo~ithms chat form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series torecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

---------------- OPTIONS --------------------------
Select an option from:-
1. Reconstruct a Signal Series using SSA
2. Forecast using SSA
3. Forward Validation Model Selection
4. Cross Validation Model Selection

2

------------ FORECASTING OPTION -------------------
FILENAME containing time series
c:\phd\series\air.dat
OUTPUT filename
c:\air.out
TRANSFORMATION to use
l~None
2~Natural log
3-Squa re root
2

Time series length N- 144

Index value at which forecasts start at
133
Number of forecasts to generate (k)
12
-- SSA Parameters ---------------------------------
Use centring I-YES O-NO
1
Window length to use (tau)
60
Number of eigenvectors to use (r)
13
INDEX OF EI·:;ENVECTOR[ 1)
1
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 2 )
2
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 3)
3
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 4 )
4
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 5)
5
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 6)
6
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 7)

INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 8)
8
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 9)
9
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 10]
10
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 11)
Il
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 121
12
INDEX OF EIGENVECTOR[ 13)
13
Series to use during forecasting
I-Original series
2-Approximate series
3-Cadzow reconstructed series
3
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Forecasting techniquE to use
l~Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts
2~Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts re-estimated
3~Joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasts
3

Output in File

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

----------- Time
Date of analysis
Time of analysis
Running subroutine
Input Filename
Time Series length N
Window Length (tau)
Transformation used
Centring used
Forecasted with series
Forecasting technique used

Series Information --------------------------------
24: 4 :2002
9:56: 2

FORECASTING
c:\phd\series\air.dat]

144 ]
60 ]

Log

Forecasts starts at
Number of forecasts
Number of eigenvectors used:

Yes
[Cadzow signal
[joint horizon
[ 133
[ 12
[ 13

List of eigenvectors used
Eigenvector[ 1 ] 1 J [ 74.6530%
Eigenvector[ 2 J 2 J [ 8.7087%
Eigenvector[ 3 J 3 J [ 8.5837%
Eigenvector[ 4 J 4 J [ 2.3686%
Eigenvector[ 5 J 5 J [ 2.3175%
Eigenvector[ 6 J 6 J [ 0.6647%
Eigenvector[ 7 J 7 J [ 0.5427%
Eigenvector[ 8 J 8 J [ 0.5300%
Eigenvector[ 9 J 9 J [ 0.5126%
Eigenvector[ 10 J 10 J [ 0.3413%
Eigenvector[ 11 J 11 J [ 0.3315%
Eigenvector[ 12 J 12 J [ 0.2250%
Eigenvector[ 13 J 13 J [ 0.2207%

[ 100.0000%
FORECAST RESULTS

Time Time Series Forecast

133 417.000000000000 420.867219859946
134 391.000000000000 383.749063848412
135 419.000000000000 450.097134851178
136 461.000000000000 462.630595095559
137 472.000000000000 483.895642525574
138 535.000000000000 588.859520735120
139 622.000000000000 672.492208630595
140 606.000000000000 666.293226882259
141 508.000000000000 561.088233909474
142 461.000000000000 492.266092108823
143 390.000000000000 431.265238407176
144 432.000000000000 465.942908013298

MEASURES OF FORECASTING ACCURACY

N
MAD-
SSE -
MSE
MAPE~

12
31.6624130975492
16915.1827266064
1409.59856055054

6.4068771%
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6.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The Standard F edition of the CaterpillarSSA Version 3.00 software package was acquired

and used during the course of this study. The software can install and run on any computer

running Microsoft ® Windows (95, 98, Me, 2000 Professional, XP).

Electronic documentation accompanies the package, as is standard with modem software

packages. The software is remarkably fast, when comparing it with the FORTRAN

program developed as part of this study.

SHONGO.F can currently handle only univariate series of length 1000 and shorter. This is

a shortcoming that can be overcome by using languages such as VB or VBA, which use

dynamic array dimensioning. It must, however, be made clear, ab initio, that these

languages are not nearly as fast as FORTRAN or C++. It is always possible to construct a

GUl (graphics user interface) in one of the modem visual packages and use a high level

language to handle mathematical operations behind the scenes. Information can then

simply be supplied by the GUl package to DLL files, which were compiled by, for

example, FORTRAN or C++.

It is envisaged that commercially available packages will in future have SSA as a standard

option for time series analysis and forecasting. It is recommended that this process be

completed as soon as possible, as SSA provides additional features to time series

modelling.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR

FURTHER RESEARCH

This thesis contributed new techniques to the areas of forecasting and model selection in

SSA. This Chapter summarizes the contributions made in the thesis, and also points out

directions for further research.

Chapter 2 was devoted to the origins of the underlying elements of SSA. The main purpose

of Chapter 2 was to introduce the groundbreaking advances that are due to Buchstaber

(1994). The Chapter served as a foundation for the ensuing chapters. It is important to take

note of the general class of functions, which can more generally be viewed as functions

that are governed by linear recurrent formulae (LRF's), which SSA can handle.

Existing forecasting formulae were dealt with in Chapter 3. The Chapter considered

formulae for producing recurrent-, joint-horizon k -period-ahead- and vector forecasts. The

major contribution of Chapter 3, and this thesis, is a new general formulation for joint-

horizon k -period-ahead forecasting. Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting turned out to

be a special case of the formula. The general joint-horizon k -period-ahead formula was

also extended to the multi-channel SSA case. The Chapter also dealt with signal

reconstruction in SSA. Two methods for signal reconstruction were considered, viz. using

an approximate series (Golyandina et al., 2001) or a reconstructed signal using the iterative

mapping property of Cadzow (1988).

The Hankelization operation necessitated off-diagonal averaging of a projected matrix

result. It became evident in Chapter 3 that signal reconstruction routines suffered from the
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same fate. The averaging was required to produce unique off-diagonal elements, which

would in tum yield a reconstructed signal series. Signal reconstruction was performed to

smooth out noise and was also necessary to yield a low-rank Hankel structured matrix,

with column vectors on a single r-flat. It was mentioned that other techniques for signal

reconstruction could possibly be researched. In particular, the structure total least norms

(STLN) method was identified as a possible alternative (cf. Park et al., 1999). The

objective is to find a method that would produce a low-rank Hankel structured matrix with

column vectors on a single r -flat of specified rank.

Model selection in SSA was considered in Chapter 4. The non-parametric nature of SSA

pre-empted the use of non-parametric model selection techniques. Two computer intensive

techniques, viz. cross- and forward validation, were considered. Recurrent one-period-

ahead forecasting, during forward validation, was found not to result in stable model

selection. It was shown that cross validation was more expensive on CPU time and did not

take the dynamic nature of a time series into consideration, i.e. that more recent

observations should carry more weight in the model selection process. The joint-horizon

k -period-ahead forecasting formula, which was developed in Chapter 3, was successfully

incorporated into a forward validation model selection technique. A major contribution of

this thesis is a forward validation technique that uses signal reconstruction (Cadzow-

signal), joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting combined with a bias-variance trade-off

feature. Two forward validation model selection methods were developed, viz. one using

leading eigenvectors and the other method using sequential grouping of eigenvectors. A

small scale Monte Carlo simulation study was also conducted in Chapter 4, to illustrate the

effectiveness of the developed forward validation model selection technique. Chapter 4

also considered robust procedures during forward validation and pointed out pitfalls. A

method for the identification of outliers was also proposed.

Chapter 5, briefly, introduced two inferential procedures. Suggestions for confidence

intervals for signal series and prediction intervals for forecasts, using bootstrap

methodology, were made. Further research was identified in the case of prediction

intervals. It was suggested that a Monte Carlo simulation study be used to compare the
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coverage probabilities of prediction intervals for forecasts that result from the use of

different signal reconstruction methods.

FORTRAN source code, for the different procedures employed, was developed and is

included in this thesis. The FORTRAN program SHONGO.F can perform recurrent one-

period-ahead forecasting and joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasting. Forecasts can be

generated using the original time series, the approximate series or a Cadzow-signal series.

The program can also perform cross validation model selection. Forward validation model

selection is also possible. Two alternatives exist, viz. using leading eigenvectors or

sequential grouping of eigenvectors. The forward validation model selection uses a bias-

variance trade-off and a choice between using the approximate series or Cadzow-signal

series, during forward validation, is also provided.

At the end of Chapter 3 it was also recommended that a simulation study be conducted to

compare k -period-ahead forecasts produced by the recurrent one-period-ahead forecasting

algorithms and that produced by the joint-horizon method. Such a study will confine itself

to a few time series models and noise distributions.

It should be clear that this thesis covered a number of interesting topics in SSA, viz. signal

reconstruction, model selection, outlier identification, forecasting- and inferential

techniques. The literature study surely bares witness to the broad fields in which SSA has

found application. It is expected that SSA will become a standard time series modelling

and forecasting technique, somewhere in the not too distant future. This thesis also pointed

out many pitfalls when applying SSA methodology. Many other research topics were

identified during the course of this study, and offers scope for further timely research to be

conducted in SSA ...
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APPENDIX

Table A-I International airline passengers: monthly totals (thousands of passengers)

from January 1949 to December 1960

Year I Month lan Feb Mar Apr May lun lul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1949 112 118 132 129 121 135 148 148 136 119 104 118
1950 115 126 141 135 125 149 170 170 158 133 114 140
1951 145 150 178 163 172 178 199 199 184 162 146 166
1952 171 180 193 181 183 218 230 242 209 191 172 194
1953 196 196 236 235 229 243 264 272 237 211 180 201
1954 204 188 235 227 234 264 302 293 259 229 203 229
1955 242 233 267 269 270 315 364 347 312 274 237 278
1956 284 277 317 313 318 374 413 405 355 306 271 306
1957 315 301 356 348 355 422 465 467 404 347 305 336
1958 340 318 362 348 363 435 491 505 404 359 310 337
1959 360 342 406 396 420 472 548 559 463 407 362 405
1960 417 391 419 461 472 535 622 606 508 461 390 432

* Senes obtamed from Box, G.E.P. and Jenkms, G.M. (1970) Time Series Analysis:

Forecasting and Control. San Francisco: Holden-day Publishing, p.S31.
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Table A-2 Monthly hotel room averages for January J 977 to December J 990

Year I Month lan Feb Mar Apr May Jun lul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 501 488 504 578 545 632 728 725 585 542 480 530
1978 518 489 528 599 572 659 739 758 602 587 497 558
1979 555 523 532 623 598 683 774 780 609 604 531 592
1980 578 543 565 648 615 697 785 830 645 643 551 606
1981 585 553 576 665 656 720 826 838 652 661 584 644
1982 623 553 599 657 680 759 878 881 705 684 577 656
1983 645 593 617 686 679 773 906 934 713 710 600 676
1984 645 602 601 709 706 817 930 983 745 735 620 698
1985 665 626 649 740 729 824 937 994 781 759 643 728
1986 691 649 656 735 748 837 995 1040 809 793 692 763
1987 723 655 658 761 768 885 1067 1038 812 790 692 782
1988 758 709 715 788 794 893 1046 1075 812 822 714 802
1989 748 731 748 827 788 937 1076 1125 840 864 717 813
1990 811 732 745 844 833 935 1110 1124 868 860 762 877

* Series obtained from Bowermann, B.L. and O'Connell, R.T. (1993) Forecasting and

Time Series: An Applied Approach. California: Duxbury Press, p.312.
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Table A-3 Monthly liquor sales from January J 980 to December J 99 J

Year I Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1980 480 467 514 505 534 546 539 541 551 537 584 854
1981 522 506 558 538 605 583 607 624 570 609 675 861
1982 605 537 575 588 656 623 661 668 603 639 669 915
1983 643 563 616 645 703 684 731 722 678 713 725 989
1984 687 629 687 706 754 774 825 755 751 783 804 1139
1985 711 693 790 754 799 824 854 810 798 807 832 1142
1986 740 713 791 768 846 884 886 878 813 840 884 1245
1987 796 750 834 838 902 895 962 990 882 936 997 1305
1988 866 805 905 873 1024 985 1049 1034 951 1010 1016 1378
1989 915 854 922 965 1014 1040 1137 1026 992 1052 1056 1469
1990 916 934 987 1018 1048 1086 1144 1077 1036 1076 1114 1595
1991 949 930 1045 1015 1091 1142 1182 1161 1145 1119 1189 1662
1992 1048 1019 1129 1092 1176 1297 1322 1330 1263 1250 1341 1927
1993 1271 1238 1283 1283 1413 1371 1425 1453 1311 1387 1454 1993

* Senes obtamed from Diebold, F.X. (1998) Elements of Forecasting
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PROGRAM: SHONGO.F

EXPLANATION OF SUBROUTINES USED IN PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE I TMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

Purpose

This subroutine creates the trajectory matrix (Hankel matrix structure)

ft f2 ... f"
)2 II ... !,,+l

X -
(TX71)

I
fT i.; ... fN

by applying the rule

Xi,j = 1;+)-1

. 1 (. f N+l)z = , ,T ~ integer part 0 -2-

j = 1, ,n (= N - T + 1).

In the above, T is the window length and n the number of column vectors in

trajectory matrix X.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing the noise contaminated time series

ITAU Window length (T) to use (number of rows in matrix)

ICOLS Number of columns in trajectory matrix X

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

I -- rVARIABLE USE

X : T<aject0'l' matr;x X I

SUBROUTINE I TRAJECTORYMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

Purpose

This subroutine creates the trajectory matrix (Hankel matrix structure)

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE
I

F Vector containing the noise contaminated time series

ITAU Window length (T) to use (number of rows in matrix)

ICOLS Number of columns in trajectory matrix X
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES
n _, _

VARIABLE USE

, X : Tmjecto'Y matrix X I

SUBROUTINE I CTMAT(ITAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, ICENT,XTILDE)

Purpose

This subroutine creates centred trajectory matrix (Hankel matrix structure)

x = X -~Xll'
(TXU) (TX7I.) n

- X - xl'
(TXfI.)

where

I = [1 ... I]'
("xl)

X = shift vector of hyperplane H.

The subroutine makes provision for centring not to be applied when ICENT=O.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

ITAU Number of row vectors in trajectory matrix X

ICOLS Number of columns in trajectory matrix X

X Trajectory matrix X

ICENT Use centring ifICENT=l, else not

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

XMEAN Shift vector (JC) of r -flat H,

XTILDE Centred trajectory matrix X

SUBROUTINE I CTRAJECTORYMAT(ITAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN,

XTILDE)

Purpose

This subroutine creates centred trajectory matrix (Hankel matrix structure).

The subroutine uses centring by default.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

!TAU Number of row vectors in trajectory matrix X

ICOLS Number of columns in trajectory matrix X

X Trajectory matrix X
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

XMEAN Shift vector (x) of r -flat H,
XTILDE Centred trajectory matrix X

SUBROUTINE I SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

Purpose

This subroutine creates the scatter matrix

xx' = (X - xl' )(X - Xl')'
(TXT)

where

1 = [1 ... I]'
("xl)

X = shift vector of hyperplane H.

The algorithm makes use of the fact that a scatter matrix is symmetrical. Only

the diagonal and lower diagonal elements are constructed during the routine.

The upper diagonal elements are set equal to the lower diagonal elements. This

increases speed of programs that, during numeric intensive routines such as

forward validation, uses this subroutine often.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

XTILDE Centred trajectory matrix X
ITAU Number of row vectors in trajectory matrix X

ICOLS Number of columns in trajectory matrix X

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

I VARJABLE I USE 1
XXT : Sc•• ., ma"i, XX'

SUBROUTINE I PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)

Purpose

This subroutine creates the projection matrix

PJ: - V V'
" {TX,') <1'XT'

(TXT'

with matrix V the matrix with eigenvectors as column vectors, i.e.

V = [v. v,. . .. v,.]
(TXt') '1""1. '

where Cl' C
2
, .•• , C,. are the r index values of eigenvectors to use.
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The eigenvectors are extracted from the scatter matrix XX' using the double

precision IMSL subroutine DEVCSF. The eigenvectors V"I' vr'J' "', vr, form

an orthonormal base for parallel linear subspace £,.

This subroutine also makes use of the fact that a projection matrix is

symmetrical when constructing it. The diagonal and lower diagonal elements

are constructed first. The upper diagonal elements are simply set equal to the

lower diagonal elements. This aids in speeding up programs that are

numerically intensive and uses this subroutine often.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

V Matrix with eigenvectors in columns

ITAU Number of row vectors in trajectory matrix V

IR Number of eigenvectors to use

IEVEC Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

PV Projection matrix P.c of parallel linear subspace £,.,.

SUBROUTINE I PROJECTMAT2(V, ITAU, IR, PV)

Purpose

This subroutine creates the projection matrix

P. V V'
.1:,> (TXt') ("XT)

(TXT)

with matrix V the matrix with eigenvectors as column vectors, i.e.

V = [VI V2 ... V,.].
( TXr)

The leading r eigenvectors are used to construct the projection matrix with.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

V Matrix with eigenvectors in columns

ITAU Number of row vectors in trajectory matrix V

IR Number of leading eigenvectors to use

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE
I

PV Projection matrix P.c, of parallel linear subspace £,.
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SUBROUTINE I DEVCSF(IT AU, XXT, IMAXT AU, EVAL, V,

IMAXTAU)

Purpose

This is a double precision IMSL subroutine that is used to extract eigenvectors

vI' V2' ... , VT and eigenvalues -\ ~ -\ ~ ... ~ ~ from a covariance/scatter

matrix.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

ITAU Dimension of scatter matrix XX I

XXT - - IScatter matrix XX

IMAXTAU Maximum defined dimension of matrix XXT in program

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

EVAL Vector of sorted eigenvalues -\ ~ -\ ~ ... ~ ~

V Matrix with eigenvectors as column vectors

SUBROUTINE I MEASURES(INOBS, F, FHAT, MAD, MAPE, SSE,

MSE)

Purpose

This subroutine calculates measure of forecasting accuracy. The measures of

forecasting accuracy, calculated by this subroutine, are

1 N •

MAD= NEIJ;-J,I
t=1

MA PE = 2_t IJ; - ~ I x 100%
N 1=1 J,
N

SSE = E(J, - ~)
t=1

MSE = ~SSE.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

INOBS Length of series to calculate measures for

F Observed time series in a vector

FHAT Forecasts in a vector
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

MAD Mean Absolute Deviation

MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error

SSE Sum of Squared Errors

MSE Mean Squared Error

SUBROUTINE I CADZOWSIGNAL(F, INOBS, ITAU, IR, IEVEC,

ICENT, SIGNAL, XMEAN, PV, ITERATE)

Purpose

This subroutine reconstructs a signal series using the Cadzow (1988) iterative

mapping algorithm. A univariate noise contaminated series is supplied to the

subroutine. The user must also supply the window length ( T) and number of

eigenvectors ( r v that must be used. The actual indices of the eigenvectors to

use are supplied in a vector.

LIMITATIONS OF SUBROUTINE

The program can reconstruct a single univariate time series' signal. The

program can handle time series of length 1000 or shorter. Reconstructed signal

series fall in the broad class of functions as describe in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR Number of eigenvectors cr i to use

IEVEC Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

ICENT IfICENT=1 use centring, else not

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

SIGNAL Vector containing Cadzow-signal series

XMEAN Shift vector of Cadzow-signal series

PV Projection matrix of Cadzow-signal series

ITERATE Number of iterations to convergence of routine

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

CTMAT(ITAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN ,ICENT, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)
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EXPLANATION OF SUBROUTINE

The subroutine is iterative by nature. The observed time series is unfolded into

a trajectory matrix. The centred trajectory matrix is formed (if leENT= I). The

scatter matrix is then formed. Eigenvectors are extracted from the scatter

matrix. The projection matrix P.c is created using the eigenvectors with
r

indices supplied in lEVEe. The following measure, which checks for

convergence, is then calculated
T

EPSILON =
E ,\
;="+1

E·\
;=1

with

A• ith eigenvalue of scatter matrix XX'.

The condition for terminating the iterative loop is that EPSILON < 10-9. If

the condition is met, then the series at the current iteration is returned as the

signal series, together with the shift vector and projection matrix.

If the above condition is not met then the following projection is performed,

x - !!' +
shift hack to hvpcrpluno H

P.c X
r

projeenou onto liucnr J'OlIbspan~ c,

where

X = projected matrix X 011 current iteration's hyperplane.

A signal series, at the current iteration, is then reconstructed by averaging over

the reverse diagonals of matrix X, using the Hankelization operation given by

j,

1 s ,-Ex .
S ;=1 ""-.+1

1 T

-'""'iT8 ".,-;+1 T ::; S ::; n

1 N-.'+1
---- '""'i <N _ S + 1 L.." ,+"-",,.-;+1 n - S < N

.=1

l::;s::;T

where

J, = element s of reconstructed signal series (at current iteration)

x . = element i,j of matrix X (at current iteration).
'oJ

The above procedure is repeated iteratively until the convergence criteria is

met.
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SUBROUTINE I SIGNALSERIES(F, INOBS, INI, ITAU, ICOUNTR,

SIGNAL, XMEAN, PV, ITERATE, ISERIES)

Purpose

This subroutine reconstructs a Cadzow-signal series if ISERIES=2. This

subroutine differs from subroutine CADZOWSIGNAL in that the r leading

eigenvectors are used and not specific ones.

If ISERIES=O then the original series is returned with the shift vector and

projection matrix. If ISERIES= I then a single iteration is performed and the

resulting signal series, shift vector and projection matrix is returned.

The subroutine also does not make provision for not using centring of the

trajectory matrix. Centring of the trajectory matrix is used by default.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

INI Length of series to construct Cadzow-signal for

ITAU Window length (T) to use

ICOUNTR Number of eigenvectors er» to use

ISERIES If ISERIES=O no iteration used

If ISERIES=I a single iteration is used

If ISERIES=2 the Cadzow-signal is returned

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

SIGNAL Vector containing Cadzow-signal series

XMEAN Shift vector of Cadzow-signal series

PV Projection matrix of Cadzow-signal series

ITERATE Number of iterations to convergence of routine

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TRAJECTORYMAT(F, ITAU, rCOLS, X)

CTMAT(ITAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, ICENT, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)

SUBROUTINE I FORECAST(F, INI, IN2, ITAU, IR, IK, MAD, SSE,

MSE, MAPE)

Purpose

This subroutine performs rolling I-period-ahead forecasting over the validation

series. The subroutine is used by the batch mode forward validation subroutine.
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USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INI Length of training series

IN2 Length of validation series

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR Number of leading eigenvectors c r» to use

IK Period-ahead forecasting to use

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

MAD Mean Absolute Deviation over validation series

SSE Sum of Squared Errors over validation series

MSE Mean Square Error over validation series

MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error over validation series
------

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TRAJECTORYMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

CTRAJECTORYMAT(ITAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT2(V, ITAU, IR, PV)

SUBROUTINE I APPROXSIGNAL(F, INOBS, ITAU, IR, IEVEC,

ICENT, SIGNAL, XMEAN, PV)

Purpose

This subroutine constructs an approximate signal series. It is equivalent to

using a single iteration in the Cadzow subroutine. The subroutine allows the

user to use only specific eigenvectors, by supplying the indices in vector

lEVEe. Furthermore, centring of the trajectory matrix can be suppressed by

setting ICENT=l.

Golyandina et al. (200 I) uses the approximate signal in their work.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR Number of eigenvectors (7') to use

IEVEC Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

ICENT IfICENT=1 use centring, else not
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

SIGNAL Vector containing approximate signal series

XMEAN Shift vector of the approximate signal series

PV Projection matrix of the approximate signal series

SUBROUTINE I FORECAST3(F, INOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC,

IK, ICENT, ICHI, FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE,

ITRANS)

Purpose

This subroutine generates joint-horizon k -period-ahead forecasts. Forecasts

can be generated using the original-, approximate signal or Cadzow-signal

series. Centring of the trajectory matrix can be used or not. The subroutine also

allows the user to specify the actual eigenvectors to use.

The subroutine checks the number of in-sample forecasts (if any) generated

and returns the in-sample measures of forecasting accuracy MAD, SSE, MSE

andMAPE.

The subroutine must be notified which type of transformation was applied to

the time series. If ITRANS=I then no transformation was used. If ITRANS=2

then a log transformation was used. If ITRANS=3 then a square root

transformation was used. This information is required to back transform the

results before calculating the measures of in-sample forecasting accuracy.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE I USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

ISTART Index value at which forecasts start at

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR

IEVEC

IK

ICENT

ICHI

Number of eigenvectors (r) to use

Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

Number of periods to forecast ahead

IfICENT=I use centring, else not

IfICH I= I use the original series to generate forecasts with

If ICHl=2 use the approximate signal series to generate

forecasts with

If ICHI=3 use the Cadzow-signal series to generate

forecasts with

IfITRANS=I no transformation was applied to the series

If ITRANS=2 then a log-transformation was applied to the

series

ITRANS

If ITRANS=3 then a square root transformation was

applied to the series
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

FHAT Vector containing the forecasts

MAD In-sample Mean Absolute Deviation

SSE In-sample Sum of Squared Errors

MSE In-sample Mean Squared Error

MAPE In-sample Mean Absolute Percentage Error

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

CTMAT(lTAU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, ICENT, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)

SUBROUTINE I FORECAST2(F, INOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC,

IK, ICENT, ICHI, FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE,

ITRANS)

Purpose

This subroutine produces rolling one-period-ahead forecasts. It has the same

functionality as subroutine FORECAST3.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE I USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

1START Index value at which forecasts start at

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR Number of eigenvectors cr i to use

IEVEC Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

IK

ICENT

ICHI

Number of periods to forecast ahead

IfICENT=I use centring, else not

IfICH I= I use the original series to generate forecasts with

If ICH I=2 use the approximate signal series to generate

forecasts with

If ICHI=3 use the Cadzow-signal series to generate

forecasts with

If ITRANS= I no transformation was applied to the series

If ITRANS=2 then a log-transformation was applied to the

series

If ITRANS=3 then a square root transformation was

applied to the series

ITRANS
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

FHAT Vector containing the forecasts

MAD In-sample Mean Absolute Deviation

SSE In-sample Sum of Squared Errors

MSE In-sample Mean Squared Error

MAPE In-sample Mean Absolute Percentage Error

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

CTMAT(IT AU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, ICENT, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)

SUBROUTINE I FORECAST1(F, INOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC,

IK, ICENT, ICHI, FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE,

ITRANS)

Purpose

This subroutine produces one-period-ahead forecast without re-estimation. It

also has the same functionality as subroutine FORECAST3.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE I USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

1START Index value at which forecasts start at

ITAU Window length (T) to use

IR Number of eigenvectors cr» to use

IEVEC Vector containing indices of eigenvectors to use

IK

ICENT

ICHI

Number of periods to forecast ahead

IfICENT=1 use centring, else not

IfICH 1=1 use the original series to generate forecasts with

If ICH 1=2 use the approximate signal series to generate

forecasts with

If ICHI=3 use the Cadzow-signal series to generate

forecasts with

IfITRANS=1 no transformation was applied to the series

If ITRANS=2 then a log-transformation was applied to the

series

If ITRANS=3 then a square root transformation was

applied to the series

ITRANS
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SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

FHAT Vector containing the forecasts

MAD In-sample Mean Absolute Deviation

SSE In-sample Sum of Squared Errors

MSE In-sample Mean Squared Error

MAPE In-sample Mean Absolute Percentage Error

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

TMAT(F, ITAU, ICOLS, X)

CTMAT(IT AU, ICOLS, X, XMEAN, ICENT, XTILDE)

SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS, XXT)

DEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, IMAXTAU, EVAL, V, IMAXTAU)

PROJECTMAT(V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PV)

SUBROUTINE I SIGNALSERIES2(F, INOBS, INI, ITAU, IR,

SIGNAL, XMEAN, PV, ITERATE, ISERIES)

Purpose

This subroutine is used to return the original series with shift vector and

projection matrix or the approximate signal with shift vector and projection

matrix or Cadzow-signal series with shift vector and projection matrix. The

subroutine uses the leading eigenvectors when constructing signals.

USER SUPPLIED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

F Vector containing noise contaminated time series

INOBS Number of time series observations

INI Length of series to construct signal series for

ITAU Window length (T) to use

ICOUNTR Number of eigenvectors c r i to use

ISERIES IfISERIES=O no iteration used

If ISERIES= I a single iteration is used

If ISERIES=2 the Cadzow-signal is returned

SUBROUTINE RETURNED VARIABLES

VARIABLE USE

SIGNAL Vector containing the signal series

XMEAN Shift vector of the signal series

PV Projection matrix of the signal series

ITERATE Number of iterations to convergence of routine
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SUBROUTINE I BATCHFVAL(F, INOBS, INI, IN2, IK, IRl, ITAUI,

ISERIES, MSEI, MSE2, MSE3, ITAU2, IMODEL)

Purpose

This subroutine is used to perform batch mode forward validation. The

subroutine is called by subroutine BATCH, which supplies all the required

information.

The bias/variance trade-off measure, discussed in Chapter 4, is used during

forward validation. Results are stored in file C:\OUT.TXT and C:\FVl.TXT.

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

SIGNALSERIES2(F, INOBS, INI, ITAU, IR, SIGNAL, XMEAN, PY,

ITERATE, ISERIES)

SUBROUTINE BATCH

Purpose

This subroutine obtains all the required information from the user to perform

batch mode forward validation. Subroutine BATCHFVAL is then called.

SUBROUTINE FORECASTING

Purpose

This subroutine obtains information from the user to perform forecasting.

Depending on the user's choice one of three subroutines is then called.

A typical screen dump of user-supplied information will have the following

appearance.

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africd
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

Select an option from:-
1. Reconstruct a Signal Series using SSA
2. Forecast using SSA
3. Forward Validation Model Selection
4. Cross Validation Model Selection

FILENAME containing time series
c:\phd\series\air.dat
OUTPUT filename
c :\air.out
TRANSFORMATION to use
l~None
2~Natural log
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3~Square root
2

Time series length N~ 144

Index value at which forecasts start at
133
Number of forecasts to generate (k)
12
-- SSA Parameters
Use centring l~YES O~NO
1
Window length to use (tau)
60
Number of eigenvectors to use (r )
13
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 1J
1
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 2J
2
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 3J
3
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 4J
4
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! SJ
5
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 6J
6
INDEX Of EIGE~vECTOR! 7 J
7
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 8J
8
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 9J
9
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! 10J
10
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR! Il J
11
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR[ 121
12
INDEX Ot EIGENVECTOR[ 13 J
13

Series to use during forecasting
l~Original series
2~Approximate series
3=Cadzow reconstructed series
3

Forecasting technique to use
l~Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts
2~Recurrent one-period-ahead forecasts re-estimated
3~Joint-horizon k-period-ahead forecasts
3

The previous example used the airline passenger series. The series was log-

transformed. The Cadzow-signal series was used during forecasting. Joint-

horizon forecasting was requested. 12 -period-ahead forecasts were requested

starting at t = 133. Note that the 13 leading eigenvectors were supplied.

The output file was named C:\AIR.OUT.

The output of file C:\AIR.OUT is exhibited below.

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic at South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program U3es forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD th~sis. titled:-

Time Series torecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

Date of
Time of
Running subroutine
Input filename
Time Series length_N
Window Length (tau)
Transformation used
Centring used
Forecasted with series
Forecasting technique used
Forecasts starts at
Number of forecasts
Number of eigenvectors used:

FORECASTING
c:\phd\series\air.dat]

144 ]
60 1

Log
Yes

[Cadzow signal
[joint horizon
[ 133
[ 12
[ 13

List of eigenvectors used
Eigenvector [ 1 1
Eigenvector[ 2 J
Eigenvector [ 3 J
Eigenvector [ 4 J
Eigenvector [ 5]

1 J [
2 ] [
3 ] [

] [
5 ] [

74.6530%
8.7087%
8.5837%
2.3686%
2.3175%
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Eigenvector[ 6 J [ 6 J [ 0.6647%
Eigenvector[ 7 J : [ 7 J [ 0.5427%
Eigenvector[ 8 J : [ 8 J [ 0.5300%
Eigenvector[ 9 J : [ 9 J [ 0.5126%
Eigenvector[ 10 J : [ 10 J [ 0.3413%
Eigenvector[ 11 J : [ 11 J [ 0.3315%
Eigenvector[ 12 J : [ 12 J [ 0.2250%
Eigenvector[ 13 J : [ 13 J [ 0.2207%

[ 100.0000%

FORECAST RESULTS

Time Time Series
------------------------------

133 417.000000000000
134 391.000000000000
135 419.000000000000
136 461.000000000000
137 472.000000000000
138 535.000000000000
139 622.000000000000
140 606.000000000000
141 508.000000000000
142 461.000000000000
143 390.000000000000
144 432.000000000000
---------------------------_----
MEASURES OF FORECASTING ACCURACY

Forecast

420.867"19859946
383.749063848412
450.097134851178
462.630595095559
483.895642525574
588.859520735120
6"12.492208630595
666.293226882259
561.088233909474
492.266092108823
431.265238407176
465.942908013298

N
MAD ~
SSE =
MSE =
MAPE=

12
31.6624130975492
16915.1827266064
1409.59856055054

6.4068771%

SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THIS SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE

FORECAST1(F, !NOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICHl,

FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE, ITRANS)

FORECAST2(F, !NOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICHl,

FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE, ITRANS)

FORECAST3(F, !NOBS, ISTART, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICHl,

FHAT, MAD, SSE, MSE, MAPE, ITRANS)

SUBROUTINE FVG2

Purpose

This subroutine obtains information from the user to perform sequential

grouping forward validation, as outlined in Chapter 4. This forward validation

subroutine uses the grouping idea of Golyandina et al. (2001). Groupings of

eigenvectors are used rather than leading eigenvectors.

An example ofa screen dump of user-supplied information is exhibited below.
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Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

Select an option from:-
1. Reconstruct a Signal Series using SSA
2. Forecast using SSA
3. Forward Validation Model Selection
4. Cross Validation Model Selection

Forward Validation
Type of FV
1. Normal
2. Sequential Grouping Forward Validation
3. Batch forward Validation

This program performs Forward Validation.
The program uses Sequential Grouping FV
Rolling k-period-ahead forecasts are used.
The technique uses centring of trajectory matrix

Transformation to use 0~None,1~SQRT,2~LN

Time Series Filename
c:\phd\series\air.dat
Your TS is of length N~ 144

---- Training Set
Train set length N1<~
120

14 4:

Validation set length N2<~
12

24

User series O~Original, l~Approx, 2~Cadzow:
2
k-period-ahead forecasts :
12

Window Length (maximum) <~: 55
55
---- Sequential Grouping Information for FV -------
Number of groups to use
8

Number of Eigenvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
1
Number of Eigenvectors in group
2
Index value of eigenvector
2
Index value of eigenvector 2
3
Number of Eigp.nvectors in group 3
2
Index value of eigenvector
4
Index value of eigenvector 2
5
Number of Eigeflvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
6
Number of Eigenvectors in group 5
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
7
Number Qf Eigenvectors in group
1
Index value of eigenvector 1
8
Number of Eigenvectors in group
2
Index value of eigenvector
10
Index value of eigenvector 2
11
Number of Eigenvectors in group 8
2
Index value of eigenvector
12
Index value of eigenvector 2
13
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Output in the file C:\OUT.TXT is exhibited below.

Shongololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecasting algorithms that form
part of the developer's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Singular Spectrum Analysis

Sequential Grouping Forward Validation Results

Date of Analysis
Date nnalysis starterl
Time analysis started
Running subroutine

and Program Used
[ 16: 4 :2002 J
[ 11:35:52 J
I FVG2 J

User supplied
Transformation applied to series : NLOG
Series used : [ Cadzow-signal
Window length (tau) :[ lZc=t au c= 55J
Time Series length (N) :[144J
Train series :[ 1. .. 120J [ 120J
Validation series :[ 121. .. 132J [ 12J
k-step-ahead forecasts (k): [ 12J
----------- Time Series Files
File: c:\phd\series\air.dat
----------- Results
Forward validation results are in
C:\FVl.TXT

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Grouping of Eigenvectors supplied
Eigenvectors Index 1 Index 2

1
2 2
245

7
8

10
12

9
11
13

2
2
2

Sequential Groupings used during FV
Model Eigenvectors Used (I'model")

1 ([ 1J)
2 ([ 1J [ 2, 3J)
3 ([ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J)
4 {[ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J ( 6J)
5 ([ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6] [ 7 J)
6 ([ 1J[ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6J [ 7 J[ 8, 9J)
7 ([ 1 J [ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6J [ 7 J[ 8, 9 J[ ic. 11 J)
8 ([ 1 J [ 2, 3J [ 4, 5J [ 6 J [ 7 J[ 8, 9 J [ ic. 11 J[ 12, 13J)

FV results sorted by mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
Model mean(MSE) var(MSE)
8 408.847996767227 10547.2301743299
7 514.158006594273 10119.8151692982
6 634.141464665660 5757.21365856814
5 871.715805161024 85967.1083101164
3 985.444407878076 719.789477425133

1595.22674028130 1257.75010287102
4170.09771215624 967924.899660944
4685.71749379418 1476.10599728255

FV results sorted by var(MSE)
Model mean (MSE)
3 985.444407878076
2 1595.22674C28130
1 4685.71749379418
6 634.141464665660

514.158006594273
408.847 9967 672n

5 871.715805161024
4170.09771215624

var(MSE)
719.789477425133
1257.75010287102
1476.10599728255
5757.21365856814
10119.8151692982
10547.2301743299
85967.1083101164
967924.899660944

mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
177703.914634905
274478.270914295
407892.610866877
845855.553277648
971820.470495597
2546006.10301136
18357639.8285917
21957424.5376461

mean(MSE)'2+var(MSE)
971820.470495591
2546006.10301136
21957424.5376461
407892.610866877
274478.210914295
177703.914634905
845855.553277648
18357639.8285917

Date analysis ended
Time analysis ended

16: 4 :2002
11:40:51

SUBROUTINE FV

Purpose

This subroutine performs forward validation model selection. Chapter 4 can be

consulted for the algorithm. The leading eigenvectors are used during forward

validation.
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SUBROUTINE CROSSV

Purpose

This subroutine performs cross validation model selection. Consult Chapter 4

for the relevant algorithm.

FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
PROGRAM SHONGOLOLOSSA

C ••••••• ***.* .*.*.**.* ••PR.OGRAM•• """ * **** ••••••••
C This program pertonns for.~stin9, forward- and cross validate
e model selection using SSA.
C .*.* ••••••••••• ** PROGRAM BY." * *.* •••••••••••• ** •• ** •••• ** ..
C J. d. Klerk [2002 J
c •••••••• ** •••••• * *.* * * * * ••••••• **.*** •••• ***.**** * ..

USE MSIMSL
C ••** •• **** ••••••••••••••••••••• ******** •••••••••••••••••• ***** •••••••

FORMAT (AS1)
WRITE (*,1)
WRITE (. ,1) ,
WRITE (. ,li '
WRITE (. ,1) •
WRITE (. ,1) ,
WRITE (. ,1) •
WRITE (*,1) I

WRITE (*,1) I

WRITE [. ,li •
WRITE (*,1)
WRITE (. ,1) ,
WRITE (. ,li '
WRITE (. ,1) ,
WRITE (.,11 '
WRlTE(*,l) •
WRITE (*,1)
WRITE [. ,1)

ShonQ'ololo-SSA
developed by

J. d. Klerk (2002)
Oep.rtm.nt of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Africa
elU.il: jdk.2@aun.ac.za

Th. program uses forecastinq ~lqorithma th~t form
part of the developer' 's PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Series Forecastinq and Hodel Selection
1n

Sinqular Spectrum Analysis

WRITE(*,l)' Select an option from:-
WRITE(*,1)' 1. Reconstruct a Sic;Jn~l Series usinq SSA
WRITE(*,l)' 2. Forecast usinc;J SSA
WRITE(*,l)' 3. Forward Validation Hodel Selection
WRITE(*,1)' 4. Cross Validation Hodel Selection
WRITE(*,1) ,
READ (*, *) ICHOICE1

C ** This aection performa the SIGNAl. RECONSTRUCTION**
IF UCHOICE1.EQ.l) THEil
WRITE(* ,I) •-------------------------------------
WRITE(*,1) • ---------- SIGNAl. RECONSTRUCTION------------------.
WRITE(* ,1)' Type of sic;Jnal serie. to reconstruct
WRITE(*,1) I 1. Approximate series (sinc;Jle Cadzow-i teration)
WRITE(*,1) I 2. Cadzow-sic;Jnal series
READ (. , .) ICHOICE2
CALL SIGRECONS (ICHOICE2)

ElIDIF

C ** Thia a.ction performs the FORECASTING
IF UCHOICE1.EQ.2) THEil
CALL FORECASTIIIG

ElIDIF

C ** This aection perform. the FORWARD VALIDATION **
IF UCHOICE1.EQ.3) THEil
WRITE(*,1) ,------------- Forward Validation
WRITE (. ,11' Type of rv
WRITE(·,l)' 1. NOl"lU.l
WRITE(*,l) I 2. Sequential Groupinq Forward Vali~tion
WRITE(*,l)' 3. Batch Forward Validation
READ (. , *) ICHOICE2
IF (ICHOICE2.EQ.l) THEil
CALL tv

ElIDIF
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IF (ICHOICE2.EQ.2) THEN
CALL FVG2

ENDIF
IF (ICHOICE2.EQ.3) THEN
CALL BATCH

ENDIF
ENDIF

C •• This •• ction performs the CROSS VALIDATION .-
IF (ICHOICEl.EQ.4) THEN
CALL CROSSV

ENDIF
END

c ******.***** ••••••• **.** ••••• **.** •• * •• ************.************.***
C CROSSV [J. DE KLERK, 2002J
C ** •• ***.*.*** ••• * •• ************.****.* ••••••• *.*************** •• ****

SUBROUTINE CROSSV
c **.*** •••••••••••••• * •• ** ••• ** •• ******** ••••• ****** ••• ******** ••••••
C This subroutine performs Cro •• Validation Mod.l Selection
C ****.****** •• **** •••••••• *********.** ••***** •••••••• **** •• ****** ••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H ,K-Z) ,INTEGER (I -J)
C Set maximum time seri •• lenoth

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-lOOO)
C Set maximum window lenoth (tAU) automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT( (IHAXOBS+l) 12))

C Set maximum number of columna in trajectory matrix automatically
PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-l)

CHARACTER*60 FILENAMEl,FlLENAHE2,FlLENAHE3,FILENAME4
CHARACTERo4 TRANSFORM(3) ,HEASURE(3)
CHARACTERol YESOOI, YESOO2
DIMENSION F (IHAXOBS) ,SIGNAL (IHAXOBS) ,nIAT (IHAXOBS) ,FTEST (IHAXOBS)
DIMENSION ORGF(IHAXOBS) ,X(IHAXTAU,IHAXCOLS) ,XHEAN(IMAXTAU)
DIMENSION XL (IHAXTAU, lMAXCOLS) ,XHEANL(IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXTL (IHAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,YL (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU)
DIMENSION PVL(IHAXTAU,IHAXTAU) ,CVllHAXTAU, lHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXT (IHAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,V (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,EVAL (IHAXTAU)
DlMENS ION PV (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,XTILDE (IMAXTAU, lMAXCOLS)
DIMENSION VECI (IHAXTAU) ,VEC2(IMAXTAU) ,XllAT(IHAXOBS)
DATA TRANSFORH/'NONE','SQRT','NLOG'I
DATA MEASUREI 'MAD ' , 'HAPE' , 'HSE 'I

WRlTEC.,.) 'This pr09r~ performs CROSS VALIDATION'
WRlTEC*,*) 'The observations f(l) are left out one at il time.'
WRlTEC*,.) 'The affected block of columna jl ... j2 i. not used'
WRITE(.,.) 'when constructing the mean vector and eevae raeee '
WRITEC*,*) 'matrix. Columns jl to j2 are reconstructed and'
WRtTEC.,.) 'averaQinq over the rever •• dia90nals used to get'
WRlTEC*,·) 'f(1) that was left out. Th. transformed •• ri •• '
WRITE(*,*) 'with the f(l) in place i. smoothed using CADZOW.'
WRITEC*,·) 'SIGNAL(l) ia considerad ...a reconstructed. fU). '

FORMAT(A5l)
C Get INPUT and OUTPUT fil.n~. from u.er

WRlTEC*,l) 'INPUT filename
READ(*,*)FILENAHEl
WRlTEC*,l) 'OUTPUT filenama
READC·,·)FILENAME2

C Get tran.fo~tion information from u.er
WRlTE(*,l) 'Apply 1. NO 2. SQRT 3. LH transformation
READC.,·) ITRANS
OPEN(UNIT-l,FILE-FlLENAHEl,STATUS-'OLD',
OPEN (UNIT-2, FILE-FlLENAME2)

C Read Time Sari •• into vector F while countinq the number of OBS
C Transform the oriqinal series i f required by usar

lOOBS-l
READ (1, 0, END-3) F (INOBS)
ORGFIINOBS) -FUOOBS)
IF (ITRANS.EQ.2) THEN
F(INOBS)-DSQRTIF (INOBS) )

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.3) THEN
F (INOBS) -DLOG (F (IOOBS) )

ENDIF
INOBS-lOOBS+l

GOTO 2
3 INOBS-lOOBS-l

CLOSE(1)
WRlTE(*,*) 'Loop tau from
READ(.,.) ITAUI
WRITE (*,.) 'Loop tau to
READ (*, *) ITAU2
WRlTEC*,*) 'Loop r from
READ (*, *) IRl
WRITE (*, *) 'Loop r to
READ(O,O) IR2

C Writ. info~tion
WRITE (2,.) I

WRITE (2, *) I

WRITE (2, *) ,

WRITE (2, *) I

WRlTE(2,*) ,
WRlTE(2,*) I

WRlTE(2,O)'
WRITE(2,*) I

WRlTE(2,O)'
WRITE (2, 0)
WRITE (2,0) ,
WRITE(2,O)'
WRITE (2, *) I

WRITE (2,0) ,
WRITE (2, *) I

WRITE (2, 0)

to OUTPUT FI LE

ShonQ'ololo-SSA.
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Oe~rtment of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Afri~
ema.il: jdk2@sun.ac.za

Th. pr09riUn u •• s forecaatinq alQ'orithms that form
part of the developer"'. PhD th •• is, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Hodel Selection
1n

Sinqular Spectrum. Analy.is

WRlTE(2,.) ,----------- Time Serie. Information
+ ,--------------------_.
CALL TIHDY (IHOUR, IHIN, ISEC)
CALL TDATE (IDAY, lHONTH, IYEAR)
WRITE(2,4) 'Date of analysis Start

+IYEAR,' ]'
WRITE(2,5) 'Time of analysis Start

+ISEC, • ] ,
WRITE(2,*' 'RunninC) Program.
FORMA.T(lX,A3I, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 14 ,A4)

5 FORMA.T(IX,A3I, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 12 ,A6)
WRITE(2,6' 'Input Filenu..

6 FORHAT(1X,A3l,lX,A60,A2)
WRITE(2,*) 'Time Serie. length N

7 FORMAT(A3l, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al) -
WRITE(2,7) 'Loop .tructure for tau
WRITE(2,7) 'Loop .tructure for r
WRITE(2,*) ,----------- Notes

',IDAY, ":', Il«)NTH,':',

• ,IHOUR, ":' ,IHIN, ":',

CROSSVAL. F J'

, ,FILENAMEI,' J'

',INOBS, 'J'

[' ,ITAUI, ';' ,ITAU2,')'
[ , ,IRl, ' ; , ,IR2, ' J '

+" ---------------,
WRlTE(2,*,'Tranaformation applied to .erie.

+TRANSFORH(ITRANS)
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WRITE (2, *) 'CROSS VALIDATION RESULTS'
WRITE(2,*) 'tau r CV'

C Loop over the window length
DO ITAU-ITAU1, ITAU2

C Set number of columns [ICOLS) in trajectory matrix XL
ICOLS-INOBS-ITAU+l

C Construct trajectory matrix XL
CALL TRAJECTORYMAT (F, ITAIJ, ICOLS ,XL)

C Loop over the number of princi~l components to us_
DO IR-IRl ,MIN UTAU-l, IR21
CV(ITAU,IRI-O.OOO

C Loop over the obs.rvations to leave out fel)
DO 11.-1, INOBS

C Calculate column vectors which contain left out observation
C Th••• columns are from. Jl (included) to J2 (included)

Jl~(l, IL-ITAU+1)
J2-+1IN (IL, ICOLSI

C Construct the mean vector [XMEANL]
DO 1-1, I TAU
XHEANL( I ) -0 . 000
DO J-l, ICOLS

C Iqnor. the colum vectors in XL that contain the left out f(l)

IF «J.LT.J1I .OR. (J.GT.J2)) THEN
XHEANL(I I -XHEANL U I +XL U ,Jl

ENDIF
ENDDO
XHEANLU) -XHEANLU) /DFLOATUCOLS- (J2-Jl+ll)

ENDDO
C Construct the variance-covariance matrix [XXTL]

DO 1-1, ITAU
DO IK-I, ITAU
XXTL(I, IKI -0.000
00 J-l, ICOLS

C Iqnore the column vectors in XL that contain the left out f(l)
IF «J.LT.Jl) .OR. (J.GT.J2)) THEN
XXTLU, IK)-XXTLU, IKI+ (XLU ,Jl -XHEANL(II I *

+ (XL(IK,J) -XHEANL(IK) I
ENDIF

ENDDO
XXTL(I, IKI -XXTL(I, IKI /OFLOAT(ICOLS- (J2-Jl+11 -i i

C U.. symmetry property to construct the covariance matrix
XXTL(IK, I1-XXTL(I, IKI

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Calculate Eiqenvectors of Matrix XXTL that forms
C orthono~l base for subspac. Vr (IHSL routine)

CALL DEVCSF(ITAU,XXTL, lHAXTAU, EVAL, VL, lHAXTAUI
C Datemdne the rank of matrix XXTL, i.e. non-zero eiQanvalues
C if rank is le •• than IR C.iQenvectors requested' adjust IR

lRANK-O
00 IIR-l, IR
IF (EVAL(I IR) .GT.1E-91 THEN
lRANK-lRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO
IF (IRANK. LT .11 THEN
lRANK-l

ENDIF
C Create Projection MAtrix PV(L' of linear aubspace VrCL)

CALL PROJECTHAT2(VL,ITAU,IRANK,PYLI
C Recon.truct column. that contain left out observation

IVAL-O

DO J-Jl,J2
IVAI.- IVAL+ 1
DO IJ-l, ITAU
VECl (IJl -XL (IJ, J) -XHEANL (IJl
VEC2 (IJl -PYL (IJ, IL-J+ 1)

ENDDO
VECl (IL-J+ 1 I -0.000
SUH1-0.ODO
SUH2-0.0DO
DO IIJ-l, ITAU
SUH1-SlJ'fl+VECl (IIJ) *VEC2 (IIJI
SUH2-SUH2+VEC2 (I IJl *VEC2 (I IJ)

ENDDO
IF «SUH1/(l-SUH2)) .GT. (2*XHEAN(ITAU))) THEN
KHAT(IVALI -XHEANL (IL-J+ 1)

ELSE
KHAT(IVALI -XHEANL(IL-J+l) +SUH1/ (l-SUH21

ENDIF
ENDDO

C AveraQe over the rever.e diaQonal. to recon.truct f Cl)
C The rever •• diaQonal e L.... nt. have been stored in vector XHAT
e IVAL i. the nwnber of the.e rever.e diaQonal elements
e Insert reconstructed value in the wortinq time .eries and then smooth

FULl -0.000
DO I-1,IVAL
F(ILI -F(ILI +KHAT(I) /IVAL

ENDDO
e Use CADZOW to smooth the .erie.

CALL SIGNALSERIES2CF,INOBS,INOBS,ITAU,IR,SIGHAL,XHEAN,PV,
+ ITERATE,2)

e Use .ignal(l) a. estimate for fel) and calculate squared error
IF (ITRANS.EQ.1I THEN
CV(ITAU, IRI -CY(ITAU, IR) + (ORGF(ILI -SIGNAL (ILl I '*2

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.21 THEN
CV(ITAU, IR)-CY(ITAU, IRI + (ORGF(ILI -SIGNAL (ILl **2) **2

ENDIF
IF (I TRANS . EQ. 3) THEN
CV(ITAU, IRI -CY(ITAU, IRI + (ORGF(ILI -DEXP(SIGNAL(ILI I I **2

ENDIF
e Reset the ob.ervation f (1) to original value

IF UTRANS.EQ.1I THEN
F(ILI-ORGF(ILI

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.2) THEN
F(ILI-OSQRT(ORGF(IL) )

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.31 THEN
F (ILl -OLOG (ORGF (ILl I

ENDIF
ENDDO

199 FORHATU3,2X,I3,2X,G30.1S1
WRITE (2,1991 ITAU, IR,CV(ITAU, IRI /OFLOAT(INOBS)
WRITEC*,*)'ITAU-',ITAU,' IR-',IR

ENDDO
ENDDO
CALL TIHDY (I HOUR, IMIN, ISECI
CALL TDATE (I DAY, lHONTH, IYEARI
WRITE(2,4) 'Date analysis ended

+IYEAR, I ]'

WRITEC2,5) 'Tima analy.i. ended
+ISEC,' J'
CLOSE (21
END
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******.***** •••• * ••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••
C EV (J. DE KLERK, 2002]C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••** ••••••••••

SUBROUTINE EV
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C This subroutine performa Forward ValidAtion Model SelectionC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••** ••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER (I-J)
C Set maximum time .eries l.nO'th

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-IOOO)
C S.t maximum window lenO'th (tau' automAtically

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT ((IHAXOBS+l) /2))
C Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix autom.tically

PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-IHAXOBS-1)

CHARACTER*60 FILENAME1, FILENAME2
CHARACTER.l CHl
CHARACTER*2 CH2
DIMENSION F(IHAXOBS) ,SIGNAL (IHAXOBS) ,XMEAN(IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION X(IHAXTAU, IHAXCOLS) ,XTILDE (IHAXTAU, IHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION V(IHAXTAU,IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXT (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,EVAL (IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION FRAT (IHAXOBS) ,PY (IHAXTAU, IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION Pl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,P2 (IHAXTAU, IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION P (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,P2TP2 (200,200)
DIMENSION P2TPl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,P2TP2INV(200,200)
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU)
DIMENSION VECl (IHAXTAU)
DIMENSION HSEHAT(IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU-1) ,SORTHSE (l00,3)
CHARACTER*4 TRANSFORM(3)
DATA TRANSFORM/'NONE', 'SQRT', 'NLOG'/

FORMAT(AS1)
WRITE (*,1) ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITEC.,l) 'Thi. program perform. Forward ValidAtion.
WRITE(.,1) 'RollinO' k-period-ahaad fore~sts ar. used.
WRITEC·, 1) 'The technique u.es centrinO' of trajectory rutrix
WRITE (* ,1) ,-------------------------------------------------- -'

C Get type of transformation to apply to time .erie. from u•• r
WRITE C·, ,(A40) ') ·Tran.formation to u.e O-None,1-SQRT,2-LN:'
READ (. ,., ITRANS

C Get time .eries filename from user
WRITE C·, 'CA29, ') 'TS Filename
READ(*,*)FILENAMEl

C Read time •• ri •• into vector F, countinq the number of observations
OPEN(UNIT-l,FlLE-FILENAME1)
lNOBS-l

2 READ(l,· ,END-3) F(INOBS)
IF (ITRANS.EQ.1) THEN
F(INOBS)-DSQRT(F(INOBS))

ENDIF
IF (I TRANS . EQ. 2) THEN
F (INOBS) -DLOG (F (INOBS) )

ENDIF
lNOBS-INOBS+l

OOTe 2
3 INOBS-lNOBS-l

CLOSE (l)

WRITEC., ' CA24, 14 ,Al) ') 'Your TS i. of lenqth N- ',INOBS

WRITE(.,.,

C Get lenoth of traininO' .erie. from user
WRITEI",,(A24, 14 ,Al) " 'Train series lenqth Nl<-', INOBS, , : '
READ (.,.) INl

C Get lenqth of validAtion .eries from user
WRITE(*,' (A33, 14)') 'Validation series lenoth N2<-
READ (*,.) IN2

: ' ,INOBS-INl

C Get series to u•• durinQ FV from u.er
WRITEC., I (A43) ') 'User series O-OriO'inal, 1-Approx, 2-<:adzow: I

READC.,.) ISERIES

C Get k-step-ahead forecasts from user
WRITE(., , (A21) ') ')t-period-ahead foreeasts
READC·,·)IK

C Get window lenO'th (tau) from user
WRITE'.,' (A29,I2) ') 'Window LenO'th (maximum) <-:

+FLOOR(DFLOA.T( (INI-IK+2) /2))
READ (.,.) ITAUl

C Get maximum number of leadinO' eiqenveetors to us. from user
WRITEC.,' (A29, 12) "} 'Number of eiO'envectors l<-r<-

+INT(ITAUl-1)
READ (.,.) tRl

C Write output to file
OPEN (UNIT-ll, FlLE- 'Co \OUT. TXT') ;
WRlTE(ll,*) ,
WRITE (11,.) ,
WRITE (ll, *) ,
WRITE(11,.) t

WRITE (11,.) ,
WRITE (11, *) ,
WRITE (11, *) ,
WRITE(ll,*) ,
WRITE (11,.) ,
WRITE (11,·) ,
WRITE (11,·) ,
WRlTE(ll,·) ,
WRITE (11,*) ,
WRITE(11,·) ,
WRITE(ll,·) ,
WRITE (ll, *)
WRITE (11, *) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,

ShonO'ololo-SSA
developed by

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University
Republic of South Afriea
email: jdk2@sun.ac.za

The program uses forecastinO' algorithma that form
part of the developer' '5 PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Sari.s ForecastinO' and Hodel Sel.ction
in

Sinqul&r Spectrum Analysis

+ ,---------------------,
WRITECll,.)' Normal Forward Va11dation Results
WRITE (ll,·) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,

+' ---------------------,
WRITE(11,·) ,----------- Date of Analysis and Program Used ---'

+ t ,

CALL TIHDY (IHOUR, IHIN, ISEC)
CALL TDATE (IDAY, lHOIITH, IYEAR)

10 FORMAT (lX,A31, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 14 ,A4)
20 FORMAT (lX,A31, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 12 ,A6)

WRITE(11,10) 'Date of &nalysis started
+IYEAR,' ]'
WRITE(11,20) 'Time of analysis started

+ISEC, , J'
WRITE (11,.) 'RunninO' subroutine
WRITE(11,·)

, , IDAY, , : ' , IHONTH,' : • ,

',IHOUR,': ", IHIN, ":',

( EV i :

+' ---------------------,
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WRITE(11, *) ,----------- User supplied values+,---------------------,
WRITE(ll,.) 'TrAnsformation applied to series

+TRANSFORMCITRANS+11
IF CISERIES.EQ.OI THEN
WRITE(11, *) 'Series used

ENDIF
IF CISERIES.EQ.11 THEN
WRITE(11,.) 'Series used

ENDIF
IF CISERIES.EQ.21 THEN

( OriginAl ]'

Approximte ]'

WRlTEU1,·) 'Series used: ( CAdzow-signal l '
ENDIF
WRITECll,' ClX,A28,I3,A7,I3,AlI 'I

+ 'Window lenqth (tau) : (', IR1+IK, '<-tau<-', ITAU1,' J'
WRlTECll,' ClX,A38,I3,Al) ')

+'Leading eiqenveetors used:( 1<- r <-',IRl,']'
WRITE(11,' UX,A28, I3,Al) ') 'Time Series lenqth (H) : [',IHOaS, ') ,
WRITE Cll, ' ClX,A35, 14 ,11.2,14 ,All')

+' Train series : ( 1... ' ,nn, ' J ( , , INl, , J '
WRITE ui , ' ClX,A28, 14 ,A3, I4 ,11.2, I4 ,Al) ')

+ 'Validation series : [' ,IH1+l, , ... ' , IH1+IH2, "l (' , IH2, 'J '
WRITEt i i , ,UX,A28, 13,Al) t) 'It.-stap-ahead forecasts (k): [' , IK, '] ,
WRITEU1,.) ,----------- Time Series Files -------------------',

+,---------------------,
WRITEUI,.) 'File: ',FILENAMEl
WRITE(lI, *) ,----------- Resul ts -----------------------------,+,---------------------,
WRITE(ll,*) 'Forward validation results Ara in :'
WRITE(ll,*) 'C:\FV1.TXT'
WRITE(11,.) , I,

C Open OUTPUTfile
OPEN CUNIT-2, FILE-'C: \FY1. TXT')

C FORWARDVALIDATION STARTS HERE
DO 103 ITAU-IR1+IK,ITAUl
DO 102 IR-l,HINUTAU-IK,ITAU-l,IRlI

C Set position in oriqinal series to start at
IH3-IHI-IK+1
IT2-IN3
IN4-IN3

C Initialize vector for use
HSE-O.ODO
HSEHAT CI TAU,IR) -0. ODD

DO 101 Il-l, IN2
WRITE(.,.) '11-' ,11, I ITAU-' ,ITAU, I IR-' ,IR

C The routine that is Cililed does HOTuse reconstructed Cadzow-siqnal
C The converqence criteria has been set to perform no iterAtions
C The subroutine is usad to return the shift vector And projection matrix

CALL SIGNALSERI£S2 (F, IHOas, IN3, ITA1J,IR,SIGNAL,XHEAN,PY',
ITERATE,ISERIES)

C Create projection matrix of orthogonal parall.l linear subspace Vr
DO 1-1, ITAU
DO J-I, I TAU
IF U.EQ.J) THEN
PU ,J) -1. ODO-PVCI ,J)

ELSE
PU ,J) -0. ODO-PVU ,J)

ENDIF
PCJ,I1-PU,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Partition projection m.trix Pinto P1 and P2
DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-l, ITAU
IF CJ. LE. UTAU-IK» THEN
P1CI,J)ftpU,J)

ENDIF
IF CJ.GE. UTAU-IK+lI) THEN
P2 Cl ,J- UTAU-IK» -PU ,J)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create P2' P2 and invert the resui t
DO 1-1, IK
DO J-l,IK
P2TP2 U, JI-O. ODD
DO IJ-l, ITAU
P2TP2 Cl ,J) -P2TP2 U ,J) +P2 CIJ, I) .P2 UJ ,J)

ENDDO
P2TP2 CJ, Il -P2TP2 U, J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Set up inverse of P2TP2
CALL DLINDS UK, P2TP2, 200, P2TP2INV, 200)

C Create P2' Pl and invert the resui t
DO I-l,IK
DO J-l, UTAU-IK)
P2TPl U, J) -0. ODD
DO IJ-l, I TAU
P2TPl U, J) -P2TPl U, J) +P2 UJ, Il ·Pl UJ, J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

e Create inv(P2'P2)P2TPl
DO I-l,IK
DO J-l, UTAU-IK)
P2TP2IP2TPl U, JI-O. ODD
DO IJ-l,IK
P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) -P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) +P2TP2INV U, IJI·P2TPl CIJ, J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create It.-step-ahead for.ea.sts for the multiple time serie.
ICOUNT3-0
DO II-l, ITAU-IK
ICOUNT3-ICOUNT3+1
VECl UCOUNT3) -SIGNALUN3-ITAU+IK+II)-
XHEAN UCOUNT3)

ENDDO

e The t.-period-ahead forecasts are generated her.
e ALL the t.-period-ahead forecasts are used to construct the HSE with

DO I-l,IK
FRAT U 1-0. ODD
DO J-l, UTAU-IK)
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FHATUI -FHAT (II +P2TP2IP2TPl U ,Jl *VECl (Jl
ENDDO
FHAT (I) -XMEANUTAU-IK+II -FHAT (II

C C~lculat. HSt over validation •• rie. over all the k-period-ahead forecasts
IF UTRANS.EQ.OI THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IRI -HSEHATUTAU, IRI + «FUN4+I) -FHATUI I **21 I
O~TUN2*IKI

ENOIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.1) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IRI -HSEHAT UTAU, IR) + «FUN4+I) **2-
FHAT U) **2) **21 IO~T UN2*IK)

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.2) THEN
HSEHAT UTAU, IR) -HSEHATUTAU, IR)+ «OEXP(FUN4+I1 1-
OEXP (FHAT U I I I * *2) IOFLOAT UN2 * IK)

ENDIF
ENDDO

C Incre ..s. training •• ri •• length by 1
IN3-IN3+1
IN4-IN4+1

101 CONTINUE
C Writ. HSE to OUTPUT til ••

WRITE (2, *) ITAU,' ',IR,' ',HSEHAT(ITAU, IR)
102 CONTINUE
103 CONTINUE

C Calculate mean'HSE) and var(HSE)
DO I-l,IRl
00 J-l,4
SORTHSE(I,J)-O.OOO

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO I-l,IRl
eStor. number of leading eiq.nvectors in column (1] of SORTHSE matrix

SORTHSE (I , 1) -I
C Calculate mean(MSE) and store in column [2] of SOR'l'MSEmatrix

DO J-IR1+IK,ITAUl
SORTHSE (I ,2)-SORTHSE (I ,21 +HSEHAT(J, I) IOFLOATUTAU1-IR1-IK+1)

ENDDO
C Calculate var(HSE) and store in column (3] ot SORTHSE matrix

DO J-IR1+IK, ITAUl
SORTHSE U ,3) -SORTHSE U, 31 + «HSEHAT (.1, I) -SORTHSE U ,21) **21 I
OFLOAT (ITAU1-IR1-IK)

ENDDO
C Calculate mean(MSE)A2+varCMSE) and store in oolumn (4] of SORTHSE matrix

SORTHSE(I,41-SORTHSE(I,2)**2+S0RTHSE(I,31
ENDDO

C Sort the re.ults by mean(MSE) ....2+var(MSE), i.e. by column [4J ot SORnEE matrix
00 I-I,IRl
00 J-I,IRl
IF (SORTHSE (.1,4) . LT .SORTHSE U, 4)) THEN
TEMP1-SORTHSE(I,1)
TEMP2-SORTHSE (1,2)
TEMP3-S0RTHSE(I,31
TEMP. -SORTHSE (I , 4 )
SORTHSE(I,l)-SORTHSE(J,l)
SORTHSE (I,2)-SORTHSE (.1,2)
SORTHSE (I ,3)-SORTHSE (.1,31
SORTHSE (I ,41-SORTHSE (.1,41
SORTHSE(J,l)-TEMPl
SORTHSE(J,21-TEHP2
SORTHSE(J,31-TEMP3

SORTHSE(J,41-TEMP4
ENDIF

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Write sorted re.ulte to file
WRITE (11, *)' ,
WRITE(ll,*) 'fV re.ults sorted by mean(MSE,'"'2+var(HSE)'
WRlTE(ll,' (3X,Al,llX,A9,22X,A8,23X,A201 'I

+'r', 'meiln(MSE) ", 'v.r(MSE)·, 'mean(HSE) ....2+Vil.r(MSE) t

DO I-l,IR1
WRITE (11,' U4 ,3(Al ,G30.l51 1'1 INT(SORTHSE U,1)),' • ,SORTHSE U,21,

+ ' ',SORTHSEU,3),' ',SORTHSE U,4)
ENDDO

C Sort the results by v.r(MSE), i.e. by column [3J of SORTHSEmatrix
DO 1-1, IRl
DO J-I, IRl
IF (SORTHSE(J,31.LT.SORTMSE(I,3)1 THEN
TEMP1-SORTHSE U, 1 I
TEMP2-SORTHSE (1,2 I
TEMP3-SORTHSE(I,31
TEHP4-SORTHSE(I,41
SORTHSE U, 1) -SORTHSE (.1,1)
SORTHSE(I,2)-SORTHSE(J,21
SORTHSE U, 3) -SORTHSE (.1,31
SORTHSE (I,4)-SORTHSE (.1,41
SORTHSE (.1,1 I -TEMPl
SORTMSE(J,21-TEMP2
SORTMSE(J,31-TEHP3
SORTMSE(J,4)-TEHP4

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Write sorted results to file
WRITE(ll,*I' ,
WRITE(11, *) , FV r.sul ts sorted by var (HSE) t

WRITE (ll, ' (3X,Al, llX,A9,22X,A8,23X,A20) ')
.'r', 'mean (HSE) " 'var(HSE)', 'mean (HSE) "'2+var(MSE) ,
DO I-1,IR1
WRITE (11, ' U4, 3 (Al ,G30.l5)) ') INT(SORTHSE U, 1) I,' • ,SORTHSE U ,2) ,

+ ' ',SORTHSE U, 3) " " SORTHSE (1,4)
ENDDO

C Close the OUTPUT file
CLOSE(21

C Write the time and elate that analysis ended to file
CALL TIHDY UHOUR, IHIN, ISEC)
CALL mATE (IDAY, I_TH, IYEAR)
WRITE(11,10) ·Oat. analysis ended ( ',IDAY,':' ,Il«>NTH,':',

+IYEAR,' J'
WRITE(11,20) 'Time analysis ended ( . ,IHOUR, ':' ,IHIN, ': t,

+ISEC, I ]'

CLOSE (ll)
WRITE(* , *, 'COftItMtnt. and sorted. re.ul t. are in file C: \OUT. TXT'
WRITEC*,*' 'Pivot table data for EXCEL is in file C:\FV1.TXT'
END
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **••• **** ••• ** ••••••••••••••••
C FVG2 (J. DE KLERK, 2002)
C ••••••••••••••••••••••• ****** •••• *** •••• *•••• *******.* ••• *••••• *••••
c This subroutine q~thers information to perfo~ Sequenti~l Groupinq
C Forw~rd Validation. The SGFV uses the Grouping idea in
C Golyandina at al. 120011
C ••••••••••••• *••• *** ••••••••••••••••••• **•• ** •••••••••• *••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE FVG2
C ••• *•••••••••••••••••••• ** ••• *••• *.*** •••••••••••••• *** ••••••••• *•••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIONIA-H,K-ZI,INTEGERU-JI
C Set ~ximum time aeries lenqth

PARAMETER lIHAXOBS-10001
C Set maximum. window lenqth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER UHAXTAU-INT I UHAXOBS+ 11 /211
C Set maximum number of columns in tr~jectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-11

CHARACTER*60FILENAMEI , FILENAHE2
CHARACTER.1CHI
CHARACTER.2 CH2
CHARACTER.3 CH3
CHARACTER.200 STRINGl
DIMENSION FUHAXOBSI ,SIGNALllHAXOBSI ,XHEAHUHAXTJWI
DIMENSION X UHAXTJW, lHAXCOLSI ,XTILDE UHAXTJW, lHAXCOLSI
DIMENSION XXTllMAXTJW,IMAXTAUI
DIMENSION FHAT I lMAXOBSI ,PVUMAXTJW,IHAXTJWI
DIMENSION Pl I lMAXTJW, lHAXTJWI ,P2 UHAXTJW, lHAXTJWI
DIMENSION PIlMAXTAU, lMAXTJWI ,P2TP2 1200 ,2001
DIMENSION P2TPl lIHAXTJW, lHAXTJWI ,P2TP2INVI200,2001
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPlllHAXTJW,IHAXTJWI
DIMENSION VEC1 lIMAXTJWI ,IC 130,31 ,IPC 1401
DIMENSION HSEMA.TllHAXTJW, lMAXTAU-lI ,SORTHSE (l00, 31
CHARACTER.4 TRANSFORMI31
DATA TRANSFORH/'NONE','SQRT','NLOG'/

FORMA.T lAS II
WRITE(.,I) I

WRITE(.,1) 'This program performs Forward Valid~tion.
WRITE(*,1) 'The program use. Sequential Grouping FV
WRITEC.,l) 'Rolling k-period-ahead forecasts are used.
WRITE(. ,1) 'Th. technique uses centrinq of trajectory rutrix
WRITE(* ,1) ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(. ,1) '--- Transformation --------------------------------,

C Get type of transformation to apply to time seri.s from user
WRITE(*,'(A40) ') 'Transformation to use O-None,1-SQRT,2-LN:'
READI·,·,ITRANS

C Get time .eri.s filename from user
WRITE(*,' (A29, ') 'Time Series Filename
READ I. ,., FI LEHAHE I

C Read time aerie. into vector F, counting the number of observ.tions
OPENIUNIT-1,FlLE-FlLEHAHEll
lNOBS-l

2 READIl,·,END-3IFllNOBSI
IF UTRANS.EQ.lI THEN
FUNOBSI-DSQRTIFIINOBSII

ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.21 THEN
FllNOBSI-DLOGIFllNOBSII

ENDIF
lNOBS-lNOBS+1

GOTO 2
3 INOBS-lNOBS-l

CLOSE (lI

WRITE(*, , (A24, 14 ,AI) ') 'Your TS i. of lenqth N- ',INOas
WRITEC., I) ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE 1.,.'

C Get lenqth of training aerie. from u.er
WRITE(*, U' ---- Traininq Set ------
WRITE(*, t (A24, 14 ,AU') 'Train .et lenqth NI<-
READ I., ·IINl

',INOas, ':'

WRITE(.,1) ,------------ ---------------------------------------,

C Get lenqth of validation s.ri.s from user
WRITE(. ,U ,----- Validation Set -----
WRITE(*, I (A33, 14) ') 'Validation set lenqth N2<-
READ 1.,.' IN2
WRITE 1.,11

: ' ,INOBS-INI

C Get series to use durinq FV from u.er
WRITE(·,' (A43) ') 'U.er series O-Oriqinal, I-Approx, 2-Cadzow:'
READ I. ,., ISERIES

C Get k-step-ahead for.cast. from user
WRITE(.,' (A27)') 't-period.-ahead forecasts
READ (*,.) IK

C Get window lenqth (tau) from user
WRlTE(·,'(A29,I2") 'Window Lenqth (maximum) <a:

+FLOORIDFLOATI IINl-IK+21 /211
READ (.,.) ITAUl

C Get number of qroup. to us.
WRITEC*,U ,---- Sequential Groupinq Information for FV -------,
WRITE(*,' (-'29,12) ') 'Number of groups to use
READ (., *) IGROUP
WRITE 1.,11 '

C Get the index value.
00 1-1, IGROUP
WRITE(., , (A32, 12) ') 'Number of Eiqenvectors in group " I
READ 1••• ' IC U, 11
DO J-l, ICU, 11
WRITE(·,'(A26,I2)') 'Index value of eiqenvector',J
READ 1.,.' IC U, J+ll

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Write output to file
OPENIUNIT-ll, FlLE-'C: \OUT. TXT' I;
WRITE(ll,·)'---------------------------------------------------,
WRlTE(ll,*)' Shonqololo-SSA
WRITE (11,.' ' developed by
WRITECII,·) ,
WRITE (11,·, '
WRITE 111,., '
WRlTE(ll,·"
WRITE(ll,·) ,
WRlTE(1l,·"
WRITE (ll,.'
WRITE 111,."
WR1TE(lI,·) ,
WRITE(ll,·) ,
WRITE (ll,·' '
WRITE(lI,·) ,

J. de Klerk 120021
Department of Stati.tics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch Universi ty
Republic of South Africa
email: jdt.2@.un.~c.za

The progr~ us.s for.casting alqorithms th~t form
part of the developer". PhD thesis, titled:-

Time Serie. Forec~stinq And Model Selection
in

Sinqular Spectrum Analysi.
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WRITE(11,.)
IfRITE (11, *, ,-------------------------------------------------, ,+,---------------------,
WRITE(ll,*)' Sequential Grouping Forw~rd Validation Results
IfRlTE Ul, *, ,-------------------------------------------------, ,+'---------------------,
WRITE(11,*) ,----------- D~te of An~lysis and Proqram Used ---'+,---------------------,
CALL TlMOY (IHOUR, IMIN, ISEC,
CALL TDATE (lDAY, II«lNTH, IYEAR,

10 FORMAT UX ,A31, 12 .xi ,12 ,Al, I4 ,A4'
20 FORMAT (lX,A3l,I2,Al,I2,Al,12,A6'

WRITE(11,10) 'D~te an ..lysi. started [ ',IDAY,':', IMONTH,':',
+IYEAR,' )'
WRITE(11,20) 'Time analysis .t~rted [ • ,IHOUR, ':' ,IHIN, ':',

+ISEC,' )'
WRITE(ll,*) 'Running subroutine : ( FVG2 )'
IfRITE UI, *, ,-------------------------------------------------, ,+,---------------------,
WRITE(ll, *) 0 ----------- User supplied values ----------------,+,---------------------,
WRITE(ll,*) 'Transformation applied to aeries

+TRANSFORM(I TRANS+l'
IF (lSERIES.EQ.O' THEN
WRITE(ll,' (lX,Al1,25X,A19) ') 'Series used',': [ Original)

ENDIF
IF (ISERIES.EQ.l, THEN
WRITE(ll,' (lX,Al1,2SX,Al9) ') 'Series used',': I Approximte )

ENDIF
IF (ISERIES.EQ.2' THEN
WRITE(ll,' (1X,All,25X,A19) ') 'Series used',': [ Cadzow-signal]'

ENDIF
IfRITE UI, ' UX, A2B, I3,A7 ,13 ,AU"

+ 'Window length (tau) : (', IR1+IK, '<-tau<-', ITAU1,')'
WRITE(11,' (1X,A28,I3,Al) 0) 'Time Seri.s length (H) : [',IHOSS, 'I'
IfRlTEUl,' UX,A35,14,A2,I4,AU"

+' Train series : [ 1 ... ' , IH1, , ] ( 0 , IN1, , ] ,
IfRlTEUl,' UX,A2B,I4,A3,I4,A2,14,AU"

+ 'Validation series : (' , IN1+l, , ... ", IN1+IN2, '1 [", IN2, '] ,
WRITE(11, • (lX,A28, I3,Al) ') 'k-step-ahead forecasta (k): [", IK, ') ,
WRITECll,*) ,----------- Time Series Files -------------------',

+,---------------------'
IfRlTEU1,*' 'File: ',FILENAMEl
WRITE(ll,.) ,----------- Results+,---------------------'
WRITE(ll,.) 'Forward validation results are in : I

IfRITE(l1,*' 'C:'FYl.TXT'
WRIT£(11, *) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,

+,---------------------,
WRITE(11,*' ,----------- Grouping of Eiqenvector. supplied

+' ---------------------,

WRITE(ll,*' ,
+' Index 2'

Group',' Eiqenvectors',' Index 1',

DO l-l,IGROUP
IfRITE ui ,*, I,' ',IC(I,U, (' ',IC (I,J+U ,J-l, IC (I, U,

ENDDO
WR.lTE(11, *) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,

+,---------------------,
WRITE(l1, *) ,-------- Sequential Grouping. used during FV ----',

C Construct a strin; that containts the "model" used
WRITE(ll,*) 'Model'.' Eiqenvectors Used ("model") ,
DO 1-1, IGROUP

STRING1-' ,
I COUNT-l
STRINGI (lCOUNT: ICOUNT, -' ( ,
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+l
DO K-l,I
STRINGl (ICOUNT : ICOUNT, -' ( ,
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+ 1
DO J-l, IC (K,U
IfRITE (CH3, ' (13' " INT (IC (K, J+ U,
STRINGl (lCOUNT: ICOUNT+2' -CH3 U: 3'
ICOUNT-lCOUNT+3
IF «(lC(K,U.EQ.2' .AND. (J.EQ.l" THEN
STRINGl( ICOUNT: ICOUNTI- ' , '
ICOUHT-ICOUNT+1

ENDIF
ENDDO
STRINGl (I COUNT: ICOUNT, -' I '
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+ 1

ENDDO
STRINGl (ICOUNT: I COUNT' -' , ,
IfRITE(l1,' (l6,Al,A200' "1,' ',STRINGl

ENDDO
WRITE(11,*)

+' --------------------_.

C Count the maximum number of eiqenvectors used
IRI-O
DO 1"'1, IGROUP
DO J-l,IC(I,U
IR1-IR1+1

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Open OUTPUTfi le
OPEN (UNIT-2 ,FILE-'C: 'FY1. TXT"

C FCRWARDVALIDATION STARTS HERE
C Loop over the w1ndow l.ngth

DO 103 ITAU-IR1+IK,ITAUl
C Loop over the sequential models

DO 102 IR-l,IGROUP
C Set up the vector of index value. of eioenvectors to use
C Count the number of .iq.nv.ctors in the sequential group

ICOUNTR-O
DO I-l,IR
DO J-l, IC (I , l'
ICOUNTR-ICOUNTR+l
IPC(ICOUNTR, -IC (I,J+l'

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Set position in original .erie. to start FV ~t
IN3-IN1- IK+ 1
IT2-IN3
IN4-IN3

C Initialise HSEMA.Tru.trix for us.
MSE-O.ODO
MSEHAT(ITAU,IR,-O.ODO

DO 101 Il-l,IN2
WRITEC*,' (1X,A3,14 ,A6.14 ,AS, 14' " '11-', Il, t ITAU-', ITAU,
I IGROUP-', IR

C Th. followinq routine returns a aiqnal with i ta shift vector and
C projection matrix. The series is (0) the original (1) the approximate
C (2) the C~dzow-signal series
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CALLSIGNALSERIES(F,INOBS,IN3,ITAU,ICOUNTR,SIGNAL,XMEAN,PV,
lTERATE,ISERIES)

C Cr.Ate projection matrix of orthogonal parallel linear subspace Lr
DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-I,!TAU
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN
P(I ,J) -l.ODO-PV(I ,J)

ELSE
P(I ,J) -0. ODO-PV(I ,J)

EHOIF
P(J, I) -PU, J)

EHODO
EHODO

C Partition projection matrix P into PI and P2
DO I-I, ITAU
DO J-l, ITAU
IF (J. LE. (ITAU-IKII THEN
PI U ,J)-P(I ,J)

EHOIF
IF (J.GE. UTAU-IK+1)) THEN
P2 U ,J- UTAU-IK) )-P(I ,J)

EHOIF
EHODO

EHODO

C CreAte P2'P2 ;and inv.rt the result
DO I-l,IK
DO J-l,IK
P2TP2 (I ,J)-O. 000
DO IJ-l,ITAU
P2TP2(I,J)-P2TP2(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)'P2(IJ,J)

EHODO
P2TP2(J,I)-P2TP2(I,J)

EHODO
EHODO

C Set up inver.e of P2TP2
CALL DLlHOS UK, P2TP2 ,200, P2TP2IHV ,200)

C Cre;at. P2' PI and invert the result
DO I-I, IK
DO J-l, UTAU-IK)
P2TPl U, J) -0.000
DO IJ-l,ITAU
P2TPl(I,J)-P2TPl(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)'Pl(IJ,J)

EHODO
EHODO

EHODO

C Cr.At. inv(P2'P2)P2TPI
DO I-l,IK
DO J-l, UTAU-IK)
P2TP2IP2TPl (I ,J) -0.000
DO IJ-I, IK
P2TP2IP2TPl (I ,J)-P2TP2IP2TPl U ,J) +P2TP2IHVU, IJ) 'P2TPl (IJ ,J)

EHODO
EHODO

EHODO

C Cr.At. t-step-ahead forecast.
ICOUHTJ-O
00 II-I, ITAU-IK

ICOUHTJ-lCOUHTJ+l
VECI (ICOUHTJ) -SIGNAL UNJ- ITAU+IK+ II)-
XMEAN (ICOUHTJ)

EHODO

C The k-period-ahead for.casts are generated. here
e ALL the t-period-ah.ad forecasts are used. to construct the HSE with

DO I-I, IK
FHAT(I) -0 . 000
DO J-l, (ITAU-IK)
FHAT(I) -FHATU) +P2TP2IP2TPl U ,J) 'VECI (J)

EHODO
FHAT(I) -XMEAN UTAU-IK+I) -FHAT U)

C Calculate MSE over validation series over all the t-period-ahead forecasts
IF (ITRAHS.EQ.O) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IR) -HSEHAT (I TAU, IR) + «F(IN4+1) -FHATU)) "2) /
OFLO.t.TUN2' IK)

EHOIF
IF (ITRAHS.EQ.l) THEN
HSEHAT(ITAU, IR) -HSEHAT (I TAU, IR) + «F(IN4+1) "2-
FHAT(I) "2) "2) /DFLO.t.TUN2·IK)

EHOIF
IF (ITRAHS.EQ.2) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IR) -HSEHATUTAU, IR) + «OEXP (FUN4+I))-
OEXP (FHAT (I)) ) • '2) /OFLO.t.T (IN2'IK)

EHOIF
EHODO

e The traininq .eri.s is incremented by a single observation
INJ-INJ+l
IN4-IN4+1

101 CONTINUE
C Write MSE to OUTPUTfiles

WRlTE(2,*)ITAU,' ',IR,' ',HSEHATUTAU,IR)
102 CONTINUE

e Increilse traininq series lenlj1th by
10J CONTINUE

C Calculate mean(HSE) and var(MSE). First initialise the SORTmatrix
00 1-1, IGROUP
DO J-l,4
SORTHSE(I,J)-O.OOO

EHODO
EHODO

DO I-l,IGROUP
C Store number of leadinlj1 eilj1envectors in column (1 J of SORTHSEmatrix

SORTHSE (I ,1)-1
e Calculate mean(MSE) and store in column (2J of SORTHSEmatrix

DO J-IRl+IK,!TAUl
SORTHSEU ,2) -SORTHSE U ,2) +HSEHAT(J, I) /OFLO.t.TUTAUl-IRl-IK+1)

EHODO
e Cillculat. var(MSE) and store in column (3) of SORTHSEmatrix

DO J-IRl+IK,ITAUI
SORTHSEU, J) -SORTHSE (I, J) + «HSEHAT(J, I) -SORTHSE U ,2)) "2) /
DFLO.t.T(ITAUl-IRl- IK)

EHODO
C Calculate mean(MSE)~2+V&r(MSE) and store in column [4) of SORTHSEmatrix

SORTHSEU, 4) -SORTHSE U, 2) "2+SORTHSE U, J)
EHODO

C Sort the results by mean(HSE)~2+V&r(HSE), i.e. by column [4) of SORTHSEmatrix
00 I-I, IGROUP
DO J-I, IGROUP
IF (SORTHSE (J, 4) . LT. SORTHSEU, 4 II THEN
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TEMP1-SORTHSEII,1)
TEHP2-S0RTHSE I I ,2)
TEMP3-S0RTHSEII,3)
TEMP4-SORTMSEII,4)
SORTMSEII,l)-SORTMSEIJ,l)
SORTMSEII,2)-SORTMSEIJ,2)
SORTHSE II, 3) -SORTMSE IJ ,3)
SORTHSE II, 4) -SORTHSE IJ, 4)
SORTMSEIJ,l)-TEMPl
SORTMSEIJ,2)-TEMP2
SORTMSEIJ,3)-TEMP3
SORTMSEIJ,4)-TEMP4

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Write sorted re.ults to file
WRITE(11,.) I I

WRITE (11,.) I FV raBul t. sorted by meAn(HSE) "'2+var (HSE) •
WRITE (ll, ' 13X,A5, 7X,A9,22X,A8,23X,A20) ')

+'Hodel', 'mean (MSE) ','varCHSE) ','mean(HSE)"'2+varCHSE)'
DO I-l, IGROUP
WRITE Ill, ' 1I4, 3 lAl ,G30 .15)) ') INTlSORTHSE II, 1)) " ',SORTMSE II ,2) ,

+ • I ,SORntSE (I, 3) " ',SORTMSE (I, 4)
ENDDO

C Sort the results by var(MSE), i.e. by column [3J of SORTHSE matrix
DO I-l,IGROUP
DO J-I,IGROUP
IF lSORTMSEIJ,3) .LT.SORTMSEII,3)) THEN
TEMP1-SORTMSEII,1)
TEMP2-SORTMSEII,2)
TEHP3-S0RTHSEII,3)
TEMP4-S0RTMSEII,4)
SORTMSEII,l)-SORTMSEIJ,l)
SORTMSEII,2)-SORTMSEIJ,2)
SORTMSEII ,3)-SORTMSEIJ,3)
SORTMSEII ,4)-SORTMSEIJ,4)
SORTMSEIJ,l)-TEMPl
SORTMSEIJ,2)-TEMP2
SORTMSEIJ,3)-TEHP3
SORTHSEIJ,4)-TEMP4

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Write sorted results to tile
WRITE (11, *)' I

WRITE(ll,*) "FV results sorted by var(HSE) I

WRITE(1l,' 13X,A5,7X,A9,22X,A8,23X,A20) ')
+'Hodel', 'm8an(HSE)', 'var(MSE)', 'mean (HSE) "'2+var(HSE) I

DO 1-1, IGROUP
WRITE (ll, ' 1I4, 3 lAl ,G30.l5)) ') INTlSORTMSE II, 1)) " ',SORTMSE II, 2) ,

+ ' ',SORTMSEII,3),' ',SORTMSEII,4)
ENDDO

C Clo.. the OUTPUT file
CLOSE (2)

C Writ. the time and date that analysis ended to fil.
WRITE (11,')

+' I

CALL TIMDY II HOUR, IHIN, ISEC)
CALL TDATE I IDAY, IMONTH, IYEAR)

WRITE(11,10) 'Date analysis ended
+IYEAR,' ] I

WRITE(11,20) I Time analysis ended
]'

", I DAY , ":', lHONTH,': ",

, ,IHOUR, ' : ' ,IHIN, ' : ' ,

CLOSE (11)
WRITE(*,*) 'Connents and sorted results are in fila C:\OUT.TXT'
WRlTE(*,*) 'Pivot table data for EXCEL is in file C:\FV1.TXT'
END

C ***** •• *••••••••••••• ** •• *•••• *•••••••• *••••••••• ******** •• *.*** ••••
C SIGRECONS (J. OE KLERK, 2002]
C *************************.******************************************
C This subroutine qathers info~tion for aiqnal reconstruction
C ************************.*.*****************************.***********

SUBROUTINE SIGRECONS IICHOICE2)
C ********************************************************-**********.

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION IA-H, K-Z) ,INTEGER I I-J)
C Set maximum time aeries length

PARAMETER IIMAXOBS-1000)
C Set maximum window l.nqth (bu) automatically

PARAMETER IIMAXTAU-INT (IIMAXOBS+l) /2))
C Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER IIMAXCOLS-IMAXOBS-l)

CHARACTER'60 FILENAME1, FILENAME2
CHARACTER'4 TRANSFORM(3)
DIMENSION FlIMAXOBS) ,SIGNALlIMAXOBS)
DIMENSION XIIMAXTAU, IMAXCOLS) ,XMEANlIMAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXT IIMAXTAU, IMAXTAU) , V I IMAXTAU, IMAXTAU) ,EVAL I IMAXTAU)
DIMENSION PVIIMAXTAU, IMAXTAU) ,XTILDE lIMAXTAU, IMAXCOLS)
DIMENSION VECl IIMAXTAU) ,VEC2IIMAXTAU) ,XHATlIMAXTAU,IMAXCOLS)
DIMENSION DIAGMEANlIMAXOBS),IDIAGllMAXOBS)
DATA TRANSFORM/' NONE' , 'SQRT' , 'NLOG '/

C Get INPUT and OUTPUT filenames from user
WRlTE(*,l' 'INPUT filename
READ(*,*'FlLENAMEl
WRlTE(*,l' 'OUTPUT filename
READ(*,*'FlLENAME2
WRlTE(*,l) 'Apply 1. NO 2. SQRT 3. LN tr.ansformation
READ(*,.) I TRANS
OPENIUNIT-l, FILE-FILENAMEl ,STATUS-'OLD')
OPENIUNIT-2,FILE-FILENAME2)
FORMAT11.51)

C Read Time Serie. into vector F while countin; the number of 085
C Alao store time aerie. as iteration~l signal .eries

INOBS-l
3 READ (1,', END-4) F IINOBS)

IF IITRANS.EQ.2) THEN
FIINOBS) -DSQRTIF IINOBS) )

ENDIF
IF IITRANS.EQ.3) THEN
FIINOBS) -DLOGIFIINOBS))

ENDIF
SIGNAL I INOBS) -F I INOBS)
INOBS-INOBS+l

GOTO 3
INOBS- INOBS-l
CLOSE (1)

C Get [ITAUI and [IR] from u.er
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WRITEC·,·)'Lenqth of series is [',INOBS,']'
WRITE(. , l) 'Lenqth of time series to smooth
READ(',"INOBS
WRITEC·, 1) 'Enter a value for (tau]
R£AI)C·,·)ITAU
WRITE(·,1) 'Enter a value for [rl
READC·,·)IR

C Check user supplied tau
IF (ITAIJ.GT.INT((INOBS+U/2" THEN
ITAIJ-INT( (INOBS+U /2'

ENDIF
C Ch.ck user supplied r

IF (IR.GE.ITAU' THEN
IR-ITAIJ-l

ENDIF

C Nri t. info~tion to OUTPUTFILE
WRITE (2," ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(2,.)' ShonO'ololo-SSA
WRITE(2,·)' developed by
WRITE(2,.) ,
WRITE (2," , J. de Klerk (2002'
WRITE(2,.)' Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science
WRITE(2,.)' Stellenbosch University
WRITE (2,.) , Republic of South Afri~
WRITE(2,.)' email: jdk2@sun.ac.za
WRITE (2," ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(2,·)' The proqram uses forecastinO' alqorittwa that form.
WRITE(2,·)· part of the developer' '. PhD the.i., titled:-
WRITEC2,.)' Time Serie. Fore~.tinq and Hodel Selection
WRITE(2,.) I in
WRITE(2,.' , Sinqular Spectrum Analysis
WRITE(2,.) . ------------------------------- -------------- -----
WRITE(2,.) ,----------- Time Series Info~tion -------------.,

+,---------------------,
CALL TIMDY (IHOUR, IMIN, ISEC'
CALL TOATE (I DAY, lMONTH, lYEAR'
WRITE(2,lO) 'Date of analy.i.

+IYEAR,' )'
WRITE (2,20' 'Time of analysis

+ISEC, , 1 '
WRITE (2,.) 'Runninq subroutine

10 FORMAT (lX,A3l,I2,Al,I2,Al,I4,A4'
20 FORMAT (lX,A3l, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 12 ,A6)

WRITE(2,11) 'Input Filen&me
II FORMAT(lX,A3l,lX,A60 ,A2)

WRITE (2,.) 'Time Serie. lenqth N
WRITE(2,.) 'Value of tau -
WRITE(2,.) 'Value of r
IF (ICHOICE2.EO.l) THEN
WRITE (2,.)'Type of si9nal

ENDIF
IF (ICHOICE2.EO.2) THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'Type of .iO'nal

ENDIF

',IDAY,':', lMONTH,':',

',IHOUR, ':' ,IHIN, ':',

( SIGRECONS ) ,

( ',FILENAMEI,' )'

',INOBS,' )'
',ITAIJ, ' )'
',IR,' )'

I Approx )'

( Cadzow] I

WRITE(2,.) ,----------- Note. I

+ ,---------------------,
WRITE(2,.) 'Transtorm.tion applied to serie.

+TRANSFORM(I TRANS)
WRITE(2,.) ,------------------------------------------------ -' ,

+ '

C Call the actual .ubroutine that performs si9nal reconstruction
CALL SIGNALSERIES2(F, INOBS, lNOBS, ITAIJ,IR,SIGNAL,XMEAN,PV,

+ITERATE,ICHOICE2)

WRlTE(2,6S) 'CONVERGENCE IN ',ITERATE,' ITERATIONS'
65 FORMAT(lX,AlS,GlO.O,All)

WRITE(2,.)
+' --------------------_.

WRITE (2,66) 'ORIGINAL SERIES',' SIGNAL SERIES'
66 FORMAT(l8X,AlS,26X,A13)

C Write results to file and baek-transtorm if necessary
DO I-I, lNOBS
IF (ITRANS.EO.2) THEN
F(Il-F(Il"2
SIGNAL(I)-SIGNAL(I) "2

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EO.3) THEN
F(I)-DEXP(F(I) )
SIGNAL (I) -DEXP (SIGNAL (I) )

ENDIF
WRlTE(2,67)F(I) ,SIGNAL (I)

ENDDO
67 FORMAT(2 (G40. 18, 2X) )

IF (ITRANS.NE.l) THEN
WRITE (2,')

+ ,---------------------,
WRITE(2,·) 'A. ',T'R.A.NSFORHUTRANS),' transformation was applied',

+ ' before smoothinq the tune seri" •. '
WRITE(2,.) 'Results above are the back-transformed series.'

ENDIF
e Calculate how well smoothed serie. fits the time series

CALL MEASURES(INOBS,F,SIGNAL,MAD,MAPE,SSE,HSE)
WRITE(2,·, ,----------- Measures of Fitting Accuracy

+' -------------------------,

WRlTE[2,'(A6,22X,IS)')' N -',INOBS
WRlTE(2,'(A6,lX,G30.lS)')' SSE -',SSE
WRlTE(2,' (A6,lX,G30.lS) ')' HSE -',HSE
WRlTE(2,' (A6,lX,G30.lS) ')' HAD -' ,HAD
WRITE (2, ' (A6, lX,G30 .15) ')' HAPE-' ,HAPE
WRITE(2,.) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,

+
CLOSE (2)
END

e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C FORECASTING IJ. DE KLERK, 2002)
e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE FORECASTING
e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e This subroutine is used to produce foreeasts
e The subroutine 9athers the required information and then ealls the
e the correct subroutines
e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z) ,INTEGER(I-J)
e Set maximum time .erie. len9th

PARAMETER (IMAXOBS-lOOO)
e Set maximum window lenqth (tau) automati~lly

PARAMETER (IHAXTAIJ-INT( (IHAXOBS+l) /2»
e Set maximum number ot columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-l)
DIMENSION F(IHAXOBS) ,SIGNAL(IHAXOBS) ,FIIAT(200) ,IEVEC(40)
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CHARACTER060 FlLENAMEl, FlLENAME2, FlLENAME3
CHARACTERO51 lTECH (3) ,ISERIES (3)
DUIENSION X(IMAXTAU,IMAXCOLS) ,XMEAN(IMAXTAU) ,MEASURES(S)
DIMENSION PV(IMAXTAU,IMAXTAU) ,EXPLAINED (IMAXTAU)
CHARACTERo4 TRANS(3)

C Store character labels that will be used later
TRANS (l)-'Nona'
TRANS(2)-'Loq ,
TRANS (3) -' Sqrt'
ITECH(l)-'l-Recurrant ona-period-ahaad forecasts
ITECH(2)-'2-Recurrant ona-period-ahaad forecasts re-astimated'
ITECH(3)·'3-Joint-horizon t-period-ahaad forecasts
IS£RIES(l)-'l-Original .ari ••
ISERIES(2)-·2-Approxi~t •• ari ••
ISERIES(3)-'3-Cadzow reconstructed •• ri ••

FORMAT(AS I )
W'R.ITE (* , 1) • ---------------------------------------------------.

WRITE (*,1) . ------------ FORECASTING OPTION -------------------,

C Get FILENAME of fila that contAins FILENAMES from u.ar
WRITE (* , 1) • FILENAME contAininq time s.rie.
R£AD(*,*) FI LENAHE I

C Get OUTPUT filenAme
WRlTE(*,l) 'OUTPUT filename
R£AD(*,*)FlLENAME2

C Get TRANSFORMATtON to usa
WRlTE(O,l) 'TRANSFORMATION to ua.
WRITE(*,1) 'I-Nona
WRITE (.,I) "2-Natural 109
VRITE(.,1,"3-Square root
READ(0,0) ITRANS

C Read time sari •• into vector F, counting the number of observations
C Al.o apply the required transform.tion

OPEN (UNIT-I, FlLE-FlLENAMElI
lNOBS-l

3 READ(1,o,END-4)F(INOBS)
IF (ITRANS.EO.2) THEN
F(INOBS)-LOG(F(INOBS) )

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EO.3) THEN
F (INOBS) -SORT (F (INOBS))

ENDIF
lNOBS-lNOBS.l

GOTO 3
lNOBS- lNOBS-l
CLOSE (1)

WRITE (0,1) ,---------------------------------------------------,

C Writ. time serie. length to scr .. n
WRITEC·, ' CA22,I4) ") 'Time .aries length N- ',INCBS

C Get ind.x that forecasts start atWRITE C. ,1' " ,
VRITEC.,l) 'Index value at which forecast. start at
READ C· , .) ISTART
IF (ISTART.GT. (INOBS.lI) THEN
ISTART-(INOBS·lI

ENDIF

C Get number of forecast. to qenerate
WRITEC·,l) 'Number of forecasts to generate ct)
READ C.,.) IK
WRlTEC.,l) '-- SSA Parametars

C U.e centrinq or non-centrinq
WRIT£C.,l) 'U.e centrinq I-YES Q-NO
READ C.,.) ICENT

C Gat window lenqth
WRITE C. ,1) 'Window lanqth to use Ctau)
READC.,.) ITAU

C Check supplied valua for window length
IF (ITAU.GT. (HIN (INT( (INOBS) /2) ,INT( (ISTART) /2)))) THEN
ITAU-HIN(INT( (INOBS) /2), INT( (ISTART) /2))

ENDIF

C Gat number of aiqanvectors to use
WRITE (.,1) 'Number of aiqenvector. to usa Cr)
READ (.,.) IR
DO I-l,IR
WRITE(O, '(A2l,I4,Al) ') 'INDEX OF ElGENVECTOR(',I, 'J'
READ(O, 0) IEVEC (I)

ENDDO

C Get seri •• to us. durinq forecasting
WRITE (0,11
WRITEC·,l) 'Sari •• to use durinq forecastinq
WRITE (0 ,1) ISERIES (l)

WRITE (0, li ISERIES (2)
WRITE (0,1) ISERIES (3)
READC·,·) ICHl

C Gat forecasting tachnique to use
WRITE (0 ,li
WRITEC·,l) 'Forecasting technique to use
WRITE (0,1) I TECH (1)
WRITE (0 ,I) lTECH(2)
WRITE (0 ,I) I TECH (3)
READ(O, 0) ICH2
WRITE (0 ,I)

C Perform recurrent one-period-ahead forecastinq, if requested
IF (ICH2.EO.l) THEN
CALL FORECASTI (F, lNOBS, I START ,ITAU, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICHl,

+ FHAT,HAD,SSE,HSE,HAPE,ITRANS)
ENDIF

C Perfo~ recurr.nt on.-pariod-ahead forecasting, if requested
C Re-e.timAtion i. used

IF (ICH2.EO.2) THEN
CALL FORECAST2CF,INOBS,ISTART,ITAU,IR,IEVEC,IK,ICENT,ICH1,

+ FHAT,HAD,SSE,HSE,HAPE,ITRANS'
ENDIF

C Perform joint-horizon k-pariod-ahead forecastinq, if reque.ted
IF (ICH2.EO.3) THEN
CALL FORECAST3 (F, INOBS, ISTART , I TAU,IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICHl,
FHAT ,HAD,SSE ,HSE,HA.PE, ITRANS,
ENDIF

C Write information to OUTPUT FILE
OPEN (UNIT-2 , FlLE-FlLENAME2)
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C Open tile 'C:\SHONG.DAT' which contains , v~ri~tion .xplained
OPEN (UNIT-4 ,FlLE-'C: \SHONG.DAT"

C Read , variation explained and calculate total sum , ~riation
SUH1-0
DO I-l,IR
READ(4 , 0' EXPLAINED (I'
SUM1-SUM1+EXPLAlNED(I,

ENDDO
CLOSE (4'

C Writ. results to tile
WRITE(2,.) ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(2,.' , Shonqololo-SSA
WRITE (2,0' , developed by
WRITE (2, 0' ,
WRITE (2,0' , J. de Klerk (2002'
WRITE(2,·)· Department ot Statistics and Actuarial Scianca
WRITE(2,.)· Stellenbosch University
WRITE(2,.) . Republic ot South Africa
WRITE(2,.)' email: jdk2@sun.ac.za
WRITE (2,0' ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(2,.)' Tha prOCJr~ use. tore~stin9 a190rit~ that form
WRITE(2,." part of the developer I I s PhD thesis, ti tled:-
WRITE(2,.) , Time Seri.s Forecastin9 and Model S.lection
WRITE(2,.) , in
WRITE(2,.)' Sinqular Spectrum Analysis
WRITE (2,0' ,---------------------------------------------------,

WRITE(2,.) ,----------- Time Series Information -------------.
+ ,---------------------,

CALL TIHDY (I HOUR, IMIN, ISEC,
CALL TDATE (I DAY, IKlNTH, IYEAR,
WRITE(2 ,lO) 'Date ot analysis

+ IYEAR,' J'
WRITE (2,20) 'Time of analysis

+ ISEC,' ]'
WRITE(2,.) 'Running subroutine

10 FORMAT (lX,A3l,I2,Al,I2,Al,I4,A4'
20 FORMAT (lX,A3l, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 12 ,A6'

WRITE(2,1U 'Input Filename
11 FORMAT(lX,A3l , lX,A60,A2)

WRITE(2, .) 'Time Series l.nO'th N
WRITE(2,.) 'Window LenO'th (tau)
WRITE(2,.) 'Transformation used
IF (ICENT.EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'Centring used

ELSE
WRITE(2,.) 'CentrinO' used

ENDIF
IF (ICH1.EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'Foreca.ted with series

ENDIF
IF (ICH1.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(2,*) 'Forecasted with series

ENDIF
IF (ICH1.EQ.3' THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'Forecasted with series

ENDIF
IF (ICH2.EQ.l' THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'Forecastin9 t.chnique used

ENDIF
IF (ICH2.EQ.2' THEN

',IDAY,':', IHONTH,':',

',IHOUR, ':' ,IMIN,':',

(FORECASTING )'

( ',FILENAMEl,' J'

',INOBS,' J'
',ITAIl, ' J'
, ,TRANS UTRANS, " "

Ye. "

No ] I

ori9inal )"

[ reconatucted J'

(cadzow .i9nal I I

( r.current 1- I'

WRITE(2,·)'Forecastinq technique used
ENDIF
IF UCH2.EQ.3' THEN
WRITE(2,.) 'For.casting technique used [joint horizon I'

ENDIF

[ recurren t ra I'

WRITE(2,.) 'Forecasts starts at
WRITE(2,·) 'Number ot torecasts
WRITE(2,*) 'Number of eioanv.etors used.:
WRITE (2,0" ,
WRITE(2 •• ) 'List ot .iqenvactors used

. ,ISTART,' I I
',IK,' "
',IR,' "

C Writa .iq.nvectors and , ~riation explained to tile
DO 1-1, IR
WRITE(2, . (lX, All, I4,A2, 7X,A4, 14 ,A4, Fe.4 ,A3) ')

+ 'Eiqenvector( ",1,' )', I : (' ,IEVEC(!),' J ( ',EXPLAINED(I)*100,

+ " "
ENDDO

C Write total sum , variation explained
WRITE (2, ' (37X,A2, F8. 4 ,A3' " '( ',(SlMlol00,," "

RESULTS'

C Writ. Forecasts and Heasure of (orecasting' accuracy to file
WRITE (2, ' (lX,A4 ,16X,A11,24X,A8, 22X,A10, 6X,A11) " 'Time' ,

+ 'Time Serie.'. 'Forecast'. 'ABS(Error) I, 'ABS' Error'
WRITE (2,0' ,------

+ ,--------------,

DO 1-1, IK
IF (ITRANS.EQ.l) THEN
IF (USTART+I-lI.LE.lNOBS' THEN
WRITE (2, ' U4, 3 (2X,G30.l5, ,2X, FlO. 7 ,All" USTART+I-ll ,
F(ISTART+I-lI,FHATU',DABS(FUSTART+I-l'-FHATUII,
DABS(FUSTART+I-ll-FHAT U" / (F(ISTART+I-lI,olOO, '"
ELSE
WRITE (2, ' U4, 34X,G30 .15' " (ISTART+I-l' ,FHATU'

ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.2' THEN
IF (USTART+I-l'.LE.INOBS, THEN

WRlTE(2,' (I4,3(2X,G30.l5',2X,F10. 7,Al," (ISTART+I-l',
DEXP(FUSTART+I-lI) ,DEXP (FHATU" ,DABS (DEXP(FUSTART+I-lI'
-DEXP(FHATU'" ,DABS (DEXP(FUSTART+I-l,,-DEXP(FHAT (I)" /
(DEXP(FUSTART+I-l",olOO, '"

ELSE
WRITE (2, ' U4, 34X,G30 .15' " USTART+I-l' ,DEXP(FHAT (II'

ENDIF
ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.3' THEN
IF (USTART+I-l'.LE. lNOBS) THEN

WRITE (2, ' (U, 3 (2X,G30 .15) ,2X, FlO. 7 ,All" (ISTART+I-ll ,
DEXP(FUSTART+I-l" , (FHAT U) 0°2' ,DABS ((FUSTART+I-lIo02,
- (FHATU,002,, ,DABS ((FUSTART+I-l,002,- (FHAT (I) 002'11
((FUSTART+I-lIo02"olOO, '"

ELSE
WRITE (2, ' U4, 34X,G30 .15' " USTART+I-l' , (FHATU,002,

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
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WRITE 12,.) ,-------------------------------------------------, ,+ I I

IF IIISTART-l) .LT.INOBS) THEN
WRITE 12,.) 'MEASURES OF FORECASTING ACCURACY'
WRITE 12,.) ,--------------------------------,
WRlTEI2,' IA6,22X,IS) ')' N -', IINOBS-ISTART+l)
WRITEI2,' IA6,lX,G30.1S) ')' MAD -',MAD
WRlTEI2,' IA6,lX,G30.1S) ')' SSE -',SSE
WRlTEI2,' IA6,lX,G30.1S) ')' HSE -' ,HSE
WRITE 12, ' IA6,16X,F10. 7 ,Al) ')' HAPE-' ,HAPE, '"
WRITE (2, *) ,--------------------------------.

ENDIF
CLOSE(2)
END

c ••••••••• ************************************.*****.****************
C BATCH [J. DE KLERK, 2002J
c *******************.*****************.******************************
c This subroutine obtains ~ll the nec.ssary input value. to perform
C batch forward validation. The routine the calls BATCHFVAL
C •••• *****.** •• ****** •• ********.********** •••••• * •••••• *****.********

SUBROUTINE BATCH
C ••• * •••• ******* •• **** •••• ***.*** •• * •••• *******.***** •• **************

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z) ,INTEGER(I-J)
C Set ~ximum time •• rie. length

PARAMETER lIHAXOBS-1000)
C Set IMximum window lenqth (tau) autorMti~lly

PARAMETER IIHAXTAlJ-INTI IIHAXOBS+l) /2))
C Set IMximum number ot columna in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER IIHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-l)

CHARACTER.60 FlLENAME1, FlLENAME2, FlLENAME3
DIMENSION F(IMAXOBS)

FORMAT(AS1)
WRITEC. , l' I I

WRITEC.,l) 'This program perfo~ Batch Forw~rdValidation.
WRITEC.,l) 'Rollinq k-period-~he~d forecasts are ueed.
WRITEC*,l) 'The technique u.es centring of trajectory ~trix
WRITEC. , l' I I

C Gat file with time series filenames from u.er
WRITEC., I (A2.9' " "Filename containq filename.:
READ(·,*)FlLENAMEl

C Get OUTPUT filename
WRITEC.,'CA29) ') 'OUTPUT filename
READC·,·)FILENAME3

C Open the OUTPUT filename
OPENIUNIT-3,FlLE-FlLENAHE3)

C Nri te output to OUPUT fila
WRITE 13,·) ,---------------------------------------------------,
WRITE(3,.) I Shongololo-SSA
WRITEI3,.)' developed by
WRITE(3,.' I

WRITE 13,·) ,
WRITE 13,.)'
WRITE(3,·)'
WRITE 13,.)'
WRITEI3,·) ,
WRITEC3,.)

J. de Klerk (2002)
Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch Uni varsi ty
Republic of South Africa
email: jdk2@.un.ac.za

WRITE(3,·) ,
WRITE (3, 0) ,

WRITE (3, 0) ,

WRITE (3, 0) ,

WRlTE(3,·) ,

Tha proqram uses forecasting alqori thins that form
part of the developer"e PhD tha.is, titled:-

Time Series Forecasting and Model Selection
in

Sinqular Spectrum Analysis
WRITE(3,.)
WRITE (3,.) • -------------------------------------------------, r

+ ,---------------------,
WRITE(3,·)' Normal Batch Forward Validation Results
WRITE(3,·)

+' ---------------------,

WRITE (3,·) Date of Analysis and Proqr~ Used+,---------------------,
CALL TIMDY II HOUR, IHIN, ISEC)
CALL roATE (IDAY, IM:)NTH, lYEAR)

10 FORMAT UX,AJ1,I2,Al,I2,Al,I4,A4)
22 FORMAT UX,AJ1, 12 ,Al, 12 ,Al, 12 ,A6)

WRITE(3, 10) 'Oat. of analysis started
+IYEAR,' )'
WRITE(3,22) 'Time of analysis started

+ISEC,' )'
WRITE(3,.' "Runninq subroutine
WRITE(3,·) ,------------

+ " ---------------,

, , IDAY, , : I , It«>HTH,, : ' ,

',IHOUR, ':' ,IHIN, ":',

[ BATCHFVAL )'

WRlTE(3,'(A2,24X,A26,24X,A2,2X,A2,6X,AJ3,l03X,A2) ')
+' 1-' , 'FORWARD VALIDATION RESULTS',' -I ' ,
+ "1-' , 'OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECASTINGRESULTS', '-I'
WRITE(3,'(A2.0,15X,AI,5X,A2.,SX,A2,lX,A6,3X,A4,6X,AI,6X,AI,2X,AS,5X,

+A2, 4X,AJ, 6X,Al,24X,AJ,28X,AJ,28X,AJ,27X,A4) ')
.'Time Sarie. Filename', 'N', 'Nl t, 'N2', 'HAXtau', 'MAXr', 'k", 'r',
+'NI+N2', "N3', 'tau', 'r', 'HAD', 'SSE', "MSE', 'MAPE'

C Get saries to usa during FV from user
WRITE C·, '(A43) ') 'U•• r serie. O-Oriqinal, l-Approx, 2-Cadzow:'
READ (.,.) ISERIES

C Get t-.tep-ahead forecasts from user
WRITEC.,'CA27) ') 'k-pariod-ahead torecasts
READ C.,.) IK

C Open file with filenames and read tilenames
OPENIUNIT-l, FlLE-FlLENAHEl)

11 READU,·,END-SS)FlLENAHE2

C Read time .eria. into vector F, counting- the number of observations
OPENIUNIT-2,FlLE-FlLENAHE2)
lNOBS-l
READ(2,. ,END-3) F(INOBS)
INOBS-lNOBS+l

GOTO 2
3 lNOBS-lNOBS-l

CLOSE(2)

C Set tha validation .ari •• lenqth. A very minimum leng-th of 3 is impo.ed~
IF IINT(O.l.INOBS) .GT.3) THEN
IN2-HINIINT(0 .1oINOBS) ,12)

ELSE
IN2-3

ENDIF

C Set trAin .erias leng-th
INI-INOBS-2·IN2
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C Set maximum window lenO'th to loop over up to maximum of 70
ITAU1-HIN lINT (IIN1+l) /2) ,70)

C Set mAximum number of le~dinO'eiO'envector. to loop over
C Check thA t (IMAXTAU1- UMAXR+ IK) + 1) >2 .

IF (ITAUl-7 .GT. 0) THEN
IR1-HIN (ITAUl-7, 13)

ELSE
IR1-HIN IITAUl-2, 13)

ENDIF
C Set k-period ~h.ad rore~.tinO' during FV

IF (IIN1-ITAU1) .GE.6) THEN
IK-HIN (ITAU1-IR1-l, 12)

ELSE
IK-l

ENDIF

C Re.et the maximum window lenO'th to use
ITAU1-HINIINT (IIN1-IK+2) /2) ,70)

C Perform Forward V~li~tion
CALL BATCHFVALCF,INOBS, INl, IN2, IK, IRI, ITAUl, ISERIES,HSEI ,HSE2,

+ HSE3,ITAU2,IMODEL)

C Set the number of le~dinO'eiO'envectors to use
IR-lHODEL

C Set window length to use. Set this to the maximum possible lenO'th
ITAU-INT( IINl+IN2+1) /2)

C Set one-period-ahead fore~.ting to use
IK1-l

C Set length of test .et. It is S&m8 l.ngth as validation set. IN2-IN3
IN3-IN2

C Calculate out-of-sample measures of for.casting accuracy
CALL FORECASTCF,INl+IN2, IN3, ITAU, IR, IKl ,.v.D,SSE,HSE ,KAPE)

C Wri t. resul t. to OUTPUTfile
20 FORHAT(A29,11 ux, 16) ,4 (lX,G30.15»

WRITE (3 ,20) FlLENAME2, INOBS, IN1, IN2, ITAU1, IR1, IK, IR,
+ INl+IN2, IN3, ITAU, IR,HAD, SSE,HSE,}oUU)E

GOTO 11
55 CLOSE (l)

C Write the time and date that analysis ended to file
CALL TIMDY (IHOUR, IMIN, ISEC)
CALL TDATE (IDAY, lHONTH, IYEAR)
WRITE(3, ro) 'D~te of analysis ended [ I, IOAY,':', IK>NTH,": ",

+IYEAR,' J'
WRITE(3,22) 'Time of analysis ended ( I, IHOUR,': ", IHIN, ": ",

+ISEC,' ]'
CLOSE (3)
END

C •••••* ••••• *••••• ** ••••••••••••• *•• *.** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C BATCHFVAL (J. DE KLERK. 2002 )
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••• *••••••••• *.

SUBROUTINEBATCHfVALCF,INOas, INl, IN2, IK, IRl, ITAUl, ISERIES,
+HSE 1 ,HSE2 ,MSE3, I TAU2 , lMODEL)C •••••••••••••••••••••••*** •••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••

C This subroutine performs tha actual Batch Forward Validation
C ••••••••••••••••••• ·VARIABLES··· •••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••

C FRAT
C lNOBS
C lP
C SIGNAL
C lCOLS
C X
C XTILDE
C XXT
C V
C EVAL
CPV
C P
C Pl
C P2
C P2TP2

k-step-ahead foracasts
time seria. lengoth
Number of time .eries
reconstructed siqnal series
number of columns in matrix X (sample size)
trajectory Matrix
centred trajectory matrix
scatter mAtrix of matrix XTILDE
matrix of eiO'anvectors of the .catter matrix XXT
vector of eiO'.nvalue. of the scatter matrix XXT
projection matrix of parallel linear subspace Vr
projection matrix of orth09onal parallel linear subspace
partitioninq of matrix P
partitioning of matrix P
matrix P2 I.P2

C P2TPl matrix P2 '.Pl
C P2TP2INV matrix inv(P2'P2)
C XHEAN .hift vector of r-flat
C ••••••••••• INPUT VARIABLES••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C F Vector of time .erie. observations
C INOBS Orig'inal time .erie. length
C INl Length of tr~ining .eries
C IN2 Length of ~lidation series
C ITAUl Maximum window lenqth to use
CtRl Maximum number of leadingo eiqenvectors to use
C ••••••••••• OUTPUTVARIABLES••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••• * ••••••••••••
C IMOOEL : Number of le~dinO'eiO'envector. to u••
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-Z) ,INTEGERII-J)
C Set maximum time •• rie. len9'th

PARAMETER (IMAXOBS-1000)
C Set maximum window lengoth (tau) automatiCAlly

PARAMETER UMAXTAU-INT «(IMAXOBS+1) /2»
C Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UMAXCOLS-lMAXOBS-1)

DIMENSION F UMAXOBS) ,SIGNAL IIMAXOBS) ,XMEAN UMAXTAU)
DIMENSION XUMAXTAU, lMAXCOLS) ,XTILDE UMAXTAU, lMAXCOLS)
DIMENSION V(IMAXTAU,IMAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXT IIMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,EVAL (IMAXTAU)
DIMENSION FRAT IIMAXOBS) ,PV (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION Pl (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,P2 (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION PUMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,P2TP2 (200, 200)
DIMENSION P2TPl (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,P2TP2INV (200,200)
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPl (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION VECl (IMAXTAU)
DIMENSION HSEMAT (IMAXTAU, lMAXTAU-l) ,SORTHSE (l00, 3)

C Set ITRANS-O not to use a transformation
ITRANS-O

C FORWARD VALIDATION STARTS HERE
DO 103 ITAU-IR1+IK,ITAUl
DO 102 IR-l ,MIN (ITAU-IK, ITAU-l, IR1)

C Set position in original series to .tart at
IN3-IN1-IK+1
IT2-IN3
IN4-IN3

C Initialize vector for use
HSE-O.ODO
HSEMAT (ITAU, IR) -0.000

DO 101 Il-l, IN2
C The routine th~t i. called does NOT use reconstructed Cadzow-sign~l
C The converg'ence criteria h~s been .et to perform no iterations
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C The subroutine is used to raturn the shift vector ~nd projection matrix
CALL SIGNALSERIES2(F,INOBS,IN3,ITAU,IR,SIGNAL,XHEAN,PV,
ITERATE,ISERIES)

C Craate projection matrix of orthogonal par~ll.l linear subspace Vr
00 I-l,ITAU
00 J-I, ITAU
IF U.EQ.J) THEN
PU ,J) -1. ODO-PV(I ,J)

ELSE
PU ,J) -0 .ODO-PVU ,J)

ENDIF
PIJ, I)-PU ,J)

ENDOO
ENDOO

C Partition projection matrix Pinto Pl and P2
00 I-l,ITAU
00 J-l,ITAU
IF (J. LE. UTAU-IK)) THEN
Pl U ,J) -P(I, J)

ENDIF
IF (J.GE. UTAU-IK+1)) THEN
P2 U, J- (ITAU-IK) )-P (I ,J)

ENDIF
ENDOO

ENDOO

C Create P2·P2 ~nd invert the result
00 I-l,IK
00 J-l,IK
P2TP2(I,J)-0.ODO
00 IJ-l, ITAU
P2TP2(I,J)-P2TP2(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)*P2(IJ,J)

ENDOO
P2TP2(J,I)-P2TP2(I,J)

ENDOO
ENDOO

C Set up inver.e of P2TP2
CALL DLINDS UK, P2TP2, 200, P2TP2INV, 200)

C Create P2·Pl and invert the result
00 I-l,IK
00 J-l, (ITAU-IK)
P2TP1(I,J)-0.ODO
00 IJ-l, ITAU
P2TP1(I,J)-P2TP1(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)*Pl(IJ,J)

ENDOO
ENDOO

ENDOO

C Create inv(P2'P2)P2TPl
00 I-l,IK
00 J-l, (ITAU-IK)
P2TP2IP2TP1(I,J)-0.ODO
DO IJ-l,IK
P2TP2IP2TPl (I ,J)-P2TP2IP2TPl U ,J) +P2TP2INVU, IJ) *P2TPl UJ ,J)

ENDOO
ENDOO

ENDOO

C Create t-atep-ahead forec~sts for the multiple time serie.
ICOUNT3-0

00 II-l, ITAU-IK
ICOUNT3-ICOUNT3+1
VECl (ICOUNT3)-SIGNALUN3-ITAU+IK+II)-
XHEAN(ICOUNT3)

ENDOO

C The k-period-~head forecasts are g'enerated here
C ALL the k-period-.ahead forecasts ilre used to construct the MSE with

00 1-1, IK
FHATU) -0.000
DO J-l, (ITAU-IK)
FHATU) -FHAT (I) +P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) *VECl (J)

ENDOO
FHAT(I) -XHEANUTAU-IK+I) -FHAT U)

C Calculate HSE over validation series over all the t-period-ahead forecasts
IF (ITRANS.EQ.O) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IR) -MSEHATUTAU, IR) + ((F(IN4+I) -FHAT U)) **2) /

+ DFLOATUN2*IK)
ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.l) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IR) -MSEHATUTAU, IR) + ((F(IN4+I) **2-
FHATU) **2) **2) /DFLOATUN2*IK)

ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.2) THEN
HSEHATUTAU, IR) -MSEHATUTAU, IR) + ((DEXP(FUN4+I))-

+ DEXP (FHATU))) **2) /DFLOA.TUN2*IK)
ENDIF

ENDOO

IN3-XN3+1
IN4-IN4+1

101 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE
103 CONTINUE

C Calculate mean(HSE) and var(HSE,
00 1-1, IRl
00 J-l,4
SORTHSE(I,J)-O.ODO

ENDOO
ENDOO

00 1-1, IRl
C Store number of leading' eig'anvectors in column (1) of SOR'nolSE miltrix

SORTHSEU, 1)-I
C Calculate mean(HSE) and store in column (2) of SOR'nolSE matrix

00 J-IR1+IK,ITAUl
SORTHSE (I ,2) -SORTHSE (I ,2) +HSEHAT(J, I) /DFLOAT(ITAU1-IR1-IK+l)

ENDOO
C Calculate var(HSE) and store in column (3) of SORTHSE matrix

00 J-IR1+IK,ITAUl
SORTHSE (I, 3) -SORTHSE U, 3) + ((HSEHAT(J, I) -SORTHSE U ,2)) **2) /
DFLOATUTAU1-IR1-IK)

ENDOO
C Calculate mean (HSE) A2+var(HSE) and store in column [4] of SORTKSE matrix

SORTHSEU ,4) -SORTHSE U ,2) **2+SORTHSE (1,3)
ENDOO

C Sort tha rasults by mean(HSE,A2+var(HSE), i.a. by column (4) of SORTKSE matrix
00 I-l,IRl
DO J-I, IRl
IF (SORTHSE(J,4) .LT.SORTHSE(I,4)) THEN
TEHP1-SORTHSE (1,1)
TEMP2-SORTHSE(I,2)
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TEMP3-S0RTHSE(I,3)
TEMP4-SORTHSE (1,4)
SORTHSE (I ,l)-SORTHSE (J,l)
SORTHSE (I,2)-SORTHSE (J,2)
SORTHSE (1,3) -SORTHSE (J, 3)
SORTMSE (I,4)-SORTMSE (J,4)
SORTHSE(J,l)-TEMPl
SORTHSE (J ,2)-TEMP2
SORTMSE(J,3)-TEMP3
SORTMSE(J,4)-TEMP4

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Select the model wi th the top model, wi th lowest mean ....2+~r
lMODEL-SORTHSE Cl , 1)
MSEl-SORTHSE Cl,2)
MSE2-SORTHSE (1,3)
MSE3-SORTMSE(l,4)

C Return the minimum window kength (tau) used durinq FV
ITAU2-IRl+IK
END

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ****** ••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••• *-
C SIGNALSERIES2 [J. DE KLERK, 05/06/2001)
C ••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••• _._._ •••• __.*.

SUBROUTINE SIGNALSERIES2 (F, INOes, INI, ITAU, IR, SIGNAL,XMEAN,PV,
+ITERATE,ISERIES)

C •••••••••••••••••• ** ••••• ** •• * ••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••• _*.
C This subroutine reconstructs sional .eri ••
C If ISERIES-O then no signi ..l reconstuction i. performed and the
e original time •• ri •• i. returned
C If ISERIES-l then a singl. iteration is performed and the
e approximate •• ri •• is returned
C If ISERIES-2 the Cadzow-aililnal series i. r.con.tructedC INPUTVARIABLES····························....•....•....
CF: Vector of Time Seri •• Ob•• ~tion.
C llIOBS
C INI
C I TAU
C IR
C ISERIES
C

C
C
C
C

Comnont lenCjJth of ori9in~l mul tiple •• rias
Comnon length of mul tiple serie. u.ed for tr~ining serie.
Number of rows in Tr~jectory MAtrix (t~u)
Number of eigenvectors in b.se of Vr
If ISERIES-O No iter~tion ~r.performed ~nd the aignal
series returned ia the origin~l .erie. with PY',XHEAN
If ISERIES-l A aingle iterAtion ia performed and the
approximate series with PV and XHEANia returned
If ISERIES-2 The Cadzow-sional is constructed and PV,
XHEANis returnedC .........•. OUTPUTVARIABLES·········································

C SIGNAL smoothed .erie. (reconatructed sion~l aeri •• )
C XHEAN .hift vector of r-fl~t L
C PY' projection matrix of r-flat L
C ITERATE number of iterations until convergence
C ••••••••••••• *.***.* ••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-Z) ,INTEGER (I-J)
C Set maximum time .erie. length

PARAMETER (IMAXOBS-IOOO)
C Set maximum window length (tau) ~utomatically

PARAMETER (IMAXTAU-INT( (IMAXOBS+l) /2))
C Set maximum number of column. in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER (IMAXCOLS-lMAXOBS-l)

DIMENSION F(IMAXOBS) ,SIGNAL(IMAXOBS)
DlMENS ION X (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXCOLS) ,XMEAN (IMAXTAlJ)
DIMENSION XXT (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXTAlJ) ,V (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXTAlJ) ,EVAL (IMAXTAlJ)

DIMENSION PV(IMAXTAlJ, lMAXTAlJ) ,XTILDE (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXCOLS)
DlMENS ION VECI (IMAXTAlJ) ,VEC2 (IMAXTAlJ) ,KHAT (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXCOLS)
DIMENSION KHATI (IMAXTAlJ, lMAXCOLS)

C Step 1 : Store the ori;inal time .eri.s a. the .i;nal .erie.
C Note : U.a only the first Nl .lament. of the serie.

00 1-1, lNOBS
SIGNAL (I) -Fe 1)

ENDDO
C Construct the aignal serie. iteratively
C Project the column vactors of XTlLOE onto linaar .ubspace Vr
C and .hift ~ck to r-fl~t L. Averaoe over revers. diaoon~l.
CIterat. until conv.rgence

EPSlLON-l.ODO
lTERATE-O

15 IF (EPSlLON.GE .lE-6) THEN
C Set the number of columns in the trajectory matrix

ICOLS-INl-ITAU+l
C Create Tr~j.ctory Matrix, X

CALL TRAJECTORYMAT(SIGNAL,ITAlJ,ICOLS,X)
C Create Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTlLOE

CALL CTRAJECTORYMAT (I TAU, ICOLS,X,XMEAN,XTILDE)
C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCA'lMAT(XTlLOE,ITAU, lCOLS,XXT)
C ~lculate Eigenvectors of Matrix XXT that forms
C orthononul ~si. for .ub.pace Vr (IMSL routine)

CALL OEVCSF(ITAU, XXT, I~TAU,EVAL,V, lHAXTAU)
C Oetermina the rank of matrix XXT, i .e . non-zero el.CjJenvalues
C if rank i. Ie •• than IR (eioenvectors requested) adjust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-l,IR
IF (EVAL(IIR) .GT .lE-9) THEN
lRANK-lRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO

C Maka provision for a saries which is a constant
IF (I RANK. LT.l) THEN
lRANK-l

ENDIF
C Create Projection Matrix PY'of linear subspace Vr

CALL PROJECTMAT2(V,ITAU,IRANK,PV)

C Calculate mea.ure to check converCjJence (dista.nce measure**2)
SUMI-O.ODO
DO IK-l,IRANK
SUMl-SUMl+EVAL (IK)

ENDDO
SLM2-0.0DO
DO IK-lRANK+l,ITAU
SLM2-SLM2+EVAL(IK)

ENDDO
EPSlLON-SLM2/SUMl

C The followinq statement is u.ed to sidastep the signal reconstructive part if
C if the original s.rie. muat be used

IF (ISERIES.EQ.O) THEN
EPSlLON-lE-8

ENDIF
C Tha following statement is used to perform a sin9l. Cadzow iteration

IF «(ISERIES.EQ.l) .AND. (ITERATE.EQ.l)) THEN
EPSlLON-lE-8

ENDIF

IF (EPSILON. GE. lE-6) THEN
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ITERATE-I TERATE+I
C Create a new matrix XHATby projectinq the column vectors of
C matrix XTILDE onto Vr and shiftinq to r-flat L

DO J-l.ICOLS
DO I-l.ITAU
SU+-O.ODO
DO IJ-I, ITAU
SUH-SUH+PV(I. IJ' .XTILDE (IJ .J,

ENDDO
XHAT(I.J,-SUM+XHEAN(I,

EMODO
ENDDO

C Averaqe over the reverse diag'onals of matrix XHAT
C See alqorithma in Danilov p.12
C Reconotruct !(l'•...•f(tau'

00 I-I, ITAU
SIGNAL(I)-O.ODO
DO J-l,I
SIGNAL (I' -SIGNAL (I' +XHAT (J. I-JH' II

ENDDO
ENDDO

CReconstruct f(tau+l) •...• f(n)
DO I-ITAU+l.ICOLS
SIGNAL (I' -0.000
DO J-l. ITAU
SIGNAL (I' -SIGNAL (I' +XHAT(J. I-J+l' IITAU

ENDDO
ENDDO

CReconstruct f(n+l), ...• f(NJ
DO I-ICOLS+l.INl
SIGNAL(I,-O.ODO
DO J-l. (IN1-I+l)
SIGNAL (I)-SIGNAL (I' +XHAT(J+I-ICOLS. ICOLS-J+l) I (IN1-I+l)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
C Exit the loop if more than 1000 iteration_ experienced

IF (ITERATE .GT .1000' THEN
EPSILQN-1E-B

ENDIF
GO TO 15

ENDIF
RETURN
END

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••
C FORECASTl [J. DE KLERK. 27/01/20021
e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINEFORECASTl(F, INOBS.I START,ITAU, IR, lEVEe, IK, ICENT, ICHl,
+FHAT,MAD,SSE,HSE,HAPE,ITRANS)

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C This subroutine forecaat. a time series using' SSA
e Th. forecasts are l-pariod-ahead forecaata without re-e.timtion
C If in-.ample foreca_t_ are genereatad the torecast and not the
C original in-.ample time .eries ara u_ed to qenerate next forecasts
e • * *. *. * •••• INPUT VARIABLES•• * •••••••• * •••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••
CF: Vector containing' orig'inal tima serie.
e IN : Lenqth of oriqinill time .erie_
e ••••••• * ••• OUTPUTVARIABLES········ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e INI Lenqth of traininq time series
C IN2 Lenqth of validation time series
e IMAXTAU Maximum window leng'th looped over
e IHAXR Maximum number of leadinq eiq_nv_ctors looped over

C IK
C IR
C
C X
C XTILDE
C XXT
C V
C EVAL
C PV
C P :
C Pl
C P2
C P2TP2
C P2TPl
C P2TP2INV
C XHEAN

Period-ahead foreCAsting usad during' FV
Model selectad usinq Forward Validation (fV)

Returns the number of eiqenvectors
Trajectory Matrix
Centrad Trajectory Matrix
Scatter matrix of matrix XTILDE
Matrix of eiqenvectors of the scatter matrix XXT
Vactor of eiqenvalu._ ot the scatter matrix XXT
Projection matrix of parallel linear subspace Vr
Projection matrix of orthogonal parallel linear subspace
Partitioninq of matrix P
Partitioninq of matrix P
Matrix P2 I .P2
Matrix P2' .Pl
Matrix inv(P2'P2)
Shift vector to r-flat

C ••* ••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H. K-Z, • INTEGER (I-J'

C Set maximum tima aaries lenqth
PARAMETER (IMAXOBS-1000,

C Set maximum window l_nqth (bu) automatically
PARAMETER (IMAXTAU-INT( (IMAXOBS+l, 12"

e Set maximum number of columna in trajectory matrix automatically
PARAMETER (IMAXCOLS-lMAXOBS-l)

DIMENSION F(IMAXOBS' .X(IMAXTAU. lMAXCOLS, .XHEAN(IMAXTAU,
DIMENSION SIGNAL(IMAXOBS)
DIMENSION XTILDE (IMAXTAU. lMAXCOLS) .XXT(IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION PV(IMAXTAU.lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION Pl (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU) • P2 (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU,
DIMENSION P (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU) • P2TP2 (200.200)
DIMENSION P2TPl (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU) • P2TP2 INV (200.200'
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPl (IMAXTAU. lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION VEC1(IMAXTAU) .FHAT(IMAXOBS,
DIMENSION EVAL (IMAXTAU) •V (IMAXTAU. lHAXTAU)

e Open tile 'C: \SHONG.DAT' which contains' variation explained
OPEN (UNIT-4. FILE-'C: \SHONG.OAT , )

C Rest measure of out-of-sample for.~.tin9 accurilcy
HAD-O.ODO
SSE-O.ODO
HSE-O.ODO
HAPE-O.ODO

C Determine number of in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts
C ITI is the index posi tion of .eri.s to u.e durino unfoldinq
e IroREl i. the number of in-sample-forecasts

IF (I START . LT. INOBS) THEN
ITl- (ISTART-l)
lFORE1-lNOBS-ISTART+l

C Check that supplied number of columna CAn be usad
C Re-set number of columna in trajectory matrix
C Note that the number of columns statement below is not placed
C in the loop structure. It would not ramain constant in that ca ••.

IF (ITAU.GT.INT((IT1+l)/2)) THEN
ITAU-INT( (IT1+l) 12)

ENDIF
ICOLS-IT1-ITAU+1

ELSE
C Remember to check number of column. here .s wall

IT1-INOBS
IF(ITAU.GT.INT«(INOBS+1)/2)) THEN
ITAU-INT( (INOBS+l) 12)

ENDIF
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lCOLS-lNOBS-ITAU+l
ENDIF

C (Uae reconstructed Cadzow signal •• ri •• )
IF (ICHl-EO.3) THEN
CALL CADZOWSIGNALCF,IT1,ITAU,IR,IEVEC,ICENT,SIGNAL,XMEAN,

+ PY', ITERATE)
C The Cadzow routine returns the .iqna1 in vector SIGNALand also
C returns the shift vector and projection matrix

ENDIF

C (U•• approximate •• ri•• ]
IF (ICH1.EO.2) THEN
CALL APPROXSIGNALCF,IT1,ITAU,IR,IEVEC,ICENT,SIGNAL,XMEAN,PV)

C Th. routine returns the signal in vector SIGNAL and also
C returns the shift vector and projection matrix

ENDIF

C [If oriqinal •• ri•• must be used)
IF (ICH1.EO.l) THEN
DO I-l,INOBS
SIGNALCI)-FCI)

ENDDO
C Create Trajectory Matrix, X

CALL THAT(SIGNAL,ITAU,ICOLS,X)
C Creat_ Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTlLOE

CALL CTHATCITAU, lCOLS,X ,XMEAN, ICENT ,XTlLOE)
C Craat. Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCATHAT(XTlLOE, I TAU, ICOLS, XXT)
C Calculate Eigenvectors of Matrix XXT that forma
C orthonor-rul biaai. for sub.~ce Vr (IHSL routine'

CALL DEVCSF(ITAU,XXT, IMAXTAU,EVAL, V, lHAXTAU)
C Calculate , V3riation explained by eiqenvectors

SUH1-0.000
DO II-l,ITAU
SUH1-SUH1+EVAL (II)

ENDDO
DO II-l,ITAU
WRlTE(4,' (G30.1S) ')EVALCII)/SUMl

ENDDO
CLOSE(4)

C C~lculate percentaoe variation explained
C Oetermdne the rank of matrix XXT, i.e. non-zero eigenvalues
C if r~nk i. le •• than IR (eioenvectors reque.ted) adjust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-l, IR
IF (EVAL(IIR) .GT.1E-9) THEN
lRANK-lRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO
ICONST-O

C Hate provision for a sari.s which is ~ constant
IF (IRANK.LT.l) THEN
lRANK-l
lCONST-l

ENDIF
IF CIRANK.GT. IR) THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF
C Create Projection Matrix py of linear subspace Vr

CALL PROJl:CTHAT (V, ITAU, lRANK, IEVEC, PV)
ENDIF

C For all combinations ensure that the reat of original sari.s

C is in SIGNAL vector
IF CISTART . LT. INOeS) THEN
DO I-IT1+l, INoes
SIGNALCI)-F(I)

ENDDO
ENDIF

C Now that the correct SIGNAL, projaction matrix VV is available
e Create projection matrix of orthoqonal parallel linaar .ubspace Vr

DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-I, ITAU
IF CI .EO.J) THEN
PCI, J) -l.OOO-PVCI ,J)

ELSE
PCI ,J) -0. OOO-PVCI ,J)

ENDIF
P(J,I)-PCI,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Partition projection matrix P into PI and P2
DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-l, ITAU
IF (J.LE. CITAU-l)) THEN
P1CI,J)-PCI,J)

ENDIF
IF (J.GE. CITAU-l)+l) THEN
P2 (I ,J- CITAU-l) )-PCI ,J)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Craate P2'P2 and invart the result
DO 1-1,1
DO J-l,l
P2TP2 CI ,J) -0 . 000
DO IJ-l,ITAU
P2TP2 (I ,J) -P2TP2 CI ,J) +P2 (IJ, 1) 'P2 CIJ ,J)

ENDDO
P2TP2 (J, I)-P2TP2 (I ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Set up inverse of P2TP2
CALL OLINDS Cl, P2TP2 ,200, P2TP2INV ,200)

C Create P2'PI and invart the result
DO 1-1,1
DO J-l, CITAU-l)
P2TPl (I ,J)-O. 000
DO IJ-l, ITAU
P2TP1(I,J)-P2TP1(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)'Pl(IJ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Creata inv(P2'P2)P2TPI
DO 1-1,1
DO J-l, CITAU-l)
P2TP2IP2TPl CI,J)-O.OOO
DO IJ-l,l
P2TP2IP2TPl CI ,J)-P2TP2IP2TPl CI ,J) +P2TP2INVCI, IJ) 'P2TPl CIJ ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO
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ENDDO

C Th. loop thAt 9.n.r~tes IK recurrent l-period-ahead forecsate starts
DO 101 Il-l, IK

C Creat_ k-.tep-ahead forecast. for the multiple time •• ri••
e The vector SIGNALi. used and will contain either the l)original .eries
C 2) approxi~t ••• ri •• or 3)Cadzow signal .eries

DO II-l, ITAU-l
IF (ICENT .EQ. U THEN
VECl UIl -SIGNALUT1-ITAU+l+III -XHEANUII

ELSE
VECl UIl-SIGNALUT1-ITAU+1+III

ENDIF
ENDDO

FllAT (Il I -0.000
DO J-l, UTAU-U
FllAT (Il I -FllAT U 1 I +P2TP2IP2TPl (l, Jl "VECl (Jl

ENDDO
IF (ICENT.EQ.1I THEN
FllATUU -XHEAN (UTAU-ll +11 -FIlAT(IlI

ELSE
FllAT UU --FllAT UU

ENDIF

C Here we concatenate the ona-pariod-ahead forecast to our 0191n&1 •• ri••
e Hence we consider it as if it i. the "new' reconstructed value and use it
C This i. in line with the true spirit of recurrent forecasts

SIGNALUT1+l I -FllAT (Il I

IF UTl+l. LE. lNOBSI THEN
C Calculate measure. of out-of-sample forecasting accuracy

IF (ITRANS.EQ.1I THEN
HAD-HAD+DABS (FUT1+1I -FIlAT(IlI I /
DFLOAT UFORE U
SSE-SSE+«F(IT1+ll-FllAT(I111""21
HSE-HSE+ «F UT1+l I -FllAT (Il I I ""21 /
DFLOAT UFORE 1 I
MAPE-HAPE+DABS (F UT1+U -FllAT (Ill I /

+ (DFLOATUFORElI "FUT1+U I "100
ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.21 THEN
HAD-HAD+DABS (EXP(FUT1+U I -EXP (FllAT (Ill I I /

+ DFLOAT(IFORE1I
SSE-SSE+ «EXP(FUTl+1I I -EXP (FllAT (Ill I I ""21
HSE-HSE+ «EXP(FUT1+U I -EXP (FllAT (Ill I I ""21 /
DFLOAT UFORE 1 I
w.PE-HAPE+DABS (EXP(FUT1+1I I -EXP(FllATUU I I /
(DFLOATUFORElI "EXP(FUT1+U I I "100

ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.31 THEN
HAD-HAD+DABS «FUT1+1I ""21 - (FllATUU ""21 1/

+ DFLOATUFORE1I
SSE-SSE+ « (F UT1+U ""2 I- (FllAT (Il I ""21 I ""21
HSE-MSE+ « (FUT1+U ""21 - (FllAT UU ""21 I ""21 /

+ DFLOATUFORElI
w.PE-HAPE+DABS «F(IT1+l I ""21 - (FllATUU ""21 I /
(DFLOATUFORElI "(FUTl+1I ""21 I "100

ENDIF
ENDIF

eInere ••• training •• ri •• lenoth by one
IT1-IT1+1

101 CONTINUE
END

c ••• **** •••• *** ••• **********.********** ••••• **** •• ** ••• _._.**--**--**
C FORECAST2 IJ. DE KLERK, 2002 JC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE FORECAST2 (F, lNOBS, I STAAT ,ITAU, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICH1,
+FHAT,MAD,SSE,HSE,MAPE,ITRANS)

e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C This subroutine fore~sts A time .eries usinq SSA
e The fore~sts Are l-period-AheAd foreCAsts with re-estimtion
e If in-sample fore~sts are oenereated the fore~st and not the
e orioinal in-sample time seri.es are used to oenerate next foreCAsts
e •••• •• • •••• INPUT VA.RIABLES ••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
eF: Vector contAining original time series
e IN : Length of originAl time •• ries
C ••••••••••• OUTPUTVA.RIABLES··**** ** * * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••
e INl Length of training time •• ries
e IN2 Lenqth of validation time series
e IMAXTAU Maximumwindow length looped over
C lMAXR Maximum number of le ..dinq .iqenvectors looped over
e II< Period-ahead fore~sting used durinq FV
C IR Model selected using ForWArd Validation (FV)

C Returns the number of eigenvectors
C X Trajectory Matrix
C XTILDE Centred Trajectory Matrix
C XXT Scatter matrix of matrix XTlLOE
C V Matrix of eioenvectors of the s~tter matrix XXT
C EVAL Vector of eiqenvalue. of the .~tter matrix XXT
C PV Projection matrix of parallel linear subs~ce Vr
C P Projection matrix of orthooonal ~rallel linear subspace
C Pl Partitioning of matrix P
C P2 Parti tioning of matrix P
C P2TP2 Matrix P2' ·P2
C P2TPl Matrix P2' .Pl
C P2TP2INV Matrix inv(P2'P2)
C XH£AN Shift vector to r-flat
C *.* •••••••• ** ••• ****.* •••• * ••• * •••••••• ******* •• * ••• ***.** ••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-ZI ,INTEGER (I -Jl
C Set maximum time .erie. length

PARAMETER UHAXOBS-1000I
C Set maximum window lenoth (tau) automatiCAlly

PARAMETER UHAXTAU-INT «IHAXOBS+1I /21 I
C Set maximum number of columna in trajectory matrix automati~lly

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-11

DIMENSION F(IHAXOBSI ,XUHAXTAU,IHAXCOLSI ,XHEAN(IHAXTAUI
DIMENSION SIGNAL(IHAXOBSI
DIMENSION XTILDE UHAXTAU, lHAXCOLSI ,XXTUHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI
DIMENSION PVUHAXTAU,IHAXTAUI
DIMENSION Pl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI ,P2 (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI
DIMENSION P(IHAXTAU,IHAXTAUI ,P2TP2(200,2001
DIMENSION P2TPl UHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI, P2TP2INV(200,2001
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TP1(IHAKTAU,IHAKTAUI
DIMENSION VECl UHAKTAUI ,FllAT UHAKOBSI
DIMENSION EVALUHAKTAUI ,VUHAKTAU, lHAXTAUI

e Reat meaaure of out-of-sample foreCAsting Accuracy
HAD-O .000
SSE-O.ODO
HSE-O.ODO
MAPE-O.ODO

e Det.rmin. number ot in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts
C ITl is the index position of .erie. to us. during unfoldinO
C lFOREl is the number of in-sample-forecasts
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IF CISTART.LT.INOBS) THEN
IT1-(ISTART-l)
lFORE1-lNOBS-ISTART+l

C Check that supplied number of columns can be used
C Re-.at number ot columns in trAjectory matrix
C Nota that the number of columns sbtement below is not placed
e in the loop structure. It would not remain constant in that ca ••.

IF (ITAU.GT.INTC(IT1+l)/2)) THEN
ITAU-INT C(ITl.l) /2)

ENDIF
ICOLS-IT1-ITAU+1

ELSE
C Remember to chack. number of columns hara as "'all

IT1-lNOBS
IF(ITAU.GT.INTC(INOBS.1)/2)) THEN
ITAU-INTC (INOBS.l) /2)

ENDIF
ICOLS-INOBS-ITAU+l

ENDIF

C Th. loop that oanerat •• IK recurrent l-period-ahaad foracsate starts
DO 101 Il-l, IK

C (U•• reconstructed Cadzow aional .ari •• ]
IF CICH1.EQ.3) THEN
CALL CADZOWSIGHAL CF, ITl, ITAU, IR, lEVEe, leENT ,SIGNAL,XMEAN,
PV, ITERATE)

C The c.dzow routine returns the signal in vector SIGNALand also
C returns the shift vector and projection matrix

ENDIF

C (U•• approxim.ta •• ri•• ]
IF CICHl.EQ.2) THEN
CALL APPROXSIGNAL(F, IT1, ITAU, IR, lEVEe, leENT , SIGNAL, XHEAN, PIl)

C The routine returns the aional in vector SIGNALand also
C returns the shift vector and projection matrix

ENDIF

C (If oriGinAl aerie_ must be used)
IF CICH1.EQ.l) THEN
DO 1-1, INOBS
SIGNALU)-FU)

ENDDO
C Create TrAjectory Matrix, X

CALL THAT (SIGNAL, ITAU, ICOLS,X)
C Create Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTILDE

CALL CTHATCITAU,ICOLS,X,XHEAN,ICENT,XTILDE)
C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCATHATCXTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS,XXT)
C Calculate EiGenvectors of Matrix XXT that forma
C orthonormal baai_ for _ubapace Vr CIMSL routine)

CALL OEVCSFUTAU,XXT, lMAXTAU,EVAL, V, lMAXTAU)
C D.t.~n. the rank of mAtrix XXT, i.e. non-zero eigenvalu ••
C if rank i. 1. __ than IR (.iGenvectors reque.ted) adjust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-lo IR
IF CEVALCIIR) .GT.1E-9) THEN
lRANK-lRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO
ICONST-O

C Hake proviaion for a .erie. which is a con_tant
IF ClRANK. LT.1) THEN
lRANK-l

ICONST-l
ENDIF
IF URANK.GT.IR) THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF
C Create Projection Matrix PV of linear sub_pace Vr

CALL PROJEC'lWI.TCV, ITAU, lRANK, IEVEC, PV)
ENDIF

C For all combinations ensure that tha rest oC original .aries
C i. in SIGNAL vector

IF USTART. LT. lNOBS) THEN
DO I-IT1+l,INOBS
SIGNALU)-FCII

ENDDO
ENDIF

C Now that the correct SIGNAL, projection matrix PV is available
C Create projection matrix of orthoqonal parallel linear _ub_pac. Vr

DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-I, ITAU
IF U .EQ.J) THEN
PU ,J)-l.OOO-PVU ,J)

ELSE
PCI ,J)-O. OOO-PVCl ,J)

ENDIF
PCJ, Il-PU ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Partition projection matrix P into PI and P2
DO I-l,ITAU
DO J-l,ITAU
IF CJ.LE. CITAU-l)) THEN
Pl U,J)-PU ,J)

ENDIF
IF CJ.GE. UTAU-1) +1) THEN
P2 Cl ,J- (tTAU-l)) -PU ,J)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create P2'P2 and invert the re_uIt
DO 1-1,1
DO J-l,l
P2TP2 Cl ,J)-O .000
DO IJ-1, ITAU
P2TP2 U ,J) -P2TP2 U ,J) .P2 UJ, Il 'P2 (IJ ,J)

ENDDO
P2TP2 CJ, I )-P2TP2 Cl, J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C S.t up inver.e oC P2TP2
CALL OLINDSCl, P2TP2 ,200, P2TP2INV,200)

C Create P2' PI and invert the resul t
DO 1-1,1
DO J-l, UTAU-1)
P2TPl U ,J)-O.OOO
DO IJ-l,ITAU
P2TP1CI,J)-P2TP1CI,J)+P2CIJ,I)'P1CIJ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO
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ENOOO

C Create inv(P2'P2)P2TPl
00 1-1,1
00 J-l, UTAU-l)
P2TP2IP2TP1II,J)-0.ODO
00 IJ-l,l
P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) -P2TP2IP2TPl II ,J) +P2TP2INVU, IJ) "P2TPl UJ ,J)

ENOOO
ENDOO

ENOOO

C Create k-step-ahe ..d forecasts for the multiple time serie.
e Th. vector SIGNAL i. used and will contain either the l)original •• ri ••
e 2) approxim.te •• ri •• or 3)Cadzow signal •• ri ••

00 II-l,ITAU-l
IF nCENT. EQ.l) THEN
VECl t r r) -SIGNALnTl-ITAU+l+II) -XMEANUI)

ELSE
VECl UI) -SIGNALUTl-ITAU+l+II)

ENOIF
ENOOO

FHAT Ul)-O. ODD
00 J-l, IITAU-1)
FHAT Ul) -FHAT Ul) +P2TP2IP2TPl Cl ,J) "VECl IJ)

ENOOO
IF IICENT.EQ.l) THEN
FHATU1) -XMEANI UTAU-l) +1) -FHATIIl)

ELSE
FHAT I I 1) --FHAT I I 1)

ENDIF

C Here we concaten3t. the one-period-ahead forecast to our oi9ina1 seri ••
e Hence we consider it as if it is the "new' reconstructed value and us. it
C This is in lin. with the true spirit of recurrent forecasts

SIGNALUT1+l) -FHAT Ul)

C Calculate meaaur •• of out-of-siUnple for~.tin9' accuracy
IF UT1+l.LE.lNOBS) THEN
I F U TRANS . EQ. 1) THEN
MAD-MAD+DABSIFUT1+l) -FHATU1» /

+ DFLOATUFORE1)
SSE-SSE+ I IFUTHl) -FHAT Ill» ""2)
HSE-t4SE+ I IFUTH1) -FHAT Ul) ""2) /

+ DFLOATUFOREl)
HM'E-HAPE+DABS IFUT1+l) -FHAT Ill» /
IDFLOATI lFOREl) "FUT1+l» "100

ENOIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.2) THEN
MAD-MAD+DABSIDEXPIFUTH1» -DEXPIFHATIIl») /
DFLOAT UFORE 1)
SSE-SSE+ I IDEXPIFUT1+1» -DEXPIFHATIIl») ""2)
HSE-t4SE+ I IDEXPIFUT1+l) -DEXPIFHATUl)) ""2) /

+ DFLOATUFOREl)
HM'E-HAPE+DABSIDEXPIFUT1+1» -DEXP IFHAT Ill) » /
IDFLOATUFORE1) "DEXPIFUT1+l)) "100

ENOIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.J) THEN
MAD-MAD+DABSI IFUT1+l) ""2) - IFHATUl) ""2» /

+ DFLOATUFOREl)
SSE-SSE+ I I IFUT1+l) ""2) - IFHAT Ul) ""2» ""2)
HSE-t4SE+ I I IF UT1+l) ""2) - IFHAT I Il) ""2) ) ""2) /

+ DFLOATUFOREl)

HAPE-HAPE+DABS I IFUT1+l) ""2) - IFHATCll) ""2» /
IDFLOAT UFOREl) "IFUT1+l) ""2» "100

ENOIF
ENOIF

CInerea •• traininO' .eri •• lenQ'th by on.
ITl-ITHl

101 CONTINUE
END

c ****************.*******.* ••• ********************* ••• * ••••••••••• **.
C FORECASTJ IJ. DE KLERK, 2002)
C ******* ••••• ** ••••• ****** •••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• ** •••••••••••••

SUBROUTINEFORECAST3CF, lNOBS, ISTART,ITAJJ, IR, IEVEC, IK, ICENT, ICH1,
+FHAT,HAD,SSE,MSE,MAPE,ITRANS)

C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *. ****••••• *••••••••••••••
C This subroutine oenerates joint-horizon forecast.
C ••••••••••• INPUT VARIABLES•••••••• **.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CF: Vector cont~ining original time serie.
e INOBS: lAnoth of original time serie.
e ••• ***** ••• OUTPUTVARIABLES••••• *•••••••••••••••• *•••• *.* •• ***** ••••
e IHAXTAU Maximum window length looped over
e IHAXR Maximum number of le~dinO' eigenvectors looped over
C I FORE 1 Number of in-sample for.cast. oenerated
C IFORE2 Number of out-of-sample forecasts generated
C ITl Lenqth of •• rie. to use when creatinq siO'nal series
C IK Period-ahead forecastinq used durinq FV
C IR Model selected usinq Forward Valid~tion (FV)
C Returns the number of eiqenvectors
C X Trajectory Matrix
C XTILDE Centred Trajectory Matrix
e XXT Scatter matrix of matrix XTILDE
C V Matrix ot eiqenvectors of the scatter matrix XXT
C £VAL Vector of eigenvalue. of the scatter matrix XXT
C py Projection matrix ot PArallel linear subspace Vr
C P Projection matrix of orthogonal parallel linear subspace
e PI P~rti tioning of matrix P
e P2 P~rti tioning of matrix P
e P2TP2 Matrix P2' *P2
e P2TPI Matrix P2' .PI
e P2TP2INV Matrix inv(P2'P2)
e XHEAN Shift vector to r-flat
e *•••••• *••••••••••••••••• *.* •• *••••••••••••••••••••••• **************

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION IA-H, K-Z) , INTEGER Cl -J)
C Set maximum time serie. length

PARAMETER lIMAXOBS-1000)
e Set maximum window length (tau) automatically

PARAMETER I lMAXTAU-INT I UMAXOBS+l) /2»
C Set maximum number of column. in tr~jectory matrix automAtically

PARAMETER UMAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-l)

DIMENSION FUHAXOBS) ,XUMAXTAU, lMAXCOLS) ,XHEANUMAXTAU)
DIMENSION SIGNAL I lHAXOBS) ,FHAT (200)
DIMENSION XTILDE lIMAXTAU, lMAXCOLS) ,XXTUMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION py I lMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION Pl UMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,P2 UMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION PllMAXTAU,IMAXTAU) ,P2TP21200,200)
DIMENSION P2TPl lIMAXTAU, lMAXTAU) ,P2TP2INVI200, 200)
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPl UMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)
DIMENSION VECl UMAXTAU)
DIMENSION EVAL I lMAXTAU) ,V I lMAXTAU, lMAXTAU)

C Open tile 'C:\SHONG.DAT' which contains , vari~tion explained
OPEN IUNIT-4, FlLE- 0 C: 'SHONG . DAT 0)
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C Determine number of in-sample And out-of-sample forecasts
C Also s.t indax position of sarie. to use

IF (ISTART.LT.INOBS) THEN
ITI-CISTART-l)
lFOREl-INOBS-ISTART+l
IF «ISTART+IK) .GT.INOBS) THEN
IFORE2- CISTART+IK) -INOBS

ENDIF
ELSE
I Tl-INOBS

ENDIF
C Set number of columns in trAjectory matrix
C ITl is length ot time series to use to torecast with

ICOLS-ITl-ITJW+l

C [Usa reconstructed Cadzow sionai sarias]
IF (ICHl.EQ.J) THEN
CALL CADZOWSIGNAL(F,ITl,ITJW,IR,IEVEC,ICENT,SIGNAL,XMEAN,

+ PV,ITERATE)
C The Cadzow routine returns the signal in vector SIGNAL And also
C return. the shitt v.ctor and projection matrix

ENDIF

C [Use approximate .aries]
IF (ICHl.EQ.2) THEN
CALL APPROXSIGNAL(F, ITl, I TAU, IR, IEVEC, ICENT, SIGNAL,XMEAN, PV)

C The routin. return. the signal in vector SIGNAL and also
C raturns tha shitt vector and projaction matrix

ENDIF

C [It original serie. must be used]
IF (ICHl.EQ.l) THEN
DO I-l,INOBS
SIGNAL(1)-FCI)

ENDDO
C Create Trajectory Matrix, X

CALL 'noIAT(F,ITJW,ICOLS,X)
C Create Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTILDE

CALL CTMA.TUTAU, ICOLS,X,XHEAN, ICENT ,XTILDE)
C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCA'noIAT(XTILDE, ITJW, ICOLS,XXT)
C Calculate Eig.nvector. of Matrix XXT that fo~
C orthono~l basis tor subspace Vr (IMSL routine)

CALL OEVCSF (I TJW, XXT, IHAXTAU, EVAL, V , IHAXTJW)
C Calculate , variation explained by eigenvectors

sl"41-o.ooo
DO II-I, ITJW
SUMl-SUHl+EVAL(II)

ENDDO
DO II-l,ITJW
IfRlTEC4,' (GJO.lS) ')EVALCII)/SUMI

ENDDO
CLOSE (4)

C Oatemdne the rank ot matrix XXT, i.e. non-zero eigenvaluas
C if rank i. less than IR (eigenvectors requested) adjust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-l, IR
IF (EVAL CI IR) •GT. lE-9) THEN
lRANK-lRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO
lCONST-O

C Make provision for a series which is a constant

IF CIRANK.LT.1) THEN
lRANK-l
ICONST-l

ENDIF
IF URANK.GT.IR) THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF
C Craate Projection Matrix PV of linear subs~oa Vr

CALL PROJEC'noIAT(V, ITJW, lRANK, IEVEC, PV)
ENDIF

C Now that tha correct SIGNAL, projection matrix VV is available
C Create projection matrix of orthoqonal ~rallel linear subspace Vr

DO I-l,ITJW
DO J-I, ITJW
IF (LEQ.J) THEN
PU ,J) -1. OOO-PVU ,J)

ELSE
P(I ,J) -0. OOO-PVU ,J)

ENDIF
P(J,Il-PU,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Partition projection matrix Pinto Pl and P2
DO I-l,ITJW
DO J-1, ITAlJ
IF (J. LE. UTAU-IK)) THEN
PI (I ,J) -P(I, J)

ENDIF
IF (J.GE. (ITJW-IK)+l) THEN
P2 U ,J- (ITJW-IK)) -P(I ,J)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create P2'P2 and invert the result
DO I-1,IK
DO J-l,IK
P2TP2 (I ,J) -0.000
DO IJ-l,ITJW
P2TP2 (I, J)-P2TP2 (I ,J) +P2 (IJ, 1) 'P2 (IJ ,J)

ENDDO
P2TP2 (J, 1) -P2TP2 (I, J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Sat up inverse of P2TP2
CALL OLINDS (IK, P2TP2 ,200, P2TP2INV,200)

C Craate P2'Pl and invart the re.ult
DO I-1,IK
DO J-l, (ITJW-IK)
P2TPI (I, J) -0. ODD
DO IJ-l,ITJW
P2TPl(I,J)-P2TPl(I,J)+P2(IJ,I)'Pl(IJ,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Creata inv(P2' P2) P2TPl
DO 1-1, IK
DO J-l, (ITJW-IK)
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P2TP2IP2TP1(I,J)-0.ODO
DO IJ-l,IK
P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) -P2TP2IP2TPl (I ,Jl +P2TP2INVU, IJl "P2TPl UJ ,Jl

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create t-atep-ahaad torecasts for the multiple time .ari ••
C Th. vector SIGNAL is used and will contain either the l)oriljJinal sari ••
e 2) approximate •• ri•• or 3)Cadzow si9na1 •• ri••

DO II-l, ITAU-IK
IF (ICENT.EQ.l) THEN
VECl (II) -SIGNALUT1- UTAU-IKI +III -XMEAN(III

ELSE
VECl (III -SIGNALUT1- UTAU-IKI +II)

ENDIF
ENDDO

DO I-l,IK
FllAT (I) -0.000
DO J-l, UTAU-IKI
FllAT (I1-FllAT UI +P2TP2IP2TPl U, J) "VECl (Jl

ENDDO
IF (ICENT.EQ.1I THEN
FllAT (II-XMEAN (UTAU-IK) +I) -FllATUI

ELSE
FllAT U 1--1. OOO"FllAT U I

ENDIF
ENDDO

C ~lculat. measur •• of out.-ot-sample forecasting accuracy
C Reat measura of out-of-sample forecastinq accuracy

HAIl-D. ODD
SSE-O.ODO
HSE-O.ODO
HAPE-O.ODO
IF (ISTART. LT. INOBSI THEN
IF (ITRANS. EQ. 1) THEN
DO 1-1, I FORE1
HAIl-t4AD+DABS (FUT1+I) -FHATU)) /
DFLOAT (I FORE1 I
SSE-SSE+ «FUT1+I) -FllAT U) I ""21
HSE-t4SE+ «F UT1+ I I -FllAT U) I ""21 /
DFLOAT (I FORE1 I
MAPE-HAPE+DABS (FUT1+I) -FllATUI I /
(DFLOATUFORE1I "FUT1+I) I "100

ENDDO
ENDIF
IF UTRANS.EQ.21 THEN
DO 1-1, lFOREl
HAIl-t4AD+DABS (DEXP(FUT1+II I -DEXP(FllAT(I) I I /
DFLOAT (I FORE1 I
SSE-SSE+ «DEXP(FUTl+I)) -DEXP(FllAT UI I I ""21
HSE-+lSE+ «DEXP(FUT1+I)) -DEXP(FllAT UI I 1""2)/
DFLOAT (I FORE1)
MAPE-HAPE+DABS (DEXP(F(IT1+II I -DEXP(FllATUI I I /
(DFLOAT(IFORE1) "DEXP(FUTl+II I I "100

ENDDO
ENDIF
IF (ITRANS.EQ.31 THEN
DO I-l,IFOREl
HAIl-t4AD+DABS «F UT1+ I) ""21 - (FllAT UI ""2) ) /

+ DFLOATUFORE1I
SSE-SSE+ « (FUT1+I)""21 - (FllAT(II ""21 I '"21

HSE-HSE+ « (FUT1+I)""21 - (FHATUI ""21 I ""21 /
DFLOATUFORE1)
HAPE-HAPE+DABS «FUT1+I)""21 - (FllATUI ""2)) /

+ (DFLOATUFORE1)" (FUT1+II ""21 I "100
ENDDO

ENDIF
ENDIF
END

c ***** •• ****** •••• * •• ******.***.**** ••••• **.*********** •••• **_ ••••• **
C THAT IJ. DE KLERK, 1999)
c ********* •••• * ••••••• ******** •• ****** ••••••• ***** ••• ** •••• ** •• **_ •••

SUBROUTINE THATCF,ITAU,ICOLS,X)
C *********** ._. * __ •••••••••• * * * **111* * * *. * * * * •• * *._ .... * •••• _*.
C This subroutine create. the TrAjectory Matrix [Xl
C ••••••••••• INPUT VARIABLES••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C F Vector of Time Serie. Observations
C ITAU : Number of row. in Trajectory Matrix (tilU)
C IooLS: Number of columns Trajectory Matrix (n-N-tilu+l)
C ·.******* •• OUTPUTVARIABLES*••••••••••••••• **** •••••••••••••••••••••
CX: Triljeetory MatrixC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-Z) ,INTEGER U-Jl
C Set milximum time .erie. lenqth

PARAMETER UHAXOBS-1000I
C Set maximum window length (tilU) ilutoma.tiCillly

PARAMETER UHAXTAU-INT( UHAXOBS+l) /2))
C Set maximum number of columns in triljeetory matrix ilutoma.tically

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-11
DIMENSION F(IHAXOBSI ,X (IHAXTAU, lHAXCOLSI

00 I-l,ITAU
DO J-l, ICOLS
XU ,J)-FU+J-l)

ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END

C ••••••••••••••• *•••• ** ••••• **.***** •••••••••••••••••• *•• ** ••••••••••
C CTHAT IJ. DE KLERK, 1999)
C ••••• *•••••••••• *** •• **** ••••• *•• *•••••••••••••• *••••••••••• *** •••••

SUBROUTINE CTHATUTAU, ICOLS,X,XMEAN, ICENT ,XTILDEI
C •••• *••••• ***.* ••••••••••• *••••• *••••••••••••• *.*** ••• *•••• *•• *•••••
C This subroutine creates the Centred Trajectory Matrix [XTIIDE]
C ••••••••••• INPUT VARIABLES··································***·····
C ITAlJ Number of rows in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
C IooLS: Number of column. Triljeetory Matrix (n-N-tau+l)
CX: Triljectory Matrix
CICENT : If ICENT-l centring i. performed el.e not
C ••••••••••• OUTPUTVARIABLES················· ••• *•••••••••• ** ••••••••
C XHEAN: Vector of matrix X row means (shift vector)
C XTILDE: Centred Trajectory Matrix
C •••••••••••••• *••••••• ***** ••••••• * ••••••••• ** •••••• *••• *.*.* ••• * •••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-ZI ,INTEGERU-JI
C Set maximum time .erie. length

PARAMETER UHAXOBS-1000)
C Set maximum window length (tau) automatiCillly

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT( UHAXOBS+l) /21 I
C Set maximum number ot column. in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS -1 )
DIMENSION X(IHAXTAU,IHAXCOLS) ,XMEANUHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XTILDE(IHAXTAU,IHAXCOLS)
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C If c.ntring i. required calculate the mean vector a. shift vector
IF (ICENT.EO.1I THEN
DO 1-1, ITAU
XMEAN(II -0. 000
DO J-l, ICOLS
XMEAN(II-XHEAN(II+X(I,JI/OFLOAT(ICOLSI

ENDDO
DO J-l, ICOLS
XTILDE U, Jl -XU, Jl -XMEAN(I)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ELSE
DO 1-1, ITAU
DO J-l, ICOLS
XTILDE U, Jl -X U, Jl

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
RETURN
END

C ••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••• ww •••••••••
C SCATMAT [J. DE KLERK, 1999]
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS,XXTI
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C This subroutine cr.ate. the Scatter Matrix [XXT]
e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e The .ubroutine creates the diagonal and lower diagonal elements
e of XXT in the loop structure and use. synmatry to create the
e upper diagon~l elements to speed up the subroutine
e ••••••••• ··INPUT VAAIABLES··········································
e XTILDE: Centrad Trajectory Matrix
C ITAU : Number of row. in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
e IeOLS: Number of columns Trajectory Matrix (n-N-tau+l)
e ••••••••••• OUTPUTVARIABLES····· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e XXT : Scatter Matrix XtildeXtilde'
e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-ZI ,INTEGER U -Jl
e Set maximum time .erie. lenoth

PARAMETER UHAXOBS-IOOOI
e Set maximumwindow lenoth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER UHAXTAU-INT( (IHAXOBS+11/21 I
e Set maximum number of column. in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-IHAXOBS-l)
DIMENSION XTILDE UHAXTAU, IHAXCOLSI ,XXTUHAXTAU, IHAXTAUI

DO I-l,ITAU
00 J-I, ITAIJ
XXTU ,JI-O .000
DO II-l, ICOLS
XXT U ,JI-XXT U, Jl +XTILDE U, III ·XTILDE (J, II)

ENDDO
XXT(J, II -XXTU ,Jl

ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C PROJECTMAT [J. DE KLERK, 1999]
C ••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••• *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE PROJECTMAT (V, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, PVI
e ••••••••••••••• *****.** ••• *** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••
C This subroutine creates the Projection Matrix F'V
e •••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e The subroutine create. the diaqonal and lower diaqonal elements
e of PY' in the loop .tructure and u.e. synmetry to create the
e upper diaoonal elements to speed up the subroutine
e Note that the routine does not nece.sarily u.e the leadino
e eiqenvectors. The vector lEVEe contains the indices of the
e eioenvectors to use
e ••••••••••• INPUTVARIABLES••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e V Matrix with eioenvector. of XXTas its column vectors
C ITAU : Number of row. in Trajectory Matrix (bu)
e IR : Number of columns Trajectory Matrix (n-N-tau+l)
eIEVEe : Vector containino index values of eioenvector. to use
e ••••••• * ••• OUTPUTVARIABLES···••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e PV : Projection Matrix VV-W'
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-ZI, INTEGERU-JI
e Set maximum time .eries lenqth

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-IOOOI
e Set maximumwindow lenoth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER UHAXTAU-INT ( UHAXOBS+ l) /21 I
e Set maximumnumber of columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UHAXCOLS-IHAXOBS-l)
DIMENSION V UHAXTAU, IHAXTAUI ,PV UHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI ,IEVEC (401

DO 1-1, ITAIJ
DO J-I, ITAU
PV(I,JI-O.OOO
DO II-I, IR
PVU ,JI-PVU ,Jl +VU, IEVEC (III I ·V(J, IEVEC (III I

ENDDO
PV(J,I)-PVU,JI

ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END

e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C CADZOIfSIGNAL [J. DE KLERK, 2001]
C •••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• * ••••• **** •••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE CADZOIfSIGNAL(F, INOBS, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, ICENT, SIGNAL ,XHEAN ,
+PV,ITERATEI

C .**.** ••••• *••• ***** ••• *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C This subroutine reconstruct. a Cadzow .ionai serie.
C Note that this specific routine ua•• the eioenvector. that has
C indices provided in vector IEVEC
C ••••••••••• INPUTVARIABLES··***·· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e F Vector of Time Serie. Observations
e INCBS Lenqth of orioinal serie.
e INI LenOth of .erie. useet tor trainino .eries
C ITAIJ Number of row. in Traj.ctory Matrix (tau)
C IR Number of ei~.nvectors in ba.e of Vr
C lEVEe Vector containing index value. of eiqenvectors to use
C ••••••••••• OUTPUTVARIABLES·················· •••••••••••••••••••••••
C SIGNAL amoothed aeri •• (reconatructed aional serie.)
C XHEAN ahift vector of r-flat L
C py projection m.trix of r-flat L
C ITERATE number of iterations until converqance
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-Z),INTEGER(I-J)
C Set maximum time .eri.. 1en9th

PARAMETER (IMAXOBS-1000)
C Set maximum window length (t~u)~utomatically

PARAMETER (IMAXTAU-INT( UMAXOBS+l)/2))
C Set maximum number at columna in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER UMAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-l)

DIMENSION F UMAXOBS) ,SIGNAL UHAXOBS)
DIMENSION X (IMAXTAU, lHAXCOLS) ,XHEAN UHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXT UHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) , V UHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,EVAL UHAXTAU)
DIMENSION PV UHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,XTILDE UHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS)
DlMENS ION VEel (IHAXTAU) ,VEC2 (IHAXTAU) ,XHAT (IHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION IEVEC (40)

C Open file 'C:\SHONG.OAT' which contains' variAtion explained
OPEN(UNIT-4,FlLE-'C:\SHONG.DAT')

C Step 1 : Store the ori9inal time aeri •• as the ai9nal •• ri••
DO 1-1, INOes
SIGNAL(I)-F(I)

ENDOO
C Construct the signal •• rie. iteratively
C Project the column vectors of XTlLOEonto linear subspace Vr
C and shift back to r-flat L. Average over reverse diaO'onal.
C It.rat. until converqance

EPSlLON-l .000
lTERATE-O

15 IF (EPSlLON.GE.1E-g) THEN
C Set the number of columns in the trajectory matrix

ICOLS-lNOBS-ITAU+l
C Create Trajectory Matrix. X

CALL THAT (SIGNAL, I TAU , ICOLS ,X)
C Create Centred Trajectory ~trix, XTILDE

CALL CT'MAT(ITAU, ICOLS,X,XHEAN, ICENT ,XTILDE)
C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCAT'MAT(XTILDE, I TAU , ICOLS, XXT)
C Calculate EiGenvectors of Matrix XXT that fo~
C orthonormal basis tor .ub.~ce Vr (IHSL routine)

CALL DEVCSF(ITAU,XXT, lHAXTAU,EVAL, V, lHAXTAU)
C Determine the rank of mAtrix XXT, i.e. non-zero eiGenvalues
C it rank ia le.s than IR (eioenvectors requested) adjust IR

lRANK-O
00 IIR-l, IR
IF (EVAL(IIR) .GT.1E-g) THEN
I RANK- I RANK +1

ENDIF
ENDOO
ICONST-O

C Mate provision for ~ .eries which is a constant
IF URANK. LT.l) THEN
lRANK-l
lCONST-l

ENDIF
I F U RANK. GT . IR) THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF
C Create Projection Matrix PV of linear subspace Vr

CALL PROJEC'_T (V, I TAU, I RANK, IEVEC, PV)
C Exit it A constant model is tound

IF (ICONST.EQ.l) THEN
RETURN

ENDIF

C CalculAte meAsure to chect converQence (distance measure**2)
C Based on Frobenius norm

S~l-O.ODO
00 I-IR+ 1, ITAU
S~1-SUM1+EVALU)

ENDOO
SUH2-0.0DO
00 I-l,IR
SUH2-SUH2+EVAL Cl)

ENDOO
EPSI LON-SUMl / SllH2

IF (EPSlLON.GE.1E-g) THEN
ITERATE-ITERATE+l

C Creilte a new JU.trix XHATby projecting' the column vectors ot
e matrix XTILDE onto Vr And shiftinG to r-flat L

00 J-l, IeOLS
00 1-1, ITAU
S~O.ODO
00 IJ-l, ITAU
S~SlJM+PVU, IJ) ·XTILDE UJ ,J)

ENDOO
XHATCl, J) -sal.XHEAN U)

ENDOO
ENDOO

C Averaoe over the revers. diaQonals of matrix XHAT
C See alGorithms in Dilnilov p.114
C Reconstruct tCi+1), ... ,f(i+tau)

00 I-l,ITAU
SIGNAL(I)-O.ODO
00 J-l, I
SIGNAL U)-SIGNAL U) .XHAT(J, I-J+l) II

ENOOO
ENDOO

CReconstruct f(i+tau+l), ... ,fCi+n)
DO I-ITAU.l, ICOLS
SIGNAL U) -0.000
00 J-l, ITAU
SIGNAL U)-SIGNAL U) .XHAT (J, I-J.l) IITAU

ENDOO
ENDOO

CReconstruct f(i+n+l), ... ,f(i+N)
00 I-ICOLS.l, INOBS
SIGNAL U) -0.000
00 J-l, UNOBS-Hl)
SIGNALU) -SIGNAL (I) +XHAT(J+I-ICOLS, ICOLS-J+l) / UNOBS-Hl)

ENDOO
ENDOO

ENDIF
GO TO 15

ENDIF
C Calculate' variation explained by eiGenv.ctors

S~l-O.ODO
00 II-l, ITAU
S~1-SUM1. EVAL ( I I )

ENDOO
00 II-l, ITAU
WRlTE(4,' (G30.1S) ')EVALUI)/S~l

ENDOO
CLOSE (4)

RETURN
END
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e •••••••• *••••••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••• *** ••
C APPROXSIGNAL [J. DE KLERK, 2001)
e •••• *••••••••••••••••••••• *•••••••••••••••• *** •••••••• **•••••• *** •••

SUBROUTINE APPROXSIGNALCF, lNOBS, ITAU, IR, IEVEC, ICENT ,SIGNAL,XMEAN
+,PV)

C .*.*.* •••• *••••••••••••• *.** •••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••••••••• *.
e This subroutine construct. the approximate .ignal serie e . Thi. i.
C equiVA1.nt to usinq a sinqle iteration in the eadzow-.ignal s.rie.
e routine
e Note that the indices of .igenvectors that ar. used i •• upplied in
e the vector IEV£C
e *•••••••••• INPUTVARIABLES**·••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••••• *•••••
e F Vector of Time Seri •• Ob•• rvations
e IN Time .eri.s length
e ITAU Number of rows in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
C IR Number of eioenvector. in ba.e of Vr
e IEV£e Vector containino index value. of eiqenvector. to use
e • ••••• ·····OUTPUT VARIABLES•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e SIGNAL smoothed. .eri •• (reconstructed. sional .eries)
C XHEAN shift vector of r-flat L
C py projection matrix of r-flat L
C ITERATE number of iterations until convergence
e •••• **** ••••••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIONCA-H,K-Z),INTEGERCI-J)
C Set maximum time s.rie. length

PARAMETER (lHAXOBS-1000)
e Set maximum window l.nqth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER (lHAXTAU-INT C(lHAXOBS+ 1) /2) )
C Set maximum number of column. in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER ClHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-lJ

DIMENSION FClHAXOBS),SIGNALClHAXOBS)
DIMENSION X (lHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS) ,XMEAN (lHAXTAU)
DIMENSION XXTClHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,V(lHAXTAU, lHAXTAU) ,EVAL(lHAXTAU)
DIMENSION PVClHAXTAU,IHAXTAU) ,XTILDE (lHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION VECl ClHAXTAU) ,VEC2 (lHAXTAU) ,XHAT ClHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION IEVECC.O)

C Open fil. 'C:\SHOHG.DAT' which contains," VAriation explained
OPEN CUNIT-., FlLE-'C: \SHONG. OAT , )

C Set the number of columns in the trajectory matrix
ICOLS-lOOBS-ITAU+l

C Create Trajectory Matrix, X
CALL THATCF,ITAU,ICOLS,X)

C Create Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTILDE
CALL CTHATCITAU,ICOLS,X,XHEAN,ICEHT,XTILDE)

C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT
CALL SCATHAT CXTILDE, ITAU, lCOLS,XXT)

C calculate Eioenvectors of Matrix XXT that fo~
C orthonormal bAsis for sub.pace Vr (IHSL routine)

CALL DEVCSF (lTAU ,XXT, lHAXTAU, EVAL, V, lHAXTAU)
C Calculate , variation explained. by eigenvector.

SUH1-0.ODO
DO II-l,ITAU
SUH1-SUofl+EVALCII)

ENODO
DO II-I, ITAU
WRlTEC.,' CG30.1S) ')EVALCII)/SUMl

ENODO
CLOSE C.)

e Determine the rank. of matrix XXT, i.a. non-zero eiqenvalues
C if rank. is Ie •• than IR (eigenvector. requested) adjust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-l, IR
IF CEVAL(lIR) .GT.1E-9) THEN
IRANJ<.. IRANK+1

ENOIF
ENODO
ICONST-O

C Mak._provision for a sarie. which i. a constant
IF (lRANK. LT.lJ THEN
lRANK-l
lCONST-l

ENOIF
IF (lRANK.GT.IR) THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF
C Creat. Projection Matrix py of linear aub.pac. Vr

CALL PROJECTHAT CV, ITAU, lRANK, IEVEC, PV)

C Creata a new matrix XHATby projectinq the column vectors of
e matrix XTILDEonto Vr and shiftinq to r-flat L

DO J-l, ICOLS
DO I-l,ITAU
SUM-D. ODD
DO IJ-l, ITAU
SUM-SUM+PV(l, IJ) 'XTILDE (lJ ,J)

ENDDO
XHATCl, J) -SUH+XHEAN Cl)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Hank.elization operation
C A.veraqa over the rever •• diaqonals of matrix XHAT
C See algorithms in Danilov p.l14
CReconstruct f(i+1), ... ,f(i+tau)

DO I-l,!TAU
SIGNAL (l) -0. ODD
DO J-l,I
SIGNAL(l) -SIGNAL(l) +XHATCJ, I-J+l) II

ENDDO
ENDDO

eReconstruct (i+tau+1), ... ,(i+n)
DO I-ITAU+l, ICOLS
SIGNAL (l) -0. ODD
DO J-l, ITAU
SIGNALCI) -SIGNAL(l) +XHATCJ, I-J+l) IITAU

ENDDO
ENDDO

eReconstruct f(i+n+1), ... ,f(i+N)
DO I-ICOLS+l, lOOBS
SIGNAL CIl-O. ODD
DO J-l, (lOOBS-I+l)
SIGNAL(l) -SIGNAL(l) +XHATCJ+I-ICOLS, ICOLS-J+lJ I (lOOBS-I+l)

ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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e •••• *•••••••••• *.******.*************** •••***** ••*******.* •••• **.*••
C TRAJECTORYMAT [J. DE KLERK, 1999)
e ••••••••••• *.*••••••••• *••*•••****** •••• ***•••***••••• **•••******* ••

SUBROUTINE TRAJECTORYMAT(F,ITAU,ICOLS,XI
e •••••••••••••••••• **••*••*.**********.*** ••**.*.**.**.* ••**•••••••• *
C Thi •• ubroutine create. the Trajectory Matrix [X]
e ••••••••••• INPUT VARIABLES*··**···***···*·***··· .**•••• **•••*•••••••
e F Vector of Time Serie. Observations
e ITAU : Number of rows in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
e IooLS: Number of columns Trajectory Matrix (n-N-tau+l)
e ••••••••••• OUTPUT VARIABLES··········*··············* •••••••••••••••
CX: Trajectory Matrix
e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•••••••• ***••**•••***••*.

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-ZI ,INTEGER (I-Jl
e Set maximum time series lenQth

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-10001
e Set maximum window leng'th (tau) automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT( (IHAXOBS+U /21 I
e Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-IHAXOBS-11
DIMENSION F(IHAXOBSI,X(IHAXTAU,IHAXCOLSI

00 2 1-1, ITAU
DO 1 J-1, ICOLS
X(I,JI-F(I+J-11

1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

e •••• *••****.**.* ••••••• **.***.* •••**.*** ••*****.*.*.* •••• **••••• **••
C CTRAJECTORYMAT [J. DE KLERK, 1999)
e ••••• ******* ••••• **•••••• *••••• ****** ••****•••••••• *.*•••••••• ***••*

SUBROUTINE CTRAJECTORYMAT(ITAU,ICOLS,X,XHEAN,XTILDEI
c .*•••••••••••••••••••••• *.*•••••••• **••••••••• ****** •••• ***•••••••••
e Thi. subroutine creates the Centred Trajectory Matrix (XTILDE)
e • *•••• *••*.INPUT VARIABLES··· **•••***.**.* •••• *•••*••*.*••••••••• *••
e ITAU Number of rows in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
C IooLS: Number of column. Traj.ctory Matrix (n-N-tau+U
e X Trajectory Matrix
e ••••••••••• OUTPUT VARIABLES·······*·**····*·························
C XHEAN: Vector of matrix X row mean. (shift vector)
e XTILDE: Centred Trajectory Matrix
e •••••••••••• *.******.* ••*••****.*.****._-** ••_*** ••**•••****.**.***.

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-ZI ,INTEGER(I-JI
e Set maximum time serie. lenqth

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-10001
C Set maximum window lenqth (tau) ilutomatically

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT ( (IHAXOBS+ 1 I /2 I I
e Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS- IHAXOBS-11
DIMENSION X (IHAXTAU, IHAXCOLSI ,XHEAN(IHAXTAUI
DIMENSION XTILDE(IHAXTAU,IHAXCOLSI
DO 3 I-1,ITAU
XHEAN(11-0.000
DO 1 J-1,ICOLS
XHEAN(1) -XHEAN (II +X (I ,Jl /DFLClAT(ICOLSI

ENDDO
00 2 J-l, IeOLS
XTILDE (I, JI-X (I, Jl -XHEAN (II

2 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

e **•••*********** •••••• ***•••****.**** ••***** ••_*--**----*---**-_._-*
C PROJEC'lMAT2 [J. DE KLERK, 1999)
e ._-*.** ••*••_••••••• *•••••• ***.**** •••• *••••• ***•••••• _.***.***.* •••

SUBROUTINE PROJEC'lMAT2 (V, ITAU, IR, PVI
e **.*** •••***••***. __.******-** •••_*•••• **.***.* ••••••• *._-*---*._* ••
e This subroutine create. the Projection Matrix PY'
e - * - - *•••*.*._•••**-*-*****••••••••••••••••••••••• *.******••**••**••-
e The subroutine create. the diagonal and low.r diilg'onal el ... nt.
e of PY' in the loop structure and use. aynmetry to create the
e upper diaqonal .l ....nt. to .peed up the .ubroutine
e This .ubroutin. use. leadinq eiq.nvector. to s.t up the proj.ction
e matrix
e ·.** •••-*.·INPUT VARIABLES··*··.··*·····*·***·· •••••••••• ***··**····
CV: Matrix with eiq.nv.ctors of XXT ilS its column vectors
e ITAU : Number of rows in Trajectory Matrix (tau)
e IR : Number of columns Trajectory Matrix (n-N-tau.l)
e ••••••••••• OUTPUT VARIABLES •••••••••••• ****** ••••••••••• _**••·.·*-**
e PY' : Projection Matrix P'V-W'
e .**•••• **•••••••• **••••• *•••*•••****** ••***.* ••*••••••• *.*•••• *•••**

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-ZI , INTEGER (I-Jl
e S.t maximum time series lenqth

PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-10001
e Set maximum window lenqth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT( (IHAXOBS+U /21 I
e Set maximum number of column. in trajectory matrix automatically

PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-U
DIMENSION V (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI , PV (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAUI

DO 3 I-1,ITAU
DO 2 J-I, I TAU
SUM-O.ODO
DO 1 II-1,IR
SUM-SU!+V(I, III ·V(J, III

CONTINUE
PV (I ,Jl -SUo!
PV(J, 1) -PV(I ,Jl

2 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

e **.** •••*.*.*** •••••••••••• ****** •••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•••• **.*
C FORECAST [J. DE KLERK, 2002)C *•••**••*•••••• *.****** •••*•••••••••••••••• *•••••• *••••••••••• *.*.*.

SUBROUTINE FORECAST(F, IN1, IN2, ITAU, IR, IK,MAD,SSE ,HSE ,MAPEl
e •••••• **.*.* •••••••••• ***** •••••• *•••••••••••••• *.*•••••• **•••• *••••
e Thi. subroutine forecast. a time serie. usinq SSA
e The forecasts are rollinq l-period-ahead forecasts
e •••••••• *••INPUT VARIABLES········*·······························*·
C F Vector containinq oriqinal time series
e INl lAnqth of traininq time serie.
e IN2 Lenqth of validation time .erie.
e TAU Window lenqth
e IR Number of leadinq eiqenvector.
e IK Period-ahead forecasting
e IR Model .elected usinq Forward Validation (FV)
e ••••••••••• OUTPUT VARIABLES······*····················*··········*··
C MAD Mean Ab.olute Deviation
e SSE : Sum of Squared Errors
e HSE : Mean Squared Error
e HAPE: Mean Absolute Oeviation
e •••••••• *••OTHER VARIABLES···*·· *••••••• *•••••• ***••••••••• **••••••
CX: Trajectory Matrix
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e XTlLOE Centred Tr~jectory~trix
e XXT S~tter matrix of matrix XTILOE
e V Matrix of eigenvectors of the scatter matrix XXT
e EVAL Vector of eigenvalues of the scatter matrix XXT
e py Projection matrix of parallel linear subspace Vr
CP: Projection matrix of orth09'onal parallel linear .ubspace
e P1 Partitioning of matrix P
e P2 Partitioning of matrix P
e P2TP2 Matrix P2' *P2
C P2TPl
C P2TP2INV
C lCMEAN

Matrix P2' *P1
~trix inv(P2'P2)
Shift vector to r-flat

e ************************* ••••••••••••••••••••• *•••• *.***************
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-Z" INTEGER (I-J,

e Set maximwn time .eries length
PARAMETER (IHAXOBS-1000,

C Set maximum window lenoth (tau) automatically
PARAMETER (IHAXTAU-INT ( (IHAXOBS+ l' /2' ,

e Set maximum number of columns in trajectory matrix ~utomatically
PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-lHAXOBS-U

DIMENSION F(IHAXOBS, ,X (IHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS, ,lCHEAN(IHAXTAU'
DIMENSION XTILDE (IHAXTAU, lHAXCOLS, ,XXT(IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU,
DIMENSION PV(IHAXTAU,IHAXTAU'
DIMENSION Pl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU, ,P2 (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU,
DIMENSION P (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU, ,P2TP2 (200,200'
DIMENSION P2TPl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU, ,P2TP2INV(200 ,200'
DIMENSION P2TP2IP2TPl (IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU'
DIMENSION VECl (IHAXTAU, ,FRAT (IHAXOBS,
DIMENSION EVAL (tHAXTAU, ,V(IHAXTAU, lHAXTAU,

C Rest me~sureof out-of-s~le foreca.ting accuracy
HAD-O.ODO
SSE-O.ODO
MSE-O.ODO
HAPE-O.ODO

C Set position in original series to start at
IN3-IN1-IK+1
IN4-IN3

C Loop over the validation series observation.
DO 101 Il-l,IN2
ICOLS-IN3-ITAU+l

C Create Trajectory Matrix, X
CALL TRAJECTORYMAT(F,ITAU,ICOLS,X,

C Create Centred Trajectory Matrix, XTILD£
CALL CTRAJECTORYMAT(ITAU,ICOLS,X,lCHEAN,XTILDE'

e Create Scatter Matrix, XXT
CALL SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAU, ICOLS,XXT'

C C~lculate Eioenvectors of Matrix XXT th~t forma
C orthonormal ba.is for subspace Vr (IHSL routine)

CALL DEVCSF (I TAU, XXT, lHAXTAU, EVAL, V, lHAXTAU,
C Determine the rank of matrix XXT, i. e. non-zero eigenvalue.
C if rant is Ie •• than IR (eigenvectors requested) ~djust IR

lRANK-O
DO IIR-l, IR
IF (EVAL(IIR, .GT.1E-9' THEN
IRANK-IRANK+l

ENDIF
ENDDO

C Hate provi.ion for a sarie. which is a constant
IF (IRANK.LT.l' THEN
lRANK-l

ENDIF
C Re-.et number eig.nvalues, if necessary. Hat. provision tor perfact fit

IF (IR.LT.lRANK' THEN
lRANK-IR

ENDIF

C Create Projection Matrix py of line~r subspace Vr
CALL PROJECTHAT2(V,ITAU,IRANK,PV'

C Create projection matrix of orthogonal parallal linear subspace Vr
DO I-l,ITAU
00 J-I, ITAU
IF (I.EO.J' THEN
P(I ,J,-l. ODO-PVU ,J,

ELSE
P(I ,J, -0. ODO-PVU ,J,

ENDIF
P(J,U-PU,J'

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Partition projection matrix P into PI and P2
DO 1-1, I TAU
DO J-I,ITAU
IF (J. LE. (ITAU-IK)) THEN
Pl (I,J'-P(I,J)

ENDIF
IF (J.GE. (ITAU-IK'+U THEN
P2 (I ,J- (ITAU-IK" -P(I ,J,

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create P2' P2 and invert the rasul t
DO I-I, IK
DO J-I,IK
P2TP2 (I ,J, -0.000
DO IJ-l,ITAU
P2TP2 (I,J,-P2TP2 (I ,J, +P2 (IJ, U ·P2 (IJ,J,

ENDDO
P2TP2 (J, I' -P2TP2 (I, J,

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Set up inverse of P2TP2
CALL DLINDS (IK, P2TP2 ,200, P2TP2INV ,200'

C Create P2'Pl and invart the result
DO 1-1, IK
DO J-l, (ITAU-IK,
P2TPl (I, J, -0.000
DO IJ-I,ITAU
P2TPI(I,J,-P2TPI(I,J,+P2(IJ,I,*Pl(IJ,J,

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO

C Create inv(P2'P2)P2TPI
DO 1-1, IK
DO J-l, (ITAU-IK,
P2TP2IP2TPI (I,J,-O.ODO
DO IJ-l, IK
P2TP2IP2TPI (I, J, -P2TP2IP2TPl (I, J, +P2TP2INV (I, IJ' ·P2TPI (IJ, J,

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDDO
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C Cre~te k-.tep-ahe~d (orecasts (or the multiple time .aries
ICOUNT-O
DO II-l, ITAU-IK
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+l
VECl UCOUNT) -FUN3- UTAU-IK) +II)-
XMEANUCOUNT)

ENDDO

DO I-l, IK
FHAT U) -0.000
DO J-l, (ITAU-IK)
FHATU) -FHAT U) +P2TP2IP2TPl (I ,J) 'VECl (J)

ENDDO
FHATU) -XMEAN( (ITAU-IK) +I) -FHAT U)

ENDDO

C Calculata me~.ures o( out-oC-s~l. forecasting accuracy
C based only on k-th forecast

MAO-HAD+DABS (F(IN4+IK) -FHAT(IK)) I
+ DFLOATUN2)

SSE-SSE+ ((FUN4+IK) -FHATUK)) "2)
HSE-MSE+ ((FUN4+IK) -FHAT (IK)) "2) I

+ DFLOAT UN2)
HAPE-HAPE+DABS (FUN4+IK) -FHAT (IK)) I

+ (DFLOAT UN2) 'DABS (F(IN4+IK))) '100

C Increa.e training series lenoth by 1
IN3-IN3+l
IN4-IN4+1

101 CONTINUE
END

C ••••••••• *.***.*.***** •••••••••• * ••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••
C MEASURES (J.DE KLERK, 1999]
C •••••••• *••••••••••••••••• ** •••• *.*.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINEMEASURES(INOBS, F, FRAT,HAD,MAPE,SSE,MSE)
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ***.*.*.**** ••••••• ** ••••• *••••••••• *••••
C This .ubroutine calculate. the me~sure. of forecasting accuracy
C •••• **. ** •• INPUT VARIABLES•••••••••••••••••••••• *••••••••••• ** ••••••
C F Time sarias vactor
C FHAT : Vector of Predictions
C INOes: Lenoth of vectors
C •••••• * ••• ·OUTPUTVARIABLES········ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••
C HAD Maan Absolute Oeviation
C HAPE Mean Absolute Percentao. Error
C SSE Sum of Squ~rad Errors
C MSE Maan Square ErrorC ••••••**.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, K-Z) ,INTEGER(I-J)
C Set ma.ximum time .erie. lenoth

PARAMETER UHllXOBS-1000)
DIMENSION F(IHAXOBS),FHAT(IHAXOBS)

SSE-O.ODO
MAO-O.ODO
HAPE-O .000

00 1-1, INOas
SSE-SSE+ (F(U -FHATU))"2
MAO-HAD+ (ABS (FU) -FHATU))) IDFLOATUNOBS)
IF (ABS(FU)) .GT.O) THEN
HAPE-MAPE+ (ABS (FU) -FHAT U)) IF(U)

ELSE

HAPE-HAPE+O.ODO
ENDIF

ENDDO

IF (SSE.LE.1E-10) THEN
SSE-O.ODO

ENDIF

IF (MAD.LE.1E-10) THEN
MAD-O.ODO

ENDIF

IF (HAPE.GE.1E-10) THEN
HAPE-HAPE/DFLOAT(INOBS)'lOO

ELSE
HAPE-O.ODO

ENeIF

MSE-SSE/INOBS
RETURN
END

C •••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C SIGNALSERIES (J. DE KLERK, 2001]
e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SUBROUTINE SIGNALSERIES (F, INOeS, IN1, ITAU, ICOUNTR,SIGNAL,
+XMEAN,PY', ITERATE,ISERIES)

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
e This subroutine return. a siqnal series with its shift vector and
C projection matrix of the .ub.~ce
C •••••••• *•• INPUT VARIABLES••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••
CF: Vector of Time Series Obs.rvations
C INoas Lenqth of time serie.
e INl Length ot trainino .erie.
C ITAIJ Window lanoth
C ICOUNTR Number ot eiqenvectors in "model"
C ISERIES If ISERIES-O No iteration a.re performed and the sionai
C saria. returned is tha orioinai •• ria. with PV and XH£AN
C If ISERIES-1 A sinole iteration i. performed and tha
C approximate seri.s wi th PV and XHEAN is returned
C If ISERIES-2 Th. Cadzow-siqnal is constructed and PY',
C XMEAN is returned
C ••••••••••• OUTPUTVARIABLES·•• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
C SIGNAL smoothed .aries (reconstructed siqn~l .aries)
C XHEAN shift vector of r-flat L
C PY' projection matrix of r-flat L
e ITERATE number of iterations until convaroenceC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I-J)
C Set maximum time .eries lenqth

PARAMETER UHIIXOBS-1000)
C Set maximum window lenoth (tau) automatically

PARAMETER UHllXTAU-INT (UHllXOBS+l) 12))

C Set maximum number o( columns in trajectory matrix aut~tically
PARAMETER (IHAXCOLS-IHIIXOBS-l)

DIMENSION F(IHllXOBS) ,SIGNAL(IHAXOBS)
DIMENSION X (IHllXTAU, IHllXCOLS) ,XMEAN(IHllXTAU)
DIMENSION XXTUHllXTAU, IHllXTAU) ,V UHAXTAU, IHAXTAU) ,EVAL UHllXTAU)
DIMENSION py (IHllXTAU, IHAXTAU) ,XTILDE (IHAXTAU, IHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION VECl (IHllXTAU) ,VEC2 (IHAXTAU) ,XHAT UHAXTAU, IHAXCOLS)
DIMENSION XHAT1(IHllXTAU,IHAXCOLS),IPC(40)

e Set the number of eiqanvectors to use
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IR-ICOUNTR
C Step 1 : Store the oriQ'inill time •• ries Aa the aiqnal •• ri ••
C Not. : Ua. only the first Nl elements of the •• ri••

DO r-r , INOeS
SIGNAL (l) -F (l)

ENDDO
C Construct the si9na1 •• ri •• iteratively
C Project the column vector. of XTILDE onto linear subspac. Lr
C ilnd .hift ~ck to r-flilt L. Averag_ over rever •• diaqonal.
C Iterate until converQance

EPSlLON-l.0DO
ITEAATE-O

15 IF (EPSlLON.GE.1E-6) THEN
C Set the number of columns in the trajectory matrix

ICOl.s-IN1-ITAIJ+1
C Cr.ilt. Trajectory Matrix, X

CALL TRAJECTORYHATCSIGNAL,ITAU,ICOLS,X)
C Create Centred Triljeetory Matrix, XTILDE

CALL CTJ<AJECTORYMAT(ITAIJ, ICOl.5,X,XHEAN ,XTILDE)
C Create Scatter Matrix, XXT

CALL SCATMAT(XTILDE, ITAIJ, ICOl.5, XXT)
C CAlculate Eiq.nv.eters of Matrix XXT that to~
C orthonormal basis for aubspace Vr (IMSL routine'

CALL DEVCSF (I TAIJ, XXT, lHAXTAIJ, EVAL, V, lHAXTAIJ)
C Cr.ilt. Projection Matrix PV of linear subspace Vr

CALL PROJECTMAT (V, ITAU, IR, IPC, PV)

C Calculate measure to check convergence (distance measure**2)
S~1-0.0DO
DO IK-i, IR
S~l-S~l+EVAL(IK)

ENDDO
SUH2-0.0DO
DO IK-IR+l, I TAU

SUH2-SUM2+EVAL(lK)
ENDDO
EPSlLON-SUM2/S~l

C The l'ollowinq at~tement ia uaed to aidestep the ai9n~l reconatructive part if
C if the oriqinal aeri.s muat be uaed

IF (lSERIES.EQ.O) THEN
EPSlLON-1E-8

ENDIF
C The following statement is used to perform a single Cadzow iteration

IF ((lSERIES.EQ.l) .AND. (ITERATE.EQ.l)) THEN
EPSlLON-1E-8

ENDIF

IF (EPSILON. GE .lE-6) THEN
ITERATE-lTERATE+l

C Create a new ~trix XHATby projecting the column vector. of
C matrix XTILDE onto Vr and shiftinq to r-flat L

00 J-l, ICOLS
DO I-i, ITAIJ
S~O.ODO
DO IJ-i, ITAIJ
S~S~+PV (I, IJ) 'XTILDE (IJ, J)

ENDDO
XHAT(I,J)-S~+XMEAN(I)

ENDDO
ENDDO

C Averaqe over the reverse diaqonals of matrix XHAT
C See al90rit~ in Danilov p.l2

C Reconstruct f (1) , ... , f (tau)
DO I-i, ITAIJ
SIGNAL(l)-O.ODO
00 J-l,I
SIGNAL(l) -SIGNAL(l) +XHAT(J, I-J+l) II

ENDDO
ENDDO

CReconstruct f(tau+l), ... ,f(n)
DO I-ITAU+l,ICOLS
SIGNAL(l)-O.ODO
DO J-l, ITAIJ
SIGNAL (I) -SIGNAL(l) +XHAT(J, I-J+l) lITAIJ

ENDDO
ENDDO

CReconstruct f(n+l), ... ,f(N)
DO I-ICOLS+l, INl
SIGNAL (I) -0.000
DO J-l, (lNl- I+ l)
SIGNAL (l)-SIGNAL (l) +XHAT(J+I-ICOLS, lCOl.5-J+l) I (lNl-I+l)

ENDDO
ENDDO

ENDIF
GO TO 15

ENDIF
RETURN
END
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